Cooperation between the ICA and UNGEGN - cartography
and G.I.S. in the U.N. course on toponymy, Pretoria 1992
N. Kadmon (Jerusalem , IL)

Introduction
T he present paper describes an attempt to instil cartographic contents into the program of a United
Nations training course on geographical names.
Two international organizations deal with geographical names as primary obj ects. One is the Urtited
Nations Group of Experts on Geographical Names, acting directly as well as via the U .N . Conferences
on the Standardi zation of Geographical Names . The other is the International Cartographic
Association. In the past , these two bodies handled two separate aspects of geographical names which
were nearly mutually exclusive. The U .N . organization treated names as linguistic entities and dealt
with them from a scientific viewpoint on the one hand, and as verbal administrative units on the other.
ICA regarded geographica l names as verbal non-terrain-analogous items of map informa tion and dealt
with them chiefly from a graphic viewpoint.
In the course of time, however , advanced technology brought the two aspects of toponymy into closer
contact. The dominant factor was electronic data processing. Within the U.N. , this was re lated to
geographica l names in the context of the production of digital gazetteers, and within Committee II
(Technical Programmes) a separate Worki ng Group was set up to deal with thi s subject ("Toponymic
Data Fi les'd ) . In the ICA , the cartographic operat ion affected was names pl acement. But since names
placement in a map is directly related to name lists , e.g. gazetteers, the li nk soon became apparent.
The envi ronment in whi ch both aspects of geographica l names converge naturally is the geographic
in fo rm ation system (GIS) .
Ba ckground
In the past, the wri ter repeatedly advocated closer cooperation between ICA and UNGEGN. Although
the ICA is officiall y represented at UNGEGN meet ings, the internat ional training courses in toponymy
and the standardi zation of geographica l names held by the latter body in the past had a nearly entirely
verbal-toponymic orientation. In a paper presented to the I I th Intern ational Cartographic Conference
held in Warsaw in 1982 2 the wri ter advocated closer ties between the two organizations. "A Proposa l
for Cooperation between ICA and UNGEGN" formed part of a paper presented to the 13th
Internat ional Cartograph ic Conference in Morelia in 19873 Moreover, at the 4th U .N. Conference on
Geographica l Na mes, wh ile discussing the topic of education in toponymy, the wri ter stressed the point
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that whereas practical trammg in toponymy was adequately dealt with by many national and
international authorities as well as by UNGEGN through international training seminars, there were
hardly any education facilities in toponymy available at academic level. Accordingly the Group of
Experts proposed to increase the number of such courses at University level. The 4th Conference
expressed this goal in Resolution No. 54

The Pretoria Course

The first training course in toponymy for Southern Africa under the auspices of the United Nations
Group of Experts on Geographical Names was held at the University of Pretoria, South Africa, in
cooperation with the Human Sciences Research Council of South Africa, from 29th June to 9th July ,
1992. However, while taking into account experience of previous courses, this was not just another
training course in the standardization of geographical names, being distinguished by a number
of innovations .

Course attendees at a cartographic-toponymic computer session.
The organlzmg committee consisted of Prof. P.S. Hattingh, Head, Department of Geography,
University of Pretoria (logistics, venue, general running of the course); Prof. Naftali Kadmon of
Jerusalem, Israel, Convenor of UNGEGN's Working Group on Terminology, Chairman of the Eastern
Mediterranean Division and member of the Commission on Education and Training of the LC.A.
(course programme); Dr. Peter E. Raper, Head of the Onomastic Research Centre of the Human
Sciences Research Council and Chairman of UNGEGN (attendance, research); and Dr. L. Moeller of
the HSRC (field trip). In addition to these, lecturers included Prof. F.J. Ormeling, jr., the Netherlands,
Chairman of the ICA's Commission on Education and Training and UNGEGN Convenor of training
courses in toponymy ; Ms. Helen Kerfoot, Canada, Executive Secretary of the Canadian Permanent
Commission on Geographical Names and Vice-Chairperson of UNGEGN; as well as a number of
South African specialists.
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Modular Programme

The course was attended by 37 toponymists, cartographers and linguists from Botswana, Namibia,
South Africa, Bophutatswana, Venda and Lebowa, representing numerous African languages with their
specific problems of recording geographical names in Roman script, apart from general problems such
as standardization and the setting up of national toponymic authorities. In order to enable participants
to attend lectures and exercises in those topics which were of particular interest to them , the program
was organized in nine daily "topical" modules , in addition to a field module. Notwithstanding thi s
arrangement, most participants elected to attend the entire course. Accommodation was provided in
the comfortable students' hostels of the University of Pretoria where meals were also taken, within 10
minutes walking distance of the on-campus venue of lectures and exercises .

L.t.r.: P .S . Hattingh & P.E. Raper (South Africa), N. Kadmon (Israel)
and H. Kerfoot (Canada) at the Pretoria course.
Innovations

Besides the modular organization of the course and the core subjects of standardization and national
names authorities, a number of innovations regarding contents were introduced. Since many
toponymists have only a vague idea of the theory and practice of defining location, especially of
geographical objects which are subject to naming procedures and which are at the heart of all
cartographic activity, lectures were presented on the topic of nominal, ordinal and quantitative methods
of defining location, e.g. by name, grid square and coordinates. These included talks on cartographic
projections, the geographical graticule of latitude and longitude, and topographic (plane) grids . In
particular, the UTM Grid and the Southern African Coordinate Grid were described. As a related
modular topic, names placement in maps was introduced in a methodological form. In both subjects,
practical exercises were carried out by the participants. Indeed, exercise sessions, held usually in the
afternoon, formed an important constituent of the course; out of 11 exercises handed out, an average
of 8.8 exercises per person were returned.
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Moreover, probably for the first time in such a course, research in toponymy was dealt with, both in
methodological lectures on African languages and in a particular case study . The latter dealt with the
distribution in Southern Africa of Biblical and Hebrew place names in a joint research project by the
Chairman of the Eastern Mediterranean Division of UNGEGN and the Head of the Department of
Geography at the University of Pretoria.
Another important aspect of the course was the act ivity initiated by Dr. Raper to establish a South
African geographical names dict ionary unit, and this brought together toponymists of widely differing
background , race, approach and attitude. Some of them were confronted for the first time with
cartographic concepts.

Exercises in Computerized Processing of a Toponymic Data Base
Perhaps the most important innovation, both methodologically and from the viewpoint of participants
from developing (and also developed) countries, was the introduction of the computerized handling,
or rather processing, of geographical names in a geographic information system (GIS). After
introductory talks by ICA experts, participants of the course were seated at 30 computer terminals many of them for the first time in their li fe - in a very well equipped computer classroom at the
University of Pretoria. The staff of the Geography Department then instructed the attendees in the
operation of a (networked) PC-AT, all instructions and computer statements appearing also on a large
central screen . As a first step, a toponymic data base of Khoekhoen (Hottentot) place names was
queried and statistical data were extracted. This made participants aware in a practical way of the
problem of name attributes in a toponymic data base, which has been subject to much discussion by
UNGEGN. As a second stage these data were displayed by each participant in a gridded map on his
or her screen, and were then overlayed with various human and physical geographic factors. Finally,
maps were produced of correlations between the distribution of these names and the different
geographical factors such as rainfa ll , river location and the historical boundaries of human settlement.
Detailed instructions, including all computer steps, were also distributed as handouts , as well as
black-and-white printouts of all mapping steps and their results.

Field Collection of Names in a Game Reserve
The mid-course weekend was devoted to a pleasant field trip to the Songimvelo private game reserve
in the Eastern Transvaal. Here the participants were instructed in the collection of indigenous
geographical names in the field, and in inserti ng them in 1:50,000 sca le topographic maps after filling
suitable questionnaires .

An Introductory Text in Toponymy
On registration, each participant was handed a copy of an introductory text written especially for this
course . Named "An Introduction to Toponymy - Theory and Practice of Geographical Names"5, this
presents, apparently for the first time, an overv iew of nearly all aspects of the discipline in very brief
and concise form, though including examples from 11 languages and scripts . It also includes the new
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"Glossary of Toponymic Tenninology", Version 1.2, prepared by UNGEGN's Working Group on
Tenninology6 This limited volume served both as background text for frontal lectures presented, and
as reference material for the practical exercises; it may also serve for future reference.
A publication of all lectures presented at the Pretoria course is in preparation.

Further details can be obtained from the author at the following address:
Geography Department
The Hebrew University of Jerusalem
91905 Jerusalem, Israel
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APPENDIX

A

Programme of the Pretoria Training Course on Toponymy, 1992

Module 1 (29 June 1992): Introductory
Registration
Opening ceremony: Dr. J.G. Gabers, Director-General, South African Department of National
Education.
(I) Prof. N. Kadmon: Toponymy - an introduction.
(2) Prof. F.J. Ormeling: The importance of geographical names.
Exercises : Topic 1.
Module 2 (30 June 1992) : Names Recording, Storage and Dissemination
(3) Prof. N. Kadmon: Recording and storage of geographical names.
Map projections and topographic grids .
(4) Prof. P .S. Hattingh: Coordinate systems in South Africa.
(5) Ms. H. Kerfoot: Dissemination of geographical names .
(6) Ms . H. Kerfoot, Prof. N. Kadmon , Dr. L. Moeller: Name lists and
gazetteers .
Exercises: Topics 3, 4, 6.
Module 3 (I July 1992): Languages, Scripts and Names Conversion
(7) Prof. N. Kadmon: Languages and scripts of the world .
(8) Prof. N. Kadmon: Names transformation - endonyms, allonyms, exonyms, translation, transcription, transliteration, romanization.
(9) Prof. F.J. Ormeling, Dr. P.E. Raper: The use of exonyms in the
world and in South Africa.
Exercises: Topics 7, 8.
Module 4 (2 July 1992): Standardization of Geographical Names
(10)
(II)
(12)
(13)

Prof. F.J. Ormeling: National standardization .
Prof. F.J. Ormeling: Minority names.
Prof. E.B. van Wyk : Standardization of African-language names.
Dr. P .E . Raper: International standardization and the implementation of UNGEGN resolutions.
(14) Prof. N. Kadmon: Standardization of toponymic terminology.
Module 5 (3 July 1992): Nat ional Names Authorities
(15) Ms. H. Kerfoot: National names authorities - development, roles ,
responsibilities.
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(16) Prof. E.B. van Wyk: The National Place Names Committee of South
Africa.
(17) Prof. F.J. Ormeling: Names collecting in the field and in the
office.
Field Module (4-5 July 1992): Collecting Names in the Field

(18) Prof. F.J. Ormeling. Ms. H. Kerfoot. Dr. L. Moel er: Field work.
Exercises: Topic 18.
Module 6 (6 July 1992): Names Placement in Maps; Toponymic Guideelines

(19) Prof. F.J. Ormeling. Ms. I Booysen: Names placement in maps theory and practice.
(20) Mr. KJ. Lester: South African cartography and geographical names
(21) Dr. P.E. Raper: Toponymic guidelines.
Exercises: Topic 19.
Module 7 (7 July 1992): Research in Toponymy

(22) Dr. L. Moeller: Toponymic research: documentation and literature.
(23) Dr. B.A. Meiring: Syntax and semantics of geographical names .
(24) Panel discussion: Research into geographical names from African
languages.
(25) Prof. N. Kadmon. Prof. P.S. Hattingh: Research on Biblical place
names in Southern Africa.
Exercises: Topic 25.
Module 8 (8 July 1992): Toponymic Data Bases and the GIS

(26) Prof. F.J. Ormeling. Prof. N. Kadmon: Introduction to Geographic
Information Systems .
(27) Panel discussion: Toponymic data bases.
(28) Ms. I. Booysen: GIS data base operation at computer terminals theory and practice.
(29) Ms. H. Kerfoot : Elements of data bases and records maintenance.
(30) Ms. I.M . Dippenaar: National terminology services.
Exercises: Topic 28.
Module 9 (9 July 1992): Place Names in Southern Africa

(31) Panel discussion: Coordination of place names surveys.
(32) Mr. C.c. Smith: Street names.
(33) Dr. P . E. Raper: Establishing a South African geographical names
dictionary unit.
Closing ceremony.
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A new proposal for the coastal zone cartography
F. Marabini (Bologna, I)

It is well known that the coastal zone is the boundary between
sea
and mainLand and the agents controll in g this eq uilibrium
are
the
fluvial sediment supp l y and the distributing of these sediments
by
the wave action generated on the s ea surface by the winds . This implies a dynamic equilibrium of the shoreline very precarious
with
rapid changes in long and short times.
A large por tion of the italian coast , lik e eve r ywhere in the world,
is today threatened by a progress i ve degradation, mainly shown
as
beach erosion . The explosion of this shore decay took place in the
early 1960s, after a long period of general beach stability . To make
up for the increasing erosive processes , many studies followed
by
many kinds of defence works have been put into operation.
Cons idering the importance of the cartography for the studies in the
coas tal zone , it is ev i dent how , many times , the official cartography
i s insu ffic i en t to support adequately the investigations in the coa sta l areas.
The usual basic maps were , in the past times, the topographic
maps
edited in Italy by the Army car togr af ic Institute or the nautical
maps edited by Marine i drographic Inst itute .
The first k i nd of maps are today insufficient because the isobaths
are comp l etely absent and the continue var iations of the mainland due
to the massive man act i v ity (new holidays vi llages,
new
turistic
ports, shoreline regression in unhabited areas) are not always noted
in the some periods .
The consequence is to have many times maps with co rrection s for the
new roads or new build i ngs with the shoreline position refered
to
precedent times .
The second k i nd of maps is many times approx imate for the mainland,
excep t the ports, and with a batimetry utilizing only for navigation
but insufficient from the shoreline to the breaker zone ( 3- 5 m depth
in the Adr iati c Sea ) .
Util i zing geomorphological , sedimentological , bathymetric data
is
po inted out the evo lutional trend of the coas tal area up to the pre sen t time ev idenced by a new methodology cons idering evo lutional pa rameters .
The example utilized is the coas t al zone of the Venice lagoon in the
northern Adriatic Sea.
The territory is represented by a colour maps scala 1 :1 00.000 edited
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by the italian military cartographic Institute derived by satellite
Landsat: on this chart were reported the isobaths resulted
by
an
apposite bathimetric survey . On the lateral sides of the same chart
were reported diagrams and schematic thematic maps (fig. 1) to give
the basic informations of the evolutional trend of the coastal zone.
Thi s news, connected with an exact repre sen ta tion of the terr i tory, are
necessary at the beginning of every correct study for the
coastal
safeguard .
The map 2 (fig. 2) shows the reconstruction by Teodoro Viero , 1799,of
the Venice lagoon in 1000 A.D . when the rivers flowed into the lagoon .
To avoid the disappearing of the lagoon basin , by the sediment ye1d
from the rivers making it become a permanent emerged area, the republic of Venice began at 14th Century to carry out several hydraulic
works to preserve it.
The map 3 (fig . 3) shows the diversion of the major lagoon tributaries into the sea and the digging of canals for inland navigation.
The map 4 (fig. 4) points out the man-made changes from 1800 until to
day in the Venice lagoon and the shoreline in 1833 before the building of jetties at the three lagoon mouthes.
The diagram 5 (fig. 5) shows the " high water " occurrences , from 1910
up to 1980 , shown as vertical lines and revealing an increase
with
time dependent on the loss in ground surface elevation and due
to
the man-induced subsidence caused by the heavy groundwater pumping,
expecially between 1950 and 1970, used mainly for industrial purposes.
The map 6 (fig. 6) shows the longshore currents along the
venetian
litoral from the Brenta river to the Sile river and the "murazzi"
defence works built to combat the erosive processes.
The map 7 (fig. 7) shows the shoreline variations from 1944 up
to
1980 . The arrows show the mean yearly rate of the beach change.
To
consider the prevailing of advancing, we must not be deceived by the
beach accretions occurring close to each jetty; all of them , in fact,
act as a trap for the sandy material transported by the longshore
current.
In the strip between the yetties, a shore stability seems to
have
been set up , but it is due to the presence of the "murazzi " which
indeed prevent any dangerous change in the shoreline.
The actual degenerative process is revealed by the map 8 (fig. 8) sh2
wing the evolution of the bottom slope from the shoreline up to the
5 m depth. The comparison among the 1954 , 1968 and 1982bathymetrical
surveys show a notable increase of the bottom slope until 1968 along
the whole venetian litoral. Between 1968-1982 a stability around the
1968 high values, except for local variations a l ong the Cavallino, is
observed . This situation, due to several sea storms at the endofthe
sixties with destructive effects to the man-made shore
protection
structure, is very dangerous for the beach evo l ution .
From the comparison among the diagrams one can see that erosion gradually developed in time through a continual increase in the nearshore bottom slope which in turn led to a shoreline
regression,
often achieving irreversible situations.
In particular, if the bottom slope from shoreline to 5m isobath
is
< 0,50 %, the littoral is stable, the interval 0,50-0,75 % shows
an
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instable situation , the interval 0 , 75-1% means a danger situation for
the shoreline stability and with a bottom slope> 1 % we are sure that
the storms waves attack the backshore with regression of the shoreline.
These parameters have validity , of course , on l y for the
considered
coas tal area .
The maps 9 ( fig . 9) and 10 ( fig. 10) show the sediments distribution
according to the Nota ' s classif i cation. Thi s textural classification
deif inies the sediments either as a main component (sand or pelite ) or
as a mi xture of the two components . It is a binary and not a ternary
class i ficat i on li ke the Shepard one .
The percentage of compo nent s used by Nota: sand and pe lite with cont en ts> 95% , respe ctive l y , in comparison with mi x tures (pelitic sand ,
very sandy and sandy pelites) with sand contents of 95-70 %, 70-30% and
30-5% in that order.
The Nota ' s classificati on permit s to visualize better the sand
if
compared with the Shepard ' s classification . (The Shepard's val ue for
sand is >75% and for Nota is > 95 %). Th i s difference permit s to consider directly on the map the possibility to utilize for artificial nou
rishme nt of the beach even sedi ments offshore .
the
To conc lu de, this map evidences , for the venet i an coastal zone ,
evolutional trend from ancient times up to today pointing
out
the
interference of the man activ ity on the environmental changes and the
recent variat i ons of the beach stability due to the sea storms , giving
the basic data for every correct future study of th e coastal safeguard.
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Surface processing and rapid display for geography realistic graphics
C. Baowen (Beijing, RC)

Abstract:
This paper describes the method "geographical curved surface modelling" and the algorithm for realistic graphics to be produced rapidly . This method is very practical and can be
applied in many conditions. It uses a 2-D network which is controlled by characteristic points
to represent any kind of topography. The network can be constructed by dynamic or static
methods . On the basis of the network, a realistic graph is produced after a network is processed by a series of simplified mathematic methods which include projection transformation,
illumination simulation, shadow processing, design and vein processing of the earth's surface.
This paper depends on image projection methods of topographic curved surface to tum pictures
in the natural world into realistic graph, and achieves a successful combination of 3-D image
processing with graphic representation. Shadow spherical surface bumper is used to process
shadow and accelerate the speed of shadow test. Under the condition of illumination of simulation, a realistic graph can be produced rapidly by using few points. The establishment of standard colour base and application of the technique of image processing in display of graph solve
the problems which there are no standard colors in graph display, and lay fundamental for
printing automation, standardi zation and map-marking integration.
In the CAD lab. of Institute of computing Technology, Academia Sinica, we use SUN
and SGI workstation to accomplish the above research and set up two sets of system" Computer Geographical Graph Simulation System ". The system is commercialized and is adopted
by many departments.

• Subject of natural science fund in state
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I PRODUCING AND REPRESENTING METHOD OF

NET~OR K

STRUCTURE SURFACE

In the research on 3-D realistic graph, the first problem that need be solved
is 3-D mode II ing. lie generat lots of curved surfaces and make comparision
between them. Network structure is regarded as a practical and general method.
Its structure is very simple and easy to generate. The representing method is
suitable for realistic graph to be displayed rapidly. Besides the above, it has
other advantages, such as, isopleth production, surface correction, deformed
surface analysis and production of deformed graph. The following, a kind of
method making network curved surface is introduced. It is stretching method for
space locus of point set.
The meaning of general stretched objects is that a 2-D point set moving in
space can be stretched and form a certain shape, and a network can be generated
to show its surface. The point set moves along straight line to form a polyhedron, follows curve and keeps its section perpendicular to locus curve to shape
a curved surface object. The stretching object is determined by two deformation
factors. One factor is that relative proportion of point set { m} changes in
the course of its stretch. The other is that in its movement, locus makes point
set revolve. Which kind of deformation point should be put is relied on which
kind of shape that you want to produce. Generally,we use function to control it.
Point set of the shape which describes the earth surface is usually obtained by
randcm input, and is represented by network mx n. Its deformation and registration are finished through two steps, locus point coordination and vector
conversion. The key important thing is to calculate direction vector of three
axles. Then, positive and negative conversion between the two coordinate systems
can be determined. Suppose that the direction vectors of three axles in new coordinate are XA ( AmI. Am2, Am3 ), YA (AnI. An2, An3 ) and ZA ( All. A12, Al3 ).
Then,
I

I

I

I

II

I

I

I X' I I AmI Am2 Am3 I I X I I Ox I
I Y' I = I AnI An2 An3 I . I YI + I Oy I .............................. (I)
I Z' I I All Al2 Al3 I I Z I I 02 I
L

-1

L

-1

L-1

L

.J

In which, (Ox, Oy, 02 ) is coordinate of origin of new coordinate system in old
one. Its formula of in'verse conversion is
II

I

I

I

I

L -1

L

-1

L

-1

i X I i AmI AnI All I I X' - Dz i
I YI = I Am2An2 Al2 I . I Y' - Oy i ................................. (2)
I Z I I Am3 An3 Al3 I I Z' - 02 I

Revolving conversion is the following:
Assume that vector coordinate of revolving axis is (Ax, Ay, Az) . In order
to revolve around L axle, direction of Z axle in old coordinate system must be
identical with that of L axle. The conversion formula which graph revolves Z
axle is :
I

I

I

I

I

I

I X' I I cosa -sina 0 I I XI
i Y' I = I sina cosa OI . I YI .................................... (3)
IL Z' JI IL 0
o I JI IL ZJI
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In which, a is the angle that graph revolves around Zaxle. (X, y, Z) is a coordinate of one of point set in old coordinate system. (X', Y/, Z' ) is the coordinate after it revolves a angle. To attain the aim, the following process is
necessary.
I) Conversion between OXYZ ( old coordinate system) and oXYi ( new
coordinate system which L substitues for Z )
I -I

I

I

II

II

L -.J

L

-.J

L -.J

L -.J

I XI I all al2 al3 I I XI
I XI
I YI = I a21 a22 a23 I . I YI = AI YI ........................... ( 4 )
I Z I i a31 a32 a33 I I Z I
IZI
In which, (a31, a32, a33 ) is unit vector of oZ axle;
( all, a12, al3 ) is the unit vector of OX axle;
( a21, a22, a23) = ( a31, a32, a33) x ( all, a12, a13 )
= ( aI3*a32-a12*a33, all*a33-al3*a31, a12*a31
-al1*a32 )
( a21, a22, a23 ) is the unit vector of 09 axle.
2) Conversion between OXYZ and OXYZ
II

I _I

I XI T I Xi
I YI =A 1'1. 1
IL Z-.JI
I ZI
L-.J

............................................................ (5)

ATis the inverse matrix of matrix A and also is
I

I

L

-.J

T t all a21 a31 1
A = A = i al2 a22 a32 I ............................................. ( 6 )
I a13 a23 a33 I
-I

Conversion formula between OXYZ and OXYZ, as follows
I I

I _I

I XI T I XI
I YI =A IYI
iL Z-.JI
IL-.J
ZI

............................................................

Conversion formula which graph revolve around
I

I

(7)

oZ axle

I

IX" I i cosa -sina
I Y" I = I sin·2 COSIl
o
I Z" I I 0
L
-.J
L

.................................... ( 8 )

( X", Y", Z" ) is coordinate under oXYi. It should be put in OXYZ coordinate
system.
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I

I

I

I

L

-.l

L-.l

I X' I T I X" I
I Y' I = A I Y" I ......................................................... ( 9 )
I z' !
I Z" I
It also is :
I

I

I

I

I

I

I X' I T I CXlSa -sina 0 I I XI
I Y' I = A I sina cosa OI AI YI
I Z' I
I 0
o I -.lI IL-.l
ZI
L

,
-.l

.....•..................... ( 10 )

L

Formula ( 10) is the one which graph revolves any axles .

2 GEOMETRIC PROCESSING OF NETWORK SURFACE
After shape modelling of space network surface is comp leted, basic condition
to produce realistic graph on geographica l view rapidly is to compute normal
vectors of po ints on network. There are various kinks of s imple or complicated
methods to solve the problem. For examp le, after the normal vectors of quadrilaterals which have the same apex are averaged, the normal vector of each apex
can be gotten. See Figure I. The control point normal vector on network-topography surface can be solved by the tangent vector product of two directions
that two orthogonal curved lines pass through the control point. The method is
strict on theory. The tangent vector of each apex in two directions that is
parallel projected to corresponding normal planes can be obtained with 2-D
curved line aproximate method. See Figure 2.

Figure I
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Normal vector of apex

l

~----------y

x

Figure 2

Normal vector of apex on topographi ca l surface

3 PROJECTION CONVERSION OF OBJECT
Surface covering and overlapping is another important technical prob lem.
Although FRACTAL theory provides a great method for modern graphics to s imulate
natural scenery, it must depend on tochastic process and algor ithm interact ion
to realize. The method is uncerta in and can not produce realistic surface of a
object which provides shapes. Abetter assumption is to estab lish a model to
simulate nature. The model can be set UP by computer accurately or is a image
sample concerning typical charactors of natural world. It can be obtained by
taking pictures and digiti zing process. The image model can be 2-D or 3-D. 3-D
image is natural or drawing image based on digital or functional model. Projection relationship can be built UP between different dimension images. For.
instance, co lor pictures drawn on spherical surface can be projected on a plane;·
conversely, pictures on a plane also can be done on a spherical surface. See
Figure 3.
.

z

Figure 3

Projection of stereoscopic graph

Conversion relationship from one project ion coordinate system to another can
be shown by the following formula:
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I

i Sx1' = a11*x1

I Sx2' = a21*x1
IL Sx3' = a31*x1

al2*x2
a22*x2
+ a32*x2

al3*x3
a23*x3
+ a33*x3

+

+

+

+

.............•................... ( 11 )

The relationship between coordinates expressed by
stood as the following: aik represents coefficient of
is not equal to zero. (xl. x2. x3) is a corresponding
in the same coordinate system. The equation group can
tion.
I-

I Sx1 = A11*x1'
I Sx2 = A12*x1'
I Sx3 = A13*x1'
L

+
+
+

A21*x2'
A22*x2'
A23*x2'

+

+
+

A31*x3'
A32*x3'
A33*x3'

formula (11) can be underequation group. When I aik I
point with (xl'. x2'. x3' )
carry out inverse calcula-

.............................. ( 12 )

In which. Aik is algebra complementary divisor of aik. When I aik I is equal to
zero. the converse calculation is untenable. They are not corresponding each
other. We should not let this situation come out.
Now. let us discuss projection conversion on plane in detail. Any four groups
of corresponding points. any three of which can not be in a line. can define a
projection conversion. Suppose that the four groups of corresponding points are
as following:
ex

P
y
cl

(ex
(p
(y
(cl

1. ex 2. ex 3 )
1. P 2. P 3 )
1. y 2. y 3 )
1. cl 2. cl 3 )

ex ' (ex

1'. ex 2'. ex 3' )

p' (P 1'. P 2'. P 3' )
y , (y

cl ' (cl

1'. y 2'. y 3' )
1'. cl 2'. cl 3' )

Four groups of corresponding coordinates can fix the coefficient aij in converse
formula. Therefore. twelve equations regarding coefficient aij and Sj are got
through putting their coordinates into projection conversion formula .
For projection on curved surface. a good way must be found to balance deformation factors so as to make projection image look more naturally.ModeI system in
the paper is based on network. It provides curved surface projection a good condition. The model system sets up not only a projection between plane and plane.
and plane and curved surface. but also any a kind of projection relationship
between curved plane and curved plane. and curved surface and plane.
Under general condition. the relationship between image on plane and projection on curved surface is determined by part of network on curved surface
P1P2P3P4 ( see Figure 4a ) and image P1'P2'P3'P4' on plane.
First. a network P1P2P3P4 is spread as Figure 4e. According to the size of
network. surface of image ( see Figure 4a ) is divided into mx n network ( see
Figure 4b). So. conversion relationship is established between the two corresponding network (C1C2C3C4 and C1'C2'C3'C4' ) . What kind of gray scale (color or
light value) the point P should have is crux problem. In other words. we need
find the relationship between P' and P.
Suppose that the si ze of di gital image is mx n picture element points. The
coordinates in 4 corners are PI' ( 1. 1. k ). P2' ( 1. N. K ). P3' ( M. N. K ) and
P4' (M. 1. K). K is a constant ( If it is 3-D image. K has different value).
After the image is divided by mxn network. the coordinates of the 4 points.
C1'C2'C3'C4'. can be gotten. According to the relationship between Ci and Ci'. a
projection relation is established and the coordinate of point P' ( x. y ) can be
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solved. Because the memory image is not continuous and is a seperate digitized
image. the point pi possible is not in a picture element. Therefore. the coordinates of 4 picture elements (LI. L2. L3. L4) near pi ( X. y ) are needed. In
fact. only the coordinate of LI( I. J) { I = int( x ). J = int( y )} should be
known. The coordinates of 4 picture element points are shown in Figure 4c. The
picture elements. LI and L2. can interpolate the gray scale of point tl. and t2
and t3 can do the one of point t2. Then tl and t2 can interpolate the gray scale
of point pi ( X. y ). The gray sca le as the attribute value of point P is brought
into calculation of illumination model. Continuous reproduction of projection
image on curved surface is realized.
The projection theory successfully combines graph processing with realistic
graph. It accomplishes the real 3-D processing. improves visual result andestablishes space 3-D graph and vein model. Natural objects are turned into fictional graph. The theory has very practical value.
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Curved surface projection on the basis of network

4 ILLUMINATION MODEL OF NETWORK AND ALGRITHM AND ITS RAPID PRODUCTION

As to realistic graph of network. any illumination model can be adopted. Different illumination models bring out different visual results. The results connect with not only illumination. point view and parameter. but also variation of
surface curvature (normal vector). Therefore. choice of illumination model
relates to actual curved surface types and environment. projection of earth surface greatly strengthens the simulation result of environment object. The system
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furnishes 4 kinds of illumination models to be selected. In the light of actual
situation. they can be added newcontent or other models can be made .
The meaning of realistic geographical graph lies in showing the visual result
of earth surface. In fact. it is impossible to simulate objects in the world
with a illumination model. So. the method used by artists is still one of attractive models to produce realistic graph. Although its result differents from
actual illumination result. it produces the result that is same as the one seen
by people. The unit of network surface is a quadrilateral. The units are arranged in order . Then. according to artist algorithm. they can be filled from front
to behind in time. Brightness or color of every point in each quadrilateral is
gotten by 4-apex linear interpolation. Quadrilateral interpolation fill has
rapid production speed. If it can be done by hardware. its speed will be raised
to a higher ·level. If the diminish shadow is involved. the method of quadratic
blanking or scanning line and spherical surface shadow bumper need be used.

I,

y
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J.
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Figure 5
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Brightness interpolation values of points in a quadrilateral

Y3 - Y2

Ia = Ll - - -

YI - Y3

+

YI - Y2

Y3 - Y4

Ib = Ll -

Ji: ..

X,

-

YI - Y2

+

YI - Y4
Xb-Xa

YI - Y3

L4 - -

.................................... ( 13 )

YI - Y4

Xb - Xp

Ip = La - - -

L2 - - -

Xp - Xa

+

Lb - - Xb-Xa

Scanning line algorithm is to project all quadrilaterals on a plane. Then.
using positive and negative method determines the quadrilaterals divided by scan
line. Finally. bright value of every point in scan lines is computed with above
interpolation method. Applying screen display in different field can reduce the
numbers of qudrailateral measurement and raise generating speed.
Spherical surface light bumper is used in test and shorts the test time. Its
principle is that a broad spherical surface is set up in each light. The radius
of the spherical surface is uncertain. All quadrilaterals are projected on a
spherical surface. Each small quadrilatera l can be expressed by longitude and
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latitude. Another purpose to use spherical surface is that light can be put in
any place. Because spherical surface possesses the character, identity in any
directions, judging a point whether it is a shadow point is not necessary to
make light line cross all quadrilaterals. Through spher ica l surface fi eld, the
acti ve quadrilateral can be rapid ly determined and whether the shadow point
exists can be judged.
In display of realistc graph, because t he color of graph displayer has been
defined by color table, R, G and B values are in a certain field. The genera l
method is to divide co lor table into several parts. Each part indicates limited
brightness leve l. Because variation scope and speed of curvature are different
and some regions do not meet the requirement of brightness level. vi sual mistakes come out. On the other hand, brightness of other regions are so excess ive
t hat t hey lose levels. Therefore, t he method of dynamic co lor tab le is put forward. Thi s algorthm applies graph brightness balance to graph display. It is a
3-D graph process technology.
The main idea of dynamic color tab le is to set UP looking-up table in the
course of rea listic graph product ion . When a picture element is generated in
displayer, The co lor level table is checked whether there are correspond ing R. G
and B values. If there are not R, Gand B values, new ones should be fi ll ed into
t he table, and the pointer moves forward. When a graph is made complete ly, a
equivalent looking-up table is estab lished. Commands defined by co lor tab le are
invoked and t he largest arrange of looking-up tab le can be shown. If Nis over
256. 3 gating limit values should be set to compress the orig inal co lor level.
The R, Gand B values that are very close are classif ied into one category and
filled in a table. If the co lor leve l in looking-up table is st ill over 256, the
gating limi t values need be expanded and looking-up table shou ld be rebuil t up.
The cutting down process is done by recursion unti l co lor level is lower t han or
equal to 256. Because the highest resolving power of human's eyes to gray scale
is not over 32 level, in ilumination mode l, brightness level of color corresponding to object surface color can be contro lled. In general, co lor level scope
( N) of a realistic graph is not very wide. Therefore, to realize above ·thing,
co lor level need not be compressed or only cuts down a li ttle scope. As graph in
bumper has been produced, the effect of vision dynamicly to change graph can be
done in very short time . In the view of th is kind idea. many methods of graph
processing are appl ied to graph display processing.
5 SUMMARY

This paper introduces algorithm for realistic graph to be produced on the
bas is of network and geometric mode l method. The algorithm is easy to be understood, used and popul arized. The project method combines graph process with
graph production. It provides an effective method for graph integration. In production and research of geographica l realistic graph, the method has good practical va lue.
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Line generalization of non-projected data
D.G . Christian (Huntsville, USA)

Abstract:
The application of computer technology to cartography
has led to considerable research into algorithms for
generalizing cartographic features.
Generalization
algorithms are used to remove e~cess feature qetail due to
over-collection during feature creation or becau~ of changes
in primary scale during the production of maps.
The
development of techniques for automating the simplification
and smoothing of line features has been a particularly active
area of research. Simplification is the reduction of the
number of points in the representation of a digitized line;
smoothing is a type of curve fitting in which vertices are
moved towards the overall line trend in order to reduce its
complexity. Most algorithms in the literature to date have
focused on the generalization of line features in map
projections; they are designed to operate in a twodimensional Cartesian coordinate system. Cartographic
products production systems that "capture" map features in
non projected coordinates (latitude , longitude) or that
produce cartographic data bases as products in addition to
projected map graphics require simplification and smoothing
methods that are able to process non projected coordinates.
One approach for generalizing non projected data is the
adaptation of existing projected data line simplification and
smoothing algorithms by the substitution of certain geometric
computations (point-to-point and point-to-line distance
calculations, angle measurements, etc.) for the analogous
geodesic calculations. Due to the complex shape of the
earth's surface , these computations do not have simple
analytic forms such as they have in a Cartesian coordinate
system; therefore it is necessary (and sufficient for line
generalization applications) to ignore local variations in
the geometry of the earth's surface, and to use geometric
models that approximate the shape of the Earth.
This paper discusses the development and application of
techniques for liqe generalization of non projected features,
and examines the domain of applicability of utilized modeling
approximations.
Examples are presented of the adaptation of
well-known line generalization algorithms using these
techniques.

Introduction:
Research into techniques for simplifying and smoothing
line map features has a relatively long and well-established
history in the literature of computer-aided cartography.
Simplification algorithms have been developed which identify
points critical to the portrayal of a feature, thereby
allowing the deletion of non critical points. Line smoothing
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algorithms relocate points to reduce the irregularity of a
line feature without distorting its large-scale shape.
The rapidly expanding development and utilization of
Geographic Information Systems (GIS) has increased the
significance of line simplification and smoothing methods,
due to the large cartographic data sets that such systems
process. These data sets often represent map features in non
projected (latitude, longitude) form; unfortunately, most
existent techniques are only capable of processing twodimensional Cartesian coordinate system representations of
map features, and not non projected representations.
One approach to developing a line generalization
capability for non projected data is to adapt existing planar
algorithms in some fashion; such an procedure has been
attempted, and the results utilized in an existing map
production system. This paper presents the development and
application of these adaptations, and discusses the strengths
and weaknesses of each approach. As examples of this
process, I will make use of a line simplification algorithm
developed by Douglas and Poiker l (formerly Peucker) and a
line smoothing algorithm due to Brophy2; these algorithms are
briefly described in the next two sections.
Douglas-Poiker Simplification;
The following procedure describes the Douglas-Poiker
line simplification algorithm in an Algol-like syntax. Note
that this is a recursive, divide-and-conquer specification.
procedure Douglas-Poiker Simplification( points, N,
threshold tolerance,
points', N' )
inputs; list points[l;N] - a list of coordinate pairs
representing a line feature to be simplified
integer N - the number of points in the line feature
float threshold distance - a criterion for determining
determining which points are critical to the
shape of the line, having units equivalent to
those of the point coordinates
outputs; list points'[l;N'] - a list of coordinate pairs
representing the simplified line feature
integer N'- the number of points in the simpl"ified line
specification
local variables

i; integer;
max distance; float;
max index; integer;
points l ' , points 2 '; list;

begin
if ( N ~ 2 ) then
begin (* line can not be simplified further *)
N'

;=

N;

points'

;= points;

end
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else
begin
max distance := 0;
max index : = I;
for ( i = 2 to N-I ) do
begin
(* function point-to-line-distance( pI,
p2, p3) returns the minimum
(perpendicular) distance from
pI to the line passing through
p2, p3 *)
distance :=
point-to-line-distance(
pbints[i], points[l], points[N]
if ( max distance < distance ) then
begin .
max distance:= distance;
max index := i;
end
end
if ( max distance ~ threshold distance )
begin
N'

:= 2;

(* "+" indicates list concatenation *)
points' := points[l] + points[N];
end
else
begin
Douglas-Poiker Simplification (
points[l:max index], max index,
threshold distance, points l ', Nl '
Douglas-Poiker Simplification (
points[max index:N], N - max index,
threshold distance, points 2 ' , N2 ' )
N' := Nl ' + N,' ;
points' [ I: N'] : = points l' [ I: Nl' ]
+ points 2 '[I:N 2 '];
end
end
end.
Figure I presents an example of Douglas-Poiker
simplification; Figure la shows the original line feature,
along with the baseline connecting the endpoints and the
distances of line points from the baseline.
Note that points
P2 and P4 are at a greater distance from the baseline than
the threshold distance, and that P4 is the farthest point
from the baseline. The line is therefore split into two
subsections, Pl' P2' P3' P4 and P4' Ps, P6, as illustrated in
Figure lb.
Because Ps is too close to the new baseline (from
P4 to P6)' it will be deleted (Figure lc). Point p3 is the
most distant point from the baseline between Pl and P4' and
is at a distance larger than the threshold distance, so t he
line Pl' P2' P3' P4 is further subdivided into the two lines
Pl' P2' P3 and P3' P4.
Figure lc shows the final, simplified
line.
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Douglas-Poiker Simplification
a)

I

threahOld
diatance

b)

Figure 1

Brophy Smoothing:

The following procedure gives a simplified description
of the Brophy smoothing algorithm, which relocates every
point of a line (excepting its endpoints).
In its more
generalized form, the algorithm uses the nth nearest neighbor
in each direction along the line to calculate the new
location of a point; the procedure below assumes that n = 1.
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procedure Brophy Smoothing ( points, N, smooth factor, points')
inputs: list points[l:N] - a list of coordinate pairs
representing a line feature to be smoothed
integer N - the number of points in the line feature
float smooth factor - used to determine how much to
smooth the line;
0 S smooth factor S 1
outputs: list points'[l:N] - a list of coordinate pairs
representing the smoothed line feature
specification
local variables

i: integer;
circle-center: x,y coordinate pair;

begin
if ( N S 2 ) then
begin
(* line can not be smoothed *)
points' := points;
end
else
begin
for ( i = 2 to N - 1 ) do
begin
(* function inscribed-circle-center(
pI, p2, p3)
returns the coordinates
of the center point of the circle
inscribed in the triangle pI, p2, p3 *)
circle-center := inscribed-circle-center(
points[i-l], points[i], points[i+l] )

(* function interpolation( pI, p2,
interp-factor ) returns the coordinates of
the interpolated point between pI and
p2. interp-factor is the ratio of the
distance of the interpolated point from pI
to the distance pI to p2. *)
point'[i] := interpolation ( point[i],
circle-center, smooth factor
end
end
end.
A smoothing factor of 0 results in no movement of the
points, while a 1 relocates each point at the center of its
associated circle.
Note that triangle construction always
uses the original locations of the line points, so that the
smoothed line is independent of the point processing order.
Figure 2 presents an example of Brophy smoothing, with a
smoothing factor between 0 and 1.
For more details concerning Douglas-Poiker
simplification and Brophy smoothing, consult Douglas and
Peucker 1973, and Brophy 1972.
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Brophy Smoothing

Key: _____ original line

_____ smoothed line

Figure 2
Adaptation Techniques:
The specifications of the simplification and smoothing
algorithms given above assume that the locations of the
points representing the line feature being processed are
given in Cartesian coordinates. The details of this
assumption were hidden in the functions point-to-linedistance, inscribed-circle-center, and interpolation. One
obvious possibility for adapting these algorithms so that
they may be used to process non projected data is to use a
three step process: step 1) project the data, step 2)
simplify/smooth the result, and step 3) deproject the
generalized features.

The easiest way to accomplish this is simply to treat
the non pro jected coordinates as if they are Cartesian,
taking latitude as y, and longitude as x.
Such an approach
eliminates the need for any processing during steps 1 and 3
of the above approach; this can readily be seen to be
performing a type of cylindrical projection , with the
cylinder tangent to the equator. A problem with this
approach is that the shape of a line feature in the
cylindrical projection becomes mo re and more distorted as the
location of the line approaches the poles; the line is
"stretched out" in the x direction by a factor of
l/cos(latitude). Figure 3 shows the results of this approach
for the Douglas-Poiker simplification algorithm , for 3
different latitudes. At t he equator, the results are
correct, because the distortion of the line in the projection
is very slight. As the line moves away from the equator
towards the poles, the distortion becomes mo re and mor e
pronounced, resulting in fewer and fewer points being deleted
during simplification. For latitudes greater than about 77
degrees, no points are deleted. Figure 4 shows the results
of executing the Brophy algorithm u si ng the cylindrical
projection at the same three latitudes , with a smoothing
factor of 1; the effects are less dramatic than for
simplification, but the shape of the line can be seen to vary
due to the effects of the projection distortion on the
smoothing process , particularly in the central region of the
line.
It should be noted that line smoothi ng algorithms that
involve th e averaging of the locations of points work well
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for this approach provided that the points being averaged do
not cover a large range of latitudes; this is because
latitude and longitude are locally orthogonal coordinates.
Line Thinning Distortion in the Cylindrical Projection

input

()O latitude

6()o latitude

75.5° latitude

Figure 3

Line Smoothing Distortion in the Cylindrical Projection

input

()O latitude

6()o latitud e

75.50 latitude

Figure 4
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A second projection to consider is the transformation:
x - (longitude - longitude ,,'mn,, ) x cos(latitude"""",, )
y - latitude

and its reverse transformation:

longitude _
latitude -

x
+ longitude", "'"
cos(latitude" ,,,,,,,,, )
'"
y

This is the sinusoidal projection, which is a pseudo
cylindrical, equal-area projection. The advantage of this
projection over the previous one is that the distortion in
the x direction is corrected by the cos (latitudereference)
factor.
The values lati tudereference and longi tudereference
should be chosen from the immediate vicinity of the line
feature being generalized (the average latitude and longitude
of its points, for instance); points near the reference
longitude meridian are in the region of lowest distortion for
this projection. The major source of error when making
distance and other g e ometric measurements in this projection
is that parallels of latitude are treated as approximations
of great circles; this approximation becomes less accurate as
the poles are approached .
For features which do not e x tend
over too large a geographic extent , this projection works
well for line generalization applications .
In order to
quantify the errors involved, the following table shows some
limiting lati t udes for the error introduced in point to point
distance calculations between two points at a common
latitude, by comparing the great circle arc distance with the
distance calc ulated in the sinusoidal projection.
ground distance
10 meters
100
1,000
10,000
100,000

maximum latitude
for error < 1 %
89.9998 °
89.998°
89.98 °
89.8°
88 °

maximum latitude
for error < 0.1 %
89.9994 °
89.994°
89.94 °
89.3°
84°

Anothe r problem that both projections share is that they
introduce an artificial discontinuity in the coordinate
system, the location of which depends on the range of the
longitude values used by the system.
For example, if the
valid range of longitude values is from -180 degrees (west)
to +180 degrees (east), then map features which span the
International Date Line are broken into two pieces by the
projection .
It is of course relat i vely easy to adjust the
longitude range so that ' the discontinuity is shifted away
from the longitude range spanning the line feature being
processed, although this is potentially impossible for a line
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spanning more than 180 degrees of longitude (which becomes
increasingly likely as the poles are approached for constant
sized line features).
In such cases, it seems reasonable for
line simplification and smoothing algorithms to split line
features at these discontinuities as necessary.
Another possibility beside performing a projection is to
adapt the line simplification and smoothing algorithms so
that they may directly process non projected data. As
mentioned earlier, the dependencies on the Cartesian
Coordinate system in the algorithms given above were
encapsulated in the functions point-to-line- distance,
inscribed-circle-center, and interpolation. The algorithms
as presented would be perfectly valid for non projected data
if these three functions were replaced by the functions
point-to-great-circle-distance, inscribed- spherical-capcenter, and geodesic-interpolation:
function point-to-great-circle-distance( pt1, pt2, pt3 )
returns the minimum orthogonal arc distance from pt1 to the
great circle defined by pt2 and pt3.
function inscribed-spherical-cap-center(pt1, pt2, pt3)
returns the non projected coordinates of the center point of
the spherical cap inscribed in the spherical triangle pt1,
pt2, pt3.
function geodesic-interpolation( pt1, pt2, interp-factor )
returns the non projected coordinates of the interpolated point
along the great circle arc between pt1 and pt2.
interp-factor
is the ratio of the arc distance from the interpolated point to
pt 1, to the arc distance between pt1 and pt2.
These functions require some model of the earth's
surface in order to perform the geometric calculations that
they require. A reasonable approach is to model the earth as
a perfect sphere; this reduces the distance measurement and
other calculations to well-known forms, and is almost
certainly accurate enough for generalization purposes in the
majority of cases (i.e. the error involved will be smaller
than the level of detail one is trying to eliminate).
It is
also possible to ut ilize other models of the earth, for
example, an ellipsoidal model; such an approach is likely to
be found to be overkill, however, as well as inefficient.
For example, calculations of arc distance on the earth's
surface using an ellipsoidal earth model require the
calculation of arc lengths on an ellipse. The arc length
subtended by an angle ~ on an ellipse is illustrated in
Figure 5. Equation 1 is a difference of the incomplete
elliptic integral of the 2nd kind, which has no closed form
solution. Note that both the spherical and ellipsoidal earth
model will not exhibit the discontinuity and polar
neighborhood problems that the projection methods do.
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Calculation of Arc Length on an Ellipse

b - semiminor radius
a - semimajor radius
Figure 5
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2

o

2

<l> d<l»

(1)

0

Because of the small differences in the results of surface
geometry calculations for the spherical and ellipsoidal earth
models (for example, point to point distance calculations
differ by a fraction of a percent), and due to the relative
complexity of the ellipsoidal calculations, we have chosen to
use the spherical model. The example line features presented
in Figures 3 and 4 are simplified or smoothed, respectively,
with a consistent result independent of location using this
model.
Conclusions:
The techniques described in this paper are not
restricted to line simplification and smoothing algorithms ,
but have also been applied to other types of generalization
algorithms such as collapse, aggregation, and typification
methods.
Such adapted algorithms are currently in use for
processing non projected data in an existing map production
system; this system includes a version of a line
simplification algorithm modification which retains critical
elevation data 3 • The ability to perform generalization on
non projected data sets is likely to become increasingly
important in the future.
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Qu'est-ce qu'iI reste de la cartographie apres I'apparition
des GIS?
A. Bianchin (Venezia, I)

Ces derniers temps les congres de cartographie ont substitue Ie terme
cartographie avec Ie terme GIS , parfois Ie GIS est indique comme un
outil de la cartographie (GIS pour la cartographie), un outil de progreso
Dans Ie premier cas on jette carrement a la poubelle la cartographie,
consideree obsolete. On ne sait pas tres bien ce qu'on jette, on pense
qu'on jette toute la manualite de la cartographie, et on garde tout Ie reste.
Encore que ce reste est tellement ancre dans la pratique manuelle et a si
peu beneficie de reflexion theorique, qu'on ne sait pas exactement en quoi
il consiste. On a la preuve de cela quand on se trouve insatisfait devant Ie
produit cartographique d'un GIS et on reclame comme dans un recent
article de la revue GIS Europe de Novembre 1992: "Where art thou
cartographer? Your GIS needs you!".
Qu'il y a probleme est certainement demontre par la preoccupation de
I'ICA de reviser la definition de cartographie. Je ne suis pas convaincue
que ce soit un probleme de revision ...
Cette situation me paralt analogue a celie qui se produisit lors de la
decouverte de la photographie qui semblait concurrencer et peut-etre
substituer 1a peinture. Certes, Ie pere du XVIIIe siecle qui desirait avoir
une image de son fils s'adressait au peintre, et celui du XXe siecle
s'adressera au photographe; mais une photographie et une peinture sont
deux objets differents. Ils peuvent remplir les memes fonction s, permettre
au pere d'avoir une image-substitut de son fils , mais leur statut est
different.
Nous essayons donc de donner une reponse, ou au moins d'explorer des
pistes, a la question: Ie statut de la carte est-il de meme nature que Ie
statut du GIS?
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Approche perverse
Les definitions usuelles, to utes bonnes, peuvent demontrer une chose et
son contraire.

Premiere hypothese: Cartographie et GIS sont deux choses differentes.
Cartographie: "La carte est un systeme de signes sur un plan: chaque
signe est defini par les coordonnees du plan x, y. La carte est donc un
systeme spatial, la carte est une image"(J.Bertin) . La cartographie fait
donc partie de la semiologie en tant que "science des signes et leur
fonctionnement" .
Cette definition insiste sur la carte en tant que systeme de signes
graphiques, supportes donc par la feuille de dessin. Bien que l'approche
de 1. Bertin insiste sur I'aspect semiologique; il est inevitable d'y
retrouver, quand on la pratique, tout Ie substrat geometrique que la
representation graphique comporte.
GIS: "Geographic information systems are integrated computer system
for the input, storage, analysis and output of spatially referenced
data" .(M. Goodchild) .
Cette definition a cote de laquelle on pourrait en ajouter d'autres plus
detaillees, mais dans Ie meme esprit, souligne que Ie GIS manipule des
donnees localisees, des informations.

Seconde hypothese: Cartographie et GIS sont la meme chose.
Cartographie: La carte est la representation de la surface de la terre.
"Le graphique (carte ou diagramme), support d'une information, a une
triple fonction: enregistrer, traiter, communiquer l'information"(S.Bonin) .
Cette definition nous dit que la carte est un systeme d'information
geographique. Si par ailleurs on se tient a la signification litterale des
mots, il apparait evident que la carte, puisque elle contient une
information geographique structuree, peut etre consideree un systeme
d'irJormation geographique.
GIS: "A geographic information system is a facility for preparing and
interpreting facts that pertain to the surface of the earth. In common
parlance, a geographic information system or GIS is a configuration of
computer hardware and software specifically designed for the acquisition,
maintenance, and use of cartographic data"(C.Dana Tomlin).
Cette definition souligne que Ie GIS est "a facility" , un instrument, un
moyen, qui finalement permet de mieux gerer des donnees
cartographiques.
Carte et GIS sont donc deux instruments d'enregistrement/acquisition,
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traitementimanutention, communication/utilisation des donnees. lis font
la meme chose, done ils sont interchangeables. En effet une carte peut se
transformer en GIS et un GIS peut produire une carte.
Les deux hypotheses peuvent done etre defendues. Si I'on veut done
comprendre la difference entre ces deux outils, ou mieux leur specificite,
il faut s'eloigner du domaine de leur utilisation, de leur description pour
comprendre leur "structure cognitive", les conditions que leur technologie
impose a la manipulation du reel.

Piste 1
"Le Discour en tant que mode de savoir a ete substitue par Ie language
qui definit des objets jusque la inconnus (families de langues dont les
systemes grammaticaux sont analogues) et prescrit des methodes jusque
la jamais utilisees (analyse des regles de transformation ..... ) ( ..... ) A la
question traditionnelle: "Qu'est-ce que penser Michel Foucault - ou du
moins estime que s'est substitue - la question: Qu'est-ce que parler?"
(G.Canguilhem)
La carte en tant que mode de savoir s'epuise certainement avec Ie debut

des grands oeuvres cartographiques nationales au debut du XIXe siecie
qui etablissent I'uniformisation cartographique. II n'est pas question ici
d'approfondir de quel mode de savoir il s'agit.
Cette citation me sert juste pour suggerer une approche a la carte et au
GIS en tant que languages ou en premiere approximation en tant
qu'instruments avec des caracteres linguistiques ou semiologiques.
Une premiere question qui m'est venue a I'esprit a la lecture de
l'affirmation suivante concernant la cartographie ancienne "Ia carte et Ie
texte appartiennent au meme projet et sont finalises en definitive au
meme effet: representer la terre habitee ( .... )" (F.Prontera) : Ie GIS est-il
un texte ou une carte?
Oisive et 6 combien academique question qui cependant peut reveler des
indices utiles: Ie texte n'est pas astraint a la continuite et a l'homogeneite
du plan cartographique. Comme I'a bien souligne J. Bertin, Ie plan de la
carte est immediatement un plan de signification. II suffit de quelques
signes traces sur une carte, avec un titre et une legende, pour que eel a
constitue une phrase. Peut-on dire la meme chose pour un GIS? Quel est
Ie plan de signification pour un GIS?
Peut etre ici de secours la difference aristotelique entre mimesis, imitation
proprement dite, et diegesis, Ie simple recit." Pour Aristote Ie recit
(diegesis) est un des deux modes de I'imitation poetique (mimesis), I'autre
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etant la representation directe des evenements par des acteurs parlant et
agissant devant Ie public. "CG.Genette)
Difference qui renvoie a la distinction platonique entre texis ou fa~on de
dire en opposition a logos qui designe ce qui est dit.
Or il est clair qu' une telle distinction doit etre conteste car "la notion
meme d'imitation sur Ie plan de la lexis est un pur mirage, qui s'evanouit
a mesure qu'on approche: Ie language ne peut imiter parfaitement que du
language C... ), bref un discours ne peut imiter que lui-meme. En tant que
texis l'imitation directe est exactement une tautologie" CG.Genette)
C'est Ie cas de la carte: la pretendue mimesis de la carte est diegesis, recit,
mai s une narration toute interne a la lexis cartographique.

Piste 2

Narration et description.
"Tout recit comporte en effet, quoique intimement melees et en
proportion tres variables d'une part des representatins d'actions et
d'evenements qui constituent la narration proprement dite, et d'autre part
des representations d'objets ou de personnages qui sont Ie fait de ce que
l'on nomme aujourd'hui la description ". CG.Genette)
Le GIS a plutot Ie statut du recit, et justement on insiste de plus en plus
aujourd'hui sur les aspect de Data Management, des narrations possibles,
on pourrait dire, par rapport aux Database, elements de la description.
"En principe, il est evidemment possible de concevoir des textes
purement descriptifs, visant a representer des objets dans leur seule
existence spatiale, en dehors de tout evenement et meme de toute
dimension temporelle". On dirait que G.Genette est en train de parler de
la carte.
"II est meme plus facile de concevoir une description pure de tout
element narratif que l'inverse, car la designation la plus sobre des
elements et des circonstances d'un proces peut deja passer pour une
amorce de description C... ). On peut donc dire que la description est plus
indispensable que la narration,puisqu'il est plus facile de decrire sans
raconter que de raconter sans decrire C... ). La description pourrait se
concevoir independemment de la narration, C... ); la narration, elle, ne peut
exister sans description, mais cette dependance ne l'empeche pas de jouer
constamment Ie premier role. La description est tout naturellement
ancilla narrationis, esclave toujours necessaire, mai s toujours soumise,
jamais emancipee."
Tout est dit dans ces quelques lignes:
- Ie pouvoir de la carte qui en tant qu'appareillage de description avec ses
regles geometriques-topologique de discretisation du reel visible est
capable de construire de toute maniere une amorce de narration. Tout Ie
monde se rappelle de l'exercice de lecture d'une carte.
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- les raisons qui ont amenes a rendre compatible la carte (pure
description) avec Ie GIS (narration) et donc a les considerer equivalentes.
- la raison pour laquelle Ie GIS s'est approprie du Database
cartographique, en tant que description disponible.
- dans Ie recit Ie premier role doit etre joue par la narration.
Et c'est justement ici Ie point central de la question . Le GIS peut
evidemment accueillir la description cartographique, mais ses
potentialites sont bien differentes. Dans Ie GIS la description doit etre
vue en fonction de la narration.
Certes, on peut dire que la description est plus importante que la
narration ; ce qui veut dire qu'on ne peut pas construire un GIS sans
Database, et Ie Database plus fac ilement disponible a ete la carte, d'Oll
cette confusion entre cartographie et GIS. Mais un GIS cartographique
"ne raconte que soi meme".
C'est Ie developpement du GIS, ses possibles narrations qui doivent
determiner Ie Database.

Piste 3
Exercices de styles de Raymond Queneau.
Un GIS ne nous devrait-il pas permettre de faire I'operation reussie par
R.Queneau d'ecrire en 99 fayons differentes Ie meme sujet?
Ainsi ecrivait-il dans une note a cette publication: "L'auteur pense ainsi
trailer Ie meme sujel , un incident reel d'ailleur, et banal - d'une centaine
de fayons differentes - . II n'est pas douteux que ces cent chapitres
identiques quant a la matiere ne sauraient manquer, Ius a la file (sic), de
provoquer un certain effet chez Ie lecteur."
C'est a dire que Ie GIS exige, permet, propose une ecriture "sur Ie meme
sujet" . A la convention cartographique du reel , s'oppose la fabrication
d'une ecriture, la construction d'un language.
C'est peut-etre en cette direction que s'inscrit la definition donnee par un
certain milieu scientifique americain: Ie GIS est un instrument de
recherche, exactement comme I'ecriture.
"... devant sa page blanche, au moment de choisir les mots qui doivent
franchement signaler sa place dans I'Histoire et temoigner qu'il en assume
les donnees, il observe une disparite tragique entre ce qu'il fai et ce qu'il
voit ... ".
II Y a longtemps que la carte est I'objet d'attaques repetees sur son
impuissance a rendre compte du reel qu'elle veut representer, Ie GIS
renvoie la responsabilite de son ecriture a la capacite de trouver Ie
language et les mots appropries aux differents discours.
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Piste 4
Historiquement la connaissance geographique s'appuyait sur la carte,
tableau synoptique et en meme temps analytique de la distribution des
lieux, mais aussi a travers Ie Voyage.
Les elements caracteristiques du voyage sont ceux de la narration dans la
quelle Ie temps, la succession, etc. , jouent un role fondamental.
Mais aussi la connaissance de I'espace beneficie d'une approche
sensorielle, anthropologique, culturelle qui ne peut pas trouver place dans
la carte mais dans Ie recit de la narration.
Or Ie GIS peut-il accuellir la structure du Voyage?
Le concept de navigation, la possibilite d'introduire dans Ie GIS la
variable temps ainsi que des variables non necessairement spatiales, tout
cela peut faire penser a cette possibilite.

Une methode scientifique se caracterise par Ie fait qu'en trouvant de
nouveaux objets elle developpe de nouvelles methodes (W. Benjamin)
Je suis convaincue que Carte et GIS sont deux objets differents .
L'exploration par analogie avec la narration developpee ci-dessus n'est
certainement pas satisfaisante, j ustement parce qu'eUe fonctionne par
analogie avec Ie passe, et elle est toute retrospective.
Elle sert plutot a dire ce que Ie GIS n'est pas, c'est a dire la carte, et a
souligner que Carte et GIS semblent avoir des structures de
fonctionnement tellement differentes que la carte n'a rien a apprendre au
GIS, mais plustot elle a besoin de mieux comprendre, face a I'apparente
concurrence du GIS , les atouts de sa specificite, Ie domaine de sa
discipline.
"Surmonter la notion de progres et surmonter la notion de periode de
decadence ne sont que deux aspects d'une seule et meme
chose. "(W .Benjamin)
La Carte n'est pas dans une peri ode de decadence et Ie GIS n'est pas Ie
progreso
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Small scale cartography from space - application of NOAA
satellite data to map China
H. Qian (Wuhan, RC)

ABSTRaC'r
A low-cost and ~uality mapping technique on near-synchronous,
smaller scale and macroscope has been developed using the digital
Advanced Very; High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) data aboard on the
satellite of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA).
A fully digital image processing procedure included map proj ec tion
transformation, image enhancement on both contrast stretch and i mage
sharpening, color balance adjustment, digital mosaic and some special
processings such as cloud removing and modification of image seasonal
aspect with vegetation index for mosaic and so on . Di gital image processing is very important in the production of a high quality, precise
and artistic image map.
The false color composite with the the rmal infrared, reflected or
near infrared and visible channels data of AVHRR gives a more colorful
and informative effect that is attractive to the public .
GeographiC elements, symbols and letterings were designed and
selected carefully considering the load of the map content and vision
effect. 'r his image map of China i s the first smaller scale, integral
and standard satellite color image map of China especially it contains
the whole South China Sea that is difficult or expensive to use ot her
remotely sensed data such as Landsat in digital data processing.
INTRODUCTION
Photomap or ifuage fuap with ae rospace remot e sensing data is an important fiel d of ca rtog r aphy. Fact has proved that remot e senSing is an
advantageous data source for small scale cartography and map reviSion.
In the past years, there we re many successful works with the ea rth
resources satellite series data such as Landsat or sPo·r . Normally , the
earth resources satellite series i s used to map an i ma ge map on the
scale from 1 : 50 , 000 to 1:1, 000,000. But. for a smaller scale and wider
area mapping, we have t o collect the huge data and then input the
sampled-data if a quality digital image processing i s going to be performed. This is a time-exhausted a nd uneconomical thing .
It i s well known that digital i mage processing technique is a ve ry
important way to make a hi gh quality photomap espec i ally on the best
effect of digital mosaic. In China, it is impossible to make an image
ma p of t he whole China digitally with Landsat MSS orrM data becaus e
This project was supported by National Na tural Sc iences Foundation of
China (NSFC).
Thi s image map of China was give n a BEST POSTER PAPER AWARD by I SPRS
in August 1992 at XVII ISPRS Congress (washington, DC . U. S.A . ).
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of the l ack of data pa rtly from the remote sensing sa tellite ground
stati on in Beijing and the extreme hi gh cost for da t a processing. Thi s
i s why we c hose the NOAA AVHRR data to make the image map of China
instead of Landsat data .
Although the hi gh r esolution rem ot e sensing da ta, like Landsat TM
or SPOT HRV, is the bes t mapping da ta source from space , sometimes
NOAA AVHRR is more s utita ble f or smaller scal e and macroscopic mapping
with a digital processing operation. NOAA AVHRR is an easy-obotained
and l ow-cost remote sensing data and its lower gr ound r es olution (about
11 00 meters at nadir) gives a wide fi eld of view, hi gher fr eq ue ncy of
view a nd relatedsmaller data v olume. These a r e advant agrous to the
digital mapping ope ration econ omica lly and very us e ful t o col le ct high
<iuality and cloud-free images within a sho rt pe ri od . 'f here fore, by a
cloud rem oving ope r ation a nd image combination, a high quali ty , nearsynchr onous , l ow-co s t and smaller sc.ale photomap can be achieved .
Initial l,)[, the NOAA satellite we re designed to obs e rve ' .the weather
in the form of cloud a nalyses, the current generation NOAA AVHRR has
e nvolved int o a highly accessible da t a collection s ystem with a wide
range of applications. The impress ive growth of applications continues
with increasing emphasis on reginal and global environmental issues.
The smaller scale cartography in nati onal, regi nal, c ontinental a nd
global mapping is also a potential application of NOAA AVHRR .
The image map of China was de s igned according to the nati onal
cartographic standard s trickly and made with an exquisite digi~al image
processing procedure. Several special processings have been devel oped
in c onnecti on with the AVHRR in order to ge t the best effect .
Albe rs equal area projection wa s use d in the ma inland of China as
the mat hemat ical f oundat i on as well as the norma l maps publi shed by
China Ca rt ogra ~ hic ~ ublishing House and Mercat or projection in South
China Sea. Two pa ra~le ~s l oca ted in N25 a nd N47 respe ctively and the
c entral meridian is Ell 0.
'f hr ee of the Jl. VHRR cha nnels, thermal infra red cha nnel 4, refl ected
infrared channel 2 and vis ible channell, were chosen t o form the f a lse
color compos it e , they we re as si gned t o red, gre e n and blue colors
res pec tively. This composite fa shi on i s more colorful and informative
than the general standsrd-composite with reflected infrared and visible
bans only.
Total of 76 subimages, 64 for the mainland a nd 1 2 f or South China
Sea , were mos aicked di gita lly. Jl. full,)[ digit a l image processing ensured
the preci s e map ac curacy, a pp ropriate image enhancement , exce llent
smooth mosaic and the best image base map.
Geographic elements a nd lett e rings were desi gned a nd se l ec ted carefully conside ring the fina l l oad of t he map co ntent and the best
vi s ion effect. These were made in the plate making process with a traditi ona l te ch nology. In thi s paper , we have give n a flow chart of the
whole processes and a s ample of the ima ge map of China whi c h i s light.ly
different fr om the final published image map product on the scale of
1 :6M.
SA TELLITE DATA COLLECTION AND PREPROCESS I NG
The Jl.dvanced Very High Resolution Ra diome ter (AVHRR) operating on
the Pol a r Orbiting Snvironme ntal da t e llit e of the National Oceanic and
At mospferi c Administrati on (NOAA) is a five-chann e l s rad i omet e r re s pons ive to t he s pe ctral r ange fr om vi s ible to th ermal infra red . The
sat ellite i s in a near pola r sun-sy nchronous orbit a t an 833 + 18 . 5 Km
al ti tud e in an orbital pe r iod of '10 1. 38 mi n. The .sensor IFOV I s 1.4
mrad which trans l a tes to 1.1 Km ground resoluti on a t nadir. The fi eld
of vi ew i s ~ 56° , yielding a swath width of 2800 Am ( in 2048 pixe l s) .
The wi de swath gives an effective repeat cove r age that i s use ful to
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collect the cloud-free i mages of land . However, t he wide scan angl e
effects would limit the useful positin of the scene because the g r ound
res olution at the edge of scan is more than 6 Km .
Most of the image data were received by Guangzhou Satellit e Ground
Station in the southern China and the others came from Xinjiang and
Beijing ground stations during. the late autumn and early winter periods
from the end of 1988 to early 199 1 . These three ground stations formed
an integral AVHRR da ta collection network system under the National
Sa telli te l'1eteorological Center. The data used were from the High Resolu.t ion Picture rransmission (HRPT) in di gi tal format and restricted
within about 1024 pixels wide in the central swath in order to avoid
the degradation of the i mage resolution at the edge.
Three of the AVHRR channels data were e xtracted for false color
composite. The original AVHRR data were converted from 10-bit format
t o 8-bit byte for display. Normally the lower 8 bits of the original
AVHRR channell and channel 2 data were selected a nd a related r a nge
of hrightness leve l of channel 4 (thermal infrared) was extracted according to the actua l ground brightness temperature range except that of
cloud , snow and ice. dometimes, it was necessary to ad just the selected
level range of the channels lightly for some special objective such as
a bright desert or gObi which has a higher spectral a lbedo and may
cause image brightness saturation in the l ower 8 -bit data of AVHRR
channel. 1 (visible) and channel 2 (nea r infrared).
In consid erati on of the resolution of AVHRR a nd the final image subjective quality of the image map on the scale of 1 :4M, we divided the
mainland of China int o 64 subsec ti ons in accordance with the map projection coordinate and each subsection corresponded to a subimage with
a ~i~e of 512 by 512 pixels and an overlap of 32 pixels for ad jacent
ones . Every subimage was encoded a ccording to its geographic location
so that the loul ti temporal a nd re gi ste r ed images c ould be ob.tained to
remove the cloud cover or improve the image quality by a combination
operation. A database has be e n set up in IBM 8/1 computer system at
Guangzhou gro und station to silupli fy the data collection process.
Satellite orbital parameters and the time-code of the sensor were
us ed to excute the map projection transformation.
The result s of the "reprocessing, the "roj ected subi,nage~ , were
placed in file to provide t o the next step -- digital image process ing
and the ilfiage ba se map making.
DIGITAL IMAGE

~ROCES8ING

AND THE IMAGE

~SE

MAP MAKING

Digital image processing for ma king the image base map is the most
important step in mapping the image map . A remote senSing digital
image " rocessing system was u sed to perform the precise geomet ric co rrection, image enhancement, color adjustment, digital mosaic and a
se ri es of spec i al proces s ings related to the ~VH RR duta . The output
had the size of 9420 by 6648 pixels in digita l format and scanned to a
color trans~arency by a color film rec order with 25 micron aperture.
precise geomet ric correction is the first step in this procedure .
Although the preprocessed i ,oages were transformed into an Albe rs proj ection form with the orbital pa ram eters and the time-code of the
sensor, bu.t there were still a little e rrors on pOint pos ition that
would cause the e rror of the poi nt pos iti on l a r ge r than 1 10m on the
fina l product. So it was needed to perform the second geometric correction with an image-to-map geomet ric registration so as to ensuring
the resultant geometri c preciSion less than 1 10m . (unde r the scale of
1 :4M) .
~ standard published map which was divided int o 6 4 subsections was
inputted to the processing system as a basis of geometric control .
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Using the gene r a l i ma ge reg i s t e r pr og ramm on t he f our qua dra nt s of
every, s u bi uJages , di s}ll ac ement vec tors in ea c h quadra nt we r e de t e r mined
a nd a c ontrol p Oint s file c ould be cr ea ted . Then a geometric correction
was d one with the general polynomi al algorithm f or eve ry image s .
dometime s , a simple t ra ns lati on was satisfac t ory enough t o the required
pre ci s i on.
In order t o get a wore colorful and 1nforma t1ve and the best vision
effect, the thermal infrare d data fr om the AVHRR channel 4 wa s se lected
with the nea r infrared channel 2 and vi s ible channell da ta t o form the
f a l s e color c ompos it e that ma y be the best one in c omposites of AVHRR
da ta alth ough th e degree of difficulty of c ol or a djustment in i mage
mosa ic is inc r ea s ed extreme ly. The s e three channelS are the lea s t co rrela tion in the AVHRR s pec tra l s pac e beca us e t he channel 5 is very
s i milar t o channe l 4 and the channel 3 is in a mixture s pectrum range
of reflect ed a nd tra nsmited infrared in day-time .
Before the c omp os it e , th e original channel 4 da ta ha d been processed
by a nega tiv e op eration s o that the image brightness was in proportion
t o the ground r a dia nt t elnpera ture . As a result in the c omposite, the
higher the r ad iant t emperature is, the bright the red c olor i s , f or
exampl e, a large city appea r s as a r ed dot refle cting the th erma l island effect. The c olor rul e i n this c omposite may fit s the human
s ubjective visi on habit, i . e. desert i s in light red c ol or and f orest
i s in g reen et c .
A c ontr olled linea r stret.ching f or the three c ompon ents ( bands )
respectively, other than a gene ral scal e based on th e s t a tisti cs of an
i mage, was t a ke n so as GO controlling the c ol or f or mosaic and ke eping
an a ppropria t e image c ontras t and c ol or ba lance .
wi th a series of multi t empora l and r egistered i ma ges, we us ed a n
operating lue th od to re move t he c l oud c over beca us e there was no a
pos s i bili ty t o c olLect. a completed cloud-free da ta f or each s ubimages.
Tow kinds of i lna ge det ecti on a l gori thm a re ne e de d t o ex t r a ct the
c loud a nd cloud-s ha d ow a s a Ra nge Of lnterest. (ROI) inforwati on to be
stored . Cloud detecti on bas e s on the lower t empe rature or lower brightness in a proce ssed cha nne l 4 (the r ma l infrared ) da ta and hi gher brightn es s in channel l and c hannel 2 da ta s i multaneous ly. The c l oud s had ow
det ec ti on is onl y fr oln t he l owe r bright nes s in c hanne l 1 a nd c hannel 2
da ta. Thes e can be e xpre s s ed as a l ogica l r e l a tion a s be l ow:
CLOUD
::lH1l.DOW

( LOWCH4 ) . AND . (HIGHCH1 ) . AND . ( HI GHCH2)

(1 )

( LOWCH1 ) . AND.(LOWCH2 )

(2)

Both de t e ctions were need e d a proper thre s hol d fr ow a give n ima ge.
Cloud and s hadow r emoving were done by a minimum a nd ma ximum operati on
of multit empo r a l i mages f or detected c loud a nd s hadow area r espec tively.
Aft e r thi s ope rati on, a d jus t the brightness of the s ubs titut ed a rea
li ghtly t o e limina t e the dif fe rence of brightne ss betwe en t he s ubstitute d pa rts and the ba ckgr ound . Usually a n intera ctive ope r a ti on was ne eded
It is kno wn that one of t he mos t i mpo rta nt. f a cters whi c h e ffec t s a n
i mage col or in mosaic i s the seasonal c ha nge of vegetati on. Beca use the
image da ta we re received duri ng a pe ri od ne a rly four months, the s easo na l c ha nge of vegeta ti on in some area was ve r y o bvi ous especial ly in the
Northwes t Chi na and c ould ca use a pr oblem in mosaic procedure.
We ha ve devel oped a me th od t o modify the i mage seasonal aspect USing
th e v ege t a ti on index da ta s uch as NDVI, ( ch2-ch1)/(ch 2 +c h1 ) , or EVI,
( ch 2-chl). Fr om the vegetati on inde x techno logy that i s very popula r
i n remot e s e ns ing. vege t a tion monitoring, we g ot a vege t a ti on inde x
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image ( VI) . r hen a s i mple ari thmetic operati on was u sed with the near
infrared channel 2 data (NIR) and the VI data to yeild a ne w image
(NEwNIR) to substitut e the ori ginal channel 2 i mage .
NEWNIR = A '" ( NI R) + B '" (VI )

IB I«I AI.

A>

O.

a nd Bare we i gh,t ed coefficients determined according to a actual
image . If we want. to enhance t he v ege tation informat ion, B s hould be
pos itive , ot he rwise, B slwlllld b.e ne gative . After thi s modificati on, the
vege tati on between the different temporal ad j ace nt i mages tended to the
same a nd the other area kept the origina l state.

ri

Some processings that is r elat e d t he AVHRR data in this work included col or mod ifi cati on of s now, odd cl oud a nd sea . AS the the r mal infra r ed channel 4 da t a had bee n negatived a nd ass igned to r ed color in the
compos ite, oojects with a lower temperature such as snow a nd odd cloud
appea r ed as a cyan color. This goes against the human ha bit a nd r es ults
a dec rement. of color contrast a nd a destruction of color bala nce . To
r est ore the c olor of snow or odd cloud from cyan t o whit e , use a detec tion ope ration s imila r to the c l oud de t .e ction mention ed a bove to ext,rac t
the sno w area and tak e a negat ive operation on snow part in t hermal
infrared channel 4 data and increa s e the brightnes s of channel 1 and
channe l 2 properly, so that the sno w becomes a pure white color in the
image map .
Like the color change of snow, in the ori ginal c omposi te image , sea
appea red as da rk red because of its related hi gher t empe rature compared with the l and in winter. Although t he thermal infrared data shows
the c old a nd warm currents c l ea rly, but this ma y be bey ond the compre hension of many, readers who does not have the enough kn owlege on geog ra phy and oceanology . Fo r this r eason, it is necessary t o change the
color of sea to fit an ove rwhelming ma j ority re ade r s ' habit.
A l a nd mas k was crea t ed by a ba nds a rithmetic ope r ation and a piecewise linea r tra nsform was used on the s ea a r ea to change the color from
da rk r ed to da rk blue a nd r elilove the therma l infrared infonoati on ,
ins t ead , the re peate d channel 2 data.
For the sake of i mp r oving the image s ubj ec tive qua lity, we had done
an image s ha rpening processi ng. A hi gh-pass filter was used on spac e
d omain (i. e . a convolution) to e xtract, the i mage ed ge fe a ture a nd form
an enhanced edge image (EDGEI MA GE). The r esultant sharpening image
(NEWIMAGE ) was a chie ved by the means of a we i ghted sum ~rocessing of
the original image (IMAGE) a nd its enhance d edge image (EDGEI MAGE).
Thi s can be exp resse d as:
NEl'iI MA GE
B«A ,

=A

'"

(I MA GE) + B * (EDGEI MA GE)

A,B>O,

(4)

A+B=l.

Here , A a nd B a r e the we i g hted coeffi ci ents .
Di gital mosaic or the integ r al processing of the image base map is
the most important a nd difficult in the i mage processing pr oced ure.
A high quali ty and sati sfactory di gital mosaic for a lot of i mages
i s a v ery dif f i c l t, ti me - e xpensed and experiential thing. In this image
map Of China , total of 76 s ubimages , 64 fo r the mainl a nd and 12 f or
South China ~ea , we r e mosaicked digita lly . We cla ssifi ed the 76 subi mages int o 6 parts acco r ding to the simi l arity of geographic landscap e
a nd image characteri stic , i . e . linjiang a r ea , Tibet area , Central China ,
South China, Northeast China and Sout h China Sea . These parts f ormed
the f irst l evel of mosaic a nd each part consisted of 12 to 16 subimages.
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After the first level mosaic was completed, the second l evel of
mosaic was done with the five parts of the mainland excel't douth China
Sea to yeild a n embryonic form of the image base map.
Color adjustment in a mosaic is a careful work. Histogram matching
usually is useful in digital mosaic, but it is just satisfactory on the
condition of the similar geogral'hic landscape and similar image character, therefore, it is effective for a limited a nd related ha rmonious
area. In our work, we used the histogram matching on the overlap area
of the adjacent images as a color reference and an interactive color
adjustment on the other part of an image to determine the adjustment
parameters. A feather transition was used t o soomth the mosaic and to
get the best vision effect without any artificial marks.
The third level of mosaic formed the final integr al image base map .
The legends , margins, illustration of South China Sea and other contents
were inserted at ones according to the design. Because the image da ta
outside Chi na were not collecte d completely , the area outside China was
assigned to a grey tone instea t of the act ual images ( in the first
edi tion ) except a zone along the international houndaries of China.
A white contour along the continental and island was added automatically.
hI so we located the mini cross marks at the 1'0ints of int e rsection
of latitude and longitude every 5 degree for the purpose of register
with other geographic base maps.
CARTOGRAPHIC UPERATION
After image proc.essing, the satellite image .base map is not a rea l
map . There are four parts i n a photomap deSign; expressi on of geographic
elements, lett e rings , legend design and prelimina ry layout .
Expression of geographic elements involves mainly. three problems,
i.e. selection, location, design of color and symbol of geographic ele ments. Satellite image map is different fr om the general-purpose map
and gives more information figuratively . For gene ral readers, a phot.omap
itself provides a col or photogr aph reflecting native land so that they
are interested in read ing and interpreting. For rea de rs with geographic
knowlege, it provides much more information than many general-purpose
maps so that they can a na ly,se and "taste" it.
There is no doub,t that geographic e1ements are the first Df all
contents. It is nec essary and confined t o express them in a different
way from the gene ral maps . In this image map, geogra phic elelnents included settlements, the tops of mountain and Great Wall . Cities a bove
regional. level were se l ected in princi ple. i. e. a l l of t .he provincial
capitals. For mountain elements, a few famous and typic ones were
se lected.
To display the selected position correctly , we used visua l interpretation and overlaping depicti on to locate geogr aphic elements with
the same scale and projection map.
Considering the background color of this image map, we decided t o
use white circle symbols to represent the cities . For some important
cities, they. were exagge rated by their outline figures.
Lettering is an im portant pa rt in "map languages ". Because of big
Chinese characters, lettering in number restricts the selection of
geographic elements to a great extent . In this image map , lettering
of the first level rivers and large lakes were selected in princi ple.
All of selected settlements, the tops of mountain and some mountain
ranges were lettered. For the sake of sticking out the lettering in
the image map, we took on a way which made Chinese characters with
shadows ofwhi te rim by means of a map-making way that color and white
characters were overlapped and staggered each other .
As respects of legend deSign, the l ege nd illustrates and int erprets
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fully contents of i mage map to rea ders. There wer e 21 l egends tha t
includ ed hydr o - elements, physical geog ra ph~ eleme nts and scocial eleme nts, i. e . river, lake, reservoir, i s l a nd, co r al r ee f, desert, gobi,
loes s l a ndfor m, kinds of vege tat i on , ma r sh , c iti es , a nd Great Wall a nd
so on .
To di stingui s h snow from cl oud in the i mage map , a legend of cloud
wa s added to pr eve nt re ade r s from mi s understand ing .
It is emphasi sed that the phys i cal geogr aphy, elements in th i s i mage
map were de sc rib ed lively and could not be seen in a genera l map . It is
ve ry useful and valuable to the hi gh level reade r s.
In order t o differ th e l ege nd fr om conventi onal map, al l contents
of th e l egends we re re pre sent ed as a window of the image t o reveal the
main pa rt a nd conta in it s geogr ap hic backgr ound. Thus, readers can
re a d and understand the l egend in a n associative way. The r e f ore , by
contra sting t he legend , reade r s can understand the main part of the
image map in depth eas ily , relat e environment to the law of geogra phic
di stribution and have a high va lue re a di ng.
Ac cording t o the map lay,out , t here were SOlDe dis t ances fr om the
eastern most and the western most int e rna ti ona l boundari es of China to
the margins . Thus , it i s pa ssabl e to use the blank of Bas t , China Sea
or Pa cific for arranging the illustrati on of 30uth China Sea and t ,he
Ind i a n Oc ean f or the l ege nds , t hat distri buted symmetrically in l ower
l e ft and lowe r ri ght of the i mage map and play,ed an important role in
ba l anc ing and stea ding this image map .
Owing to the limitat i on of collection of sa tellite da t a outside
China , the pa r t out of China was processed as a grey color in orde r to
st r ess the lDai n a r ea.
Geograph i c grids were add ed ev e ry, 5 degree with whit e line s .
All of the c a rtographic works , i. e . merge the geogr aphic element s ,
lett e rings , geogr aphi c g rids and sc ri pts in English a nd Chine se into
the ima ge map , we r e done in the pla te making proc ess with a general
technOlOgy . The color pape r product were made by four - color pr int ing .
CONCLUSI ON
From this experiment , it is p r oved that the AVHRR HRPT da ta of the
NOAA satellite series is advant ageous to map a macrosco pic and smalle r
scale image map especi a.Lly with a digital image processing .
Several operat ing methods , developed in this work such as the modif i cation of i lnage seasonal aspect wi th ve g etation index, a r e valuable
not onl y for the NOA A AVHRR mappi ng but also for gene ral r emote sensing
cartographic operat i on with othe r satellite da t a .
This is the first int egral i mage map of China with a fully a nd
quality digi tal i mage ~r ocessing technology.
Mapping of a smal l e r scale i mage map f or a wi der a r ea i s a pote nt i al
application of NOAA AVHRR a nd i s getting mo r e i mporta nt in the global
environment studies.
This image map is useful not only in remote sens ing and geosc i e nces
but also i n many other field s uc h as educati on, popular sci ences even
the a rt apprecia ti on.
Now we a r e making the second e di tion of i mage I~p of China whi c h
will be added images out side China . ~ l so , we are going to map As i a with
AVHRR HRPT data that i s imposs ible to be pe rfor med with Landsat data
beca use of the difficulty of data c ollection and processing di gitally .
We wel come the ove r seas colleagues to the int ernational cooperation
in the production of such satellit e i mage map , a ve r y, promi Si ng
endeavor .
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The scope of tengraph
G .F. Spencer (Perth , AUS)

TENGR APH is being developed within the Department of Minerals and Energy
(DOME) as an electronic replacement f or the analog Public Plan. The inhere nt
ineffi ciencies of the Public Plan system and the deve lopment of powerful
workstations capable of processing at the requ ired level in coopera tion with

m ai nframe computers. has provided the impetus for t he staged development of
TEN GRAPH at a time w hen mining activity is reduced.

Syste m s development. dat a capture and integration. and organisational issues are all
of paramount importance fo r th e successful implementation of TEN GRA PH .
Softwa re development and the reso luti on of organ isational issues are occurring in-

house w hile th e Department of Land Administration (DO LAL w ith a recognised
capture program, are providing digital cadastral and topograp hic data progressively
over th e entire State . This data (after editin g and manipulation by DOME staff ) is
being integrated w ith m ining tenement information to f orm the basis of the
TE NGRAPH system which is to be released in Ka lgoor li e du rin g th e 1993/94 fiscal
yea r.

INTRODU CTION

The Public Plan system pro vides the g raphical rep resentation of mining tenements in
relat io n t o other land tenure and topography. The relationship is impo rt ant in
assessing land available for pegging, conditions to be placed on tenements, and as a
frame work for describing the position of tenements. There are approximately 1300
plans cove ring the Stat e at sc ales ranging from 1:10000 to 1: 250000.
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Though the current system has provided an excellent service to the mining in dustry,
shortcomings identified through a recent ly completed users requirements report
have served to illustrate greater efficiencies which are available through the
electronic medium.

TENGRAPH, through a statewide network wil l support a predominantly tightlycoupled workstation environment. This will allow the use of workstations for most

of the processing and support the storage and easy access on the Department's
mainframe computer of volati le (tenement) data.

The Department of Land Administration (DOLA) is playing a crucia l role in the
development of TENGR A PH. Through a consultative process, lessons learned by
DOLA and Department of Minerals and Energy (DOME) staff are discussed fo r
mutual advantage and benefit. Software has been transferred (eg spa tial key code
from DOLA to DOME) and cadastral and topographic digital data capture programs
have been implemented by DOLA in support of TENGRAPH.

The importance of develop ing a mutual understanding of inter-government agency
land information requirements cannot be over-emphasized. An example of State
land information agencies not re solving data exchange issues can be found in

N.S .W. There. the Land Information Council (lIC). custodians of cadastral
information, have placed a value of approximately $4m ($1.65/pa rce l) on N .S.W.'s
digital cadastral information. Agencies like the Department of Mineral Resources,
who are struggling to establish similar systems to TENGRAPH, simply cannot afford
the price of the data and are ha v ing to resort to scanning of outdated cad/topo
sheets. Thi s work-around is inefficient and a terrible waste of that State 's
resources.

CURRENT SYSTEM
Public Plans sho w th e position of mining tenements in relation to the following:

cadastral graphical data,

land tenure information (Crown land, reserves and restricted areas, private
land) as specified under the Mining Act,

administrat ive boundaries (mineral field, district, local government, townsite
boundaries , etc.) and,
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topographic data.

Th e addition of this ancillary data suppo rt s the major uses of the plans by
customers and staff wh ich include; detemining available ground for marking out,
locating a tenement, and relating a tenement to other tenure for appraisal prior to
approval and the listing of conditions .

The plans are labour intensive to produce and maintain. Two versions (Public Plans
and Wo rking Transparencies) are used and maintained in Perth (by the Tenement
Graphic Services Branch) and one copy is located in each of the 10 regional Mining
Registrars offices (maintained by staff of the Mining Registrar). The vers ions
available in Perth provide full State coverage whil e the regional offices only hold
plans which cover that particular district.

Ten emen t applica tions are lodged and charted at the office of the Mining Registrar
for the District concerned. This information is then fo rwarded to Head Office where

within a 1 O-day period (after receipt) the application is charted onto the Public Plan
and traced onto the Working Tra nspare ncy. This procedure can cause
inconsistencies bet wee n versions o f plans and results in duplication of effort.
TENGRAPH w ill support one State seamless database with no duplication or
inconsistencies.

A computerised te xtua l database of tenem ent attribute information (TENDE X )
covering 1978 Mining Act tenements has been developed on the Department's
mainframe computer. This system is accessed separately from the Public Plans and
thus creates some inconvenience and time lost in searching for information rel evant

to a particular tenem ent. TENGRAPH will provide a live link between the graphics
and textual information of tenem en ts .

One of the major shortcomings of the current system which was highlighted in the
user requirements report relates to the loss of o lder tenements (particularly
su rveyed) from new editions of plans. The removal of dead tenements occu rs to
reduce the "cluttering" problem of information assoc iated with areas of high mining
activity. TENGRAPH will reduce the problem by storing historical data on separate
leve ls.
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The apparently simple task of locating a ten ement on a Public Plan can become a
particularly difficult exercise if the user is not sure of the plan on wh ich the
tenem ent is located or if the tenement is in an area of high mining activity . The
search may begin with TENDEX to locate the correct plan and then proceed to a
visual search across the plan. TENGRAPH will provide an enquiry facility wh ich
supports the display of specified tenements.

DATA REQUIREMENTS

The TENGRAPH topology, which has been established to support the logical
structure of data within the Tengraph environment, is based on three components:
entities, tailoring and layering.

Entities in clude polygons. tines, line strings, points and text labels such as:
tenements, tenement owners, reserves, private land, pastoral leases, shires, areas

excluded from mining, ground available, areas of interes t, gazetteer locations etc.
Tailoring the display w ill allow the user to change the colou r selection of the
entities. The current co lour options have been restricted to 1 6 to enable

TENGRAPH to be used on any VGA display, thus lowering the cost of the minimum
workstation required to use TENGRAPH. By placing data in different layers provides
furth er functionality by enabling the display of only those data sets requir ed for
view ing.

Th e primary graphical data w ithin TENGRAPH are the surveyed and unsurveyed
mining tenements . Follo w ing on from the conversion of the CADMAPS su rvey
traverse data into DOLA's Subsidiary Contro l Network ISCN}, DOME has
commenced a program of entering surveyed tenements into the SeN by way of the

Survey Data Input ISDI) software . The SCN data is providing the framework on
which all TE NGRAPH data is being referenced. Tengraph is initially capturing 3
generations of supersed ed surveyed tenements before maintaining an ongoing

archive of all tenements.

For reason of, establishing a consistent base, providing a rigourous test for
TENGRAPH softwae prior to release to Industry, reduction of original plotting errors,
and as a training tool, all existing unsurveyed tenements will be precision captured
using TENGRAPH software.
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DOlA as custodians of tenure and land ad m inistrati on bound aries are providing
survey cadastral data w hich has been numerically entered via SOl into the SCN.
Where survey data is incomplete, dola's Spati al Cadastral Database (SCD) of
digitised c ro w n and fre ehold boundaries (with ce ntroids and polygon identifiers) will
be incorporated in t he TENGRAPH envi ronment.

The spatial accura cy of DOLA's SCD deri ved cadastral data w ill be checked before
being used in TENGRAPH. Absolute accuracy of these boundaries is not esse ntial
but larg e err ors could cause p rob lems in the appraisal or the positioning o f
unsurveyed tenements .

Topog raph y, ag ain provided thr oug h DOLA, is required for TENGRAPH to support
tenem en t applica tion s by Industry and appraisa l by DOME prior to tenem ent
appro va l. Trnaslat io n of the data and some editing is necessary before t he data is
entered into TENGRAPH. DOLA's gazeneer database of geog rap hic and cultural
featur es, (GEONOM A). is being used wi thin TENGRAPH's gene ra l enquiry fun ction
to display topog raph ic features o f interest.

At the time of w rit ing this paper. it is plan ned to provide digital data fr o m
TENGRAPH in In terg raph design fi le format {to preserve the maximum amou nt of
attribute data fo r use in the Microstation en vironment} and support the provision of

data in Autocad DXF format. These two data fo rmats wi ll sati sfy most
requirements w ithin Industry and throughout Government.

FUNCTIONALITY

TENGR APH so ft ware is being developed so th e front-end of the syste m will be easy
to use fo r people with backgrounds ranging from junior clerks to technical an d
professional officers. Using advanced grap hic s t echnology in an environment of
workstation proc essing, TENGRAPH will perform far beyond the capability of
mainframe connected graphics termi nals.

The general enquiry functions for TENGRAPH which ha ve either been de veloped or
are being de veloped include:

display near point (gazetteer point, coordinates, site or su rvey point).
display near tenement,
display area o f interes t (defined by mapsheet, district o r user specific).
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tailo r display (e nabling the user to define w hat is displayed and how it is to
be displayed).
pan zoom display,
highlight entity, and
display tenement details (TENDEX attribute information).

Othe r functions relating to application processing will provide g rap hica l capability
required from the time of lodgement unti l the tenement is approved. Examples of
these functi ons include: create tenement boundary, calculate tenement area,
appraise tenement, revise teneme nt boundary, etc.

IMPLEMENTATION

TENGRAPH will be fo rm ally released in Kalgoorlie during 1993 /94 at a time whic h
co-incides with the reg io ns centenary. Initially only the Kalgoorlie Administrative
Division (under the Mining Act) will have data available wi thin TENGRAPH . Within
a 5 year period, however, TENGRAPH will cover the State w ith works tations being
located in Head Office, and in Regional Offices. During this period the regiona l
Mining Registrars offices whic h currently number 10, will be rationalised to 4
regional of fices.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUS ION

TENGRAPH will provide an electronic replaceme nt for the existing Public Plan by
displaying the position of mining tenements in relation to othe r land tenu re and
topography. Shortcomings in the ana log system will be avoided, duplication of
effort reduced , displays of ground available for pegging will become available, and
tenements of interest wi ll be easily interrogated. TENGRAPH will also assist in the
tenement processing functions.

Within the TENGRAPH environment all tenement applications will be captured at
the time of applciation in the regional offices. This wi ll allow immediate access to
this information ac ro ss the TENGRAPH network and thus support a cons isten t
State database. Access wi ll be through powerful workstations located at each
regional office and at Head Office. Most of the computer processing wi ll be
per fo rm ed on wo rkstat ions thus reducing mainframe processing and increasing
workstation response time. The departmental mainframe will store a copy of all
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TENGRAPH data with all data requiring infrequent changes being stored on
workstations.

DOLA is playing a vital role in the development of TENGRAPH. Already software
exchanges have' occurred and capture programs for cadastral and topographic data
implemented. These ancillary data themes will provide an important function in the
location and appraisal of mining tenements. In other States of Australia where a
rapport between government agencies handling land information has not been
established or where agencies have a policy of full cost recovery, the provision of
reliable resource information is being severely hampered.
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An experimental research on map color automatically design
Q. Liang, Z. Shi, P. Han (Beijing, RC)

ABSTRACT
This paper introduce an system for map area color design automatically system which include a
map color data base (MCDB) and a electronic color chart (ECC), based on the emulation modo I
between screen color and printing ink color. Meanwhile, this system can covert satisfied screen
color map to a postscript files, then get separated films by imagesetter.

INTRODUCTION
This research is aided financially by national physical scientific fund and it took us four
years. An important problem in map design and printing, "What you see is what you get",
has been partially solved. A map is made on computer and its colors are designed using
Map Color Automatically Design System (MCADS) we developed. Then it can be output
as four separated films. Comparing the proof and screen map, it is found that the efficient
is good. In order to develop MCADS, we first established MCDB and study the emulation
model between screen color and printing ink.
MAP COLOR DATA BASE (MCDB)
(1) Quantitation of Colors: Ten thousand color samples selected from Thematic Map Color
Charts, which is a national map color standard, are measured using chrometer. They include
two chromatography systems: yellow, magenta, cyan color and red, lemon, pecock system.
There are 4 key problems in measuring:
(a) Chrometer is properly tested and demarcated before used.
(b) Standard color samples are selected by measuring density.
(c) Temperature and moisture of circumstances are controlled in some scope when
measuring.
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(d) The operator must be strictly trained.

Although above four points are paid more attention, the chromatici ty data still have many
errors. A test system is designed to correct them based on color theory. 50 thousand color
chromaticity data are obtained after being measured and updated. They formed the basic
data of MCDB.
(2) Map Color Classification and Nomenclature: Four grades in color classification and
nomenclature system are established through analysis of color coordinate pattern and st udy
on color visual psychology effective, with reference to Munsell classification and
nomenclature system. The principles are:
(a) On the basis of color scientific theory;
(b) Regarding profession characteristics and customs;
(c) For common nomenclature.
COLOR SYSTEM: All color system are divided into 7 color systems based on 7 sunlight

principles and customs in cartography, they are: Red, Orange, Brown, Ye llow, Green, Blue,
Purple.
HUES: All colors are divided into 24 hues (Figure 1). The location of Y, M, C on

chromaticity coordinates pattern is firstly determined and then all colors are divided from
M according to dominant wavelength. They are Magenta (M), purple-Red l(pRl),
purple-Red 2(pR2), Red(R), red-Orange (rO), Orange (0), yellow-Orange (yO),
orange-Yellow (oY), Yellow (Y), green-Yellow (gY), yellow-Green 2(yG2), yellow-Green
l(yGl), yellow-Gree n (yG), Green 2(G2), Green l(Gl), blue-Green (bG), Cyan (C), Blue
(B), purple-Blue (pB), blue-Purple l(bPl), blue-Purple 2(bP2), Purple l(Pl), Purple 2(P2),
red-Purple (rP) .
THE LEVELS OF COLOR GLOW AND GREY: On the relative pattern of sat uration and

brightness it is found that color saturation influence the glow and grey of color. The higher
saturation, the higher grey (Figure 2).
SHADE OF COLOR: On the same relative pattern of saturation and brightness it is found

that shade of color is influenced by saturation and brightness. the area of low brightness and
high saturation is dark color area. The area of high brightness and low saturation is light
color area. According to the custom of printing profession, the saturatwn corresponding to
30% and 70% screen and the brightness corresponding to 60% and 30% screen are
regarded as demarcation to divide light,middle and dark (Figure 3).
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VISUAL CHARACTERISTICS: On the basis of classification and nomenclature, color visual

and psychological characteristics are analyzed and put forward some important concepts:
(a) The complementary, comparison and analogous of colors are studied.
(b) The feelings of color are also coded such as: cold and warm, dry nd moisture, active
and quiet, joy and sad, magnificent and simple, and etc, according to their sensation.
(c) Symbolization of color: Ten symbolizations of colors are coded such as: joyous, light,
serious, life, sky, noble, land, disaster, ice, illness and etc.
(3) The data composition of MCDB:
(a) Color position data: Page number and block number of samples in the Thematic Map
Color Chart are first party in MCDB. They are key items to query samples and chromaticity
data and others;
(b) Printing data (Reproduction data): printing ink screen percentage, including Y, M, C,
Bk and Le, R, Pe, Bk data. Each primary color have 13 percentages and they are: 3, 5, 10,
15, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100;
(c) Chromaticity data: trisitimulus value, chromaticity coordinates, uniform color space
coordinates, dominant wavelength, purity. They are on the basis of color classification,
nomenclature and etc. Trisitmulus are used to emulate printing ink on screen;
(d) Classification and nomenclature codes: hues, grades of glow and grey, and shades are
coded and also stored in MCDB;
(e) Color visual and psychological characteristic codes: The sensation and symbolization
of colors are coded and stored in MCDB.
The total MCDB includes two chromatography systems, 85 successive color-list and 14 basic
color data files. They are managed by RDBMS, such as DBASE, INFO.
EMULATION BETWEEN SCREEN COLOR AND PRINTING INK

(1) Study on conversion model: In order to accomplish "What you see is what you get", the
conversion model between RGB ang YMC should be studied. There are differences on
media and compound theory between screen and printing Ink. The printing color is
superimposed with Y, M, C, Bk ink (or other special ink) according to subtractive process
and screen color is compounded with R,G,B according to additive process. Many difficulties
to emulate ink on different screens because which have different bit numbers, grey classes
and graphic adapter. Although the common algorithms are published in some books, there
are problems in conversion. The common model between XYZ and RGB is:
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We use three different conversion factors: Monitor, PAL, NTSC in experiment and found
that some R, G, B values calculated from X, Y, Z using the three factors are negatives, lead
to serious distortion of screen color. The results are analyzed and it is shown that, although
screen colors cover larger than printing inks in general, some printing inks are beyond the
limits of screen colors. So it is impossible to accomplish emulation using these models. So,
we adopted another way that Comparing to standard samples of printing inks in Color
Chart on screen using visual method and colorimeter to test and write down R, G, B value
of basic colors. After the trisitimulus, chromaticity coordinates, a nd uniform color space
coordinates are calculated, an coefficient matrix with minimum chromatism is created. This
coefficient matrix can used to accomplish emulation between screen color and printing ink.
This matrix shown bellow:

x Y Z to R G B

R G B to X Y Z

I Rz~~ Gz~~ Bz~~ I I

0.60 0.26 0.08
0.33 0.61 -0.03
0.00 0.12 0.98

The R , G, B value be converted using this model have no faults. The average chromatism
are less than 5 NBS. The chromatisms of thirteen primary colors between screen co lor and
printing ink are:
Color Name
Yellow
Magenta
Cyan
Lemon
Red
Pecock
Blue

Chromatism
0.41
4.83
5.74
5.05
5.5
5.97
5.9

Color Name
Orange
Brown
Red brown
Green
Purple
Grey

Chromatism
5.19
4.56
5.58
5.52
5.93
3.77

The model is developed on SGI sta tion with good efficient. It is satisfied when it is used on
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PC computer. The model is common.
(2) Electronic color charts: Based on MCOB and conversion model, an electronic color
charts are developed on PC 386 (with TVGA adapter), with one page for 14 primary color
chart, fifteen pages for superimposed color charts. The electronic color chart are
correspondi ng to the Color Chart of Thematic Maps.
MAP COLOR AUTOMATICALLY DESIGN SYSTEM (MCADS)

MCADS is developed on PC computer using Microsoft C 5.0. It is very difficult to design
map color automatically because it deals wit h map scientific content and subject, map
application, and the aesthetic principles and subjective hobby and style of designer and etc.
At preset it is impossible for computer to take the place of human thought completely, so
the interactive method is used in MCADS (Figure 4).

Display C-list & data

~
>

Adjust C-list
Display Color Map

Adjust Color of Map
No<

Datal

Figure 4: General Chart of MCADS
(1) General Principles of designing map color: Based on several nationa l atlases have made
in our department, such as National Physical Atlas of China, National Economic Atlas of
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Ch ina, Population Atlas of Ch ina, Drinking Water Atlas of China, and etc, color design
experiences ca n concluded as follow and user shou ld define these requirement when using
MCADS:
(a) Define the chromatograp hy system (Y. M. C. Bk. or Lm. R. Pe. Bk.) at first;
(b) Define the dominant Hue and Complementary color and Comparison color;
(c) Define the control color (starting/m iddle/ending) and total color number;
(d) Define the color change trend;
(e) Define the chromatism.You can select one of them in follow table:
Light area

Middle area

Soft change

4-6

6-8

Dark area
8-12

Middle

6-9

9-12

12-16

strong

9-12

12-16

16-20

Very strong

12-16

16-20

20-30

(f) Define the color design model. You can select one of three kinds of model:
• Color space Location model;

* Color

Feature model;

• Color screen percentage composition model.
(g) Different kind of maps shou ld use different color design method: Such as Isopleth and
choropleth maps can select one of 85 color-lists, and type map is usually composit of several
color- list. Administrative maps usually using four color method to design co lor of all units.
(2) F unctions of MCADS: MCADS provides fri endly interface for user to design area color
of maps. User can select these functions by highlight bar on screen:
(a) "Selection" means that user can select:
.A superimposed color systems (Y.M.C or Lm.R.Pe) or one color-l ist from 85 colorlists;
.A dominant hue;
.The start co lor and end color and middle color;
.The Color change trend;
.The chromatism ;
.The color design model;
(b) "AUTO" means that MCADS can automatically produce a co lor pallette which meets
the user's demands.
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(c) "CORRECf" means that MCADS can correct some un"suitable colors by moving cursor
to require location;
(d) "DISPLAY" means that MCADS can read in a back map to display color map on
screen using the selected color palette;
(e) "OUTPUT" means that MCADS can output the satisfied map to imagesetter or output
color reproduction data.
REFERENCES:
Shi Zuhui, Liang Qizhang, etc., An experimental research on computer aided design of color
and plate making automatically.Proceedings of 4th Cartography Conference of China, 1992.
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Cartosemiotics - ideas and inducements
A. Wo lodtschenko, J. Pravda (Dresden, D; Bratislava, CS)

International corresponding seminar, participants, proceedings

is a field of knowledge
in ~he in~erface
I~ is very in~eres~ing
for ~he ~heore
~ical car~ography
in rela~ion ~o ~he s~udy of ~he map language, map
representation, and map expression. These were the reasons for organizing a in~erna~ional seminar ~ha~
is differen~ from o~her seminars as
we have chosen for i~ ano~her form - longer ~ime in~erval and a corresponding charac~er. Resul~s of our effor~ are, so far, ~hree miscellanies of papers-ar~icles ~i~led KARTOSEMIOTIK/KAPTOCEMHOTHKA while
~he firs~
~wo volumes were published
in 1991 and ~he ~hird in 1992.
Originally ~hey were schemed in ~hree languages
(English German
- Russian) bu~ wi~h regard ~o ~he circle of
au~hors ~ha~ has reduced
only ~o ~wo language areas, ~he miscellanies were edi~ed in only ~wo
languages (in German and Russian). Edi~ing work and summaries consumed
only minimum ~ime a
as we agreed wi~h ~he au~hors ~o submi~
a camera-ready manuscrip~,
publishing of
each volume
las~ed only
a couple of weeks.
Only some of ~he ar~icles were copied, mainly for
~echnical reasons.
Small
forma~ and a paperback cover
of ~he miscellanies were chosen for ~he mailing reasons.
The
firs~
volume
of
CARTOSEMIOTICS
is mono~hema~ic .
The
individual ar~icles a~~emp~ ~o respond four ques~ions:
(1) Wha~ is car~ographic semio~ics?
(2) Car~ographic sign - uni~, a whole?
(3) Car~ographic sign sys~em - s~ruc~ures, func~ions?
(4) Car~ographic space - mapped space?
In ~he firs~ volume
6 au~hors par~icipa~ed: K. GROSSER (Leipzig),
D.I.KEKELIA (Tbilisi), L . NEBESKY
(Prague), J.PRAVDA ( Bra~iislava), H.
SCHLICHTMANN
(Regina), A.WOLODTSCHENKO
(Dresden) . Ou~ of ~hose ~ha~
were addressed,
Prof. Frei~ag excused himself
(for permanen~ working
engagemen~)
and A.A. Lyu~yy did no~ reac~ a~ all .
The second volume of CARTOSEMIOTICS is,
as far as ~he ~heme is
concerned, less compac~. I~ con~ains ar~icles
on new
aspec~s
of
geopictures,
semiotic peculiarities
of
computer cartography,
on
no~ional appara~us of car~ography,
op~ic illusions in map compila~ion,
on ~he "raid" of ~he language upon ~he map. There are also discussion
no~es ~o ~he opinions expressed
in ~he firs~ volume of CARTOSEMIOTICS
and some reflec~ions on ~he research of map language as well.
In ~he second volume 7 au~hors par~icipa~ed. Three of ~hem were
new: A.M . BERLYANT (Moscow), K.I.DRITSCH (Kiev) and W. G.KOCH (Dresden) .
The ~hird volume is also poly~hema~ic. I~ con~ains ar~icles on
~heore~ical
concep~ions
in ~he con~emporary car~ography
(an i~s
expec~ed
convergence),
on charac~er
of
car~ography,
on logical
approaches in the
process of creation of maps,
on cartosemiotics and
Car~ographic

of

semio~ics

and

semio~ics

car~ography.
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map language, on the development of map representation and some other ,
also discussing articles.
In the third volume 6 authors participated. One of them was new:
A.SHEHU (Tirana).
On the whole so far
10 authors took
part in the
seminar with
different frequency of papers-articles (1-3) .
It is necessary to not, that all authors who participated in this
seminar
(and were published in the miscellanies) were free altogether
to express their opinions and attitudes. They were limited only by the
theme of cartosemiotics and cartography in a broader sense. All papers
(articles) have
been published without any
proofs either in content
or in the
form. This principle was
implemented in all miscellanies
with the aim to preserve
the author's orig inality as
an important
condition for the correct understanding of
each author by the rest of
participants . Correct understanding is one of the important conditions
for the discussion - independently
from where and how
it will
be
realized.
It
can proceed
(as
it
proceede d) within the individual
volumes of CARTOSEMIOTICS, during the personal encounters, in personal
correspondence, various seminars or conferences, articles, etc.

On the task of cartosemiotics
Cartosemiotics - e ither
in system-graphic or linguistic sense
- cannot
be considered as a
such theoretical
conception that might
pretend the
right
to be the general
one of
cartography.
Such
pretensions pertained
(or still pertain ) to the cognitive, modelling
and especially communicative conceptions. We,
and as
I hope,
also
majority
of
the authors of
CARTOSEMIOTICS
1, 2
and 3 consider
cartosemiotics a partial cartographic conception whose pretensions are
much more modes t , it concentrates the knowledge of
cartography that
concern the capabilities of the map to represent (express) the spatial
objects, phenomena or their distinct properties, characteristics. The
question of introduction of the individual branches of research in the
history
of
the maps,
cartographic
generalization,
mathematical
cartography (as
a theory o f
projections of maps)
or other parts of
cartography, known, for example
under the
title
"mathematic-cartographic modelling" etc . is not
sufficiently e x amined as yet. Existing
trials into the investigation of
partial problems related for example
to the
history of
cartography,
generalization,
etc.
from the
cartosemiotic point of view are scarce.
Cartosemiotics is attempting
only,
after our opinion,
to reach the
level,
let
us
say,
of
sub-discipline
of
cartography.
We
include
in the
sphere of its
interests all
problems related to graphic (but not only graphic, as
far as form
is concerned) expression (displaying by map) . If this is
not altogether the central problem of the cartography,
it is not too
far from it, as we think.
On the terminology

There e xist numerous names (expressions, terms, denotations) that
various authors
use for the indication of the expressivistic ability
(side)
of the
map. Besides the name
"cartographic semiotics" , also
"map language", "language of map", "cartographic language" , 'I map symbolism", "map grammar", "map semiosis", "map syntactics" and others are
used . Sometimes by various synonyms the same thing is understood, but
very often the name is a symptom of a particular approach to the given
problem, a symptom of a particular theoretical conception. Coordination
in this sphere
is absent and that is why
all names
and definitions
including cartosemiotics must be considered as provisional ones.
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On the structure of cartosemiotics
It is too s oon to talk about an elabo rat e d or a t
least known
struct ure
of
c artosemioti c s .
Neither
the
thre e
v olumes of
Cart o semioti c s respond the ques t ion. I t
is possible t o state, ( on the
basis of this and other works )
that there exist different opinions on
the structure of
c artosemiotics. I t might be easy to unite a part of
these opinions
if there e x isted willingness and desire for consensus
on the side
of the
indi v idual authors.
The second part cannot be
unified as easily,
as it
is the case of
different approaches that
occur with only one autho r
and the rest of authors are
inert - but
l

only as long as i t

does not involve their own conception.

In any case

l

reactions to this type of peculiarities
is not easy to predict . Not
only
the names but also the opinions on the inner structure of
cartosemiot ics confirm t he working character of
all research results
in this field.
All
hopes lie
in the
fact
that
after the
period of
differentiation

of

opinions,

a

period

of

their integration comes

- suc h
is the experience of the historical
development of various
theories, theoretical
conceptions and entire scientific disciplines .
After our opinion
(if we generalize all
that is known) two main
currents in opinions

on the structure of semioti c s

are emerging :

( 1 ) Its inner articulati o n corresponds to the inner structure o f
c artographic
Byntactics,
semiotics
i.e.
semantics , pragmatics, and
even sigmaticB are distinguished .
(2)
In i t s
understanding as a
language system,
minimum o f
morphology and syntax ( as grammar), sometimes other language levels,
are discerned.
The
first sort can
be denoted as genetically
cartosemiotic structures and the second as genetically cartolinguistic
structures.
On

the accompanying problems

Discussion has louched also Borne accompanying problems,
- vividness of cartographic signs,
- coherence: sing - map - map language,

like:

- methods of representation and map language,
- map functions,
- position of names on the map,
- logical approaches in cartography,
- coherence : cartosemiotics - map language~
- convergent i o n theoretical conception in cartography~

- research of various phases of the formation of cartographic
signs

systemB~

etc.

Conclusion
Ideas of
cartosemiotics gain
already a
cert ain shape of
interdisciplinary character. It can be observed in the miscellanies of
CARTOSEMIOTI CS - e x plicitly in the articles with narrow cartosemiotic
aims but also implicitly,
for instance in the articles with broad
thematic intentions that mention cartosemiotics only incidentally in
rela t ion with other problem,
n ot men t ioning,
that cartographi c
semiotics
inspires and
its
development
goes on.
This
fact
simultaneously indicates that the theoreti c al thinking in cartography
does not stagnate and its direction is not one-way only and the
theoretical cartography is permanently dev eloping .
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Using dot maps for thematic studies and regionalization.
H. Klimczak (Wroclaw, PL)

Abstract
This paper is of a methodological nature. It presents the possibilities of taking advantage of the
specific character of the dot map. The fundamental values presented on the map have been transformed
into relative values. Hence they correspond to the real distribution of a phenomenon in a geographical
space. It provides better conditions for classifying the phenomena and for studying correlations between
them . The methods of constructing a series of new thematic maps presented in the paper take as their
input the dot maps as well as the results of classifications and studies of phenomena based on those
maps.

Introduction
Dot maps represent spatial location of elements in a clear way by means of identical dots (in terms
of graphic presentation), which cOlTespond to the same level offeature intensity.
The assignment of a weight to a dot changes its sense with respect to location . Despite its point
location on a map, a dot refers to a region of unknown borders. The size of a phenomenon and its
distribution is expressed not by particular dots but by the set of dots in a given region . The interpretation
of dot maps consists in evaluating spatial arrangements of dots, their distribution and configurations and
particularly their mutual density.
The evaluation of the dot density on an ordinal scale is considered to be the most important
function of the dot map [5]. This function often overshadows other, equally important advantages of
dot representations.
The dot map may serve as a source material for various thematic studies. It may be the basis for
creating new characteristics of a phenomenon, which in turn constitute the basis for a series of thematic
maps. It makes it possible to study correlations between selected phenomena and to construct a
classification model.
The source materials for the studies presented in this paper consist of the dot maps of the U.S.
agriculture included in the atlas "The Agricultural Resources of the World" [6]. Our study covers the
western and the central parts of the United States.

The Analysis of the Distribution of Elements on the Dot Map.
On the basis of the dot map the following may be determined:
- the type of differentiating spatial arrangements of elements: discrete, island-like, linear,
regular, ... etc.,
- the density of elements interpreted on the ordinal scale: small , medium, big.
This direct information obtai ned from the visual evaluation of the dot map is easy to detect and is
interpreted on the ordinal scale. The ordinal scale may be replaced with the ratio derived scale, where
particular ranks are assigned appropriate cl ass intervals. This requires additional measurements and
calculations.
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According to the solutions proposed here, the quantitative estimation of the phenomenon density
is carried out on the basis of the distance of dot Wi from its nearest neighbour. Each dot is characterized
by three coordinates x, y, w, where x, y represent the dot's location.
For the map whose fragment is presented in Fig. I, the class borders were determined via the
graphic method . Fig. 1. 1 is a fragment of a map developed automatically, where the dots, depending on
the density class, were assigned geometric symbols of similar optical weight but different shape. On the
basis of this map one can separate concentration regions of fixed density - Fig . I.2. The regions are
delimited by the parts of arcs of circles whose radius equals half the value of the upper limit of the class
interval.
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~________--,>,,-----,=----,2

Fig.l . The method of representing the areas of variable dot density.

The intensity of a phenomenon can also be expressed in an indirect way by constructing a regular
or irregular net of variable density. This net corresponds to the surface location of a dot and delimits its
region of activity (influence). The variable value is constituted by the region's area, the absolute value of
a phenomenon for each region bei ng constant [4] .
As a result of such a transformation of the dot map, we obtain the reversal of a cartogram, and
thus a new thematic map, where the border lines between regions constitute the graphic element and
their area - the information element.

The Transformation of Data and the Development of Maps with
the Isoline Method and the Dasymetric Method_
The dot method, beside the choropleth method, can be regarded as the most geographical one
among the existing methods. This important property of the dot map invites using it as the basis for
creating a set of relative data and focussing on relative location of discrete phenomena presented on the
dot map .
The relative value is constituted by the density expressed by the formula :

D=~

A'
where :
N - the number of phenomena in th e assumed calculation unit
A - the area of that unit .
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Fig.2. The spatial distribution of phenomena presented with the dasYl11etric method .
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FigJ . The distribution of phenomena presented with the isoline method.
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In order to choose an appropriate calculation unit, a series of dot maps were studied. T he criterion
was the number of density classes resulting from the partition of the cumulati ve chart for the squares
with sides equal to 5 mm and 10 mm . Similar number of the classes determined the choice of the area
A = 100 mm ' x M ' (M - the scale deno minator) as the optimal calculation unit. The reference area
thus determined was designated as I.r. a. For each unit the value N = w x n was calculated, w here w the weight of a dot, n - the number of dots in l.r.a.
T hese data constitute a statistical area and can be represented on maps with surface or linear signs
by the dasymetric and isopleth methods. In Fig.2 the data on the ratio derived scale are represented by
means of the dasymetric method. The same feature is represented in Fig.3 by means of the isopleth
method. In modelling the statistical area, spline-functions were used. The dasymetric cartogram
represents the spati al distribution of a phenomenon and makes it possible to determine its size in
particular reference units. The isopleth map also represent the spatial distribution of a phenomenon , but
focusses on the mutual distribution of the magnitude and the directions of gradients. From Figures 2 and
3, one may directly infer the distribution of the studied phenomen~. The maps presented here indicate a
substantial concentration of the phenomenon in the eastern part of the studied area, which complies
with the type of land use in that part of the United States [6).

Studies of Correlations between Phenomena.

,

..

•

The data base obtain ed on the basis of the dot map may also be used for the analysis of the correlations
between the selected phenomena. For example, assuming the independent variable x; to be the oats
acreage in r.a., and the dependent variable to be the number of horses and mules in r.a., the parameters
of lin ear regression of X against Y were calcu lated;

Y

=

aX + b.

The differences r; between the real val ues y; and the predicted values Y; constitute the
remainders of regressio n determining the level of credibility of the value Y.

Fig.4 . The map of regression remainders.
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In Fig.4 the regression remainders are presented with the isoline method using spline-functions.
We can state that in the north-eastern part of the studied region the number of horses predicted on the
basis of the oats acreage should be significantly bigger. In that region there are big negative remainder
values . In the south-eastern part, the number of horses is much bigger than the predicted positive value
of the remainder.
The extreme values of regression remainders point to the regions where the estimation of value Y
(horses) on the basis of X (oats) is inadequate. It suggests the influence of other factors, i.e. the
necessity to consider a greater number of independent variables (multiple regression) in the regression
equation .
The strength of the linear correlation between the sets [xi, y;l is indicated by the correlation
coefficient c, which in the studied case equals c=O.72. It indicates a relevant positive correlation
between the variables. The correlation is linear. The local correlation coefficient for the south-eastern
part of the studied region (28 r.a.) equals c=0.S2, which confirms the insufficient correlation of the
variables in that region and justifies the big values of the regression remainders.
The approximate value of the correlation coefficient may be obtained in a graphic way by
analysing the course of the isolines of the distribution of two or more elements on a map . The value of
the correlation coefficient according to A.M . Berlant [3] is :
1t ~ C ~

cos

c"'cos a ;

cos 21t,

where:
a- the angle between the directions of the biggest falls of the isolines of feature X and feature Y.

If the lines do not cross, a = 0' , then c= I, and the correlation is simple.
The advantage of this method is the possibility of establishing local dependencies of variables and
finding the regions of extreme values of coefficient c.
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Fig.S.An example of estimating the approximate correlation coefficient.
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For the analysed example - Fig.5., the system of isolines and their compatible course in many
places; the parallelism and the same direction of fall , indicate a clear linear correlation between the
features . In the south-eastern region , the system of isolines ( a '" 80· , 90· ) confirms the lack of
correlation.
For the set of data [Xi ' y,j, the simplified measurement of the correlation between the variables
has been also tested . The studied region was subdivided into subregions (3-6 r.a.) and for each of them,
the so called "measure of correspondence" [2] was calculated, the latter defined as:

C

where:

X·y

Xy

= --

X+ Y

"

X· Y denotes the common part of set I>i . Yi and
i=1

"

"

"

X+Y denotes the sum of two sets LXi + LYi - L Xi · Yi.
i=1

This coefficient, similarly as probability, assumes values between 0 and 1, where value 1 indicates the
total correspondence of features .

Fig.6. Isolines of the "correspondence measures" .

Isopleths of "correspondence measures", Fig.6, describe the course of the distribution of features
x, Y in the studied region. The greatest correspondence appears in the south-eastern part of the studied
region, which is compatible with the level of regression remainders. In the region of extreme values of
regression remainders (south-eastern) and the coefficient c=0.5 2, the isolines have a low value of the
"correspondence measure" . It confirms the correlation of the level of the "correspondence measure" - C
with the dispersion of dots around the regression lines.
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The Classification of Phenomellll Based on the Analysis of Feature Distribution.
The taxonomic model was constructed on the basis of the set of points in the feature space
chracterized by values Wi according to [I). Valuesw" w ,' w,' ... w" were determined on the basis of
dot maps. The classification procedllre covers:
- choice of the classification algorithm
- fixing the distance metrics
- calculations carried out by an appropriate program
- verification of the results on the basis of additional information
From various methods of the analysis of concentration regions the ISODAT A method was used . For
standardized values of features of different denominations, distances between particular objects in space
W were defined according to Euclidian geometry. Concentration of points in the space was determined
on the basis of the notion of a centroid.
The ISODAT A method uses the following control parameters:
the maximum distance between class centroids, the maximum standard variation of features in a class,
the maximum number of col\1bined pairs, the number of eliminated objects.
As a result of calculations, the feature space was divided into classes. Given points - the "main"
points in the geographical space - were identified as representing particular classes and assigned special
labels (e.g. symbols A, B, C, ... ). Class labels are the basis for assigning the remaining points in the
geographical space to appropriate regions. In practice, an infinite number of points can be replaced with
the finite number of basic areas . In the study the value of a constant area was assumed to be 5 mm x
5 mm and the calculations were carried out for the centres of those areas.
In the constructed spatial model of the phenomenon distribution , the data base points - i.e. th e
"main" points -are assigned to the selected classes with the probability value I . The probability of
assigning the remaining points of a region to the "main" point's class decreases with the increasing
distance in the way fixed individually for each "main" point or uniformly for the whole map.
As a result of automatic calculations, each "addressed" area is assigned to a given region with the
credibility degree ex pressed in percentages (which corresponds to the probability level) .

1

Fig.7. The scheme of the classification process and regionalization .

The scheme of constructing a map is illustrated in Fig.7. A fragment of the basic map (Fig.7.1)
shows the first approximation of dividing the area into two classes A and B . On the map in Fig.7.2 the
areas of ambiguous membership are shown - a band of dividing areas - and the values of "alternative
assignment" are determined in the 2nd approximation .
The assignment in the I st approximation is assumed at the level of 60%, in the 2nd - above 70%-7
(7: 10 represents the fact that the value of the area assignment in the 2nd approximation is greater than
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in the I st approximation). For such areas additional information must be considered before their
membership is fixed. Fig.7.3 presents a fragment of the map with the finally fixed borders of classes A
and B.
The process of constructing a taxonomic model described above makes it possible to separate
those regions on the map which are similar with respect to the features under consideration. The course
of the borders between the regions may also take into account additional information related to a given
phenomenon (e.g. the distribution of dots on the map) or the elements of the geographical space (e.g.
the borders of arable land) .
The maps developed on the basis of adequately chosen features make it possible to select the
priority regio ns e.g. with respect to particular trends in farming.

Summary
The solutions presented in this paper point to multiple functions of dot maps and discuss possible
ways of using them . The presented methods can be applied to various studies (e.g. demographic,
economic, social etc.) for which the dot maps already exist.
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Characteristics of parameter spaces for geographic/ecologic knowledge representation
H. Kremers (Serlin, D)

1. Summary
Parameter spaces and thei r reference frames form the bas i s for the
descri pt i on of objects, ope rat ions on thei r 1 ocat ion or attri butes,
definition of relations between them and transactions in which they
are involved.
Knowledge representation makes the importance of carefully chosen
descriptions of the parameter spaces used obvious with respect to the
implications of "context" definition as the space in which certain
sets of rules are valid.
The basic equation for a synthetic world model

describing the formalised knowledge of reality as a relation between a
set of facts F of cardinality i and a set of inference rules I of cardinality j has necessarily to be specified along with the appropriate
spaces in which each element is described in order to allow statements
on the correctness of the connections applied in the derivation of results. The algebraic properties of these parameter spaces define the
restri ct ions on the all owabl e combi nat i on of part i a 1 resul ts (transactions) towards a final result describing a state model (in the
simple case a visualisation of a static parameter distribution).
Geographic and ecologic knowledge is based on heuristic causal
description and analysis. The rigor introduction of the reference
frame concept involves terms like metric, orientation, completeness,
continuity, fuzziness, similarity, isotropy and stability for the
representation and characterisation of space-time varying multiparameter phenomena. The simple case of time series analysis of monoparametric context is extended to the appropriate mathematical methods
of multi-parametric ecosystem analysis.
GIS software systems offer a universe of ways to derive results from
given input datasets and rules. This set of "possible " analytical
paths which, in today's GIS systems, undergoes syntactic checks only,
has to be restri cted by the appropri ate semantics of context defi nition which then results in "allowable" paths to derive results that
can be traced in detail and stay valid under extension of the knowledge-rule base within the reference system chosen. Integrity checks in
a ru 1e ' -based know 1edge representation then inc 1 ude proofs that new
ru 1 es added do not vi 01 ate the cons i stency of the system representation.
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2.

Facts and their Algebra

We follow a mechanistic world model in the engineering
world is everything that is facts" [38].

sense:

"The

For given time instances
a system state
is defined.
In a deterministic sense the state transitions from ti
formally represented

to

ti+1

are

k and 1 i ndi cate on the dimensi ons of the system state whi ch in general are not equal e.g. in transitions that involve generalisation or
decomposition.
In the 1-dimensiona1 case, S is a single parameter, e.g. temperature,
measured at time instances ti . The a posteriori computation of a continuous time series analytical model extends the discrete case
ti E { T } to the continuous case ti E R.
In the multidimensional case the state transition function f
a set of time series.
The system state
i.e.

is

defined by

the

elements of

knowledge

could be
about it,

with F defined as a set of facts and I the inference that applies to
these facts.
entities
attributes
values
F
logical relations
analytical functions
rules
In higher order concepts, the set of facts also covers 'frames' which
can be consi dered as (i nhomogeneous) aggregates buil t from the other
knowledge types [1].
After introducing the basic operands the algebraic model has to be
specified along with its metric and topo10gic properties [21], [22],
[31],

[32].

Inference Ij deduced from or applied on these facts could be of type
semantica1 relation, type relation or functional relation. With such
constructs, models of inheritance can be included.
Algebraic investigations have to be extended to general parameter
spaces, so that set ope rat ions and anal yt i c functions app 1 i ed to all
type of facts under consideration have to be verified (e.g. existence
of inverse operators). For each parameter and for each (multiple) combination of parameters the formal structure of the space spanned by
its axes has to be investigated for algebraic properties:
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order, transitivity, refle x ivity, symmetry, linearity,
denseness, dis c reteness etc.
admissible operatfons should be consistently modelled
fact types during implementation phase of the system.

along with the

The extended
parameter
model
also
inc 1 udes
speci fi cat ions
for
categorisation, weight schemes , fuzziness, similarity measures and
metaphor specification where applicable (the latter in general expands
the definition space, e.g. from 'over' and 'under'
spatial
to
'positive' and 'negative' - psychological - in a valuation scheme).
Traditional classification of geo-eco10gica1 information is based on
one-parameter classification schemes [5], [9] applied on different
graphi c presentation mode 1 s, or they apply mu1 t i - parameter dendogram
techniques in hierarchical strategies (divisive or agglomerative) of
classification [35], [37] . A variable context would allow for each
fact to be related to various feature classes by means of individual
membership functions (relations, database views).

3. Exploring Structure in Complex Systems Parameter Spaces
In general, structure detection in parameter spaces is equivalent to
the task of detecting signals from noise and structure from signals.
As such, methods of (geo-) statistical analysis find their appropriate
application. These methods allow the derivation of structural information: variety, periodicity, correlation,
asymmetry,
heterogeneity,
(un-)isotropy, fuzziness (cf. e.g.
[3], [13], [20], [25], [36]). In
ecosystem analysis, one of the main tasks is extracting deterministic
dynamic models from multi-parameter time series (e.g. development of
population of a species determined from detai led habitat analysis) .
The potential of development of mathematical rigor in this field is
pointed out by Jorgensen et a1. in [20): "It could be argued that ecosystem theory now is at the same stage where physics was at the beginning of the present century".
Since complex systems are used to be understood in a hierarchical manner (generalisation upward, decomposition downward) the transition
from one information level to the other is of special interest to be
understood and modelled in a mathematical sense. The tasks have been
specified (e.g. in environmental information systems to have an information flow from measuring device up to strategic level for top management) but the information model (that includes, for instance , the
propagation of error measures throughout the process) norma11 y 1 acks
its mathemat i ca 1 bas i s and all resu 1 ts are regarded to be .. true··
(whatever that would mean). An outline of the theories involved from a
complex system point of view is given by J.S. Albus in [2]:
The model consists of a hierarchical
system architecture
wherei n : 1) control bandwi dth decreases , 2) perceptual reso 1 ution of spatial and temporal patterns contracts, 3) goals expand
in scope and planning horizons expand in space and time, 4)
mode 1 s of the wor 1 d and memor i es of events expand the i r range
each about one order of magnitude at each higher level. At each
level, functional modules perform behaviour generation (task
decomposition planning and execution), world modelling, sensory
processi ng, and value judgement. ··
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Detecting specific regions of interest in multi-parameter spaces
(discontinuities, anisotrophic structure etc.) is the main investigation domain of pattern recognition. These techniques can be extended
from two-dimensional picture analysis (e.g. [19]) to general parameter
spaces [26], [29].
A very important structural feature of ecosystem analysis is the
detection of stability measures and anomalies. Equilibrium modes of a
system can be of type stable, labile or indifferent, generally derived
from computing second and higher order differentials at specific
points in the n-dimensional parameter space. A limited view on separate single parameters may lead to wrong judgement of the systems
behaviour and a detailed look at the context under which a certain
analysis has been performed may indicate on reasons for computational
instabilities that would be stabilised when considering complete feedback in natural system disturbance dynamics. Model computations from
such extreme or equilibrium points allows the characterisation of system behavi our by varyi ng the speci fi c boundary (resp. i ni t i a 1) conditions. System states (see chapter 1) form trajectories in the n-dimensional parameter space. Divergence or similarity measures for trajectories resulting from differentially similar boundary conditions indicates on system stabi 1 ity properties [27]. If for arbitrari ly close
state vectors the resulting system trajectories diverge at an exponential rate, the system is said to be chaotic.
It should be mentioned that disturbances of ecological systems not
only occur with natural growth and development but the major influences are from abiotic damage to the system: ai r pollution, fi re,
flooding, lightning, most of them antropogeneous influences.
A first step toward ecosystem description thus is a complete inventory
to indicate biodiversity endangerment. Although such projects have
been initiated for many biosphere reserve units, cooperation and integration of efforts of different programmes and authorities on regional, national or global scale still needs to result into appropriate
information bases and models [12]. A catalogue of institutions, their
projects and verbal short descriptions of project objectives [11]
certainly is not yet a step into harmonisation in the information
model sense but just a prerequisite to start work on details.
In general, ecological data is strongly spatially autocorrelated
(habitat analysis and biomass mapping / vegetation zones etc.) [8] ,[34] and a restriction to single parameter determination (population
count) would not adequately give information to understand the structural pattern sampled.

4. Context Models
Context is the most promi nent feature gi vi ng meani ng to facts or
deriving information from data. Context appl ies to all the types of
facts listed in chapter 1. and also to the accompanying inference
types. By context specification, reference frames of system parameters
are "filled" with specific knowledge. This can be e.g.:
pre-information ( experience
habit
(subjective) interest.
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Traditional context models use weighting schemes for highlighting certai n sets of facts (and di scardi ng others from presentation). Cartographers in gene r al see the world with a topographic context and often
declare thematic mapping Quite a different field of this science [30].
(Even Wi tt [37] admi ts that there is but a context swi tch in these
cases) .
Inheritance of attributes allows the context model to spread throughout the system's hierarchy. On the other hand, those informations that
should be regarded context-free should be Quite distinctly kept separate from the context-specific specifications. Val idity of facts or
rules in (sub-)regions of the parameter space (validity depending on
place, time, boundary conditions, procedure-branch-point etc.) has to
be available for the systems user and has to be specifically documented in the (graphical) results of interactive use.
As an example : the computation of mean values for an aggregation area
does not imply the attribute "homogeneous" for that specific attribute
and value over this area, even not the attribute "continuous". This
cannot be depicted from the traditional cartographic result . In other
words: what is true for the whole may not be true for all of its
parts.
From everyday experience it is obvious that in (political) discussions
the use of (purposely biased) different contexts may lead to total
misunderstanding or worse.
The separation of context-free and context-sensi t i ve i nformat i on as
mentioned above can also be regarded as designing "plug-in" systems
[15],

[10].

Wh i 1e the anal ysi s of context 1 eads to i nformat i on mode 1 sand thei r
specifications, the synthesis of (sub-)systems allows to specify system behaviour from the combined processes that satisfy given properties [23].

5. Fuzzy Parameter Spaces
Fuzziness here is treated distinctly from the concept of handling data
that is derived from statistical analysis and as such is associated
with specific error measures (standard deviations, covariances etc.).
The data descri pt i on and mode 11 i ng concept of envi ronmenta 1 databases
is much enriched by introducing properties of entities that cannot be
deterministically classified (e.g. [31]). The system model includes
probabilities associated with the attributes in Question [4] . For the
inclusion of cognitive fuzzy processes in complex systems cf. [28],
[33] .
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The problem starts with the geometric definition of the
invest i gat i on'. Eco log i sts def i ne these by def.i nit i on of
passive) influence zones [25]:
Transport range of

'area under
(act i ve and

Matter
Energy
Information

These are dependent on the entities used in the model: consider the
different size and location of the three types of influence zones for
power plants, sports grounds, waterworks, reservoirs. Time-varying
habitat definition of individuals also belong into these categories.
The combination of the three types for a multiplicity of objects then
defines regions of interaction that strongly depend even in geometric
size on most of the parameters defining the ecological system.
Terrain analysis usually describes and applies classification schemes
(vi si bi 1 i ty, transversabi 1 i ty) and val uat i on schemes (danger, eco logical vulnerability, security issues [7]).
Topological fuzzy space descriptions demand models for locative propositions: left_ of, beside, behind, in a sense that not only the borders
between the geometric objects are defined fuzzy but also the location,
i.e.: left_ of in a fuzzy sense does not necessarily mean only the next
element in sequence, beside defines not only adjoining objects or areas but also those that do not have explicit common boundaries ('near'
then def i nes an i nf 1 uence area much 1 ike the area types noted in the
introduction of this chapter - spatial propositions define an implicit
information range)
6. World Model User Interface
User dialogue with a system capable of handling constructs like the
ones mentioned in the previous chapters should not directly operate on
database tables, analytical functions etc. System design for such complex models generally includes an intermediate level of dialogue
ana 1 ysi s that checks for syntact i ca 11 y correct and semant i ca 11 y val i d
transaction request s . The artificial inte11 igence of the information
s ystem then has to be avai lable to that 'parser' layer of the user
interface that is used to check operation requests in detail and
translate dialogue sequences into operable parts in a decomposing way
(e.g. [6], [14], [17], [24]). Probably already on this level it has to
be decided if f.i . the use of results of partial transactions that may
de 1 i ver data of di fferent accuracy is i nva 1 i d under the aspects of
semantic incompatibility - from the syntax point of view most systems
woul d accept these resul ts for further process i ng wi thout hesi tat ion
(cf. [16] and [18] for a detailed treatment of language aspects in
user dialogue). Thus, from the analysis of facts a control flow is
derived for the system and a strategy to satisfy information demands
of partial transactions can be derived. Here, again, a mapping takes
place,
this time a
mapping from dialogue
specifications to a
processing schedule of (nested, parallel) transaction series.
Mere data process i ng concepts in advanced computer systems archi tecture then can take over the part to map the proces s ing schedule onto
the hardware and s oftware facilities available to enable iterative and
recursive dis co urses.
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The cartographic projections used for Albanian maps
A. Shehu (Tirana, AL)

INTRODUCTI ON
Du r i ng last s i x centuries are u s ed different carto vraphic projections for the producti on of Albani a n maps . Thi s i s explained with
t he fact t ha t most of the se maps are created from fo r ei gn persons
and geographic ins tituti ons , keeping safe t heir cart ogr afic tradit ion. For a smal l c ountry as Albania,number of the pro j ect i ons u sed
mus t be ti ghtly relat ed with crit eri a well determined. The author
of thi s paper has analysed the value s of orthogonal c oordinates
and the size of deforma ti on(fo r the used proje ct i ons) and conclude d
t hat the changes are relatively small . In the same time he has elaborate d some suitabl e versions of the pseudoconic projection( explai
ned in this paper) . One of this versions i s u sed widely for t he
production of thematic maps of Albania.
Smal l and independent count r ie s , as well as the other count r i e s
with a bi g populat i on and a large s urface , produce and use maps of
various topics a nd dest inations . These maps are a necess ity for t he
s ucce sful deve lo pment of the economy , trade , science , cul t ure , e ducation and the preservat i on of the nature from the polut i on , etc .
Albani a , a l ways has profited by the wi de cartographic experi ence of the other countrie s with a ~ reat economic and sci entifi c pot entia l. Our cartographers have fol l owed wit h much a tt ent i on and
interest the progr ess i n theorY,technique and techno l ogy of cartography . A lot of this progres s i s r e flected in the pr actice of Al banian cartogr aphy. It i s noti ced also ,the pres ence of diff ere nt
concepts for carto graphy and mappi ng . We support the concept whi ch
considers the cartography a science and the main funct i on of the
map~t he gno se ological one .
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SHORT HIS TORY
Albania i s one of the oldest nations in the Europea n Continent .
Some of the cities as Berat( an tique name is Anti pat ra ),Durre s( Durrahci on ), Apollonia( Ap oloni) , Lezha(Li ss us) , Butrint (But hranton) , etc .
are foun ded s in ce the fifth and fo urth centur ie s befo re Chist . Some
of these ci t ie s are r e fl ected also in the small scale ma ps of Hecate,E ratosten , Strabon etc .
The geographi c and st r a te ~ ic posit i on of Albania,it s various relief ,i t s numerou s nat u r al r es ources ,i ts excellent secula r traditi ons
in a griculture , trading , c onstruction,etc. has stro ngly effected in
the fact that s ince the antique time Albania has been a economical
relati on hridge ( betlveen ~i estern ano. Ea s tern Europe , up to the Far
Asia) and in the same time a ba.t tle fi eld of Albanian people agains t
the ocupators ,ba ttle field ofcountri e s or rival cas tes of a country.
In this conte xt ,the Albania land has bee n and remains a conti nous
ca·rto gra:phi c t aJ-':5e t, from many countries of the world( 4) , (12) .
Alba nia. i s presented detailed in the maps of Ptoleme , in the
Roman maps of Peutinger,in the Arabian maps and portula n ones· In
t he 16th cehtulC,f,after the discovery of the New Continent,a.t the
time when the world economical center ha s moved from Italy a t Netherland,at the time when the flow ofeuropians going towards America has begun,it was seemed a grea t fall of cartography in many
countrie s of Europe . The contra ry has happened in Albania., where it
was a grea:t increase in the cart o~ra p hing of it s lands .
',"e can ment ion, t hrough the numerous p ortu l a n maps in the 16th
century the maps of Comotio(I57I) , whi ch are conside red t he fir st
topogra phi cal maps of our land; the maps of Reis(I529),Gastald(I5 6 0)
Mercator(I585),etc. pre se nt rather detailed all the territory (12).
In the 17th century vrere cons idered valuable the maps of Canteli(I 689 ),C oronell i(I 69I) and 'rchelebi(I635). They have personally
carried out itineraries in di f ferent areas of Albania.• The maps of
the above-menti oned a uthors have s erve d a s a ba se fo r t he crea t ion
of the new maps ,i n the 18th century ,by different well- known authors
as~ de l'Isle , Homan,Schenk,d ' Anville , Za tta., Reilly,Velesanlis , etc.
Ha rtenthum ( 8 ) has ~ iv en a completed t ab le for the maps produc ed in the 19th century; among them \Ve can mention t he maps of
Palma, Vandoucurt, Lapi e , \Jeis , Hahn, Kiepert, Gubernatis , Hi li tary Geo~ 
raphic I nstitute of Wien,e tc .
At the be.'<i nni n fT of t he 20th century we re cr eated ne'.,., a c cu1256

r ate and rich maps for all the territ ory of Albania from Baldacci
(3) and Nopcsa (10). ?:hese maps were base d on the re s ults of the
itinerari es ca rri ed out by the authors .
During the First World I'fa r, the Military Geograph.i. c Institut e
of Wien has carrie s out the topog raphical surveying of No rthen and
Centra l Albania , in the scale I: 75 000 , while the Military Ge ode s i cal
Services of Italy and France have s u rvey ed a good part of Southe r n
Al bania i n the scal e 1:50000. After t he Fir st World "'ar ,. Loui ( 9 )
has surveyed in t he s ca l e 1:100000 t he a reas unfi n i shed from the
above-mentioned military service s and has publi s hed in 1928 the new
map of Albania in the scal e 1:200000.
From 1927 until 19 39 the 11i li t ary Geographic Ins ti tute of :;;'i rene e vias iLv·ol veri. 1:1 t h e creati on of

ne~\I'

tell)Ocral,'l1.c:al maps , in the

scale 1:50000 for all the t errit ory of Al bani :t . B8c:,nw' of the be ginning of t he Second Worlr], 'lIar the works was interrumped ,making impossible s u rveyi ng of a s mal l part of Southern Albani a .
Until thi s peri od of 20th c e ntu~J are produc ed a lot of the mati c maps , al so fr om Albani :l.ll a u ;;11 or8 i" ,', .i,de and out s i de Al bania.
During ce nturi es the Alba nia n administration and s pecialis ts have
cont r ibuted in a decis ive wa y to provide a complete a ne. a (; curat e
content of the mapa" continoui,ng of the s urveys, i tlne r ariu;: , etc. In
the place s where t he i r pr esence has misse d there are a lot of mistakes . Those I. ho have r ead Armao (2), Ginzel ( 6 ) and Traversi (16 ),
have ul1'i e r :3to ocl the nece ssi'~y of t he presen ce of Al banian administrati on and t OI'ographers .
After the Second World ';tar We L'f) founde d in the new s ta t ,,, ,) f
Alba nia di ff e l",mt t opog ra ph i cal and cartographica l servieGs gi ving
thei r pre ci ous contributi on in thi s f i eld (15) .
In the a bove - mentioned maps a r e used differe nt ca rto gr aphic
prooj e cti of'ld :
the new edition of maps of Ptol eme are ba sed in hi s polar coni8
pro j e cti on;
- J.Homan has us ed s t e:roographio oblic pr ojection;
- A. Zatta - the az i r;ru t a l transve~cs a l e qui d ista nt proj e ction ;
- liJili t ary Geographic Institut e of ~,H e n and H. Loui have use d
Gau s s - Kruge r projecti on ;
- l,uli t a ry Geographic I nstitut e of Fi ren c e has used Bonn ps eud oconic pro j ecti on;
- Most of t he above - ment.i. o:'led a.uthors us e polar c oni c proj eC'ti1257

ons ;
Hilitary Topographical I nstitute and Albani an f eodes ical services use Gau ss - Kruger projection ;
the carto graphic service has used polar conic, Gauss -Kruger and
the version of pseudoconic projecti on for the creation of th ematic maps .

VERS ION OF THE PSEUDOCONIC PROJECTI ON
Alba nia is bounded from parall els wi th l at it ude ~ = 39 ° 38 '
~ =42° 39 ' (~9n:ax = 3°0 1 ') a nd meridian s with lon o-i t u de AW = 19°16'
, =21°04' (A'
=J048') ' Alhlr~~ = 0°49 '.
I1E
J'""u-'..
The proportions :
.. 0

I

'G = A~,q, = -=-EL = ,(. 6!f
AA..", /0+"

(i)

v, _ A~~ ., _ 03°01' _ 3 r:tJ::
I\'~_ =-_ - - - .TJ

A,L"t<.n
o~'
show the meridional extension of Albani a .
Applyi n.'! the well-known formulas of t he above - menti oned proje ctions , it i s not i sed that , for t he scale 1 :1000000,
=2 0°00'
Art' = A) = 0 ° 30', i n the mos t disfavorab l e points (~WJJI):
- the differences betwe en coordinates ( x ,y) in the same point s of
the cartographic ne twork and fo r all versi ons (tan ge n c ial,secant)
a r e very small (AX.."ax = O. I3mm);
- di ffer e nces of the ab sc i s s a values in the same par alle l are also
small CAx' . no" = I . I 2mm );
- small di fferences a r e noticed i n t he values of deformations in
the same meri dian ( m), parallel ( p ), surfaces ( s ) and ang les (1'1),
where : pmax = 1 . 001599 and IV
~ 0°02 ' 47 " at central perspec tive proj ect ions ;
- i n the group of polar cylindric projections , t he maxi mal lono:itude
deformations reach the value .56 . 5 2% ( for the t ange ntial case ) a nd
the value 2. 9 7% ( for the secant case : 'fo = 41 0 00'), while a n r le
de f ormation is Vi",,,,. = 35 °06 ' 34 " ( for the t anGe nt i a l case) and
3°II' 22 " (i·or the se ca nt case) ( 14 ).
Base: in the above - mentioned obs e rvations the author of this
paper has elaborat ed versions of pseudoconic projection , having t he se demands :
1. t he mel' i dians must be s t rai p:ht l i nes , <Toing out from pol e P ( f i g . I)
2. the parallels mus t be strai J2' ht line 3 parallel with t he coordi naten axis y .

Ao

-r!I~
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3. the l ength of t he central meri dian must not be deformecL(m o ; 1)
The ab ove - ment i one d conditions allow t he poss ibility of ge neral formulas of the projection that , for the surfac e of earth elipsoid are (I3),{I4):

x. ... £(Cf) ::

.%- f

I «/zif,).) ;:: !fj~
J= C-Mlf
f'= f Secd
0: 0<)
m: sec~

( II)

/J:: S f19f""
%:

rA)..

~';:~V ml.

+

p'- -fl./>
p

whe r e : 101 - meri dional ray of curving ,
r - par a l lel ray in a certain latitude ,
C( , C - constant s of projections , which re sult f rom the
conditions put.
It can be seen t ha t the studied versions are not conform(w F 0 )
and m of p ), but one version can be equivalent if it is comple te d
the condition that the l ength of all par allels i s not d e forme t ( p
= s = 1). Then fixin g the t ange n ci al version ( ~ = 4I O OO '), secants
p ; p = I ; p i p
1) and the equ ivalent one , we can calculate
"$
I't
~
the values of coordinate s ( x ,y) and deformations (m , p , s ,w), from
which it can be arri ved in the se conclus ions :
1. for t he extreme pOint s of t he cartographic network (A). = :tl o30 '
coordinate s ( x , y) and the values of deformation , change ve ry little between them and the values of the clas ic pr o jecti ons , calculatet befor e ;
2. also in the equivalent case meri dians are s tra i vht lines ;
3. t he de formation of the meri di ans i s smaller than t he defo rmation of parallels ;
4 . isokolls of de formati on for me ridians and anf les corr espond
wit h the orientation of meri dians,for t his reason th ese projections are suitable for use for our country territory , be -

r
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cause i t has a meriii onal orientat ion ;
5 . the maxi mal defor mations of the an p"les are 0 019 ' 44 ", 0°39 ' 24 "
and 0°59 ' 09 ", respe ctively for t h rioints with a 10ne:i tuc1.c
J rOi.1 ·che central meri dian A}~ =: 0° 30 ' , A.l2. =: 1° 00 ' a ndA.l =1 ° 30 '
w(q
6 . the projectio:;-, can be calculated and created quic kly and
us ing a si mple technique .
I t must be added; here t hat the tan ?"enci al version was used
for t he first time at "The geographic atlas of Albania " (1 968 ) , in
the scales 1 : 2000000 and smaller ones . In the years 8 0 this projection was used for t he creation of the maps of Albania in t he scale
1 : 200000 , as geological , hidro ~ eolo g ical and fito ~eog raphical maps ,
etc . Also i t is used for al l ( 127) the maps of "Climati c atlas of
Albania" (1986) , in the scale 1: 800000 and for all ( 256) the maps
of "Agricultu ral geographical a tlas of Ti r ana Di s t ric t" ( i n p roc ess )
fo r the scale s 1: 25000 and 1 : 100000.
I n order to r e duce t Ile absolute values of the deformations
was processed the version of using two standar d meridians wi th Al =
= :!: 0 ° 30 ' from the central meridian ( as more suitab l e for Al banian
territory ). But sec.0030 ' ~ 0. 99998 = k , ( c oefficient, which mult i plies the pr evious values) is nearly n ot take n in consideration.
As it is no ticed , for t he sele ction of new ve r sions ( and in
other cases not menti oned in this paper) our ar ~ume ntations are ba sed only in geome trical conc e pts . For this reas on today it i s be e ing worked fOl' finding new projections , bas i ng mainly in the numeri cal me thods .
CONC:GUSIONS
Today wi th the democratic devel opme nt s in Albania , t here are
impo rtant dutie s ror t he mat hematical cartography:
1. consol i dati. on of the contac t wi th i ns t itut ions a nd persona lities of t he world cartography a nd t he cont inon s excha nge
of t he

cart o~ raphic

in fo rma..t!.oH ;

2. the cooperation wi t h ca rto graphic ins titu tions of the nei ghbour countri es f or the solu t ion of probl ems with a reciprocal us e ful int e rest, :c'e l a t ed with the us e of common proj ections(or a ma the mati cal base ) , needed t o creat e some
themE. tic ma.p,:; for a ll the re e-ions that a re studied ;
3. gradual pri vati za tion of the cartogr a phic service a nd gr adual introducti on wi th the update t e chnique , t e chnology , etc .
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The new national atlas of Sweden
S. Helmfrid (Stockholm , S)

Abstract
When the ICC meets in Koln eight volumes of the new National Atlas
of Sweden have been published, covering the themes 'Maps and
Mapping', 'The Forests ' 1 ' The Population' , 'The Environment', 'The
Agricult ure' , 'ThA Infrastructure', "Sea and Coast" and "Cultural

life, Recreation and Tourism ". When the National Atlas is completed
in 1996 it will comprise a geographical and cartographical
desription of the country in seve nteen volumes, each containing

about 170 pages a nd 100 thematic maps . The books are published
simultaneously in a Swedish a nd an English edition ...
The manuscripts are produced at seventeen t hematic editorial

offices located allover the country. The government-financed
project is led by a small editorial board at Stockholm University.
The National Land Survey, Stat istics Sweden and the Swedis h Society
for Anthropology and Geography are responsible for the project .
production of the thematic maps is carried out by mo dern
computerised graphic methods at LH t.1aps in Kiruna . The maps are

stored in a data base . Apart from t he book version the atlas is
produced and distributed in computerise>l form on disks and CD-Rml.
Software has been developed with in the project. The first version
of the PC-atlas was demonstrated at the International Cartographic
Conference in Bournernouth 1 991 .
This paper describes the new national atlas with the emphasis on

design , aim and use . The data sources , the technical production and
a brief description of the contents of the volumes published so far
are also given .

Design and use
Sweden is a small nation with a vast territory and long
history, all making surveying and mapping very expensive.
We have to cope with this problem.
Since the beginning of the project in 1987 eight out of
17 thematic volumes have been published and distributed
in a Swedish and an English version respectively. The
first volume , 'Maps and Mapping' appeared in April 1990,
'The Forests' in November 1990, 'The Population' in
August 1991, 'The Environment' in December 1991, 'The
Agriculture' in April 1992, 'The Infrastructure' in
August 1992 "Sea and Coast" in December 1992. "Cultural
life, Recreation and Tourism" is scheduled for April
1993. The plan foresees a complete set of volumes before
the end of the ten-year project period. The volumes
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published are exhibited at this conference and can be
ordered at the exhibition.
The concept of the new national atlas of Sweden (SNA) is
very different from the classical first one, "Atlas over
Sverige" (AOS), which appeared in separate map-sheets
1953-1971. By the 1970s the publisher was out of stock,
the total edition of 5000 copies having been distributed
and sold. At that time the question of a new edition was
raised now and then, but not until the middle of the
1980s could real planning for a new national atlas
begin. The story of the preparatory work, the creation of
a consortium of The Swedish Society for Anthropology and
Geography, Statistics Sweden and The Land Survey as well
as the successful efforts to solve the financial problems
shall not be repeated here. It has been told briefly on
various occasions in international fora.
Instead some comments should be made on the concept of
the new atlas, because it differs so much not only from
the "Atlas over Sverige" but from traditional national
atlasses in general.
"Atlas over Sverige" was conceived in the first postWorld War II period when Sweden, undamaged by the war,
prepared itself for the promises of economic growth,
affluence and welfare, based on efficient use of modern
technology, science, education and "social engineering".
Work on the atlas engaged a generation of cartographers,
geographers and other experts, in all 66 contributors,
for a period of 25 years.
In the long course of production Sweden as a society
experienced the most rapid and fundamental change ever.
This could only very marginally be reflected in the
atlas, the statistical sources of which were from the
1940s and 1950s (Climate 1901-30, Population 1950,
Agriculture 1944, 1950, with additions on structural
change until 1956, Forests 1952, Manufacturing industry
1951, Commerce 1954). Ongoing research even changed
important facts in the more "static" aspects of
geosphere, like geology. Important developments in human
geography research could not easily be fitted into the
framework of the atlas. A few topics were added to the
original concept to meet some of these needs.
The former atlas is a masterpiece of cartography, made by
creative, competent cartographers and skilled mapdrawers. My critical remarks are made merely to
illustrate the problems of traditional cartography to
deal with a rapidly changing reality. It should be
clearly stated that "Atlas over Sverige" well deserved
the high international acclaim it received in spite of
its limited relevance to contemporary human geography
rejlearch.
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The new computer-based cartographic techniques were one
fundamental prerequisite for launching a new atlasproject. Another was public funding to make efficient
time- and budget planning possible and a third was the
need in broad sectors of administration, economic life
and educational system for a modern and renewable source
of information about all relevant aspects of the country,
its resources and development.
The considerations of those, who , in the middle of the
1980s, defined the concept of the new Swedish national
atlas can be described in comparisons with the concept of
the 1940s realised in the old atlas.
Scientific or educational use?
"AoS" like other national atlasses at that time was made
by cartographers and scientists for scientists and higher
education- and as a national show-piece. It was a
fundamental demand from public authorities as well as a
wish from geographers in general that the new atlas
should be conceived to meet the needs in upper secondary
teaching and in adult education as well. This has
certainly had an impact on ways of writing , on selection
of explanatory figures and the use of statistics and
mathematical models.
Cartographic or geographic?
"AoS" was mainly cartographic and only partly conceived
by geographers. In contrast the new atlas was
fundamentally designed by geographers. What difference
does it make? One difference is the thematic coverage and
balance. The geographic concept tries to give a balanced,
organised explanatory description of the country from a
geographic point of view. Maps are designed to cope with
geographic topics, problems and theories.
The cartographer considers more to the "cartographic"
possibilities of available data. Selection of topics and
cartographic design is then often determined by the
availability of spatially organised data. The thematic
coverage may as a result be partial and unbalanced. In
contrast a geographic design meets with many problems:
lack of relevant data , "wrong" definition and
•
stratification of data, last but not least problems in
finding proper cartographic expressions for the
geographically relevant patterns and processes.
Some of these points may be illustrated by the following
comparisons: The new national atlas will comprise
approximately 2800 pages of maps, photos, drawings,
diagrams, tables and text. The general design specifies
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30 % text and 50 % maps. The size of the book is 245 x
3 30 mm. All p a ges c an be used for colour printing. The
thematic maps are published at four different standard
scales, appropriate to the size of the country, 1:1,25
million, 1:2,5 million, 1:5 million and 1:10 million.
"AoS" had the equivalence of 1.128 pages of the size of
the new atlas. Of course a broader coverage of themes is
possible today. If we compare the thematic distribution
as a percentage of the total volume we find the following
differences (defined in accordance with the thematic
division of SNA), the figures in brackets referring to
AoS:
Maps and Mapping
Geology
Sea and Coast
Climate, Lakes and Rivers
The Population
The Forests
Agriculture
The Environment
Geography of Plants and Animals
The Infrastructure
Manufacturing industry and services
Work and Leisure
Cultural Life, Recreation and Tourism
Landscape and Settlements
Cultural Heritage and Preservation
Sweden in the World

8,4
8,4
5,0
7,0
7,0
5,7
5,0
5,0
6,4
5,7
7,0
5,0
5,0
5,7
7 ,0
6,4

% (0 %)
% (15,2 %)
% (1,4 %)
% (9,7 %)

% (13,1 %)
% (6,2 %)
% (14,0 %)

%
%
%
%
%
%

(2,8 %)

(4,7
(5,9
(7,4
(4,3
(1,9
% (2,8
% (1,9
% (1,9

%)
%)
%)
%)
%)
%)
%)
%)

Beside the broadening in scope represented by the new
comprehensive volume on Swedish maps and mapping, past,
present and future, there is a remarkable shift in
emphasis. The relative reduction of the theme of
Agriculture of c ourse reflects the dramatic shift in
economy, so does the expansion of the themes Cultural
Life and Cultural Heritage. The full treatment of the
Environment in SNA reflect s of course public concern a nd
s cientific discovery, Landscape and settlement were
really neglected in AoS, and growing international
integration is mi rrored i n Sweden in the World. The
reduction of Geology gives a better balance between
phys ical and human geography, but would in any event have
been necessary for financial reasons. Regrettably the
redu c tion hits geomorphology.
Finally the theme Population deserves some comment. No
theme except Agriculture is better covered by data of all
kinds and more readily broken down into the smallest
territorial units. The relative reduction of this
important theme r eflects a new, problem-oriented and
theoretically based approach to the population geography.
Thi s theme could easily have produced a wealth of
additional maps without adding to insight!
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Contrary t o the impre s s ion of many professional users of
SNA, who meanwhile characterise it as a textbook rather
than an atlas, it is worthwhile stating that the text
makes up approximately 60 % of AOS, whereas the design of
the new SNA aims at 30 %!
It was from the beginning decided that the thematic
volumes should "stand on their own feet". That means that
each volume should
include also all background
information even if it primarily belongs to another
theme. So have the volume "The Forests" as well as "The
Agriculture" each a chapter on geology and climate,
specially designed for the theme. Each volume is
separately sold to its specific sector of the market and
is at the same time part of the national atlas as a
whole.
The data sources
The manuscripts are produced at seventeen thematic
editorial offices spread out over the country. Eight of
them are at university departments and the others are
established at governmental authorities. The basal data
are delivered free of charge, but the manuscript work is
paid within the frame of the project budget. The
manuscripts for the maps are delivered as digital data on
discettes in a format acceptable at the production unit
or as drawn manuscripts which are scanned in a Scitex
System or digitized manually. The original data and the
produced digital maps are stored in a data base, which
makes it possible to update in the future and to produce
the printing films direct from a computerized
cartographic system.
From manuscript to printing films
Production of the thematic maps is carried out by
computerized graphic methods at LM Maps in Kiruna. A
vector system using Auto-Ka, ArcInfo and Intergraph is
combined with raster-based systems.
One of the raster/vector systems used at LM Maps is a
Scitex 280 system. A high resolution drum scanner is used
for black and white line originals. The scanned
manuscripts are transformed into vector format in the
Scitex 280 system. After the information has been
vectorized it is tranferred to one of the vector systems
which is used in co-operation with the Scitex system and
the Arc Info or the Uniras system. All of them have their
specific functions in the process. In those systems
information is corrected and added before being converted
into raster data and transferred back to the design, i.e.
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lines, symbols and text get there final shape and areas
l he i r right c o lours and patterns. All colours, patterns,
text and line fontes and symbols are stored in a library.
sometimes the vector information is imported from
external systems from the manuscript producer direct to
the Scitex system.
When the map has been built up in raster format, it can
be plotted out as a print original. This is done with the
raster plotter included in the Scitex system. The laser
beam is controlled by the digital information of the map
and i lluminates a photographic film- a reverse operation
to the same unit earlier descr i bed for scanning. LM Maps
also makes use of a Scitex Eray plotter.
The limitation of the Scitex 280 system is the lack of
possibilities to work with continuous tone images, aerial
or satellite images. LM Map Company has installed a
Scitex 300 system, originally designed for graphic
applications. It allows map and image information to be
integrated. In comparison with the Scitex 280 system the
300 system also provides advantages in the print-outs.
The two work stations are available which can be
connected to a Presponse work station. A Calcomp
electrostat plotter and an Iris ink-jet plotter are
available for verification.
Experience from the production of the first volumes
showed that the new methods are quite expensive and timeconsuming. The technical quality of the maps is often
quite good , but there are still some problems, owing to
costs, in working in an interactive manner and making
changes based on "trial and error", which is the normal
way to work in more conventional methods. Now we try to
use a mixture of new and conventional map production
methods in order to be more cost-effective. It is also of
importance that the operators of the computer graphical
systems are trained in conventional cartography and have
some experience of map-editorial work.
The completed volumes of the atlas
The first volume "Maps and Mapping" (208 pages) was
published in April 1990. Apart from a short general
description of Sweden, mapping from historical to present
times is described and a variety of differen types of
maps are presented. A reference map at the scale of 1:700
000 is included in the first volume. This map covers 26
pages and contains more than 10 000 place names. The
terrain is hatched to reinforce the visual effect of the
topography. The reference map is in total produced by
computer cartography and based on the Swedish National
Dig i t Elevation Model.
The second volume "The Forests" (144 pages), published in
November 1990, gives information about Sweden's forest
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resources in a global and historical perspective . A
detailed map of eight land use classes has been produced
at the scale of 1:1,25 million. The map has been produced
by scanning information on land classes from the general
Swedish map at 1:250 000 and digitising this information.
The pixel size on the scanned map corresponds to 25x25 m
on the ground. The volume includes a total of 104 maps
showing, for example the distribution of tree species,
history of forestry, climate, geology , forest ecology,
timber production, forestry transport and industry ,
damage to the forests , forests as a resource for
recreation and maps of ownership categories.
The third volume "The Popu l ation" (176 pages) was
published in August 1991. Th is volume of the National
Atlas presents in the first p l ace summarized i n format i on
about average individu als in Sweden , how many children
they have , when they leave home, when they form a family
and how long they live. But behind every mean figure
there is a distribution with individual exceptions.
Information on the geographical distribution of health,
education, income, dwelling and voting is also presented.
Social conditions today are presented in a long-term
perspective and international comparisons are made. In
total this volume incudes about 100
completely new maps. It gives a very accurate and up-todate picture of the population geography of Sweden.
The volume "The Environment" covers a theme of great
public interest. It is the first comprehensive
presentation of environmental problems, environmental
monitori n g, legislation a nd protective actions in Sweden.
"The Agriculture" ( 128 pages) , published in Apri l 1992 ,
also hints at environmental problems such as fertilizer
leakage from fields to water courses and coastal waters,
soil erosion etc, but its main theme is agricultural and
horticultural industries as economic activities.
Structure of enterprises, agrogeology and climate, manpower and machines , size and distribution of arable land,
live- stock, products and production as well as the role
in national economy are main themes. The relation of
production to the total Swedish food market is the
background for discussing present day problems of market
protection , subsidies and overproduction.
"The Infrastructure" (160 pages ), published in August
1 992 , covers three main areas: the transport networks,
the i r growth , capacity and use , the systems for energy
suppl y and distribu tion and finally the public government
and administra"tion with various divisions of the country
on regional and local level. Like all other themes these
are given a historical background. In December 1992 "Sea
and Coast" appeared, with a comprehensive presentation of
the Seas around Sweden, their climatology, oceanography,
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marine biology, bottom geology, economic use and
environmental problems. The long Swedish coast is
deskcribed in its rich variety of coastal types, their
evolution and characteristics. The volume in print, when
this is written, "Cultural life, Recreation and Tourism"
is the richest source yet in this field. Not the least
the geography of sports is innovative but also the
geography of music and human behaviour in tourism.
Future updating and distribution on PC-media
The original proposal of the new Swedish National Atlas
focussed upon computer aided production in order to
provide better up-dating possibilities and to create
digital archives of geographical and cartographic data
for future distribution on CD-ROM. In 1989 the board of
the project decided that a PC-version of the atlas should
be produced in order to introduce the potentials of
geographical analysis and digital cartographic data to a
wider public, especially for schools. libraries and the
general public-"a low cost GIS for the Swedish people".
The first version on discettes was introduced on the
Swedish market in 1991.
Conclusions
As explained the SNA was deliberately given a more
"popular" design than traditional national atlases. It
was planned for computer cartography with losses in
traditional cartographic standards but with gains in an
interactive PC atlas version available at low cost for
schools, libraries etc.The storage of the atlas in a
database provides a good basis for future updating.
The result has been on the one hand initial criticism
from professional traditional cartographers,on the other
hand an amazing public success. No geographic publication
has ever reached such large sales figures in Sweden as
SNA. The very concept of a "National Atlas", earlier
known only to professional geographers over the past
hundred years, is about to become common property!
The first volume "Maps and Mapping" was printed in a
Swedish edition of 70 000 copies and sold out within six
months, so that another 10 000 copies had to be printed!
There are about 10 000 subscribers for the whole set of
atlas volumes.
Beside the eight volumes already published two further
ones will appear later this year, "Sweden in the World"
and "Work and Leisure". The production plan then foresees
three volumes 1994 , ("Cultural Heritage and
Preservation" , "Geology", "Landscape and Settlements")
and as many 1995 ("Climate. Lakes and Rivers",
"Manufacturing and Service", "Geography of Plants and
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Animals"). The series will be finalized in 1996 with one
more analytical atlas volume .The first CD-ROM version
will appear in 1993. The English edition of the National
Atlas of Sweden is distributed by Almquist & Wiksell
International, Stockholm , Sweden.
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The situation and perspective of thematic atlas in China
C. Wen (Guangzhou, RC)

Deve loPment Status and Success of china ' s Themat ic Atl as
Th e deve loPment o f research for th emati c atlas in c hina, espec ially
dur i ng the per i od of la s t 10 y'ears has marked a great pac e and preva i I le d
a new future.
Firstly, th e thematic atlas has become a good way for the information
communication a nd convey · It takes part in an import a nt role Of research,
ana lys is , eva luati on , forecas t, planning, and management, etc· SUPPorted
with the modern th eor ies and t ec hnol ogi es , s uch as airphoto interpretation,
remot sens ing, comPuter cartograPhy, sys tem engine ering map percept ion,
i nformation sys t e m, mode l and communi cat ion system, ec t· the thematic atlas
product s has marc hed in a new hi s tory s tage·
Secondl y , a great progress has been made i n t he th ematic atlas pub l icat ion
during the 80' s · More than 50 large -scal e atlases and 100 loca l ( procinces,
c iti es , and counti es) at lases we r e publ is hed and some of them have reached
the internati ona l level wi th their s ub s tantia l content and earnest s cient is m. '
The another s peci fic proP"r e t y is various s phere of learn ing, such as "At las
o f Ch ina Ancient Time Geograph y ", ·· ·China I.ithos phere Dynam ic s Atlas " ,
.. China population At las ", and " Ch ina phys ical Geographical At las " .
F i na I I y, f o I low i ng the PO I ic y of reformat i on and ope n ec nomy, t he coas ta I
open ceg ions , open x iti es and s pecific open economic zones have bee n set.
Face to the r e pqui rement of devel opment the Guangzhuo Georgraphical Institute
went a long with th e trend and publ ys hed a series of atlases abuot resouces
and ecomo ic Dal ian, Xiame n, Shantou began the compi lations for their atases ·
" Ch i na' s wi nd ow--Map Ser i es " , and " At I a s of Ch ina Coasta I Open Reg i ons "
are preparing now · An important characteri s t ic is that the s ingle topic or
comPonent atlases are going on the ir bl ooming developing s tage·
The Characteristics of Deve lopment of China' s Th emet ic Atlas
(1) PI e nt i fu I s ubject s and broad cartograph i c c overages
The atlases covered not only th e estern deve loped areas , open spec ifi c
economic zones , but those areas which are devloping, s uch as western China
have been prepar ing. The at las th emes include geographica l, econom ic,
bio logical, med ica l , chem ical, and e nv ironmenta l s ci e nce · The deve lopment
of a t hematic a tl as is rea ll y a sys tem eng ineering and a fruit Of geoguaphy,
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cartograp hy, and map pI inting .
(2) KeeP ing the Chinese Sty le
In her iting the Chinesen tradition, maintain the nat ional charactreistic,
use the s urvey ing and mapping exper ience of other countr ies for reference
the professional cartographers and

at las producers pay much attention to

keep the natioal boundary comp leteness and abreast of drawing and text
annotation. Such as the r e I ief representation on the base map a lways uses
the modern tec hnology of contour with hi I I shading.
(3) EmPhasizing the pratica l ity, sc ient ism and effectiveness
The" Atlas of Yellow River Va ll ey" is cons is ted of some 90 map s heets
and more than 300,000 words of annotation· Th e content includes geography
envirnment, distribution of water resource, s tatus of economy, r iver hi s t ory,
wand the success of comprehensive control.'" The Shenzhen Atlas of Natural
Resources and Econom i c Deve lopmet " has focused at a s pec i f l c econom i coPen
zone being exP loitation. In fact,

it is very useful for bothgovernors

and i nves ters .
(4) Manifold atlas s ize
Mos t of the national level atlases takes the large-sca le size (52 cm x
38 cm), s uch as " Ch ina Popu lat i on at las ", Ch i naAgr i cut'ure At las ",
"Ch ina Econm i c At las, " " Ch i na phys i ca I protect ion At las " , " Ch i na pyhs i ca I
At las", and" China Landuse Atlas "all are in this c lass · The provincial and
regiona l thematic atlases are in the midd le-scale s ize (26 cm x 19 c m ). It
is the major Publ ication in quantity. The city and county at lases always
take the s mal I-size ( 19 cm x 13 cm ). It is more cons id er ing to the cos t,
use worth and easy to carry about.
(5) Pub I ishing fashion
Chang i ng the publ is hing fas hion of internal use int o the oPen way. Sorne
qual it y atlases are also Publ is hed in Chinesee-Engl is h bi lingua l annota ions ·
A s uc cess ful atlas " Ch ina pOPulation Atlas" even has a Engli s h vers ion
wh ich is pub l ished by the oxford Pub I ishing House·
I ssues to prepare the themafic Atlas in China
( 1) Development of theory and method for thematic at las
Th e proeparing a qual ith thematic atlas is a comp lex sys tem engineering
which requires the s upport of sc ience and th eory, advanced technological
method, rational and effect ive adm ini strat ive management. In the recent
developing stage we s hould fo ll ow the character is tic res earch fOl' themati c
at Ias based on th e modern th eor i e s of map sYS tem,

i nformat i on, percept ion,

model, and ca l method, form, and printing in th ematic atla s for promoting
the sc ientifi c level of preparing an atlas·
Th e computer-ge nera t ed thematic atlas has Sign ifi cant ly improced in thi s
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years · But some chall e nge s ti II need to s urmound, s uch as standardi z ati on
and s pecification o f s ymbol sys t em and unit e cood inated of map features.
( 2) Worth of the matic atlas
Some times the atlas produc ers s pend much time and funding, s elect a
large number of map t OPic s to publ is h a at las . And they lack to s urvey,
es pec iall y aft er the pub I is hing that how th e ir us ers can receive enough
e ffective informati on from th e at las by way of concepiti on. Old idea of
va lue a ls o bind UP the deve lopment of atlas· Th e topic s , s ca le sYS tem,
contents , r epres entat ion me thods are s ti I I fol low the o ld tradition or
commu icat ion, and large - sc al e s ize would s pend cos t, and in oppos ition
t o far away from today ' s worth s ense· A s ucc ess ful atlas -_ .. Ch ina
ph ys ical Geogrphical Atlas " which is provided with pl e ntiful contents ,
r ationa l layOut of a printed s heet rich information and cost on ly 6.75
Ch ine s e Yuan (about 1 Dollar U.S).
We s hould emphas ize that the worth of ·an atlas might depend on sc ientific
creat i on, effect i ve i nforrnat i on, and pract i ca Ii ty· Such an id ea that putt i ng
the popular or less price atlas e s as a kind of lower level publ icat ion is
ve ry a naive id ea·
( 3 ) Th e thematic reformation of thematic atlas
We are facing the challege of information time in 90's. The thematic

reformation of thematic at las must be met.

In first, the remote sens ing technology has been appl ied to make various
of thematic atlases in many foreign countries· Those equipments of remote
s ens ing and airphotos need more fund t o support· And the traditional
productive mode. has dominated the publ is hing procedure. The cartographers
shou ld try a number of e ffort· Besides, the computer-ass isted cartograPhy,
the geographical information sYStem, and the printting techonlogy with
e lectronic co lor-separated s canning s hould cooPerate to form a new
operational procedure in at las production. We· can imagine that, as a
data bas e, these traditional functions of retrieval, memory, and
updating wi I I be rep laced by a cartographica l data base· The intel I igent
teend, such as data acqu is iti on and category, revision, generalization,
coulor design, digital hi I I shad ing, Chinese character name placement,
co lor printing, ect · might be carried out by computer-assisted technology.
(<I)

Shortel l

CYC

Ie and reduc i ng product i on costs in deve lopment of

themat ic atlas
One of the s ignifi cant problems is long production cye le and high cost
f or publ ishing an atlas in china. Although a great progress . has been made
in the la s t decade, but many ques tions during a whole production procedure
s ti I I need to so lved. The fo l lowing op ini ons are pointed out by the author:
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1) Standard geograph i ca I base maps s hou l d become commod i t y product ion.
Except a few paper base maps o f cover Ch ina s uPPorted by th e Be i j i ng Map
publi s hing House . It is diffi cult to find those base map s o f prov inces or
regions · If various base map s sca led range form cou nt ry, provinc e , r egios,
and citise go to the mapping marke t someday , th e production cyc le and cost
s hould be Changed.
2 ) Research, compi lation, drawing, and printing join and ·form a production
procedure· The puubl ication of .. The Natural Resources and Economic
Exploitation Atlas of Shenz he n" s pent onl y 13 months and th e half Of
budge t favoured by the author' s advice.
3) Adopt new technology o f reproduction and s horten printing cycle .
The scree n and color-s ub stracted printing t ec hnology are widely used
in foreign countries· Some Chines e publ is hing fa ctor ies have mad e s uccessfu l
experiments . Thi s advanced experi ence s hould be s preaded in nat ionwide·
4) promoting the qual it y of cartographers
In China most of the th ematic atlas des ingne r s and makers hace been
work i ng on the i r s pec i a lit i es of sc i e nces or t ec hn i log i es· They are not
really fami I iar with the procedure of develoment of thematic atlas. And
the cartograPhers who have good tra i n i ng in map rnak i ng, but unfam iii ar
with many other sc ienc es or spec ial ities · Promoting both of the s pecial ists
and the cartographers in qual ity is the key to s horten th e produc tion cyc le.
The Future of Developme nt of Themat ic Atlas in ch ina
Reviewing the devedloping hi story of thematic at las in China the aut or
is going to point out the difference between two s tages · A development of
s low stage is many atlas publ icat ions which copies each other in the
constent.' and also enjoYs de luxe· The deceloprnent of booming s tage a
number of

publ icati ons keep s fo l lowing the soc ial reformation period .

.. China physical Atlas", .. China Population atlas " , .. China pyhsical
Geogrephyical Atlas ", .. Shenzhen Natural Resources and Economic
Exploitation Atlas ", and " Economic Atlas of Hunan provine" are
belong to the latter .
To these successfu l at lases the des igners al I pay much attent ion to
the sc ientif ic work, and their artworks al I reach the high conceptua l
leve l·

A great

syStem e ngineering of at las " c hina 's window-Map Ser ies

is going on this years. It wi I I use the modern sc iences and
technology to se lects the qual ity artworks as base maps· The s urpose
of thi s atlas is to s how the ex is ting s tatus and trend in inverstemnt
env ironment, trade potential ity, and tourizm . The huthor firm ly bel ieve
that the achievenemt of thi s engineering wi I I rai se the research in
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atlas uP to a new fl isght of steps ·
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The roussilhe projection of the entire ellipsoid
J. Panasiuk, B. Gdowski, J. Balcerzak (Warszawa, PL)

The functions that describe the Roussilhe projection are presented in the form of appropiate series. With reference to this,
they ca n be applied on l y to a certa in area around the chosen point
on the ellipsoid of revolution.
Basing on the Gauss-KrUger projection of the entire ellipsoid, functions that describe the Roussilhe project i on of the entire ellipsoid have been worked out in the paper. The lo ca l scale
of this projection at any point on the ellipsoid has also been
determined. And finally, it has been demonstrated that in the case
of sphere the Roussilhe projection becomes a stereographic projection in an oblique position.
1.

Gauss-KrUger projection of the entire ellipsoid

Let ~ and A denote the lattitude and longitude respectively
on the surface of the ellipsoid of revolution 5 •. Let us
consider
isometric latitude ~ and isometric
following relations
~

=

tgh-' (sin ~) -

I<

tgh-'

(I<

longitude
sin ~) ,

w

defined

the

w = A

where I< denotes the eccentricity of meridional sections.
now introduce a new parameter u by means of the relation
sin,!, = sn(u;

by

(1)

Let

us

1<)

where sn(u; 1<) denotes the Jacobian elliptic function .
Then let us consider the conforma l projection t.: 5.
defined by the following relation

(2)

~

5

•
(3)

Let x and y denote the coordinates of the point in the rectangular
system on the plane 52 and let t2 denote the conforma l
projection
t2:

5.

~

52 defined by the relation

x + iy = a E(K + u + iu) - a E ,

(4)

where E(u) denotes the Jacobian elliptic function, E = E(K), while
a denotes the semi-major axis of the meridional sect ion of the
ellipsoid of revolution 5 • .
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The proje ctio n t: 51

52' which is the superposition of

~

pro-

jections t1 and t 2 , is the Gauss-KrUger projecti o n of the
entire
ellipsoid of revolution (Lee , 1962), (fig. 1 ).
The local scale m _ of this projection can be defined by the
O K

following relation:

(5)

For each point

(u,v)

E 5 1 ' the value of

~

can

be

determined

by

computing successively
1/1 =

1

tgh- (snu dn'v) - k t g h-

and then by computing

~

1
(

kd~?VU

J

(6)

using the relation
k
1
( 1 + k

sin
sin

(6a)

and then finally
cos

2.

~

(6 b)

The Roussilhe projection of the entire ellipsoi d

With accuracy to isometry , the Gauss-KrUger projection can be
defined as a conformal projection t: 5 1 ~ 5 2 in which a given
meridian w = 0 projects itself with the local scale m = 1 onto the
segment situated on the axis OX. Therefore, this projection can be
defined by the relation
x + iy = 5(1/1 + iw)

(7)

where 5(1/1) denotes the lenght of the meridian arc w = O.
Let us note that any conformal projection /: 51 .. 52'
which a given meridian w = 0 projects itself onto
the axis OX. can be determined by the relation
x + iy = j(1/I + i w)

the

subset

in
of
(8)

where j(1/I + i w) is the analytic function of the compl ex variable
with its derivative different from zero, and /(1/1) is the real function.
If we assume that in (8) j(1/I) = 5(1/1),
we shall obtain the
Gauss-KrUger projection . And if it is assumed that
= 2R tg 5(1/1 )
j( m)
?

-----v::-
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(9)

than we shall obtain a projection cal led the Roussilhe projection
or the generalized stereograghic projection according to the
Roussilhe definition. In relation (9) , s denotes the lenght of the
arc of a given meridian w = 0, while R = -y~,
where Rand
R2
. .
:1
~1

denote the pincipal radii of curvature of
chosen point Po of the projected area Dc

~2

the

surface
If the

51 '

5

1

at

latitude

a
of

the point Po is equal to Po' then we have to make an assumption in
formula (9) that
ai'<'

R

(9a)

Earlier we denoted the flat Gauss-KrUger rec tangular coordinates on the surface S2 by x and y. Let X and Y denote the coordinates in a rectangular system on the surface
conformal projection
l'

1'0:

52 ...

53

53 '

Let us denote the

defined by the below relation

by

o

x

(x -

X + iY

2R tg

) + iy

o
----=-----

(10)

2R
P~

where the point

=

with coordi nates x

=

y

xo'

0 is an

image

of

the point Po in the Gauss-KrUger projection.
We have earlier defined the Gauss-KrUger projection of
entire ellipsoid as a superposition of the projections t1 and

the
2

determined by the relations (3) and (4) respectively. Let l' denote
the conformal projection 1': 5 1 ... 53 which is a superposition
of
projections

t1

and

t2

and of the projection

1'0

defined by

(10). The projection l' is therefore the Roussilhe
the entire el lipsoid of rewolution 5 1 (fig . 2).

relation

projection

of

Let us adopt the following denotations
Y

X

2R = (.

x

2R

x

o

2R

:::

01.,

y

2R

(11 )

Then relation (10) has the following form
(

+ iry = tg(a +

i~)

(12 )

Hence
(

sin 20
cos 20 + cosh

2~

n

sinh 2~
cos 20 + cosh

2~

Consequently the projection

1'0 :

52 ... 5 3 is determined by the

(13)

(13a)

rela-

tions
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x

2R sin
X

x-x

-

x

2R sinh ~

0

R

Y

x

cos -R-- + cosh ~
Then the inverse functions are
(13) and (13a). it may be found that
sin 20. =

x

(14)

cos-R- - + cosh ~

0

0

determined.

From

relations

(15)

sinh 2(3

and from relation (13a). we obtain
cos 20. = -

cosh 2(3 +

After substituting (15) and (16)
2

sinh 20

(16 )

y)

into the formulae

2

sin 2a + cos 20. = 1
we obtain
2y)

tgh 2(3

(17)

By analogy. we can throw out the quantity (3
and (13a). We shall obtain

from

relations

2(

tg 20. =

(13)

(18)

It is know that
1

tgh- x =
Therefore.

-+

~ ~

In

;

from relation (17). we shall obtain
1
TIn

(2

+

(y)

( 2

+

(

+
T)

1) 2
_

(19)

1) 2

and from relation (18)
0. =

1
""2
arctg

2(

(20)

Let us now substitute the quantities (11) into (19) and (20).
The
projection reverse to the projection roo i .e. the projection
:
~
032

r- 1

ships
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S

S

can be finally defined by

the

following

relation-

x

x

x

y

2

R

o + R arctg

[

ln

3.

2~
2~

[
(

L-(~ );- ( ~t ]

( 21)

f
f

(22)

+ (

2~

+

+ (

2~

-

1(
]
1f

Local scale in the Roussilhe projection

Above we have denoted the local scale
in the Gauss-KrUger
projection by mO _ K . Let now mr
denote the local scale in the proo

jection

TO

and let mR denote the local scale in the Roussilhe pro-

jectio n . It results directly from the definition
that

of

l oca l

mr m0-1(
o

m

R

scale
(23)

wh ere
m

I

ro

d

(X + iY)

d

(x + iy)

( 24)

From relations (10) and (11),
(X + iY)
(x + iy)

d
d

d

«(

d

(01

Therefore, from relation (12),
d
d

+ iY)
+ iy)

(X
(x

it comes out that
+ i y)
+ i,8)

(25)

it may be found that
1

cos

2

(01

(26)

+ i(3)

Because
cos

(01

therefore, basing

+ i (3) = cos

Of.

and

(24)

01

cosh (3 -

(26),

i sin

01

sinh (3,

we get

1

m

ro

2
COS 01

ro

COS 01

cos h2 (3 + sin 2 01 si nh2(3

that is
1

m

2

+ sinh2(3
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Substituting here the quantities (11), we can finally present
local scale In
in the following form
ro
In

1
r

o

cos

2

x

x

_

--c"'Rr;---'0'--

2

(27)

Y

2

+ sInh 2R

The local scale InR of the Roussilhe projection is
by formula
scale Inr

where the scale

(23)

the

In _
O K

is determined by

determined
(5)

is determined by (27) _ The relationship between

and the
v

u,

and

o

x , y is determined by relation
4.

The Roussilhe

(4)_

projec~ion

in

case of sphere

~he

The surface of the ellipsoid of revolution 5, is

explicitly

determined by the parameters a and R_ With fixed a and variable R,
we obtain a certain set of surfaces of the ellipsoids of revolution _ The parametric equations of the surfaces for R = 0 become
parametric equations of the sphere with the radius a. We shall
then treat the sphere with the radius a as a special case of the
ellipsoid of revolution for R = O.
It can be demonstrated that in the case of sphere,
i.e.
for
R = 0 , the Gauss-KrUger projection of the
entire surface of the
transverse
the
ellipsoid of revolution becomes similar to
Mercator's projection.
Let us now examine what projection is the Roussilhe projection in the case of sphere .
For R = 0, the relation (1) can be presented in the form
VI =

In tg (

~

+

~

J

(28)

therefore on the sphere, we obtain a dependence between the
latitude p and the isometric latitude'll. The lenght of the sphere
meridian arc computed from the equator is expressed by the formula
s = R~. Basing on (28) , we get
(29)

s

The transverse Mercator's projection can be d-e termined by the
relation
x + iy

R

[

2 arctg e VI + iA -

IT ]
"2

(30)

where A denotes longitude on the sphere, while x and y
rectangular coordinates on the plane. Let the chosen point
the sphere have coordinates

VI

=

Vl

' A = O. Then the image of

o
point Po in Mercator ' s projection is point

coordinates
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denote
P

P~

with

the

o

on

the

following

v

- 0

(10)

=

(31)

0

After considering (30) and (31), we can present t h e
in the following form

x

'1-' + i),.

+ iY

2R tg

[

ar ctg e

- arctg e

relation

"'0 ]

Hen ce
X + iY

e

2R

+ i),.

'"

- e

1 + e

'"

"'0

+ i ),.

e

"'0

that is
X + iY

e

2R
1 + e

'"

'"

cos
+

"'0

- e "'0

),.

cos

),.

'" +sin
ie '"

+ ie
+

"'0

),.

( 32)

s in

),.

Let us denote
X + iY

2R

A + iB
H

(33)

where A , B , HER . From relation (32),

A

= e 2", + '" 0

e '" 0 + [ e '" - e '" + 2", 0 ]

_

[ e '" + e '" + 2"' 0 ]

B

it may be found that

s in),.

cos ),.

(34)

(34a)

(34b)

H

From re lation (28), we have
e'"

=

1 + sin
cos <P

<p

( 35)

and let us assume that
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e

'Po

1 + sin 'Po
(35a)

cos 'Po

Let us substitute the quantities (35) and (35a)
and (34b). We shall then obtain

into

(34) .

(34a)

2(1 + sin 'P) (l+sin 'Po) (sin'P cos'Po - cos'p sin 'Po cos A)
A

cos

2

cos

<P

2(1 + sin 'P) (1 + sin 'Po) cos
B

cos

2

<p

2

sin A

<p

2

cos <Po

2(1 + sin'P) (1 + sin<po) (1 + sin<p sin 'Po + cos 'P cos'Pocos A)
M

2

2

cos 'P cos 'Po
After the substitution of the above quantities into (33). we finally obtain
2R
X

(sin 'P cos 'Po

cos 'P sin 'Po cos A)
<p cos 'Po cos A

1 + sin 'P sin 'Po + cos

(36)
y

2R cos 'P sin A
1 + sin 'P sin 'Po + cos 'P cos <Po cos A

It results from the relation (9a) that for R = O. R = a.
Functions
(36) determine the stereographic projection of the sphere with the
radius R made
from point Po of the sphere with coordinates
'P='PO·A=O.
And so we have demonstrated that in the case of sphere.
Roussilhe projection becomes a stereographic projection in
oblique position.
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Centered on latitud e 0 ',

Manipulation and analysis of temporal geographic information
G. Langran (Reston, USA)

Abstract
Analytical me th od s use d in s pa ti a l GIS ca n ex tend to th e purp ose of
temporal and spati otemporal analysis. Ex tending s patial opera tors to th e
time d o ma in d oes no t p ro du ce a n ex ha us ti ve se t of spa tiotempora l
analytical tools, but it is a useful exercise to consider how the space and ti me
dimensions rel ate. The discussion b riefl y describes a hypoth etical temporal
GIS and the data stored therein. It proceeds with a classification of anal ytical
operators, a nd illustra tes th eir usefuln ess in th e spa ti al, temp ora l, a nd
spati otemporal domains. By cha nging th e "dimensional dominance" of a
procedure, one opera tion can be transformed conceptually to address spati al,
temporal, and spatiotempo ra l concerns.
INTRODUCTION
If a GIS ex isted that co uld store and access his torica l a nd futur e informa ti on abo ut a
geographic area, w hat new analy tical opportuniti es wo uld present themselves? Resea rch
effor ts in the past fi ve years have produ ced a var ie ty of va lid sugges ti ons for d igital
re p rese nt a ti o n of sp a ti o te mp o ra l infor m a ti o n (see Arm s tr on g 1988, Langra n a nd
Chrisman 1988, Langran 1990a, Armenakis 1991, H azelton 1991, Ke lmelis 1991, AI-Ta ha
1992, La ngra n 1992a, Worb oys 1992), making temp oral GIS (TG IS) tec hn ology ap pear
increasingly attainable.
A TGIS would be capable of analyzing changes to spatial informa ti on over time. Upda tes
would be performed regularly and outda ted information treated as a valuable resource, not
as a waste product. Updates should correspond to when real changes occur in the world or
when new info rma tion beco mes ava ilable ra th er than when a new prod uct is needed or
when time permits. Only changed da ta rece ive new represe ntati on; unchanged d ata are
left untouched. Conceptually, then, a TGIS desc ribes changes to a geogra phic state as in
Figu res 1 and 2.
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Figure 1. A TGIS stores change data as amendments to a base state. Shaded areas in the
SW and NE corners of the pictured region have undergone change, while the white area is
unchanged.

D
D
6/1 / 90

5n.p'ho~
Temporal
GIS

6/ 1/ 91

6/ 1/92

~~
This change occurred on 2/4/92
Data OO'.lected by survey of 5/6/92
Entered into database on 7/3/92

~

This change occurred on 8/6/90
Data collected by survey of 10/15/90
Entered into database on 11 /6/90

Figure 2. A TGIS is distinct from a snapshot time series because it tells about changes rather
than merely showing them. Note the change that occurred only two months after the first
snapshot was taken, but which was not recorded by the next snapshot until the following
year.
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A TGIS is an improvement over a set of snapsho ts that provide a time-series view of an
area. A snapshot approach to desc ribing change over time falls short of sati sfactory.
- Change does not occur to all fea tures in eac h snapshot, ye t all fea tures are reco rd ed in
each snapshot, leading to redundancy.
- To detect change, one must register and compare two or more snapshots. If registration
is imperfect, so is change detection. It is better to invest time and energy into detecting
the change once, then to store the changes.
The temporal resolution of changes that can be described is only as good as the sa mpling
interva l. No te that in Figure 2, the southwest corner of the ma p changed o nly shortl y
after the first snapshot was taken. Yet if data are stored using a snapshot app roach, this
fact cannot be encoded.
Precise ly arti cul ated infor ma ti o n a bo ut w h a t and w h ere cha nges occ urred w ithin a
geogra phic area is at the heart of a TGIS (see La ngran 1992b). Bu tit also is crucial to
desc ribe events--i.e., significant occurrences that took place in the study area and that may
have had a role in the reco rd ed changes. Li kewise, 11 0 chn ll g e ever shou l d be recorded
w itho ut referencing the so urce doc ument that describes the change . Then, if q ues tions
ever surround the validity of the data, now or in the future, it is possible to trace it to its
source and attempt to validate it.
It fo llows tha t a TGIS mu st be compri sed of thre e sor ts of da ta:

s ta tes, eve nt s, a nd
evi de nc e. Sta tes co mpri se th e ty pes of info rma ti o n n o rmall y m a inta in ed in a GIS,
although in a TGIS these data would be tracked tempo rally to describe changes over time.
Eve nts may be man-made or natura l, a re likely to have durati o n, a nd have a fl ex ibl e
relationship to changes in states. Evidence is the mea ns by w hich change is di scove red.
Evidence also provid es the basis for upd ating . A TGIS sho uld tr ea t state s, eve nts, and
ev idence identically: as geographic fea tures w ith spatial extent and d escriptive attributes.
Table 1 and Fig ure 3 illustrate what types of informati o n wo uld co mprise sta tes, events,
and evidence in a TGIS used for forestry.

Table 1. Examples of forest TGlS data. Three types of data--states, events, and evidence-are required to ensure flexibility and quality in spatiotemporal data analysis.

States

Events

Evidence

stand boundaries
roads
hydrology
stem spacing
canopy cover
species dominance
fuel loading

fertilization
spraying
harvesting
wildfire
insect infestation
flooding
blowdown

ground survey
air survey
fuels inventory
plots & transects
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States

Events

Evidence
surveys

.

•'

Figure 4. States, events, and evidence are the three main types of TGIS data.
spatial and temporal extent, and a set of attributes.

Each has

ANALYTICAL POSSIBILITIES OF A TGIS

With the addition of a temporal dimens ion to the two planar spa tial dimensions, it would
be possible to perform spatial, temporal, or spati otemporal analysis. The following ge neral
capabilities would be desirable in a TGIS.
Query
Generalization
Adjacency or proximity analySiS
Triggering
Interpo lati on or projection
Reconciliation
Queries are data retrievals based on user-defined criteria. Generalization changes the data
resolution or scale. Adj acency or proximi ty analysis may find the bound aries of an area,
recompute a value as a function of the surrounding area, or radiate a given distance in a
specified manner from a location. Triggering is w hen one action (for example, an update)
precipitates a sys tem-initiated ac ti o n. Interpolation a nd projection permit co mput ed
ex tensio ns from known informati o n . And reco ncilia tion crea tes a unifi ed view of
co nfli ctin g infor mation.
The preceding "wish-list" is similar to one that might be assemb led for an atempora l GIS.
The difference is that the existence of multi temporal data casts each type of operation in a
new multidimensional light. Imagine a spatiotemporal sys tem where all data inhabit a
space-time cube whose "time" axis is on the vertical. Now imagine that w hen a command
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is iss ued, all affected data in the space-time cube are illuminated . The pa tterns of
illumination may be primarily planar, columnar, cubic, or combinations thereof (Figure 4).
This visual device forms the the basis for the concept of "dim ensional dominan ce" in a
TGIS (Langran 1990b).

Figure 4. Dimensional dominance of spatiotemporal activities within a space-time cube. (a)
In space-dominant activities, the affected data in the space-time cube form planar shapes.
(b) In time-dominant activities, the affected data form columnar shapes. (c) In spatiotemporal
activities, the affected data form both columnar, planar, and possibly cubic shapes.

The concept of dimensional dominance is a useful aid when extending spatial operators to
th e temporal and spa tio temporal domains. The discussion that follows is an informal
demo ns tration .
ANALYSIS IN THREE-DIMENSIONAL SPACE-TIME
Using the "wish-list" of a nalytical capabilities defined earlier, the nex t step is to de fi ne
them further given an articulated time domain. The goal in this case is not to reduce the
capabilities into operators or commands; rather, the goal is to exp lore and unders ta nd how
the time domain can inform, em power, and wreak havoc on geographical analysis.
Data Query
Data query provides the Simplest illus tra tion of dime nsio nal dominance in geog raphi c
operations. Table 2 lists sample queries as they li e along a con tinuum of dim e nsi o n a l
dom in a nce . While th e precise location of eac h q u e ry along the continuum may be
arguable, the fac t that a continuum exists is not.
Generalization
Spati al ge nera liza tion is integra l to mapping, since maps by definition a re scaled a t less
than 1:1 w ith the ea rth. Th e fer til e research a rea of automated or rule-based spatial
generalizatio n (for a sampling see Bultenfield a nd McMaster 1991) has not yet extended to
address the needs of temporal or spatiotemporal genera liza tion.
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Create a zone around a feature by radiating a given distance in a specified manner.
Create a time zone around a feature by radiating a given tinlespan from a moment.
Create a space-time zone around a feature by radiating a given distance and timespa n.
Some practical ap plica tions of these abstract opera ti ons are quality-control and cascading
updates. For exa mpl e, when an entity chan ges, software mig ht search its temp oral and
spatial vicinities to ensure that the change is lega l in terms of spa tial and te mp oral
neighbors. And if an update occurs, software mi ght modify all projected va lues based on
the newly updated value.
Triggering
Triggering is when one action precipitates a system-initiated action. A vehicle monitoring
system could have triggers to emit wa rnings when the vehicl e approaches certain fea tures
(space-dominant), area limits (space -d omin a nt), time limits (time-dominant), or
combinations thereof (spatiotemporal). Triggers also are useful when updating a database.
For example, the cascading updates described above could be in voked via tri ggers in ei ther
spa ti al, temporal, or a ll dimensio ns. Kjerne and Du eker (1988) d escri be how obj ec toriented co mputing methods ca n instill "self-knowledge" in cadastra l boundaries. This
permits a boundary to adjust w hen a related boundary changes. Triggering tec hnqiu es
have bee n impl emented in Intergra ph's MGE Dynamo software to per mit updat es to
cascade in specified ways to related geographic fea tures.
Interpolatio n and pro jec tion
Interpolation and projection are highly related to adj acency opera tions. However, beca use
neither is tied by necessity to adjacency or proximity, they are discussed separa tely here.
Among the most obvious uses of temporal inter pola ti on is the ability to fore cas t future
sta te s base d o n known ch a ract er isti cs and a nti cipated beha v io rs. Archeological
applications may choose to interpolate backwards through time to an unkn own past (see
Castleford 1991).
Even given that temporal interpolation is geared to projection along the time line, spacedominant and time-dominant forms are possible. For exa mple, a space-dominant form of
temporal interpolation might take a given state at time t in a geographic area, and calcula te
how th e spatial adjacencies and anticipa ted behaviors co uld affect the evolution of tha t
geographic area as of time 1+11. A time-dominant for m of temporal interpolation might
take th e features in a geogra phic area a t tim e t a nd in crementall y calc ulat e seque nt
versions based on eac h feature's hi stori c behavior to d eriv e how eac h fea tures would
appear at time 1+1. A spatiotemporal perspective would look a t both historic feature
behavior and adjacency effects to derive the projection.
Co mpeting or Misaligned Realities
Any time that more than one data source exists, so wi ll discrepa ncies between those data
sources. Current practice holds that discrepancies are resolved before data entry, so the GIS
provides a mono lithic vie w of reality. Another op ti on is to entertain th e uncer tainty
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within the GIS by maintaining all available information in its rawest form (Langran 1993).
The versioning techniques used for a TGIS also could serve this purpose with some
adaptation.
A GIS of this sort would be more truthful (especially if the data were weighted by
likelihood) but also more complex and confusing than a monolithic GIS. A multitude of
new operators would be needed to reconcile, describe, and visualize differences--or to
analyze the data without reconciliation. Space-dominant reconciliation would evaluate
neighbors, overlap, and spatial discrepancies to produce monolithic planes of geographic
data conceptually similar.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This discussion presents suggested capabilities for spatiotemporal analysis without
deriving specific operators or parameters. All analytical methods have an associated
dimensional dominance based on the primary dimensional vectors (i.e., x/ y vs. t) along
which data are accessed, modified, or generated.
Thus, many operators may be needed to support the six capability classes presented here,
and each operator is likely to be used to support more than one of the capabilities. For
example, interpolation along the time line would share core functions with adjacency
operations just as interpolation across space may. And adjacency operators may required
data that are generalized in time or space. And generalized data are derived by retrieving
raw data through queries. And so on.
This evident interdependency among prospective spatiotemporal capabilities indicates that
deriving a set of primitive cQJnmands .,by which to elicit the desired informati on could
result in a system that is challenging to use, even by present-day GIS standards. Machine
instructions are required to perform the analysis; however, humans may prefer to
communicate those instructions through a higher-level set of commands based on
analytical categories such as those discussed here.
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The preparation of geographic information database and its
model systems
K. Akeno , Y. Kumaki, S. Takazawa, H. Une, Y. Nakano, T. Tanaka
(Tsukuba-shi, J)

In 1990, the Geographical Survey Institute began a new project named "the Preparation of
Geographic Information Database" . This project is for the collection of various
geographic data, which lie scattered in various sources from various organizations, and
construction of a basic da tabase of them with the linkage to the precise digital
cartographic data and place name data.
As the first step of this project, we produced model systems on a personal computer in
order to investigate the possibility of digitization of various kinds of geographic data,
and at the same time to make the benefit of preparation of this da tabase understood.
On the first model system, information is limited ' to a small town. On the second model
system, information is expa nded into a prefecture and some analytical functions are added.
These model systems are able to present multiple type of geographic information such as
photographs, sounds, charts, etc. They simulate not the database itself but a package to
which the database is applied and speci al geographic information is added.
We ca n prove the possibility of the preparation of small scale geographic information
databese and get the realistic feeling of its benefit through the model systems.
1 Introduction
According to the Japanese ancient history, in 713 the Court ordered each local governor to
prepare and offer a document of regional geogra phy, i.e. topographic features, products,
ma nners and customs , legends, etc ,' This document was called "Pudo-ki" (Chorographic
Description) and now remains only for five provinces.

Present address:
• Planning and Coordination Bureau, National Land Agency
•• Economic Affair Bureau, Ministry of Construction
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In 1990, the Geographical Survey Institu te (GSI) began a new project named "the
Preparation of Geographic Information Database"."
The farthest goal of this project is
preparation of an electric geographic encyclopedia for every region . In others words, this
database can be regarded as "the computer-aided modern Pudo-ki".
2 General Concept of the Project
Needless to say, geographic data are indispensable for city planning, r egional developi ng
and disaster prevention planning by administrators, marketing by private enterprises ,
guidance for tourists , daily life of citizens , etc . Although at present, such geographic
data lie scattered in various sources from various organizations. For instance , basi c
topographic maps are made by GSI, population data are ma naged by the Statistic Bureau of
the Management and Coordination Agency, cli mati c data are collected by the Meteorological
Agency, geologic features are surveyed by the Geological Survey of Japan of Mi nistry of
International Trade and Industry, data related to housing development belong to the
Ministry of Construction, land ownership is under jurisdiction of the Ministry of Justice ,
environmental pollution data and relating r egulations are managed by t he environment
Agency , etc. Consequently, it takes much time to coll ect t he necessary dat a and analyze
them.
"The preparation of Geographic Information Database" is a project f or t he collection of
vari ous geographic data and the construction of a basic data base of t hem with t he linkage
to the precise di gital cartographic data and pl ace name data.
The contents of this project are:
(1) Preparation of the basic digital cartographic data used as the background base map of
particular geogr aphi c information on t he di s play,
(2) Preparation of t he data base of place name throughout t he county,
(3) Construction of the basic database whi ch consists of t he fun damental geographic data
of the whole country .
Cartographic data are obtai ned t hrough digitization of t he 1:200,000 regional map series.
These data incl ude roads, railways, rivers, administrative boundaries, topographical
expression etc . Place name data are also ta ken from the 1:200,000 r egional maps . The
attri butes of t he place name data are s uch as place names in Ka nj i , pronunciations of
them, positions of th ei r notations on t he maps, their categori es, i. e. administrative
na me , r esid ential name , mountain name, river name etc. By using the position data , place
name ca n be l i nked with the cartographic data .
Forms of the geogr aphic data include position data, polygons, statistic data , charts ,
figures, pictures, photos, documents and sounds. Al though items to be collected as the
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fundamental geographic data have not yet decided, we are considering that following
information should be included:
(1) Natural conditions, e.g . landform, geology, vegetation, climate,
(2) Human activities, e.g. habitations, land use, industrial statistics, products ,
various regulations,
(3) Distribution of public facilities,
(4) Cultural feature, e.g. distribution of cultural properties, historical monuments of
festivals, local manners and customs, local legends,
(5) Environmental information, e.g. state of pollution, natural parks,
(6) Spectacles,
etc.
I t has not decided how to present geographic data from this database. We suppose that the
presentation should be performed through not only maps on paper but various media in
accordance with users' intensions, e.g. CD-ROM, optical diskettes, magnetic tapes, floppy
diskettes, etc. We also imagine that various packages of geographic infor ~ation can be
produced by adding some valuable geographic information to this database.
Estimated users are 0) general households (as electric geographic encyclopedias), (2)
government and municipal offices (as the aids for governmental and regional planning of
services for residents), (3) schools and libraries (as learning materials), (4) private
companies (as the data for enterprise strategies), etc .
3 Hodel Systems
In order to investigate the ability of digitaization of various kinds of geographic data,
and at the same time to make the benefit of preparation of this database understood, we
produced two types of model systems as first step of this project These system softwares
were developed on a personal computer as a limited medium. Data were made or collected
for some limited area. These simulate not the database itself but a package to which the
database is applied and special geographic information is added.
3. 1 The First Hodel System
The First Hodel system was made in order to estimate and verify the ability of
presentation using various type of geographic information, i.e. position (point, line,
polygon), sound, photograph, document, graph, etc. This model system is composed some
subsystems (Fig.1). The model-area is "Daigo-cho", which is a small town suited for
sightseeing in Ibaraki prefecture.
It is one of the fundamental function on this system to express the position information
such as point, line, polygon on the base map . We made a function to express these position
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information, e.g. point information as distribution of hot springs, farms for tourist and
cultural assets, line information as distribution of hiking courses, polygon information
as natural park and golf links. Each information is linked the various attribute data.
Examples are as follows:
0) By selecting "Outline of the Region" under the menu "Topography" nature, history,
culture, landscape , etc. are shown continuously by map, document, chronological table,
graph or photograph with narration (Fig. 2(a) - (b)).
(2) A distribution chart of hot spring is shown on the display by selecting "Hot Springs"
on the menu. A list of name, type, rate etc. of hot springs is shown on the display by
selecting one of them.
(3) Hiking courses is shown on the display by selecting "Hiking Courses" on the menu.
Selecting one of them, the general information of hiking course is shown (Fig. 2(c) - (d)) .
(4) A distribution chart is shown Fig.2(e) by selecting "Cultural Assets" on the menu.
Selecting "Sasara", which is a ethnic dance, the documentati on is shown at first and the
photograph is shown with dancing music (Fig. 2(e) - (f)).
We can get various information according to the menu . All displays are prepared in
advance. This model system has no function to analyze or to retrieve.

Selection of
City, Town,and
Village

I - - - Topography

H

Outline of Region

Land Use
Population
Sightseeing f---- Natural Parks
Farms for Tourist
Golf Links
Hot Springs
Hikjng Courses
CuI tural Assets
Fig.l The First Model System Menu
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(a) The Symbols of Daigo·cho

(b) Changes of the Population
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(c) Hiking Courses

(d) Information of t he Hiking Courses

(e) Distribution of the Cultural Assets

(f) Sa sara (the ethnic dance)

Fig.2 Examples of the Display on the First Model System
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3.2 The Second Model System
The second model system has some function to analyze and to retrieve. Each geographic
information can be overlapped on other geographic information. The area of the first model
system is only one town but the area of t he second system is extended to one prefecture
"Gifu". Hore over various types of geographic data are prepared.
This model system is composed some subsystems (Fig. 3). The f unctions of each subsystem are
as follows:
(1) Base Hap Information
The digital data of height, administrative boundary, railway and roads is prepared.
We can display layer tint, contour, administrative boundary, rail way and/or roads with any
combinations as background of geographic information at any time. These data are the
Di gital National Land Information prepared by GSI. The Contour line of any interval is
displayable by digital elevation model data (Fig.5(a)).
(2) Selection of District.
Gifu prefecture has ninety-nine municipalities. We can select Gifu prefecture or one
municipality from the name list. The selected municipalities is displayed at the l argest
scal e within screen size .
(3) Geographic Information
Geomorphological l and classification data prepared by digitizing maps by the National
Land Agency, and geology data, prepared by the Geological Survey of Japan, are prepared as
the nature data. Population data is coll ected from the municipalities. Land use, land
price, natural park and public facility data are prepared from the Digital National La nd
Information. 2 )
These data can be displayed only wi th the legend. Other data can be over l apped and
some analyzing functions are available. For example, we can get a graph/table of the land
price changes or count the number of facilities meeting a certain condition.
(4) Retrieval by Place Name.
By inputting the place name from the keyboard, we can get the place on the display.
These place name data are obtained from 1:200,000 regional maps.
(5) Retrieval by Point.
If we select t his men u, many poin ts located the same position of the annotation on
the map are shown. We can get the place name by hitting a point.
(6) Enlargement/Reduction/Scrolling
At any time, we can enlarge, reduce or scroll the displayed map.
(7) Fudo-ki
One of the characteristics of this database is that it has descriptive chorographic
information in addition to mappabl e information. To treat this information, prepare Pudoki as a subsystem (Fig.4). To select an itec among Pudo-ki menu, the distribution chart
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with the item name is shown on the display . By hitting a name position on the display, we
can get the informati on about the item by photograph and document , table, distribution map
or chart.
Some examples are shown in Fig.5.

Informati on
Base Map

I--

Layer Tint
Contour
Administrati ve Boundary
Rail way
Expressway
National Highway
Mai n Reginal Hi ghway
Other Hi ghway

Sel ection of
Dist ri ct

I--

Geographic

I-- Na ture

Prefecture
Ci ties(99)

~

Informati on

I Retrieval

Popul ation
by

.~

Place Na me

Geomorphology
Geology
Distribu t i on
Density
Ratio of Sex
Avera ge of Households Member

Retri eval by
Poin t

Conservation

~

Land Use
La nd Price
Natur al Park

Enlargement
Reducti on

Public Facility

Scrolling

fll do -k i

Fig.3

(Fig.4)

The Second Model System Menu
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flldo-ki

I

Tree

Water

~

~

Forest
Famous Tree
Wood Manufacture
River
Famous Water
Lake
Dam
Park

Artisan

Traditional Craft work
Local Industry

~

Ancient Times
Prehistoric Days
#Oblln,l g,l

Mountain
Creature and Plant
Hot Spring
Natural Park
Geomorphology
Geology
Disaster
History of Disaster
Acti ve Faul t
Ground Subsidence

Nation

~

Traffic

~

Person

Novelist
~ Painter

Fig.4 f lltio-k i Menu
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~

Sek i g,ll/,lr a

Flower

Environmen t

History

Festival
Folktale
Life
Fai t h
Road
Railway
Shipping

Ceramist
Dye Worker
Scholar

(a) Layer Tint and Contour
(Around Hachiman town)

(c) Residential Area on Delta
Plane (Around Ogaki ci ty)

(e) Usuzumi Cherry Tree
(Famous cherry tree over 1,500 ages)

(b) Land Use (Around Gifu city)

(d) Distribution of Famous Trees
(Prefecture boundary and names)

(f) Sekigahara Battle Formation
(One of the most famous battle in Japan)

Fig.5 Examples of the Display on the Second Hodel System
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(5) Electros tatic pl otter for the inspecti on
W e are considering which plotter should be introd uced . A s output from thi s pl otter is use d for the
final inspection. at lease the reso luti on of the pl otter should be 400 dot / inch and 8 color should be
represented in full resolution.

Drum

Controller

scanner

E

E UJ S

T

p

H

Stere
~'-J
0

C

_. Plott~r

E

-

A4 size
scanner

A

E UJ S
N

JI

Color
printer

I

Y

E

C M T

T
Electrostatic
plotter

'---

Figure 2
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Hard\'lare COllfiguration

3.2 Software confi guration
As it is very diffi cult to adapt ex isting soft ware to such special work as the revision work of 1/25,000
scale topographi c map, we have decided to develop so ft ware by ourselves. In additi on, in order to
foll ow surprising progress in so ftware environment on EWS, we have adopted commonly used and
pro mi s ing wind ow and ope rating syste m for the basis o f so ft ware de ve lopme nt.

There fore,

programs for the raster based rev ision method except for numerical plotting have been developped in
X-window e nvironme nt on SUN OS. MS-DOS has used for the deve lopment o f the numeri cal
plotting soft ware. Table 2 shows the approx imate size of the devc lopped programs whi ch are all
writte n in C language.

Program
Scanning

Si ze of Source File (K byte)
ex isting program

79K

Registration

SOOK

Numerical pl otting
Overlay of airphotos and ex isting maps

on developping

S96K

Raster edit ing

16K

Output from thermal printer
Output to CMT

ex isting program

72K

Others
Table 2

Size of Programs for The Raster Based Rev ision

4. Function of Raster Editing Program
In the ras ter editing, raster data corresponding to plates o f the old version map are edited by the
moveme nt of mouse on the screen while di spl aying data of ch anged parts as background. This
program fo r editing raster data has vari ous functi ons, which can be chosen from the menu on the
screen as illustrated in Fi gure 3.
4. 1 Displ ay function
The raster data of plural plates and the data of changed parts can be simu ltaneo usly displayed. In
additi on, scro ll ing and the selecti on of scale (zoom up or down), p lates to be di splayed can be
selected, and the display of adjacent sheet can be controlled.
4.2 Basic drawing and erasing fun ctions
One plate to be edited, several draw ing or eras ing mode, and several thi ckness of draw ing or erasing
can be selected.
Drawing modes are as follows.
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OJ

v

~

}

pos iti on of di s pla y(sc r ol l)

pl a t es t o be di s pl ayed

"'"" d i splay of vec t or data
r- sca l e

( vt bi c kn ess of dra wi ng
r- thi ckn ess of e r as i ng

} Se l ec ti on of edi t mod e

..
.. " ..
"

Und o . Redo

v
.1'

....

"Rotary .s cr i be r draw i ng

Figure 3 Rster Data and Menu for editing on EWS Screen
a) Freehand drawing ------ ------ defines exactl y same fi gure as the locu s of mouse.
b) Line drawing ------------------ defines the lines connecting points where a mouse is clicked.
c) Interpolated line drawing ---- defines the smooth curve formed by the spline interpolati on between
points where a mouse is cli cked.
d) Rotary scri ber drawing ------ defines a fi gure formed by the locus of the edge of a stick when a
mOllse drags the other edge. Thi s corresponds to the simulation of
rotary scriber on the scree n ( see Figure 3).
e) Surface drawing ------- ------ paints the inside of the polygon fonned by points where a mouse is
cl icked.
f) Point symbol draw ing ------ sets the symbo l selected in advance at the point where a mouse is

clicked.
Erasing modes are as follows.
a) Round loclls eras ing ------- erases the locus o r the round with spec ified size .
b) Line loc us erasing --------- erases the loc ll s of the li ne which has specifi ed direction and le ngth .
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c) Surface erasing ---------- -- has the same functi on as surface drawing except eras ing instead of
drawing.
4.3 Th ickness of drawing
There are 5 kinds of line, 3 kinds of double lines and one triple lines . The double or triple lines are
for drawing roads which have the largest weight in the map revision. By these dev ices roads can be
drawn speedy and beautifuly.
4.4 Drawing modifier
Drawing modifier is the operation to generate vari ous map symbols from the loc us of line which has
just drawn . For exampl e,
a) Rep lace the line drawn by the symbol, such as pass , rai lroad and power line.
b) Parallel to the line drawn as a road or others, generate the modified fi gure, such as the symbol of
an elevated or cut-out section, revetment.
c) Generate the pattern such as hatch and fi gure representing quarry inside the surface drawn.
4.5 Undo and redo
Undo is the operati on to res tore data to the status just be fore the drawing or e rasing operation if it is
not appropriate. Redo is the operation to revive the ope rati on undone and restore data just before the
undo operation.
5. Merits of Raster Based Map Rev ision
As the ex perimenta l work , we applied thi s raster based rev ision me thod to the actual rev ision work of
1(2 5,000 sca le topographic map. As the result s of thi s ex perime nt , the following merits of the raster
based method have been shown.
a) Improvement in the editing work e ffi ciency
Interacti ve editing on EWS gives less stress to the operator because diffe rent from scribing it permits
the cancell at ion of edit operation. Moreover, all pl ates (at present , except annotation pl ate) can be
ed ited s imultaneo us ly

whil e the co nve ntional me thod a ll ows editing only for one plate

simultaneous ly because photact process intervenes every time after rev ising one plate. From these
reasons, e ffi ciency of the editing work has fairl y improved.
b) No more degradation
The raster method has a possibility to cause degradati on when map plates are scanned , but from the
ex periment, there is practicall y no problem if the original map plates are good enough and scanning
pitch is 25 f1 m. In addition, once map plates are scanned , no more scan is required. There fore, no
more degradation occ urs by the repeat of revi sion.
c) Digital topographic maps as by-product
As the result of scanning, raster data of topographi c maps are obtained. These data can be used as the
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maps on CRT or as the bas ic informati on in GIS, and will have great demand in the future when the
computer with hi gh resoluti on CRT is common in our home.
6. Future Pl an
We still have some problems to be solved. The serious one is how to deal with the annotation plate in
the raster based rev ision method. From our experie nce, it is found that if the annotation plate is
scanned in 25 f.' m pitch, to reprod uce the ori ginal q uality of the annotati on pl ate req uires very fine
adjustment for threshold , and conseq uently takes time to complte scanning work. However, we are
try ing to solve these pro blems, and intend to complete all the development in 1993 F.Y.
As fo r the arrangement of hardware, we have the concrete plan. At present , the rev is ion work of
1/25,000 scale topographi c map besides the re production process is mainl y condu cted by ten loca l
offi ces located in the main citi es in Japan, and the headquarters of GS llocated in Tsukuba City onl y
conducts inspecti on o f rev ised map.

[n

the raster based rev ision me thod , the bas ic roles of both

headquarters and local offi ces do not change except that the headquarters conducts the initi al scanning
of ori ginal map plates requi ring hi ghl y accurate scanner. T hi s means tha t the map rev is ion of
1/25,000 topographi c map continues to be mainl y conducted at local o ffi ces. There fore, we plan to
introduce more than 30 EWSs at local offi ces in 1993 F. Y.
As is stated sofar, we are steadil y preceed ing to adopt thi s new method as the main rev ision method
from 1994 F. Y.
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The bureaucrat network and cartographical information systems of China in ancient times.

w. Keling, X. Zhaozhong (Wuhan , RC)

Abst.ract
From the ancient maps recorded in « Zhuo-ni » i n
1th century
B.C. to 1st century H.C and discovered in the archaeolog cal work in
China ,
it was i~Dlied that the systemat.ical geographical eatures and
classifying respr~selltation of symbols were on them and suggested that
Governments had set up the huge bureaucrat organnizations to control
all kinds of affairs in that time,
And it led to form a strict
systematical network,
that was so-called as " Ancient Cartographical
Information Systems ".
In this paper,
from the allcient documents
( carved on the bones , copper, bamboo, wooden and ,~ritted on the
cotton cloth), to analysis them, we cou ld get some infonnation about
t.he bureaucrat organizations ( i . e . land management, sources management
, administration , urba ns and cities , buildings, traffic , population
, :;ationality, milit.ary affairs and culture) and management systems
Also from them, we can reserach the sources of the ancient cartographical and geographical information, systematical struct.ures and the si gnificant in the cartography .
l .The Exp:iication de texte on mapa and Geo-features made in Ancient
China about 11th century B.C. to 2nd century B.C .
« Zhuo-ni» writted about 2nd century B . C. in China was a planning
book to found a state, to set up many levels of the bureaucrat organi zation J1: ha.d formed a st.rict politico-soci.al information system.
In
~l\is

book,the burea~cLat organizations ~!ere divided into 356 different
levels of the official positiorls and there were 15 p).aces to refer to
nlaps, at least e~ official positions had refered directly to seIne Geofeatures , so '11E could say it had an inberent conllection between
maps B.nd bureaucra"t llet\\'ork information systems .
Acccrding t.o the
cO!lstrl.;.ction pOf.;j,tions
in the systems,
the sequenl:ial codes of the
Bti :.)f.ficjal positions ;yere:
01 ,
02,
. . .. . J 088 and showed them in
rL1abJ l~

]..

VJe tia-..'G. mustered 41 kind:.;; of map data and taken theIr codes as : 1\11

,i·12, . .. .. ,f441 . These maps 2hould be divided into 4 types in accordance
v.it.h "the pl'o[Jerty of data,
t.hey were as : a.
!'-il, N2/ .• . •
t·115 - 1 . «
ZhllO-lll » ioaps; ]).
mapa recorded in ottler ancient references, M16
._- - « Shij ing . Zhoushoug . Ban » i 1\117 --- « Shangshu . L1.logao »;
J12! - -- «
Gllanzi . Ditu »;
M22 --- « IJunyu . Xingdang »;
M23
« Shu~lijJ. »; [,124 --- « Hanshu . YiTdenzhi . Shunbinbinfa » j l'-126
«Zh.:l~quoGhe . ZhaccllE:! .'»; i-12:'
«Zhanguoche > Qingche » i
t-128
Zha~soci1e . Yiancne »; M29 --- «
Xunzi . ROligru »; ~133 --- « Sh
\ . Qlnshinu0ngben~i »; I~J~ --- « 3hiji . Xiao xian guo shijia »;
!-I 8
.:::< Hu.ilan;;j, . IU_n!~iuf':: :: ·..;~; »; i··.~':·S
« Har::8hu . Lillngzhuan »
i·i 0 --- <~. H'::-ir!sh:'l . Zhfl.ngqianzhLi.an »1
C
!i!apS recorded in ~he charaj

e
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cters and books discovered by the archaeological work :
H1S, MI9
« Yi hou ze gui » on the utensils of the Bronze Age [ 1 j; l<i20
« Zerenpen »on the utensils of the Bronze Age [ 2 ); 1-139
« Shoil ling»
carved on tIle bamboo sheets discovered
from YingqueShan , Cinyi county, Shandong provence,
the"
the letters of bamboo sheets \·mre just 1 ike the
but it yet did not arouse one's attention
discovered hy the archaeological work : r.125 --vered from Shang shan wang, Pinshan county,

graphs" explica·ted in
maps in « Guan 2.1 » ,
[3],
d. actual maps
the coppwe maps discoM~l,

Hebe provence;

M32,

M33 - _.- the wooden maps discovered from Fangmatang , Tenxuei city , Genshou provence; H35, M36 - - - the silk maps discovered from Ma wang dei ,
Zhansha city , Hulan provence.
For above the illustration of maps, according to the i r
thematic
features they were divided irrto 10 types: 1). Population map; 2). Construction map ;
3) . Economic map;
4) . mul tfeature synthetj.c map;
5) .
political map;
6) . Physical resource map ;
7) . Hilitary map;
8) .
Military utility map;
9). Land map;
10). General topographic map,
( see Table 1). According to the sequences or period ,
the names and
their classifications of these maps might be divided into 15 types :
1) . Administrative district;
2). Area ;
3). Land;
4). Agr:LculturaJ.
economy;
5) . Boundary;
6 ) . Settlement; 7). Construction projection;
8). Military installation; 9). Traffic ; 10). Population; 11). nationality ;
12). Vegetation and physical resource;
13). Soil; 14). Relief;
15) . Drainage system.
The context of the features in these maps had

been

classifIed and

div i ded into several different levels:
M13, M20, M21, M35, M36, M37
were some typical examples ,
such as Administrative district --- M13
was divided into 9 degrees of the aristocrat district and 9 physical
areas, Settlement --- M13 was divided into 4 degrees of urban pattern;
M21, M37
were divided into
2 types of settlement
{
i .. e. cities and

ruins I; M35 was aJ.so divided into 2 degrees of settlement, Traffic -N21, M32 both had drawed
roads with
the ~ilestones ;
M21,
M37 were
differentiated in detail as the pass sitlLa~icn of tIle roads, the char acteristics of the relief al1d soil hydrography,
Vegetation
M13,
M21, M20, M37
all were differentiated as ~he patterns of plant ,
such

as forest, bus h, high lawn marsh with the grass etc, M20 was also differentiated as the pasture and the trees on ttle boulevard.
The topographic features on these lnaps were very abundent --- ~ll]t M21, M37 all

\'lere differentiated as the high mount<~ins J
hJ lIs, canyons I isolat.ed
soil hills I plains I hol1o\'llands e'Cc. ( t'·i36 had represent f 2cl tile e le'.'a1...--

iOl1 po ints, M20 was recorded for direction objects and surveyirlg marks
. Water system: refering to the features on river, ocean,
etc~

lake,

( H20 had represented "the springs and scurces of water.

marsh

i·;ilit,i)"_'y

features all were taken a qreat attention : M20, M21, M31, M36 all }lad
represented the
features;o
~he narrow mountain path,
fortification
and for~ etc . ,
M36 lla(1 represented signal stations ( beacon-fire used

as border-alar!i1 in ancient China ).
Th€:! contexr~ of these maps had
r'efered to several main fields on t!le actions of geograpl1ical specs of
t:u man in t,hat tin;e,
ttH'-:; constl.-uction of the map features h cl_d h8come ::(
~cien"tific

syst.ems.

2. Official posj.t i ons a~d Geographic Information Nebtork

As discribed abcve G typIca l

ma~s,

~he

I:

5ut110rs

II

of

~l!]

·~2re

t !18

military offj.cel-s in tIle minister levol, ones of ~i21 were tile poli~i c 
:Lan, udj,itar.ist and eco:"!omi.st, ()~1~.?S of f.l2C ',:£=::':;"' t:.: -:.:hf~ j.:inqs cf t1Je ~:rn0. .1 1
states,
ones of r"i30 \' ~2rc :'h,.: l1:':,l..'::..n ·-y ;,' ,~':: :~ ":>&2:::'; ,1.n tn.>:..,; mi.ddle le·~;'e:!.,
the

rr:as·~ers

0

rnal"sf~a.!., so l
l()c~l (3c:mLnis
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1:.feX"e tbe f.:JLt III jor ;e:H~caJ.s i
t)1l2 S I ) { H,~, 7 V.'2re t. he
...'e.!:""y c}eal:" 'cl":at.
n thc..~: :. i~:!e "1::_.£: mili1.Et I: Y ()fi..~ce:;:- s :
ra.-slve off:~;..:.:-?:t- :; ar:d
ne C f:~nt.~·'2 j;li. ; ;,~~';t.ec3 &1:;' s ri8uJ-.:: 1)C'

1'·;25

.....;as

WEll to

famil iar ze wIth the geographic illformation . That was the main
to create scientifically the quantitative and qualitative maps.
According to the records of the hidtoric references, from Shuo Dynasty
founded in 1027 B. C. to Han Dynasty founded in 206 B.C . , it had occurred at leas c 645 tilOes of \'Jar during 800 years ~ 4 ] ,
there \~ere 188
small states to found sequentially on the vast land in this perod
[ 5]. Such actions of polity, military and economy were the social historic condit ion of scientif.ic maps.
The transtive period f):om the primitive society to a state society,
it would give rise to the earliest political leaders,
the i r posit i on
ofter had the t,{ofold characteristics of both primi ti ve fishing and
:Jature agricultural economy , they all had direc·tly refered to lands
« Shangshu . Haodan » explained that • Shun • whose sure name was
" Yu" l.·v as the leader in 23 B . C., the \'lord of
Yu " meant " a great
malO throwing the tiger-skin
, who led the peop le to hunt the woods
and plant the crops on the lands, so • Y • impled the means of looking
, obsen/ing and surveying . Afterwards,
the officers ,:;hose posi ti on
refered to nature mountains and water s and sources s hould be called as
n
Yu • officer . • Gonggong " who was the minister of Shun had invented
the Lechniques on building towns and dams , harnessingthe wa t era a nd
lands, so he was called as Land Fairy. Shon had set up 7 types of offiC .ial positions, among them , Yu -- monitoring the mountain , the forest
, the river and the lake ,
Situ -- monitoring the land and the people
, Ji -- governing the agriculture, Gong -- governing the engineer ing
and Lhe handicrafts, Sikong -- monitoring the officers in all levels .
'rhis was the bureaucrat construction of the primitive agricultural
economy. From the Zhuo Dynasty founded in 11th century B.C. it had gradually formed a strict bureaucrat network. According to the archaecological worle to discover the documents carved on the bronze utensils
befer the Zhuo Dynasty, 210 types of the official positions were found
in these documents, among them there were more than 30 types of the of
ficial position which had directly refered to the geo - features ,
so we
can say «Zhuoni»
was a historic book that it ' s context could be
essential ly believed by us [ 6 ] . In Table 2 ,
it illuminates the bur ea uc rat ne twork constructions and positions in « Zhuoni » ,
it could
explain the hidtory of the Zhuo Dynasty; Situ , Sikong, Sima would mon itor separatelly the la nd, the molitary and the engineering projection
, these official positions were the departments of the government and
the officers all were well to familiarize theirsel v es with the geofeatures,
so they could offer a l ot of map's geographic in formation ,
amonq them the officers of 06 Dasima , 07 Xiositu , 016 Sui ren , 050 1iangre~, 064 Zhifangshi,
054 Sixieng etc . had monitored the affairs of
collecting and making map's information. According to the records of
the documents carved on the bronze utensils discovered by th e a~'chaeo 
logical work, the surveying and mapping of the land were monitored and
ezecuted by Situ, S.i.ma and Sikong together , such as «I~eihe» ,
« Yongyu » and « Shirenpeng » in 9th century B . C. etc . [7] . In 6th
centu ry B . C. Shensuau who was the minister of the Chou Dynasty was the
famous polician, rnolitarist, water conservancy engineer , his gra nd son
, Iveiyan , who was appointed to be the Sima officer had been a famous
surveying engineer and scientifica lly engaged in the work of s urveying
and exploring on geographyand so urces /si nce he had a high position and
level, he could directly monitor a lot of social - physical geograph i c
information . In Table 3 it explains the geographic information net\~ork
which was mai nly offered by the officers of Sima , Sikong and Sikong .
From 11th century B.C. to 9 th century B . C., the appointments of
several high official positions were ofter hereditaried by the aristo crat, the off icia l posit i ons in l o~ leve:s were inherited by the clan ,
so some expert information were easy to be accumulated . The administr ative systems of the feudal soci ety --- • xi an • ( county ) had appea red about from 8th century B. C. t o 6th century B.C., • Xianyin • ( the
?G~er

H
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of the county ) were a!)pointed and dismissed by the k1ng ,
sc
·t1;8Y were very easy LO mon itor the information of whole state . The
Joain tasks of the position in t he county level were to collecL the
d~.::-ector

agricul1:.ural

taxes

and

prepare

fol.."

wars,

so the

symbols of the

minitary and agriculture and engineering project were also added on
the names of the officers of the county level . According La tne documents carved on the sheets of the bamboo in 3rd century B. C. which ~re
discovered by the archaeologic work in Yunmo n county of Hube provence.
In that time,
the directors of the county were called as n Sefu n,
" Se n meant to harvest the crops, the officers on monitoring the
agricultural fields were called as • Ten-Sefu ", ones of governing the
mountains and forest were called as ,. San - Sefu ", ones of lOoni toring
the orchards and vegetatable gardens v/ere oalled as • Yuan-Seru ",
ones of governing the building towns '·.'ere called as n Sikong - Sefu n
[ 8 ].

3. Geographic Informa·tion Communication
In « Zhuiyi . Guan » in 6th century B.C ., it was said that • the
king should ofter make an inspection tour to everYHhere of whole state
, observe the people and lands , make a policy of governing state acco·rding to the practises of the situation. « Sishu », « Zhuoni » and
« Niji » said : the king had made an inspection tour to everywhere I
time per 3 to 5 years, it was called as n Shu ", the original means of
" Shu" should be to hunt ,
the earlier" Shu " implied to patral with
guns. «Ni j i . Yueling » said the king should concern directly himself with the sources and managements on the agricultural fields , mountains and fo rest , rivers and lakes. The officers who offered some inf
ormation to the king were 11 Yeyu 'I I
" S huiyu If I
If
Yuren II I
uYushi" J
" Banshi ", etc ., who ofter made a n inspection tour to everywhere on
the king's behalf and whose positions were called as " Sikong ", • Situ " and" Silon". That was the origins and ends of the geographic
information,
the officers who were responsible for connecting several
different levels were the channels of the geographio information .
The military , traffic and diplomacy were sure to make the geographical information unimed . A military book --- « Weiluozi . Bin1n »
which had been writted in 4th centurv B.C., said: the officer who was
responsible for detecting and delIvering information w as called as
.• Hou n, i . e. the means ofeeping and watChing information. In « ZhLloni », 030 Sish i, 031 Simen, 032 Slguan had managed the pass of road
and traffic , 033 Zhangjie had monitored to iss ue a pass . • Ejunqigjie n
of Zhou Dynasty in 4th century B . C. , vlhich '.'ias dj.scovered by the archaeological work was made of gold,
the traffic lines on water and land
, cities and harbours had been carved on it [ 9 ]. 080 Dahangren, 081
Xiouhangren, 082 Hangfu, 083 Huanren, were responsible for the diplomacy , 084 Xiangxu was responsible for translating languagrs. "Shi " of ficer was responsible for storing informati on,
such as 038 Dashi , 039
Xioushi, 042 Leishi, 043 Waishi etc. , 04 Sikuai ,
05 Sishu, were responsible for making the statistics of data,
copying the duplicates of
the documents , providing the inquiry and reacting information on
« Zhuoni»
had defined the officers in defferent levels had to
report their political achievements to the king every year including
the situation on lands, people , sources, etc. The king could decide
to pomote or demote their positions in the light of their political
achievements 1 time per 3 years. For example , 04 Sikuai, 05 Sishu were
responsible for managing this affair, 07 Suishi would make new pOlicy
of agricultural production in the light og the situation of the state,
068 Xunfangshi \'las respon" i):1€ ::OL' ann'L,C iating the king' s orders t o
everywhere in the state . The strict hureaucrat network construction
had formed an effective operational information system. In Table 3, it
explains the situation of the geographic information communication in
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i't was the
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guarantee of the geographic
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Table 1: The bureaucrat and Posision Network of relative Geo-features in « Zhuoni »

Ski,~ffi~e~s

.~ ~r!~~ Za~par

t ' r02 small Zai: Statate Politic. 03 Lei Zai: Court's affairs .
04 Sihui: Finance. Officers. 05 Sishu: Finance. Document.

'1l

07 sBal1 Situ: land. taxes . Productions.
08 Xiangdatu --- 09 Xiangsi : Peopl e Education ___ _ _
Local Administration

i

, ___ _ _____ _ _ _ _____ J

L- {U10
Fons. man: Administrative district.
011 DaIsl: PlannIng Land.

land. Surveying.

012 Xiansi,013 Lusi: cities . Agriculture. Population.
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014 Baoshi: Court.- -- 015 Heishi:
Land Officers
Land and People
Depart
06 Great Situ

Spring Officers
Etiquette Depart.
034 Grea t Zongbo

Summer Off ieers
Mi Ii tary Depa rt .•
046 Great Sima

Autumn Officers
public Security
Depart ..
073 Great SikOli
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{018 Ji man. 019 Chang .an. 020 Sijia. 021 Dao mam:
Agr iculture. H)'drograpj;
L 022 soil Xun. 023 Songxun: Sources. constom Local Histor)'.
024 Hill Yu: mountain and Forest Sources .
025 Forest Heng. 026 Chuanheng. 027 Zeyu: Physica l Sources.
028 Kuang man: Mine.
029 Suidafu People. Agricul ture
030 ~ishi: Commerce . PI'oduction.
031 Si door: Customs --- 032 5i Guan .033 Zhangji e: Traffic . Taxes
035 small Zongbo :Pi18rima ge mountain and River.
036 Sishi :SacerdoteS ---- 037 Dianrui: Surve;'ing Instrument.. District
038 Great Shi:.!1f39 Small Shi: Hi story .
Surveys.
CaienJar
l040 Hongxiangshi. 041 Bao zhangshi: Survenng. Calenaar
042 inter Shi : ,CoUuniCate orders --- 043 outside Shi:Fol'egn Affairs,
FOI'egfi Histo t')
044 Zhung man: Grave of King's . . 045 Modaifu: Grave of people.
048 Yusima. 049 Xin Sima: Horse, Vehicle • March.
047 army Si ma 050 Liang man: Surveying. Building. Citiy. Fort. . Road.
Milital'Y
051 Hou man: Road. Traffic
Project
052. Huan man :Investigate National Land. 053 Zhang gu:
Town. Fort. Boundar~.
054 Sixian: Military Relief. Road. Fort. Boundary.
055 Zhang Jiang: Defence Boundary .
056 Jiao llB.n: ArTRY Horse --- 057 Hongsi : Grass land. mountB.in Forest·
058 Sisgi: international COJllmunication
059 Great Yu. 060 Rongpu. 061 Qipu : Road . Traffic
--- 062 Tianpu. 063 Daopu : Road.
,
"
~65 Tufangshi : Environment. City. Surveyina.
064 Zhlfangshl
.
066 Hefangs hi.067 HuaifBn9shi : Road. Traffic.
Dlstrlct,Natlonallty, 068 Xunf&nsshi:Local History. Comstom
RelIef .Source 069 Xinfangshi: Distri ct, NatiCJnal Land Area
070 Hi! J Shi. 071 Chuanshi. 072 ¥uanshi: Physical
Geography.Source . Place Name.
I

1

i

Simin: Population.
Siyue": Law Document land
Simeng:
Document
Yiongshi: River and Lake Seur ces
Agricultural Fi eld.
079 Ye loushi: Traffi c .
81 Small Xim'en Diplomcy . Traff i c .
l 080 Gr eat Xim'en 082 Xinfu: DiplomCy.
DiPlomacy
083 Huanren: Diplomcy. Traffic
084 Xiangxu: Nationality.--- U~5 Zhangjiao:DiPIOmcy.
traslatlOn
IIlveSti9ate Loca l .

~

Winter Officers
Projection Depart ..
086 Sikong

Marriage. Population.

016 Sui man --- 017 Suishi : Agricultural Field. populati6n.-- --'l
Land. people
I
Sources
. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ --.JI
, __

075
076
074 Shishi
071
PhYSical Source Protect 078

J

~

087 Yuren: Surveying Instrument

l 088 Jiaongren: Surveyi ng. Building. Road. Field. Jrri9ation,

Table 2: The Classification of Thematc }Iaps from 11th century B:C. to 2rd century B.C.

M

No
1
2

Codes ,
Cent ury B.C .

11-3

..

.J
4
5
6
7

8
9
10

/I
12
13

It
15

16
17

11

18

10

".

19
20

2f
22

9

7-4
6

2)

5

2125

4-

.

26

27
28

29
30

3

..

;)1

32
33

34
35
36

37
38

39
40

41

2

~I ap '

s Name

02 Ban map
03 Ban map
04 Ban Hap
05 Ban }Iap
06 Land ~ap
07 Filed }!ap
01G Land Nap
022 Nap
028 Nap
04 4 Zhaoyu I!ap
0:'0 Jiilll80 Book
0:'-1 9 states }Iap
064 \iol'ld flap
075 Ba ll Nap
07G Oan !·!ap
Zhou,"ou (?)
Lo Nap
Fa Shang Map
East state }Iap
Ze }!ap
Guanzhona Hap
XiangOa llg Ban Hap
Luban 9 s ta t es Map (?)
Se nbin Map (?)
Zhonhshanwang Area Map
Wor ld Map
Qi n state Map
Dukang Map
Xunkuang Hap
Fangmatan district Hap
Fangmatan Economic Map
Fan smate n Topographic Hap
6 states Palace Map
Qi n Map, Book
Hawan gdui toposraphi c Map
Hallangdui Hi Ii tary Map
Yinq ueshan Drfence Map
Huainanll'ang Map
Lili ng Hap
Zhangq ian Hap
Water Conservancy fofAp

Classificat ion of Maps
Population Haps

r--

I--r En9ineerin 9 Buildina Maps

r-

" Economic

Naps
Synt hesis flaps
Distl'ict I!aps
Ph)'s ical Sources I!aps
f! il i (ary Maps
Military Topuu rllpili c

Maps
1-

Lands fiaps
Topographic
~aps

rt--

1-

I----<I-T
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Table 3: The Synthes is Hodel Between the Bureaucrat Network -Geographic Information and the Features of the Haps
Surveying and Happing
Geographiy Synthesis
Politi c General
Administrative Disrict • Settlements. Nationality. Population
Department
Sky Officer 02 Xi ouzai MI. 03 Neizai H2
Land. Agricultural Field • Sources.
oI Dazai
04 Sih ui M3. 05 Sihu M4
~urveying and Happin 9
EconollY
L i---' Boundary
07 Xio usitu H6

,r

--~~

r

?

i

flO
-0" ["".010."",",,

Land-and peop I 08 -- 09 011
Department
012 013
Land Officer
014 06 Dasitu
022 Touxun H8.023
M5
016 Suiren -- 017 024
H7
025. 026.027
028 Kuilngren H9
029
030
031-- 032 033

r I-

L I--

r-c f-- -

Physical Geograpg y. Topographj
Place Name. Local History
Lf--'

Traffic

~00::

Etiquette
037
Department
Spring Off i cer 038 { 039
040 041
43
hongren H10.045
048 049
050 Liangren Mll
051
052 053
054 Sixian HI2
Department
055
Summer office 056- 057
46
DaSima
00 58
59 060 061 -- 062 063

o~ "ZOO", :::_:
'ilit,,,

..

°L

Build in~

~

,11

f
j f" ","
064 Zhifangshi
H13

066 067
068
069
070 071

tc ~ I----"
~

rrc
072

f--

Lf--

Publi c Security
Department
07 4
Autumn Offi cer
073 Dasikou

076 Siyo HI5
.1<
077
078
079
{ 082
-08
1 083
080084 085

EngineerinH
Proj ect Department
Winter Officer
086 Sikong
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First results of GIS based geoecological mapping
G. MezQsi, L. Mucsi (Szeged , H)

INTRODUCTION
The
increasing
stress
of
geographic
environment,
respectively changing in its condition, quality and potency have
drawn attention to the importance of the reveal of the internal
connection of the geoecological system. The above mentioned
questions can be investigated from three distinctive point of
view:
- approach with biological (ecological) aim, where the biotic
factors of the environment or the structure itself are emphasized
in the investigations,
- geographical reason, where the investigation is concentrating
on the abiotic factors or the reveal of functions ,
- technologic or planning tendency, what analyzes the economictechnologic background of effects.
According to the suggestion of H. Leser (bio)ecology and
geoecology are used as a name for the distinction of first two
tendencies and the branches of science connected with them . The
distinction between these concepts is in the judgement of the
role of abiotic and biotic factors. It can laid down as a fact
(without underrating the role and importance of the biotic
factors) that the abiotic geofactors determinate the biotic
adaptation.
In last decades there was determined intention to approach
the questions connected with the function of the natural
environment and the investigation of abiotic factors by the help
of geoecology , while the problems of the structure and
organization of the environment were solved by the methods of
landscape ecology. We can find identification and sUbstitution
of the concepts at some authors (11,14,12). We hope that the
following series of investigation call attention to the fact that
these concepts are not rigorous categories.
For example
geoecology can be used for the examination of structural
features, while landscape ecology can give solution to functional
question of natural environment. The delimitation between the
concepts of geoecology and landscape ecology can be seemed to be
causeless from this point of view.
In our opinion the detachment of geoecology from landscape
ecology, which has undoubtedly more detailed content and
tradi tional background, can be reasonable by the following facts:
the questions connected with the functions of natural
environment came into prominence,
- the establishment of the p ar t potency of the natural environment
- special collection of data process based on field measurement
and other
- more direct practical claims.
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The german technical literature mechanically solves this
problem. It claims that the geoecology investigates the abiotic
factors, while the landscape ecology does the biotic and abiotic
ones (3a,3b). The english technical literature more buoyantly
solves this problem (6). The concept of geoecology was initiated
into the technical literature by Troll (13) with synonymous
meaning with landscape ecology, but in other practical approach
it can be traced back to works of Sauer (8).
According to our experiences the geoecology can give answer
to numerous geoscientific questions, such as prevention of
natural and environmental hazard (e.g. inland waters, floods,
soil erosion, upset of stability), weighting of the effects of
the changing in landuse, evaluation of environmental effects. In
addition geoecology can be the base of the political decisions
and regional planning if the decision makers are taking the
ecological basis into consideration.
METHODS
In our view the data are the most important things in
geoecology but the qualification and the valuation are depending
on the authenticity of data. Therefore we used those methods
which were the bases of the german geoecological mapping and the
field measurement in mid 80's (3a,7,4). The geoecology comprises
the investigations of the functions and management of natural
environment. During the geoecological mapping what is one of the
most important base of data, the genetic and chronological
factors are of secondary importance. There are two innovation in
out methods what helps us through the most critical points of
mapping. In one hand we used remote sensing data in the
interpolation of simple data and in the other hand we ensured the
complexity of maps in such a manner that these geoecologic maps
were divided into distinctive layers in thematic point of view
e.g. physical properties of soils , DEM etc.). These layer were
stored in GIS. The catchment area is the evident unit is the
evident unit of the geoecological investigation.
In spite of the fact that the history of geoecology and the
geoecological mapping is long did not find existing geoecological
map in the technical literature yet. The reason of this fact is
that the functional connections investigated by geoecology can
be hardly mapped. The structural patterns and their connections
namely the result of the ecology and landscape ecology can be
more easily mapped . certain researchers imagine the geoecological
map like an overlaid map, what includes all of the abiotic
factors at the same time ( 3b). According to our opinion the
geoecologic map may be appeared in such a manner as a virtual
map. The geoecologic maps can be divided into three groups
according to their degree of integration:
1, analytic, analyzed only one factors,
2, complex, analysing more then one factors,
3, synthetic, combined multiple evaluation.
Naturally the geoecologic map can be expected to satisfy the
latter condition but it may have other function e.g. different
from the investigation of the function (cadastral).
In 1990 we started the geoecological mapping of distinctive
catchments. Long term series of data are necessary for th'e
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exacting analysis. Bellow we would like to answer to those
geographic questions which are answerable in the beginning of the
investigation.
The catchment area of Kataret-creek is situated on Matramountains and its area is about 20 km2 /see Fig.l/. The relief,
the landuse and the lithology of the catchment area are very
diversified. we have chosen two distinctive characteristic test
areas, 1-1 km2. The first examined problem is in connection with
the recreation of partly agriculturally cultivated surfaces and
the development of the optimal landuse. In the second part we
analyzed the effects of the environmental hazards, especially the
areas endangered by soil erosion and the third one deals with the
recreation.
The maps were digitized under AutoCad and ArcInfo softwares
and the data process was made by the GIS of ArcInfo and Idrisi.

Figure 1

situation of the test sites in Hungary

RESULTS
1. We had to find the answers to the following questions. What
kinds of foci can be found on the catchment area from which the
natural vegetation can be spread out again? Where and how can
better landuse form on this area what join to the geoecological
conditions?
First of all we had to estimate the ecological stability of
the present vegetation and to encircle those areas where we are
able to coordinate the transition considered the condition of
vegetation and the trend of development. The potential corridors
and barriers could be indicated which may influence the tendency
of the transition. We analyzed the connections between the
present. actual vegetation and the natural vegetation what would
be reasonable due to the geoecological conditions. In this way
we could assign those areas where there is significant conflict
between the present and the reasonable vegetation.
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Figure 2

in i t i a l
degraded
cu l t i vated area
sett l e me nt

Series of succession of plant assoc iations on th e
catchment area

1.1. The investigation of the series of succession of plant
associations gives important information about the trend of
landscape development . The environmental factors determinate the
velocity of the development. The development of the succession
can be divided into three phases. In the first phase (I.) is the
initial, the second one (II . ) is the optimal and the third one
(III.) is the degraded phase . The development is progressive from
the I. phase to II. and it is regressive from II. to III.
We divided the plant associations into categories according
to the values of the environmental protected species (10) living
on the area /Fig . 2/. The points of the categories gave the
patterns of the catchment . Sinc e the bulk of the are a is
cultivated the majority of the patterns are belonging to the III.
(degraded) phase .
The following associations are belonging to this type:
disturbed grassy association, clear-fell ing , cleared woodland,
grass-land, uncultivated field , acacia forest and the mixed
forest with planted pine. These latter ones are situated between
the optimal and the degraded patterns and their development may
be progressive or regres s ive too. The initial pl a nt associations
appear as a narrow ecological corridors betwee n the degraded a nd
the optimal associations. At present these areas develop toward
the regressive phase. If the human activity decreases on these
area then progressive development will be possible. The optimal
(II.) association is the oak-forest with hornbeam as well a s
submontane beeches situated on higher surfaces . We conside r as
optimal association the alder-forest on the wet surfaces and
grassy associations on the slopes . The pattern of the area shows
that the former homogeneous biotopes of the plant associations
were divided into smaller patterns which isolated from each
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other. This process of dissection is called as fragmentation in
ecology. Usually the fragmentation is unfavourable for the
development of the living beings .on a given area. We supposed
that a fragment is optimal if the ratio of its area and its
perimeter is favourable and at the same time the ratio of the
area and the perimeter indicates the stability of the
association. Usually we can state that the earlier series of
succession have smaller stability than that of the climax phase.
But the stability may be high if the series of succession make
for
the natural
development.
The
instability is
always
consequence of some kinds of interventions into the natural
processes. The effects of these processes are inestimable.
1.2. We have calculated the ecological stability of the plants
on the test sites. During the calculation we used former method.
According to t h is the index of stability of a given pattern is
equal to the ratio of the area and the perimeter. But this number
does not give correct e xpression for the properties of the
pattern derived from its shape. If there are two patterns with
the same shape but different area then the index of stability
remains equal while there may be two patterns with the same index
but with different shape. Therefore we had to find new method for
the calculation of index of stability. This new method is based
on elementary geometrical rules. The aim of this method is to
numerically express the regularity or the irregularity of a
pattern. According to this calculation the index of stability is
the ratio of RJ and R2I where RJ is the radius of that circle
whose area is equal to the area of the given pattern, while R2 is
the radius of that circle whose perimeter is the same as the
perimeter of the pattern.
Inde x of stability

= R, = ';411 T

R2

K

The ratio of R J and R2 is always ranging from 0 to 1 if we
disregard from the exceptionally deformed patterns. If the shape
of the pattern is like the circle the index of stability is near
to 1. for example the index of stability of the square is equal
to 0.886.
1.3. If we compare the ecological stability and the calculated
index of stability of a given pattern then the plant associations
can be divided into three groups. We can say that the plant
association is instable if its index ranges from 0 to 0 . 3, it is
of medium stable if its inde x ranges from 0 .3 to 0 . 6 and it is
stable if its index higher tan 0.6.
On the first investigated test site /see Fig. 1, No. 1/ the
forest association and the meadow-grassland are the most stable
plant associations /Fig .3 /. On the cUlti va ted patterns , e.g
orchards,
the
index
ox
stability
is
lower
(regressive
development). Especially those pastures have high index what are
the continuations of the successions living near to the creek.
The junction of the ecological corridors with these areas
(decreased the agricultural lands) makes adva nce of the ancient
succession of meadow possible. But this process can become
progressive if the area of the cultivated land is decreased. The
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index of stability of the agricultural cultivated areas is
ranging from 0.2 to 0.5. If we examine the index of stability on
the landuse map it can be laid down as a fact that the
silviculture, the hoed plants and the grain-crops have high index
(higher than 0. 6 ). It is to be not e d that these data are very
relative and they can not be compared with the index of stability
of the plant associations because the natural conditions were
changed
the human activity.
•
cultivated area

o
•

hygrofiton association
pasture
meadow grassland
orchard

•

mixed forest !pine!

1 km

Figure 3

Plant associations on test site No . 1. /near to Bodony/

On the other test site /Fig. 4/ there is high index of
stability of the following plant associations : mixed bread-leaved
forest, meadow, grassland as well as bushy. The test site is
situated on that borderland, where the natural association is
disturbed by planted vegetation (e.g. acacia grove). The
geometrical properties of the artificial planted vegetation
basically were not changed yet , but the index of stability of the
mixed bread-leaved forest and the oak forest with hornbeam tree
is high enough. On one big pattern the meadow-grassland indicate
the advance of the natural vegetation (high index of stability,
greater than 0.7).
On this test site progressive development can be revealed
in proportion to the former test site.
The progressive
development leads to the increase of stability of the plant
association. The series of succession of the plant association
develop from the meadow (initial phase) to the optimal (II.)
association. The index of landuse better represents the reality
since all but one it is lower.
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•

hyg rof i ton assoc i ation

•
•

mix ed f orest /pin e/
mixed b r ead-leaved fo r est
me a dow, grass l and

•

ac ac ia gr ove
o a k fo r est wi t h horbeam
Figure 4

Plant associations on the test site No.2 /Kecske-hill/

Collectively the areal differences in index of stability are
synchronous with the former presented deviations in the
development of succession.
1.4. It is known that the species have well defined ecological
demand. For example the water budget of the surface (W), the soil
reaction (R), the nitrogen-content of the soil (N) and the
temperature (T). The average values of these factors for a given
group of plants are known (16). Usually the value of a factor
ranges from 0 to 5 (or 10). During our investigation we
substituted the W-factor with the physical composition of the
soil, the R-factor with pH-value of soil, N-factor with the
thickness of humus layer of the soil and the T-factor with the
aspect. We evaluated the measured real geoecological conditions
and those geoecological conditions which are claimed by the plant
associations found on the test sites. According to the scientific
literature the common value of the W- and R-factor occurs with
weight of 2/3 and the value of N- and T-factor with 1/3. The
possible directions of the development can be estimated by the
help of the above mentioned method /see 1.3./. Our result are
presented on the Fig. 5. (data are concerned to test site No.2,
what is mainly covered by natural vegetation).
W
R
N
T

1
clay
4 . 5-5.5
<60
northern

2
loam
5.5-6.8
60-100
plain

3 /value/
sand
7 . 2-8.5
>100
southern

The natural plant association on the area is the oak forest
with hornbeam tree. The bigger pattern occurs under favourable
situation if we look at the real geo e cological conditions (222 3 ).
Here the real condition is the same as the ecological claim of
the plant association. On the smaller isolated land the value of
the W-factor is lower, the clay content increases in the physi ca l
composition of the soil. The development of the succession is
regressive, the index of stability is medium. At the mixed bread-
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leaved forest the real conditions a re lower (113 3 or 1 2 2 3 ) on
significant lands than the e c ologi c al claim of the association .
The index of stability is v ery low. Her e we c a n find degraded
(III.) phase, the development is regressive .
The development can be progressive on the acacia grove
covered lands, because the real conditions ( 23 3 3 , 2332) are very
favourable for the natural vegetation and at the same time the
claim of acacia grove is very low. From these fact we can stay
that the new direction of the coordinated development may show
toward this area. Especially the gallery a cacia groves are under
very favourable geoecological conditions, while on the closed
acacia groves the claim for the soil reaction and the real soil
pH harmonize but the physical properties and the W-factor do not
harmonize. It is the result of the uncontrolled planting.
The meadow and grassland are situated on favourable lands (3 3 21),
their indexes of stability are high and the real conditions are
in accordance with the ecological claims . The development is
progressive , the association develops from the initial (I.) phase
to the optimal (II . ) association. This process can be sustainable
if the human a c tivity decreases. The species of plants on meadows
and grasslands are euryecious plants, therefore the direction of
development is favourable and the inde x of stability is also
high.
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The map of real geoecological conditions of test site
No. 2

It laid down as a fact that on the test site there are
progressive and regressive development at the same time what can
be in equilibrium with convenient land use in future.
1 . 5 . In our opinion the inve stigation of the l a ndhoushold could
be v ery instructive, where the subject of the e xamination is th e
condition of materials and energy of the whole catchment and the
identification of the surfaces of high energy and the mat e rial
loss. We can simply make the map of areas with negative, positive
and neutral budget (in soil scientific and hydrological point of
view). We calculated the energy as a function of relief, solar
radiation and aspect (2,5). We would like to present one of the
possible combinations of conditions in the following chapter.

2. One of the most important aim of the geoecological mapping is
to forecast of the natural hazards. Here we present the analysis
of those surfaces what are endangered by soil erosion. We
completed this calculation for the whole catchment. The method
is based on the Univer s al Soil Loss Equation (USLE) (15) as well
as on the modification of this equation by Schmidt (9). The aim
of the modification is to sUbstitute those factors, which can be
defined with experimental methods, by measurable values (e.g. Ksoil erodibility factor) . Therefore the more important components
of this method are the soil-type, slope, precipitation falling
during the breeding season, land use as well as other modifying
factors (e.g. humus content of the soil, vertical and horizontal
slope shape etc.).
Different tables help us to finish the method. If the plant
cover is stable than the soil erosion does not reach the value
of 10-15 t/ha/y, while on the cUltivated land the soil erosion
is always higher than the above mentioned value
(25-30
t/ha/year). The reason for soil erosion on the first test site
is the physical and genetic properties of the soils while on the
other test site the angle of slope.
•
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•
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Map of soil erosion on the catchment area
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3. Because of the increasing recreational use of the catchment
area the estimation of the physical carrying capacity of the area
is very important task. This method is based on that fact that
the soil can be favourable for the description of the properties
of the climate, the lithology, the relief and the vegetation. In
the USLE we sUbstitute T for A, the value of the combined cover
and erosion-control factors (CP) necessary to maintain the
productivity of the soil is: CP=T/RKLS . The P-factor approaches
a value of 1.0, consequently the P-factor was omitted from the
equation in its adaptation for outdoor recreation planning (1).
Thus the equation becomes: C=T/RKLS. The product is a measure of
the erosion potential of each soil, assuming the soil is barren
of vegetative cover. According to the empirical data if the value
of C ranges from 80 - 100% than the physical carrying capacity of
the given area is low (60-80 % - medium, below 60 % - high
capacity) .
On the test sites there are areas with a value of medium and
high carrying capacity and the greater part of them belongs to
the group of closed grassy association. We hardly find natural
lands of high physical carrying capacity, but the forests are of
medium carrying capacity. The reason for this that the forests
are very sensible associations and on those lands which are
covered by forest the angle of slope is big.

SUMMARY
From the first results of the geoecological mapping on the
given area we can stay that the geoecological investigation is
favourable for the estimation of the physical carrying capacity
of the test site. We are able to estimate the development of the
land (ecological process, changing in plant associations etc.).
The used method help to coordinate the convenient land use and
the recreation.
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Present maps of the alpine clubs
G. Gartner (Wien, A)

1

INTRODUCTION

There are some special topographi c and cartogra phic methods and processes that a re necessary
for the production of high-quality ma ps of mountain ran ges. Particularly the conditions in the
Austrian part of the Eastern Alpes made the Austrian and the German Alpine Clubs! , with th eir
headquarters in Innsbruck a nd Munich, decide to produ ce maps of their own , predominantl y on a
scale of 1: 25 00 0, the so-called Alpenvere inskarten.

Starting in 1865 with the Specialkarte der Umge bung de. Ankogels 1 :72 ODD, the Alpenverein
produ ced a great ma ny of Austrian, German and Italia n sections of the Alps, using different methods , on different scales and by different authors. The Alpenvereinskarten may boast a high standard , a nd retain their importan ce for t he development of cartography pertaining to high-mountain
regio ns. Although there are many pro blems , prima rily economic ones but also the enorm ous effort
necessary for revising older editions, the Alpenvereinskartographie should have t he opportunity to
continue to produ ce ma ps for the following reasons:
1. The scale of the offi cial Austria n series of maps (1 :50 000)3 is too small for being a help for
a precise o ri entat ion in the hi gh mountain regi ons of the Austrian Alps.

2. Alpenvereinskarten are made by a lpinists for alpinists.
3. Alpenvereinskarten are being developed both for, the ori enta tio n of alpinists and as a so urce
for research purposes.

4. As a small a nd private map publisher , the Alpenvereinskartographie can easily change the
style, the scale, the selection and specificati on of colours , the selection and design of symbols
or the techn ical processes of m ap producti on, though this might be consid ered a drawback
for the ma p lI ser. Map designs a nd map styles of the Alpenvereinskarten differ to vary ing
deg rees, even if the map a uthor is the same person, it could be an advantage to o, beca use the
map auth o r is given a cha nce to choose and use the most suitable methods and techniques
of map produ ctio n.
5. It seems inappropriate to refer to eco nomic considera ti ons only wit h regard to th e production
of high-qua lity maps of moun tain regio ns.
6. W hen revising older editi ons of the Alpe nvereinskarten the characteristi cs of the te rrain
repres enta ti on of fonn er cartographers can be preserved.

10sterreichischer Alpenverein OAV and Deutscher Alpenverein DAV
lThe department of cartography o f the Austrian Alpine Club at Innsbruck and th e German Alpine C lub in
Munich
J OJter rc ich iJC he Ka rl e J :50 000, published by Bundes81l\t fur E ich- und Vernlessungs y;esen, \Vien
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7. Now and then, the Alpenverein also publishes maps of non-European mountain reg ions, such
as t he Himalayas or the Andes. These projects might trigger the development or a pplication of new topog raphic and cartographic methods because of the difficult conditions and
circumstances prevailing in the highest mountain ranges of the wo rld .

8. T he prod uction of high-quality maps of mountain regions still is a domain of highl y individualistic and dedicated men, even in this era of com puter-aided cartography.
This sho rt art icle focusses on the different representations of the terrain, as the most interesting
and important aspect of map of high mountain regions.

2

STAGES OF DEVELOPMENT AND TYPES OF ALPENVEREINSKARTEN

A classification of the Alpenvereinskarten can be based on the different graphi cal methods used
fo r the representation of the te rrain.
T he main periods of the Alpen vereinskartographie can be character ized as follows ( c1.
1970, GARTNER 1990) :
1862 - 189 1 EARLY PERIOD OF THE ALPENVEREINSKARTOGRAP HIE
(w ith characteristic hach ures the thickness and spacing of
which indicate t he steepness of the slopes)
Main representati ves: CARL H OFFMANN, HUGO PETTERS
1892 - 1900 PER IOD OF RELIEF MAPS
Main representative: S I MON S I MON
1900 - 1936 CLASS ICAL PERIOD OF THE ALPENVEREINSKARTOGRAPH IE (with plastic rock-d raw ing for illustrating petrographic and tectoni cal details)
Mai n representatives: L EO AEGERTE R , HANS R OHN
1936 - 1974 Period of retaining the contou r lines in rock formati ons
(with hair-line rock-d rawing)
Main representati ve : FRITZ EBSTER
from 1969 Period of geomet ricaly integrated rock-drawing
Main representative: L EON HARD BRANDSTATTER

ARNBERGER

T he Alpenvereinskarten actuall y available can be subdivided into four groups accordin g to the
different methods o f terrain representation :

THE REVISED EDITIONS OF MAPS DESIGNED BY AEGERTER/ROHN
MAPS DESIGNED BY EBSTER
MAPS DESIGNED BY BRANDSTATTER
OFF ICIAL AUSTRIAN MAPS W ITH NEW SHEET LINES
Alt hough a highl y individual map-design is permissible, t he same set of symbols, the same letterin g
and representation of vegetation, etc. should be adhered to.

3

REVISED EDITIONS OF AEGERTER/ROHN - MAPS

At present the Alpenvereinskartographie aims at producing modern maps of high-mountain regions
with high geomet ri c accuracy, combined with the rock-d rawing used by LE O AEGERTER and HANS
ROHN between 1900 and 1936. The following Alpenvereinskarten of the period 1900 to 1936 were
revised and published again since 1980:
A llgiiuer - Lechta/er A/pen 1:25000 (1984-86), Lechta/er A /pen - Parsei erspitze 1:25000 (1983),
Karwende/gebirge 1:25000 (19 79-81), Kaisergebirge 1:25000 (1986), Loferer/Leoganger Steinberge
1:25000 (1985), Dach.tein 1:25000 (1992), Zillerta/er A/pen 1:25000 (1987-88), G/ocknergruppe
1:25000 (1982), Langkofe/- Se lla 1:25000 (1 985), Brenta 1:25000 (1989).
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The maps of the 1900 to 1936 period were edited at a time when the discussion concerning greater
geometric precision in the representation of the terrain had just started. It should easily begrasped
by the users. AEGERTER and ROHN tried to represent the terrain, especially the rock-formations,
in such a way that their image suggested their nature. The graphical representation and the
clarity were considered more important by the map authors than a precise representation of the
planimetric features of the terrain. Therefore the sizes of rock-formations were exaggerated to gain
space for a more detailed drawing.
R. FINSTERWALDER(1987) listed the following differences in the representation of the terrain:
1. maps with 'free' rock-drawing,
2. maps with partially preserved contour-lines within the rock-drawing.
A special characteristic of this terrain representation is the attention given to the representation
of the genesis of rock-formations. The engineer for topography and cartographer LEO AEGERTER 4
and the cartographer HANS ROHN s depicted the rock-formations and rock-structures with fine
hachures and were representatives of the genetic principle of rock-drawing, attempting to record
the main morph ological , geological and tectonical details. ARNBERGER considers this a 'concrete,
lively and vivid description ' of terrain (Amberger 1970, p. 99).
The result does not meet the requirements of modern geometry, but definitely is a brilliant example
as to clarity and expressiveness .
For new editions, the original symbols, the lettering and the colours have to be revised. The general
style and the symbols have to be adapted fundamentally in the present Alpenvereinskarten.
The revised edition of the K arte der Brentagroppe 1 :25000, realized by the Lehrstuhl fiir Kartographie und Topographie der Universitat der Bundeswehr Munchen under the direction of G.
NEUGEBAUER, is an excellent example of a satisfactory revision. The terrain representation of
AEGERTER and ROHN was very carefully combined with modern geometry. New contour-lines
were used for corrections. A new mapwdesign and new symbols were created and a new lettering
dev ised with great dedication.

4

EBSTER-MAPS

Some maps were designed by FRITZ EBSTER 6 : Stubaier Alpen (1937 - 1939), Otztaler Alpen (1949
- 1954), Arlberggebiet (1956), Wetterstein - Miemingergebirge (1960 - 1964), Totes Gebirge (1967
- 1974). In addition he designed expedition-maps: Nanga Parbat, Cordillera Blanca, Cordillera
Huayhuash , Mount Everest, Mount Kenya, Huascaran. He developed a method of terrain presentation of his own, a combination of contour-lines and characteristic hair-line rock-drawing, in order
to meet the request for a combination of contour-lines (geometry) and rock-drawing (clarity) at
the beginning of the twentieth century.
His terrain representation, called Ebster - style, combines all contour-lines with the rock-drawing,
which consists of fine hair-lines. The density of the lines and the line width are dependent on the
position, the slope and the angle of illumination . Normally the lines are running parallel, but
there is used a cross-hachure occasionally, adding secondary effects of brightness and darkness.
Short hachures denote further details. The structure of the terrain is the base of its representation. Starting with prominent formlines giving a generalized delineation of breaks of slope the
lines keep thinning out to show small details. The area between the main lines is filled in with
fin er lines, dependent on position , slope and illumination, showing the structure of the rocks, The
rock-formations are differentiated from glaciers and detritus, though an overlap of rocks and vegetation is feasible . Different directions of illumination are used for the rock-drawing and possible
hill-shading for increasing clarity. The 'free' hair-line hachure should delineate the forms and the
structure of the rock-formations. Therefore a sort of compromise is necessary, with contour-lines
influenced by minor landforms. Thus Ebster combines slightly generalized contour-lines with the
rock-drawing: The contour-lines are generalized, smoothed, stretched and separated to denote
steep slopes. ~h!:_ conto~ are not very exact, neither is the rock-drawing very expressive.
"'- , was born in Paris in 1875, died in Zirl (Tirol) in 1953. This Swiss engineer for topo graphy was the Alpenverein's cartographer fro m 1901 to 1935. Under his agency 22 maps have been published.
5_ , was born in Vienna in 1868 and died there in 1955. The cartographic technician and academic painter,
employee of the Austrian map publishing h o use Freytag &. Berndt, realized most of the rock-drawings in the period
between 1900 and 1936.
6_ , was b orn in Bozen in 1901 , and died in 1979. Fo r m o re than 40 years, since 1932 Ebster was the carto grapher
of the Alpenverein. He initialed the period of retaining the contour-lines in rock-drawings nnd a new form of it, the
hair-line rockwdrawing.
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Therefore the Ebster-style might be termed a compromise solution .
The Karte des Toten Gebirges 1:25000 shows the pro blems a nd the limits of the Ebster-style. T he
Totes Gebirge are limestone mountains with a wealth of minor landforms, which are not represented detailed enough.
The Ebster-style still is however, an important method of terrain representation. Therefore, maps
desig ned by E BS TER will be ma de available a nd used for many years to come .

5

BRANDSTATTER-MAPS

LEONHARD BRANDSTATTER 7 designed the following maps:
Steinernes Meer 1:25000 (1969) , Hochk onig - Hagengebirge 1:25000 (1972), Gosaukamm 1:10000
(1976), Gosaukamm 1:25000 (1976), Hochalmspitze - Ankogel 1:25000 (1979)
Maps in Brandstatter's manner , designed by other cartog ra phers:
Rofangebi rge 1:25000 (1973 ) by G. NELLES, Ennstaler Alpen - Gesause 1:25000 (1987) by G.
MOSER, Verwallgruppe - Mitte 1:25000 (1990) by J . FIS CHER
BRANDSTATTER'S goal was an improved representation of topog ra phic information, based on his
meth od of terrain repr ese ntation by means of Scharung 8 9 of the conto ur-lines in a constant verti cal interval , depicting the as such that it is an incomplete surface of t he terrain. Detai ls must be
added .
For BRANDSTATTER, the clarity is a dep end ent variable of geometry. The effectiveness of the
Scharung, depe ndent on the scale, loses its usefulness at the steep-border lO . BRA NDST ATTER
found out that the conto ur-lines are must expressive with slopes between 30 and 60 degrees .
There are fl oating changes in the width of the conto ur-lines over some constant vertical intervals.
Scharung is not effectiv e in the steepest a nd the flat est pa rts of the terrain. The steepest rock
walls a re marked with a method called Steilwandkennzeichnung, where contour-lines would be
illegible. They are replaced with rock-hachures a nd index contours. T his method was developed
by the Swiss engineer fo r to pograp hy WALTER BLUMER 11 II offers the possibility to outline the
esse ntial rock- form ations and can be combined it with the normal contour-lines witho ut any loss
of geo metri c info rmation .
The Scharun g clearly defines the surface forms as such, but the breaks of slope have to be added as
Kantenzeichnung 12 , that is seen as a dependent variable of the Scharung and has the functio n
to structure the surface together with the contour-lines and assistent by hachures. These hachures,
fin e wedge-shaped lines, start at the edges a nd become thinner towards steeper surfaces. All angles
of conto ur-lines show brea ks of slope and gaps of definition' to be closed by the Kantenzeichnung
defi nin g areas a nd breaks of slope:

1. Stetige Fliichen: homogenous areas witho ut brea ks of slope

~

Scharung gives no info rmati on

2. Halbstetige Flachen: a reas with subordin ate round for ms ::::} representation by Scha rung and
some hachur es
3. Unste tige Fliichen: uneven a rea with many small morphol ogical forms a nd breaks => representation by Scharung and Gelugezeichnung 13
4. Stetige Kanten: continual brea ks of slope are lines of intersection of two homogenous a reas
=> representation with lines
5. Stumpfkanten: round ed transition between two homogenous areas

~

representatio n by hachures

6. Knitterkanten: lines of inters ection of two uneven areas with man y small morph ological forms
and breaks
7 Austrian graduate of t he Technica l University in t he fields of geo dcsy, developed 0 new met h o d of terrain
representat ion.
li The German expressi ons Brandstotter used arc retoined in thi s a r ticl e , because there seems to be n o exac t
equivalents in English.
9t h ree-dimensional effect o f landfo rm represent ation produc ed wh ere contours mergc, or neorly mer ge
IOSteilgrenze
Ilnlreody used fo r the Karle dc.s GlcirniJgebiclc.s 1:2 5000 (1937)
12lines which give a genera li zed delineation of breaks of slope ('edges')
IJrepresenta ti on of 8 Slight roughness of the surface
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uses three possibilities for representing breaks of slope: lines, hac hures or a comof lines and hachures.

BRANDSTATTER

bi~atio n

T he rock-drawing proper is the Gefiigezeichnung, a representation of the structure of details of the
rock-formations by means of simple das hes and dots. The density of the Gefiigezeichnung depends
on the density of the Scharung of the contour-lines.
Without any rock-drawin g in the ori gi nal sense of the word BRANDSTATTER realized a mathematically exact and accurate representation of the rock-face with geometrical means of decreasing
precision.
In supporting of a three-dimensional effect of la ndform representation a n either vertical or o blique
hill-shading was tested. The prima ry a pplications for this hill-shading a re gradual changes of the
surface. It may assist in recognising la ndform features .
BRANDSTATTER saw clarity as a dependent variable of geometry a nd ex pected topographi cal clarity to result from the representation of characteristic forms , so that local orientation is possible .
With BRANDSTATTER'S method an adequa te knowledge of the legend and the ma p style is necessary for a correct inter preta tion of the terrain. The mathematically exact representation of terrain
does however, not yet guarantee read a bility.
T he representation of the vegeta tion supports the terra in by helps of colour. T he existence of
vegetation is implied by brown conto ur-lines a nd coloured terrain, otherwis e t he contour-lines are
black a nd the rock-formations, glaciers or wasteland a re not coloured. The areas of vege t ation are
subdivided, according to height and the local fl ora. The aim is to produce a nat ural impression of
the distribution of the vegetation as well as providing a clue for orientation.
T he innovations of the BrandstaUer - style a re undisputed , greater geometrical fidelity in representing the terrai n is possible. His maps a re very carefull y designed, exact and detailed , though a
better readability and a greater aesthetic clarity might be wished for.
Ne vertheless the latest editions of Alpenvereinskarten, edited by other cartogra phers of the Alpenve rein , a re designed in Brandstatter's manner. G . NELLEs(Karte de, Ro/angebirge 1:25000,1973),
G. MOSER( Gesause - Ennstaler A lpen 1 :25000, 1987) and J. FISCHER( Verwallgruppe - Mitte
1 :25000, 1990). tried to combine ideas of their ow n, for example a oblique hill-shading, with
a m odified Brandstatter - style in order to increase the maps ' clarity.

6

OFFICIAL AUSTRIAN MAPS WITH NEW SHEET
LINES

For m ountainous regions of special interest for alpinists that cannot be mapped by t he Alpenve reinska rtographie itself for economic reasons (a lack of personnel, time a nd money) , there is a
feasible solution: Official Austrian m aps a re asse mblied and mounted with new sheet lines with
their content unchanged. T herefore mountai ns forming a spatia l unit can be represented on one
sheet . Only a few symbols (path markings, refuges) have to be added.
Maps available on t his form :
on a scale of 1:25000 14 : Granatspitzgruppe, Venedigergruppe , Schobergruppe, Sonnb lick, Silvrettagruppe,

on a scale of 1:50000 15 : Niedere Tauern II fj III, Innsbruck - Umgebung, Kit, bilheler Alpen.
T he representation of the terrain consists of contour-lines and a schematic representation of the
rock- forma tions by means of a n o blique hill-shading. T hese maps cannot fulfil the aims of the
Alpenvereinskartographie (see above), especiall y a precise orientation for alpinists and scientific
applications are li mited.
14 0 fficiol Austrion basic mapping up to 1959
I~ officil!.l Auslrion bosic mapping since 1959, called O JterreichiJChe Karle 1:50000. Produced from Bundesaml
£lir Eich· &. Vermessungswesen ol Wien l o provide syslemot ic cover of whole Auslrio
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7

THE PRESENT SITUATION OF THE ALPENVEREINSKARTOG RAP HIE

The Alpenvereinskarten are indispensable cartographic products fo r a large number of users. In
addition to that the Alpenvereinkartographie has been providing important impulses for the development or application of new methods of topography and cartography. Unfortunately the
importance o f the cartography is being questioned , and the economic conditions are precarious.
For that reason completly new editions are rare and the introduction of new techniques is difficult.
Nevertheless, the Alpenvereinskarten still are a vital part of high-mountain cartography, even in
this age of computer-aided cartography. One of the elements of a map of a high-mountain area,
the rock-drawing will remain the task of a cartographer well versed inthe traditional skills of his
trade. The next challenges for the Alpenvereinskartographie should be to produce maps covering
the missing important parts of the Eastern Alps an make use of computer-aided techniques.
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Figure 1: Dachsteingruppe 1: 25000, revised edition of 1992. Topographic survey and terrain
representation by Aegerter and Rohn.
Enlargement of scale to 1: 12500 by photograp hic means.

Figure 2: Wetlerstein- und Miemingergebirge Mittleres Blatt 1: 25000, revised edition of 1983.
Terrain representation by F. Ebster.
Enlargement of scale to 1: 12500 by photographic means.
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Figure 3: Gosaukamm I: 25000, first edition of 1976. Terrain representation by L. Brandstatter.
Enlargement of scale to I : 12500 by photographic means.

Figure 4: Verwallgruppe - Mittel: 25000, first edition of 1990. Terrain representation by J. Fischer.

Enlargement of scale to I: 12500 by photographic means.
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Figure 5: Niedere Tauern II 1: 50000 (eastern Radstiidter and western Schladminger Tauern), first
edition of 1970. Official Austrian map I: 50000 with new sheet lines. Enlargement of scale to 1:
12500 by photographio ;';03::' .
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Concept and structure of a cartographic information system for tourists
J. Schewe (Breckerfeld , 0)

1. Information requirement of tourists
For planning and arranging his/her journey every tourist needs many different spatial information: traffic lines, location of hotels, restaurants, shops, sights and other objects of interest.
The conventional way to get these information takes a lot of time and effort. The desired information are scattered over different guide-books and prospects. Furthermore the localization
of single objects might be quite complicated or even impossible because existing maps often
are not user-friendly: they contain cartographic faults and often don't show the objects the user
is looking for.
An interrogation of map-users showed that the information requirement of tourists is very
extensive but also very different 1 . The interrogation was directed to visitors of towns with
sufficient experience in making short trips to towns (teachers, students and businessmen).
The answers of 430 interrogated persons brought in comprehensive knowledge about the
typical behaviour of the map-users and especially their demand for spatial information. It was
possible to list a catalogue of information which are most important to be representated in
tourist maps of towns. The demanded information can be related to twelve topics, which are
drawn up in illustration 1.
This table already shows how extensive and diverse the information requirement is. Out of
all named and valued information the representation of the following is most important:
- location, price and convenience of hotels and pensions,
- remarkable alleys and quarters, historical buildings, museums,
- parks, forests, beautiful countrysides and destinations for trips to the surroundings.
Looking at the answers subdivided into selected groups or age and sex of the interrogated
persons the information requirement varies extremely.
Furthermore it should be taken into consideration that towns are not only visited for a short
trip, but also on business or to take part in conferences, visit fairs or simply to go shopping and
to take a stroll. Looking at all these different motivations it is perfectly clear that tourist maps of
towns have to meet various requirements. A comparison of the information offered in the
prospects of 55 West German towns to the demanded information pointed out large deficits 1.
Especially in large towns it seems to be impossible to produce maps with conventional
methods which fulfil the expectations of all tourists and to update them regularily. For this
reason it must be asked how tourist information offices of towns or regions can use maps to
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illustration 1: Information-requirements of tourists who make short-trips
to towns

transmit a broad selection of spatial information in a more user-friendly way. It has to be found
out how the whole spectrum of information can be worked up cartographically. Principally
one has to assume that it is necessary to produce various maps of different scales and topics.
Furthermore it should be taken into consideration that special maps, for example showing the
location of accommodations or restaurants, have to be updated regularily. For a quick
production of different thematic maps on the basis of the same base-map the use of computer
aided methods would provide the solution.
The digital production of tourist maps makes it possible to construct different versions of
maps with any combinations of themes and to modify the layout up until it seems to be optimal.
Furthermore the existing digital tourist maps quickly could be supplemented and combinated
to produce new prospects with special maps and information, for example prospects for big
events or to make publicity for special offers. Especially these advantages clearly show that
the use of computer aided map design means more than a simple substitution of conventional
maps. Digital tourist maps could be devoloped into a cartographic information system.

2. System-concept
Content and structure of such a system must be orientated towards the interests and needs of
touri sts. For this the conception has to take into account typical courses of information
gathering. The user should employ the system for creating an individual m ap on the screen
which solves his specific spatial problems (finding particular objects, orientation). In the
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system it should be possible to choose any object out of the saved data, to combine different
information and draw them up in a digital base map. Furthennore it has to offer a possibility of
choosing single objects out of a directory or a map for retrieving more detailed infonnation.
The following example clearly shows which kind of infonnation these individual maps
should contain. A tourist has reached a town by train for a weekend trip. He has planned to
make a tour in order to investigate the city and it ' s sights. Especially he wants to visit the
museum of modem art. He would like to stay in a hotel in the centre of the town and if possible
nearby the museum. He does not want to pay more than 100,- DM for a single room. Furthermore he would like to go out to eat in a speciality restaurant.

Illustration 2 : Structure of a cartographic Information system for tourists
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An individual map for this tourist has to contain the following spatial information:
location of the railway station,
description of the tour and location of the sights,
location of the museum of modern art,
location of all hotels which fulfil the mentioned conditions,
- location of speciality restaurants,
links (local public transport) between the railway station and the hotels.

In addition to this detailed information (text, photos) about the sights, the museum and the
hotels should be printed out. To fulfil this requirements a cartographic information system for
tourists must have the following structure (see illustration 2). Starting point for the use is a
menu display , where the tourist can select the topic of primary interest (accomodations,
sights, theatre etc.). The user now has the possibility to choose among the output of a list or a
general map. Choosing the list he again can select single objects of interest. The location will
then be represented in a map. If the user directly chooses the general map, all objects out of the
selected topic will be shown. After that the map on the screen can be created and manipulated
interactively. The user has the possibility to
- change the visible part of the map (enlarge/reduce the scale, move the visible part),
- reduce the content of the map by circumscribing the wanted characteristics of special
objects,
to supplement further information out of other topics.
These three procedures can be repeated until the map comes up to the users individual requirements. Moreover it is possible to select single objects out of the list, the general map or the
modified map and call up detailed information (text, photos, ground plans). The fmal product
consists of an individual map combined with further detailed information. This little prospect
can be printed out directly.

3. Realization
To realize the concept presented here it is necessary to
- ascertain the data basis,
- select a suitable data processing system,
- programme readily comprehensible menues,
digititalize base maps and generate signs which meet the specific cartographic
requirements.
The stored data and information should suit the tourists need. Therefore more investigations
about the information requirement are needed. A sufficient number of tourists has to be
interrogated; group-specific differences (type of tourism, age, sex and profession of the
tourists) have to be considered. The results of these interrogations supply a basis to ascertain
the needed datafmforrnation completely. The location of all potential demanded objects has to
be mapped. Furthermore detailed information like th e description of s ight~ , hours of
business, prices of hotels etc. have to be captured.
With regard to the selection of a suitable data processing system, the following conditions
(standards) should be taken into consideration. The conceived system has to work by
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integrating digital base maps with digitiallayers of different topics. The represented objects
have to be connected with a database. Principally such information system can be realized by
the use of geographical information systems (GIS)2. To guarantee a user-friendly handling it
seems to be indispensable that the used software works according to the WYSIWIG-principle
("What You See Is What You Get") of desktop-publishing 3 . The user only will be able to
understand the running process and to plan further steps if each change of layout and map
content will be visible on the screen immediately.
From a cartographic point of view - and especially considering that the system should be userfriendy - a great number of demands have to be fulfilled. First the rnenues of the system must
be unambiguos. easy to understand and to manage. To represent the whole spectrum of spatial
information base maps of different scales are necessary. For example the representation of
traffic links requires a greater scale than the representation of sights or hotels. A zoom of the
base map or the modified map should not go beyond a certain percentage. If a map is too much
extended or reduced it is difficult to read and the information quality is insufficient; that means
the map does not give a sufficient. multi-dimensional model of the reality 4 . Therefore. the
system should be programmed to change the base map automatically. if the user needs an
extremly extended or reduced scale. The base-maps have to be one colour black or halftone
representings of ground plans. Coloured base-maps possibly could interfere with also
coloured symbols.
Looking at the thematic representation further demands have to be mentioned. The user has the
possibility to combine information of different topics in any way he desires. The combination
and eclipsing of layers makes it indispensible to build up the system of signs logically. All
possibilities of graphic variation have to be exhausted 5 . The thematic unity of objects should
be expressed by the use of the graphic variables shape. colour and direction. Spec ial
information like "price and comfort of accomodations" or "specialities of restaurants" could
be represented by varying the pattern. The user should be able to recognize and distinguish the
symbols on the screen as well as on the printed map.
Besides the observance of some fundamental rules like graphical variation and "setting free"
the symbols the psychology of perception should be considered 6 . It has to be tested. if the
symbols are easy to recognize and to distinguish. It is important to simulate realistic situations
of using the system. To ensure an easy interpretation of the symbols it is necessary to list
automatically all the symbols being used in the legend and to explain them in an unambigous
way.

4. Advantages/Perspectives
A cartographic information system like presented here provides advantages to the tourist and
also to the tourist information office. First the system can be used directly by the tourist in a
hotel lobby. a station or an airport. The user quickly and purposeful can get spatial information
according to his individual needs.
Furthermore the system also can be used by the tourist information office. On the one hand it
offers the possibility to answer written or telephonic requests by going into the individual
needs. On the other hand the digitally saved information can be used for a quick correction of
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maps in printed standard prospects or for the creation of completely new prospects and maps.
Leaving the area of tourism the presented system-concept can be applied to the public relations
work of towns. It seems to be possible to use the function of representing spatial information
according to individual interests for the participation of citizens in municipal planning. Other
areas of application are information-systems for citizens to inform them about institutions for
refusing utilization or about recreation and leisure-time facilities.
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Finnish Roads - a completely new numerical database covering the whole Finland is ready
E.-S . Harju (Helsinki, SF)

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJECT
The Finnish Roads is a numerical database covering the
entire Finland . It has been prepared from two different
sources, outside settlements from the 1:200 000 scale
Finnish Road Map (GT-map) and from the settlements using
the large scale local base maps. This principle allows
better accuracy and data contents for those areas where
accuracy and detail information is needed.
The first stage of the Project is the creation of road
database. It will be completely uniform. This means among
others that the road network from settlements is joined
perfectly to fit the 1:200 000 road map network. The
location accuracy of GT-maps is made better by performing a
mathematical rectification accorqing to known points on the
map sheet.
The GT-map series consists of 19 map sheets, each one
covering an average area of 160 x 200 km . The total number
of settlements to be included to the database is approx.
870, from these 174 are those having over 1000 inhabitants .
The length of road network shown on GT-map series is
approximately 310 000 km, from these 70 000 km is
maintained by the National Road Administration, 200 000 km
are lower class private roads and 40 000 kID in towns and
municipalities.
The digital GT-map road network has 10 classes, roads and
streets in settlements have 3 classes.
In the second phase of the Project the road network will
get the names and addresses. This concerns the settlements
as well as the areas outside settlements. The suggestion to
connect the addresses to the road database came from the
government authorities, mainly from the Ministry of the
Interior which among others controls and supervises the
fire brigades and resque operations.
When writing this (15.01.1993) the addressing of towns and
municipalities has been started. During this year all towns
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having more than 5000 inhabitants will be completed.
outside the settlements the addressing is estimated to be
started at the beginning 1994.
In all the Finnish Roads database will consist of following
individual parts:
- Geometric location of roads and streets inside
settlements
- Geometric location of roads outside settlements
- Road and street names inside settlements
- Road names outside settlements
- Address numbering inside settlements
- Address numbering outside settlements
THE 1:200 000 FINNISH ROAD MAP
The publishing of this map series began in 1964. South and
Central Finland were shown on 11 1:200 000 scale sheets,
Northern Finland had 2 1:400 000 scale sheets. In 1973 1977 also the Northern sheets, 12 - 19 were published in
1:200 000 scale. The map is updated from South Finland in 3
years and from North Finland in 5 years intervals. It is
the most accurate road map available from Finland. The
roads are classified in 8 classes; in addition to this also
special winter roads and motor sledge tracks are shown. The
road colors also inform the administrative classification
as well as the type of surface.
Since 1971 the map has shown
marshes and contours in 20 m
scale map was used very much
other related purposes, this
usability of the map series.

also the cultivated land,
intervals. As the 1:200 000
for regional planning and
change added very much the

The geodetic control of the map series has remained more or
less unchanged since 1964. Only minor corrections have been
made and therefore the location accuracy of roads and other
features does not always meet the requirements of good
digital database. To improve the accuracy the Map Center
uses numerical rectification. This is done using 100 - 150
selected points from each sheet. After the rectification
the location error of roads is estimated to be from 60 to
100 m. This same rectification is also done for all raster
form map data prepared from the GT-map sheets.
The road classes in digital database outside population
centers are following:
10
1

2
3

4
5
6
7
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Dual Carriage Roads, Motorways
Two Lane Roads, over 8 m
-"from 6,5 to 8 m
-"from 5 to 6,5 m
-", from 4 to 5 m
Provisional Roads, Private Roads,
less than 4 m
Cart Roads
Vehicle Tracks and Paths

8

9

Ferry Connections
winter Roads

The Finnish Roads database contains also the names which
have been collected and classified from the GT-map. It has
also the population center outlines. During 1993 the
hydrography will be included into the database.
ROAD NETWORK DATA FROM THE SETTLEMENTS
I have used the word Settlement as a common term for towns,
villages and other densily built areas. A village
having 200 inhabitants or more is classified as a
Settlement.
To prepare the street and road network the Map Center has
made agreements with towns in order to obtain the source
maps for digitizing. In this agreement the ownership of
source data and new product has been defined as well as the
royalty payments. The agreement contains also the
conditions for updating the road data.
The centerlines of roads and streets have been digitized
inside the Settlements from local base maps in the scales
of 1:4000 - 1:10 000. The average location accuracy is from
5 to 10 m. The classification of streets and roads is
following:
12
13
14

Streets between sections of a Town
Collecting Streets of Residental Quarters
Connecting Streets

ADDRESSES
The address numbering inside towns and municipality centers
is done along the roads. Each street or road has a name. The
numbering starts from a street crossing (a node) and ends
to a crossing (node) . The even numbers are on one side of
the street and the odd numbers on the other side. The
addressing software we use for the work makes some
generalization placing the numbers evenly between the
nodes; in some cases this is not exactly according to the
situation in the field. Giving the street names and
addressing is mainly done from tourist or address maps by
manual digitizing.
Outside settlements the addressing follows the instructions
given by the Central Organizations of Towns and
Municipalities. Each road will get a name. The address
number is determined according to the distance counted from
the starting point of the street deleting the last number
and giving the nearest even number to the right hand side
object and nearest odd number to the left hand side object.
In areas where the road distances are very long, the last
two numbers will be deleted.
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USE OF THE DATABASE
Finland has a very advanced central Registers for
Population and Housing. For each house it is possible to
get among others its address, location in coordinates and
the type of use. Combined with the Finnish Roads database
the authorities and private organizations get a tool which
connects several operations to the road network. Some
examples:
For resque operations the emergency centers are able to
find the shortest route for vehicles when they know the
telephone number or address of the alarming person.
Transport companies are able to combine the freight
documents, invoicing and company information to logistical
operations and also to the real time follow up of vehicles.
Paper and pulp industry is able to organize the timber
collection and transport to the neqarest factory as well as
do the real time monitoring of vehicles.
House and flat register information combined with road
network, postal code area boundaries and demographic
registers may be used for commercial market study
operations.
The Finnish Roads Database will serve as a versatile basic
tool for a great number of map users. To create it is a
huge task for one organization . The much more difficult
task is the updating. The numerical data is superior to
traditional maps when it is up-to-date; this concerns
especially the logistical operations. In most cases the
demand of numerical map data concentrates to those areas
where the changes are greatest and local. Therefore
Karttakeskus has paid a special attention to updating.
Together with the Post Administration Karttakeskus has
agreed an annual reporting of new addresses. According to
this information the towns and municipalities will provide
Karttakeskus with new material.

Karttakeskus, Map Center is a commercial government
enterprise. Number of employees is 123, annual turnover
approximately 10 mill.USD. For its operation Karttakeskus
does not receive any funding from the government budget.
Before 1990 Karttakeskus was the Publications Division o f
the Finnish National Board of Survey.
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Informational-cartographic relief analysis for rational application of natural resources
G.A. Kerimov, A.M. Museibov (Baku, AZE)

The quantitative information on the main components of the environment is required for comprehensive study and assessment of the
natural resources, for the purpose of their application in various
branches of national economy. One of the main components of natural
environment is the relief, the quantitative and qualitative characteristics of which are necessary at various designing, land-reclamative and construction works, planning and placement of agricultural
lands, etc.
The revealing of the degree of relief dissection intensity by
such morphometrical indices as horizontal and vertical dissection is
an important factor for number of applying problem solving.
The process of ground dissection and the character of its revealing are completely depend on tectonic movement as well as climate and
lithology of all composing rocks. The peculiarities of dissection
indices distribution provide some information about relief development in future. The processes of horizontal and vertical relief dissection developing under the influence of common factors become
apparent as a unit system, where the changes of one component are
depend on the state of another. That's why it can be affirmed that
these dissection species, considered separately, provide various information about relief development character, while the same species
taken in sum contain more wide information.
The results of morphometric studies of the territory of the
North-Eastern slope of the Great Caucasus within the bounds of Azerbaijan are given in present paper. It must be noted that, except of
mentioned the morphometrical researches were executed in the neighbour regions as well as at Apsheron Peninsula and Gobustan. As a result of revealing of quantitative indices of relief it's became
possible to c arry out the regionalisation in these areas.
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It was revealed here also a number of regions with different density
and depth of dissection in intensity.
The territory which is under study is sizable part of the SouthEastern Caucasus; it has a great national economic importance in
economical development of the sovereign Azerbaijan Republic.
While the great areas of the North-Eastern slope of the Great
Caucasus are using for cattle-breeding and as sown areas, the Apsheron Peninsula and Gobustan belong to the richest oil-gas fields in
the Azerbaijan.
The maps of horizontal and vertical dissection were drawn up to
obtain quantitative indices of the relief. The maps were drawn up on
a common topographical base on a 1:100.000 scale. The ratio of the
lengths sum of the valley and ravine-gorge net the area of 4 km 2 is
taken as an index of the density of dissection. The relative height
of the relief within the elementary square with the area of 4 km2 is
taken as the index of the vertical dissection. At thiS, however,
the boundaries of the equalsized squares with the prescribed area
are given without regard to natural contours of separate relief forms.
This , as a rule, leads to the distortion of morphometric indices.
To obtain reliable quantitative indices, an auxiliary map of the dissection depth for separate basins of river tributaries and temporal
channels was drawn up additionally, beginning from the second order
(preliminarily), the map of the lengths orders for the whole territory on a 1:100.000 scale was drawn up);
The special difficulty of morphometric studies on the territory
is caused by the peculiarities of the tectonics, geological and geomorphological structure, expressed through lithological non-uniformity of the newest formations, transitional character of low-mountain reliefs to median and high mountains, with due decrease of the
continental climate in this direction and increase of the rainfull.
All these leave certain mark upon the change and distribution of
morphometric indices.
The adjoint analysis of the drawn up maps makes i t possible to
single out a number of regions with sharply different indices of
horizontal and vertical dissection. At thiS, the graduation given
below was applied: (Table 1).
Thus, it's bec~e possible to single out the areals closed in
the intensity of the relief dissection on the drawn up morphometric
maps, which allowed, as a result of the comparison of these data,
to carry out the regionalisation of the territory and single out
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Fig.1.
Map of Regional1sation of the North-Eastern Slope of the Great
Caucasus and adjacent areas
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TABLE 1
Horizontal dissection, km/lon2

Vertical dis section, m

00-05
0.5-1.0
1.0-1.5
1.5-2.0
2.0-2.5
(in excess of)

00-50
50-100
10-200
200-400
(in excess of)

Total dissection
very weak
weak
moderate
strong
very strong

the following regions (Table 2):
North-Eastern slope of the Great Caucasus
Samur-Divichinsky (Near-Caspi.an zone)
Kusarchai-Gilgilchaisky
Sudursky
Varafta-Beshbarmagsky
Shakhdag-Tfansky
Apsheron Peninsula
Littoral zone
Eastern Apsheron
Western Apsheron
Gobustan
Littoral zone
Sundi-Marazinsky
Western Gobustan
Jeiran-Kechmezsky
TABLE 2
Sumgai tchaisk,y
Regions denomiAreas singled out
nations
on the base of morphometric data
1

North-Eastern slope
of the Great Caucasus
(within the bounds of
Azerbaijan)

Apsheron Peninsula
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2

Total relief
dissection

3

1.Samur-Divichinsky (Near-Caspian zone)
Very weak
2. Kusarchai-Gilgilchaisky
Weak
3.Sudursky
Moderate
4.Varafta-Beshbarmagsky
Strong
5. Shakhdag-Tf ansky
Very strong
1 . Li ttoral zone
Very weak
2.Eastern Apsheron
Weak
3. Western Apsheron
Moderate

1
Gobustan

2

1. Littoral zone
2. Sund,y -!,Jar azins ky Plateau
3. Western Gobustan
4. Jeiran-Kechmezsky
5· Sumgai tchaisky

3
Very weak
Weak
Moderate
Strong
Very strong

The analysis of the morphometric and regionalisation maps (Fig.1)
has shown the weakest dissection, both horizontal and vertical is
observed in the Samur-Divichinsky region (Near-Caspian zone), in the
littoral zones of the Gobustan and Apsheron Peninsula. The littoral
zones of Samur-Divichinsky, Apsheron and Gobustan regions, which are
situating on the North-East, East and South-East of the territory
under stud,y, are bounded from the Eastern and South-Eastern sides by
the Caspian sag, the fact which is seemingly one of the main factors
responsible for the weak dissection of this region.
The Samur-Divichinsky region is one of the largest one in the
area. On the North it is bounded by the valley of the Samur river
(on the border between Azerbaijan and Daghestan), and embracing the
lower-riches of almost all the rivers crOSSing the North-Eastern
part of the Great Caucasus, is elongated up to the valley of the
Sumgait river. In this region as well as in the Gobustan and Apsheron
Peninsula the indices of the horizontal dissection are mainly
0.5 km/km2 , though there are some sites with somewhat higher indices
of dissection, i.e. 1.0-1.5 km/km2 • These sites are of local occurrence, while closed isolines of the horizontal dissection flank
small highlands (outliers), with relatively intensive dissection.
Approximately the same situation is observed on the map of the vertical dissection. In these regions the indices of the vertical dissection vary within the range of 10 m to 50 m.
The isolines of the vertical dissection are mainly of near-meridional direction and run parallel to the shore line. The given
sites can be attributed to the regions with very weak dissection
according to the gradation abovegiven.
The next group with weak horizontal and vertical dissection
might be assigned by Kusarchai-Gilgilchaisky region, situated to the
west from the Samur-Divichinsky region and also some western regi ons of the Gobustan and Apsheron Peninsula. Kusarchai-Gilgilchaisky
region embraces the middle course of the Samur, Kus archai, Kudial-
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chai rivers. The background index of the horizontal dissection in
these regions is 1.0 km/km2 • In the near-valley sites of the Kusarchai-Gilgilchaisky region, the morphometric indices are somewhat
overstated, occasionally reaching 1.5 km/km2 • The indices of the
vertical dissection vary within the range of 50-100 m. IVhile the isolines of vertical dissection in this region are elongated in the
near-meridional direction, the isolines of horizontal dissection are
represented by small closed contours. In the Gobustan and Western
part of the Apsheron Peninsula somewhat higher morphometrical indices are observed on the sites with development of mud volcanoes.
The mud volcanoes in these regions are morphologically large rising
grounds formed as truncated cones.
The Varafta-Beshbarmaksky region on the North-Eastern slope of
the Great Caucasus and the Jeiran-Kechmezsky region of the Gobustan
can be attributed to the one with the median horizontal (1.0-1.5
km/km2) and vertical (100-200 m) dissection. In spite of numerous
small local sites with somewhat overstated magnitudes of the indices
of horizontal and vertical dissection, especially in the Jeiran-Kechmezsky region, the basic background is represented by morphometric indices which coincide with the median dissection in intensity.
The singled out contour of the Sudursky region, occupying the
upper reaches of the Samur river as a narrow isthmus, in the region
of the valley of the Kusarchai river sharply expands, and crossing
a number of rivers on the territory under study, closes in the region of the valley of the Gilgilchai river. In the East, south and
west this contour borders on the Kusarchai-Gilgilchaisky, VaraftaBeshbarmagsky and Shakhdag-Tfansky regiOns, respectively. The indices of horizontal dissection vary within 1.0 km/km2 up to 2.0 km/km2 •
The highest index of the horizontal dissection with the magnitude of
2.5 km/km 2 is observed in the region of the Kusarchai river. This
overstated value of the dissection is of local character. The vertical dissection in. the Sudursky region varies over a wide range of
magnitude, i.e. from 200-300 m up to 400 m, at some places (local
sites) the closed contours with somewhat overstated indices are observed, which is of particular importance for the region of the
interfluve of the Samur and Kusarchai rivers. By morphometrical indices which were revealed the Sudursky region, as well as JeiranKechmezsky in the Gobustan correspond to regions with strong relief
dissection.
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The intensive (in accordance with the accepted gradation scalevery strong) dissection is observed in the Shakhdag-Tfansky region.
This region is situated in the upper reaches of the valleys of the
Samur, Kusarchai, Kudialchai rivers. Occupying highland part of the
North-Eastern part of the Great Caucasus, this region is the divide
between the rivers of the Southern and North-Eastern slopes of the
Great Caucasus. The indices of the horizontal dissection vary within
2.5-3.0 km/km2 • There occur small closed contours of horizontal dissection with the indices of 3.5 km/km2; the somewhat high indices
of vertical dissection make us attribute the Shakhdag-Tfansky region
to the one with very strong dissection in intensity. The indices of
vertical dissection here attain the values of 400-500 km/km2 and
higher. The overstatement of the indices of both horizontal and vertical dissection make us attribute the Sumgaitchaisky region of Gobustan to the one with a very strong dissection in intensity. The
indices of vertical dissection here attain the values of 400-500
km/km2 and somewhere higher. The overstatement of the indices both
horizontal and vertical dissection seems to be associated with the
binding of this region with the all-Caucasus uplift which is especially perceptible in the Neogene-Quaternary epoch. According to
accepted gradation scale there is not regions with very strong relief dissection in intensity in the Apsheron Peninsula. Apparently,
this fact can be explained by location of it on the joint of the
Great Caucasus with relatively new meridional superimposed depression of the Caspian sea.
\
It must be noted that in spite of some divergences the regions
which were Singled out have conformed in the whole with tectonic
regionalisation of the territories mentioned above which were
executed earlier. All what was said confirms that the character of
both display and change of the ground dissection process mainly
depend on tectonic movements at the same time being not belittle
climate role nor lithology of all composing rocks.
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Flux de population it la Martinique entre 1975 et 1982 :
analyse des donnees et representation cartographique
M.M. Thomassin , J.-P. Benzecri (Fontenay s/Bois and Paris, F)

1 Introduction: les donnees de flux
CelE etude a ete realisee Ii I'aide du logiciel MacSAIF, cree par J-P. et F.BENZECRI,
logiciel integre d'analyse des donnees, de classification et de cartographie automatiques.
Les donnees traitees dans cet article permettent de construire deux tableaux FLx, afferent
chacun Ii I'un des deux sexes (x=h, ou x=f) . Chacun de ces deux tableaux FLx a 34 lignes, une
par commune , (numerotees de 01 Ii 34) et 39 colonnes fournissant un etat comparatif de la
population aux deux recensements de 1975 et 1982.
Les 34 premieres colonnes, de xOl Ii x34, concernent les sujets recenses deux fois de suite
dans l'iIe : kij(i,xj) est Ie nombre de sujets recenses dans i en 1982 et dans j en 1975; ainsi kij(i,
xi) est Ie nombre des sujets sedentaires,recenses deux fois de suite dans i. La colonne 35,
notee xND, donne, dans la ligne i, Ie nombre des sujets recenses dans i en 1982 et dont la
residerce en 1975 est Non Declaree; la colonne 36, XZZ, denombre les sujets recenses en
1982 at nes apres 1975. Les trois dernieres colonnes. xFm . xEtr, xPop,(37 ,38,39) donnent
respecivement, la population provenant du reste de la France.ceJle provenant de I'etranger, et
la population totale recensee en 1982.
A partir de ce tableau, on construit Ie tableau des bitans des flu x et de leur detail.
1.1 Tableau des bilans des flux
En !ignes : les communes, en colonnes : les flu x.
En vue d'une premiere analyse , on cumule pour chaque commune i tant les flux qu'eJle a
re ~us de I'~e que ceux qu'eJle y a envoyes. On adjoint Ii FLx trois colonnes, xsed (reste), x~e
(venus).fleX (partis), (de rang 40. 41 , 42, crees par Ie calcul explique ci-apres); et I'on conserve
Ie tableau FLxB, dont les 7 colonnes de rang initial: (1,2, 37,38, 40, 41,42) sont:
{xND. xu , xFrn. xEtr. xsed. xile. HeX}
for j:=l to 34 do begin
prti:=O; for ip:= l to 34 do prti := prti+kij(i p,ij;

sedi:= kijli,i);prti:=prti-sedi:

kijli. 401:=sedi:kijli.421:= prti:
veni:=O;fOf ip:= l to 34 do

veni : =veni+kij~,i pl :

veni:=veni-sedi: kij[i ,41 }:::veni;end ;

Le tableau analyse au paragraphe 2, note FLhBfB comport ant 34 lignes et 14 colonnes. est
obten u en ju xtaposant les deux tablea ux FLhB et FLfH .
1.2 Tableau du detail des flux
Revenons au tabl eau de base FLx et considEirons d·abord . plus parti culi arement.le tableau
carre croisantl'ensemble 1= {01 ..... 34} avec I'ensemble des 34 colones {xOl ... . ,x34}. Les termes
diagonaux ,kij(i .ix). mesurant la sedentarite. sont d' un ordre de grandeur superi eur Ii celui des
term es extradiagonaux. qui expriment des flu x proprement dits.
Ces term es diagonaux, en fait. denombrent ensemble des sedentaires vrais, mais aussi des
migrants soit au sein de la commune i. soit au dehors mais revenus en i avant 1982.
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Analyser telle quella cette matrice cam~e (ou les divers tableaux que nous construirons
ensuite en y adjoignant sa transposee, ainsi que diverses colonnes) ne manquerait pas de
produire des facteurs rend ant compte de la relative autarcie d'un fort element diagonal, en
analogie avec Ie cas limite d'un tableau decompose en bloc diagonaux.
Dans la presente etude, compte tenu des grandes differences d'ordre de grandeur entre les
communes, on a preflire modifier les termes diagonaux et recalculer I'element diagonal selon Ie
modele suivant. La population d'une commune i a une certaine tendance p emigrer : de fa~n
precise, vers une conrnune ip de population kiWp , 39] (colonne 39 : xpop, du tableau FLx), elle
tend envoyer p* kiW, 39] immigrants; Ie nombre effectif re cense etant kiWp, i](colonne xi, de
rang i) .
Le coefficient p se calcule d'apres I'e nsemble des communes, autres que i; et I'on en deduit
une migration fictive, nterieure i p*ki[i, 39], qui est prise pour terme diagonal, kij[i, i] de la
mat rice des flux . Ce terme doit etre retranche de celui des sedentaires ; et la difference est
place dans la colonna 39, dont Ie contenu n'est pas utile a la suite et qui represente les
sedentaires vrais. C'est ce que fait I'algorithme qui suit.

a

a

a

ppg : = 0; for i: = 1 1034 do ppg :=ppg +

kij~ .

391;

for i : = 1 to carti to begin
prti : :: 0; for ip : : 1 1034 do prti : :c prti T kiWp, ij;
sedi ; = kij(i,

it prti : :: prti-sedi;

kij[i, ij: = prti • kij{i • 39V ( ppg-kij[i. 39)
kijli. 39): =sedi-kiili. i + 2); end ;

a

a

On a ainsi, pour chacun des deux sexes, un tableau FLxC,
39 colonnes;
FLxC, on
juxtapose Ie transpose du tableau carre (matrice de flux) constitue par ses 34 premieres
colonnes (dont la diagonale a ete dument reduite), les colonnes du transpose etant notees iX;
ainsi kiW, ipX] donne Ie flu x parti de i vers ip. Au total , on a un tableau FLxC O , 73 colonnes;
et, finalement, par juxtaposition des tableaux afferents aux deux sexes, u'n tableau FLhfCO,
(34 X 176), analyse au paragraphe 3.
Toute I'information concernant une meme commune i se lit sur une me me ligne du tableau
construit.

a

2 Analyse prellmlnalre : tableau FLhBIB des bilans des lIux
BlLAN PAR RESIDENCE AU 9/3/82 ET SEXE & RESIDENCE AU 1/1175

trace

rang
lambda

tau x
cumul

6.341e-2
1
2
396
173
6249 2724
6249 8973

3
29
453
9425

4
14
224
9649

5
11
177
9826

6
3
47
9873

7
3
44
9917

27
9944

9
1
19
9963

10
1 0-4
13 0-4
9976 0-4

L'analyse est dominae par les axes 1 et 2, mais las facteurs suivants apportent des nuances
esse ntielles dont rend compte la classification.
La CAH de l'enserTtlle J des modalites agrege d'abord les paires afferentes aux deux sexes,
et c'est pourquoi on utise les notations : &Etr pour {hETR, fEtr), ile& pour {ileH , neF}, etc .. . La
cia sse 25 comprend Ies modalites de sedentarite, de la jeunesse (nas apres 1975), et de
I'emigration interne (ne& = flux sortant de i). La classe 24 comprend les modalites de flu x de
sourre lointaine (ou inooterminee) ; s'y adjoint &TIe : apport migratoire venu de I'ile.
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26
I
I
I

24
--2-2- I

,NO

,t.tr

-

'Frn
, lIe
lIe'

I

-

25

231
'zz - - I

'sed

On deplorera ici de ne pas avoir de bilan complet pour les habitants recenses dans I'ile en
1975, et qui ne s'y trouvent plus en 1982 : suivant les trois postes de decedes, ou partis pour
d'autres lieux en France ou II I'etranger; pour ne rien dire de ceux qui sont passes entre les
deux recensements.
Pour I'ensemble I des 34 communes, on a retenu une partition en six classes. L'arbre des
classes, etiquete d'apres Ie listage iVACORjq, (base sur la partition de J 'en 7 classes).sert de
legende II la carte construite d'apres la partition de I, avec la representation de I et J dans Ie
plan (1, 2) issu de I'analyse factorielie.
On notera que 27 des 34 communes rentrent dans les classes 61 et 62, caracterisees par
una sedentarite plus ou moins forte et par I'absence d'apports exterieurs.
6.ND

MGrtlnique
bllen de. f1UH

exe2

6.Elr

de 1975 8 1985
6.Frn

154

i106.

mml

till
00

axe I

6.sed

[fu

160

~

6.zz

161

§

162

Em

6.ile

c I Partition en

6 classes : Slqles des communes de la classe c

62[ 01 28 30 17 04 33 20 02 03 21 14 26 34 32 24 29 23 sedentaires; sans ext
611
18 27 22 06 15 31 09 07 \ 05 25
- C de G ; sans ext
12 J
12
flux venant de l'11e

541

19
16

11

60 I

08

13

191

flux de provenance NO
tlux venant de France et de l'ttra.nger; flux vers l'11e
10

Flux venant de l' lIe; sans flux vers l' lIe; Jeunesse

:~ -Frn----6~tr-~;I:ed++--~56i":N~~::-n-----.t"'t-=r----:--f6.---------12~119 63
54
I
54 : ttr++ Fro++++ 11, t

60

I
I 19:NO++++++

'11e+++++ ___ 'sed-__ ll'-_'zz+ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____
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Les se~ autres communes, qui beneficient de flux exterieurs import ants, venus de I'ile
ou de I'exterieur, sont toutes situees Ie long de la baie de Fort-de-France
I'exception de
Sainte-Luce, ouverte sur Ie SUd.

a

Martinique
bllon des flUH

de 1975ti 1985

Martinique
bllan de s flu"

de 1975 Ii 1985

Sur la Cil1e ci-dessus, on not era que la cia sse 62, isolee quant aux flux, regroupe les
communes du Nord et du Sud-Est, tandis que la classe 61, dont Ie profil migraloire est
relativement central (ct. plan 1.2), apparait plus dispersee quant II sa regionali sation.
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FLhfCCl: POPULATION PAR RESIDENCE AU 9/3/82 ET SEXE & RESIDENCE AU 1/lns

trace

2.273e-1

rang
lambda

1
558
2454
2454

taux
cumul

3

257
1128
3583

2 28
1005
4587

4
176
775
5362

5
145
639
6001

6

7

97
426
6427

85
376
6803

8
77

340
7142

9
70
309
7451

10
60 e-4
265 e-4
1 1 11 e - 4

3 Analyse prlnclpale : tableau FLhfCCl du detail des flux
On ne peut re sumer sur trois axes la description de 34 communes par 146 variables;
lesquelles donnent, pour chacun des deux sexes, Ie detail des flux entrant et sortant : mais la
parfaite coherence spatiale de la CAH des communes alteste Ie succes de I'analyse. C'est
done celte CAH que nous presentons d'abord, avec une partition des communes en 9 classes,
d'apres laqualle nous etablissons la carte, en anticipant sur la CAH des 146 modalites pour
etiqueter les classes.
I Part ition

c

60 I

9 classes

c ommunes de 1a classe numero c

01 02 0 4 05 06 03
33
32
27

33 I
55 I

581

Nord-Ouest

31
26

29
28

34
07

30
09

541 1918 1617 15
56 1 2122 2023 14 24
111
571
491
I

11
13
08

273+++ 243++ 270 -+-++

Hacouba: Nord
25

Nord - Est

258+++ 259++

Centre-Est

266+ 267.

flux interne

++++++

flux interne
flux interne

Sud-Ouest

256++ 261+++

t lux interne

Sud-Est

274-- 241- 212+

,ttr-,'Frn- ' sed 'zz

fort-de-France
Est
de 1a capitale
Ouest de 1a capitale

12
10

32'.34&

268++++ 21 4+++
'11++++
'11++++++

~~ -~:~~-~;~~=-~~~;;;~~~6"13"61"'4--~5----------F1>0-----55 -r6>062
5a -r5 >0
I
54 =F8>O _ _ 59_ _ F3 <O
56
;;

I
I

-----~6"1---_~~~~----- ~6-------F1<0------

49 _F3>O

I

1~6 0

!II] 33

~ 55
gS8
S4

ITTIJ

ITll]S6
rn2E) 11

B

r;:;:;]

Mar t inique
flUH

entre les recensements
de 1975 G' 1992

S7
49

Comme au paragraphe 2, Ie caractere '&' rappelle la conjonction des deux sexes: &Etr et
&11 designent des flu x venus soit de I'etranger, soit de Fort-de-France.
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Marllnlque
fiUH entre les recensements
de 1975 1l' 1982

a

La men lion 273+++ renvoie la classe j273 de la CAH des rnodalihis; com me cette classe
(ct. intra) contient les modalilas de flu x enlranl et sOrlant ayant pour origine ou pour terme les
communes {OT, 02, 04, 06}, on I'interprete, relativement la classe i60, comme un flux interne;
on devrait dire flu x local, si interviennent des communes limitrophes de la classe atiquetae ...

a
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c I Partition en 18 classes : S iqles des variables de la classe c
1

2 68 1
2141

'N O
01 ,

12,
,1 0

24 8 1
lS91
2691
1
2561
2611

21'

,2 1

22<
'22
,24
11&
19&

20,
24<
&17
1H

2461
2411

,14
.08

'12
.11

2 13 1
2 43 1
2 701

OS&
&06
&03

,01
06,
03 &

2421

34,

32,

2581

,34

2591
2661

,30
, 25

2611
212 1

29'
&31

&21
&29

09 • • tt r

08 • • Frn

'20

<13

13'

,23

23,

&15
&lS

15&
<19

&16

lS&

16&

&05

.01

&02

04 ,

,04

31&

33,

'33

,32
25 ,

30 ,
26&

&26

'28

28 ,

27&
11& ' sed

&zz

~;! _~~~~~~
24 8
189
269
256
261
246
24 1
213
243
270
242
258
259
26 6
26J
212

-

10,
,09

~82

01 &

02&

~81_F2>0 _ _ 290--------=e-=x-=ce=~~~O'1"'S9~----

-

28J _ _ IF3- F8--11
I" 1
1F8++ F5-~

281

-fl--=--- '

----

F2<O

-

284
F3>0
F4 <O
289 _ __ _ _ _ _ _..,..,.,Fl>O
275 I
--,
exceptes 27~3. '"'2"'6""6-----I
1
- -F-4 +++ _ f5--288
1
----r6++++
28-6---1
-r 3, 4++2"'8'01 1
-r5++ -,
I
-F5++ 216
I
-,
F 1>O (- c de ql

On trouve dans les plans (1 . 2) et (1 . 3) une explication partielie de la correspondance entre
classes de I et de J ; mais I'etiquetage en terme de facteurs rappelie que, d'apnis Ie listage
FACOR, las facteurs de rangs superieurs 3, contribuent de fa~on essentielie
definir les
partitions retenues.

a

a

]273
0'0 2 J243
J268

J242

J270
J259

J274

~189
ffigg j24B
J2 56 ]26 1
j269
- ) 272
~
) 2669ffii"
__ j2 67

...

j241
) 246

]258

- - - - - - - - -- - 0'01

Mart iniq ue
fluH entre les recensoments
de 1975 ()o 1982
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The informational-statistical modelling of the space differentiation of morphostructure of the caucasis minor on the
computer
AA Nabiyev (Baku, AZE)

U ~ in g t he l ar ge-s cale morpho~tructural map of the Ca ucasis Mi nor(within the territory of Azerba ij an Republic) compo~ed by N.~h.S hirinov
a nd G.A.Khalil ov (1 980) we defined geome trical ch ar a cteri st ic ~ for 30
t ypes of morpho ~ tructure (the lenth of the bound arie~ contour (L),the
maximal width (W) and the lenth of contour~ (Z), the ~ quare of contours (S) a nd the aver age hight of the relief within the bound ary of
the given c on tour). Then these data we re loaded into the base of da t a
"GEOMOR.DATA" which i s one of the fil es of the da t a bank "GEOBAZ"
worked out by me in the oper a tiona l sys tem of es US 6 .1 version.
For the defining of such informa tiona l- s t a ti s tic a l parameter s as :
1.The m~asure of vi ew unhomoge nity:
hSr,
r' ,

H,
J

=-JZ=-( --:!-,
tOq _::>J ,
'E Si
02. Z Si )

2 .The me a sure of the individua l unhomogenity :
~

,

5,

5,'
ESt'

=-~ ESt" ·eo~
Hmox =t'°3 N ;
DH = HmQx - HI.';,i ;

Hi

3 .The meas ure of the maximal unhomogenity :

4.The measure of unbala nced :

.

5.The me as ure of rela tive unba l a nced:

Hzee=

DH/HJnf3,x ~

6.The av erage arithmeti cal

r

~QV,ct.~ ,=
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:E
N

S,

"

7 .The average sq uare dec lina tion:

DOTK

=

[t. (Si -5CAV.~2)I(N-13 ~

8 .The coefficient var i a tion :

Cv =. DOTI</SaV.o.).
Fortr an'-progr am "INSTAT" compos ed by us and which was loaded into the
package of a pplied progr am "GEOLAN" worked out b y u s ~
C FORTRAN- PROGRH l "INSTAT"
AUTOR A. A.NABIYEV
DIfttENS ION ABSVAR ( 9¢¢) , SVVAR(9¢¢) c
+W(9¢¢),V(9¢¢),TT( 8¢),X( 9¢¢),
+SVVAR ( 9¢¢), AEN(9¢¢),UZUN( 9¢¢)

+NK ( 9¢¢),NN(9¢¢),GRANIA( 9¢¢,l¢~,

+SUl1GR (9¢¢)
DO 44 KK:1, 1
READ(5 2¢)TT
2¢ FOR MAT~80A1)
PRINT 2¢,TT
READ ( 5 ,l·¢ 2 )N
1(ii2 FORMAT(I3)
71 FORMAT(1H ,6¢('-'»
DO 38 I = 1,N
READ 2¢¢,NN(I),NK(I),X(I),AEN(I),
+UZUN(I),\GRANIA(I,J) J =l,l¢)
PRINT 2 ¢¢,NN(I),NK(I~,X (I), AEN (I) r
+UZUN(I),(GRANIA\I,J),J=l,l¢»
38 CONTINID:
2¢¢ FORMAT(I3,I2,F5.1,11F5 .1)
DO 623 I=l,N
SU!~GR( I)=¢.
DO !71 ~= 1,1¢
SUMGR(I)=SUMGR(I)+GRANIA(I,J)
571 CONTINUE
623 CONTINUE
CALL FOR MA(NN, NK ,X, A~N ,UZUN,
+SUMGR ,N)
DO 66 L1!!1 3
IF~L1.EQ .1~GO TO 985
IF L1.EQ . 2 GO TO 986
IF L1.EQ . 3 GO TO 987
986 DO 456 L2= l,N
X(L2) =AEN(L2)
456 CONTINUE
GO TO 985
987 DO 867 L2=1 ,N
X(L2) =UZUN(L2)
867 CONTINUE
985 SYM=¢.
nlIN=X ( 1)
XMAJ( =XMIN
DO 77 I=1,N
IF( X(I). LT.XMIN)XMI N=X (I)
IF( X(I ) .GT.XMAX) XMAX=X (I)

77 CONTINUE
PRINT 88 ,XIHN ,XMAX
88 F ORMAT ~lH ,' fM I N='!
+F1¢. 2, XMAX= ,F1¢. ~ )
DO 4 I =l, N
SYM=SYM+X( I)
4 CONTI NUE
AN=N

SR=S YM/ AN
WRITE( 6 4¢¢) SH1, SR
4¢¢ FORHAT(I SYM= ' ,F11. 2,
+' AV. AR 1FI1ET ICAL=' ,F9. 2)
AVAR =¢.
AKVAR=¢.
AI NF OR=¢.
DO 23 1=1 N
DOLJA=t (I~/SYM
A1NFOR=A INF OR+3 ~ 3222
+ALOG1¢( DOLJA)*DOLJA
ABSVAR (I) =X (I)- SR
AVAR=AVAH +ABSVAR (1)
SHAR ( I) =ABSYAR ( 1)** 2
AKVAR=AKVAR+SVVAH ( I)
23 CONTINUE
A1NFOH=ABS (A1NFOR)
DOTK=SQRT(AKVAR/( AN- l .»
A MAX1N =3 . 3222~A LDU~D( AN)

OT=( AMAX 1N-AINF OR)/
+AMAXIN
HDOLI=AMAXI N- AINFOR
HDELTA=AMAX IN/AI NF OR
WR1TE(6,5¢)HDOL1,HDELTA
5¢ FOR/>lAT( 1H ,'H~OL1 = ' ~
+F1¢. 3 ,HDELTA= ,F1¢. 3)
PRINT 75 , AI NF OR , AftlAX I N,
+OT1 NF
75 FORMAT( 1H " GEN. UNHOH<t.,
+'GENITY HIJ= ' ,Y1¢.4/1H ,
+' !<IAX. UNHONOGEN1TY HM=' I
+Fl¢.4,'RELAT1VE UNHOMO ,
+'GEN1TY HR =' ,F1¢.4)
CV=DOTK/SR
WRITE(6, 24)DOTK,CY
24 FORMAT(lH ,' AY.SQ .DECLI',
+'NAT10N DO=' , 19 . 2 ,'COEF ~.
+'YAR IATION CV =' ,F 9. 2)
END
1371

DATA BASE AND RESULTS
Geo me t r ica l char a cteristic s and informa tiona l-st a ti s ti cal par ametres
computing for following t y pes of morphostructure; 1.Anticlina l chaine s , 2 .Horst-anticlina l cha ines, 3.Anticlina l cha ine s a nd uplands, 4.
Anticlina l a nd gr aben-va lleys and bas ins, 5.Dome uplands, 6.Tectonomagma tic dome upla nds, 7.Hor s t-heterogen chaines, 8.Ha lfrings chains
a nd ridges , 9.Syncliija l bas ins and va lleys, 10.Synclinal superimposed
bas ins a nd va lleys , 11.Grab en-synclina l basins and va lle ys, 12.Graben
- sy nclina l superimposed bas ib s a nd va lley s , 13.Tectono-gravity basins
, 14. Synclina l-plateau a nd upla nd s , 15.Horst-synclina l mounts and upl a nds, 16.Horst- synclinal chain s , 17.Ra lfringe horst-synclina l chains,
18.~~ onocline cha ins a nd rid ges, 19.Block monocline cha ins,20.Rorstmonocline cha ins, 21.Rupture-monocline bas ins and valleys , 22.At rupture bas in s and valleys, 23.At rupture karst and arbitrary basibs,
24.Intrusive chains and ridges, 25.Intrusive massifs and uplands, 26.
Extrusive dome and uplands, 27.Caldera basins, 28.Volcanic high plateu
29.Denud a tion- a ccumulation pedimont inclined arbitrary-deluvium plains
30.Accumula tive inclined alluVia l-arbitrary plains.
Table 1 •
Informa tional- St a tistica l chara cteristics for tY12e s of
morEhostructure Caucas is Minor~accordin g to the distribution of the squares of contours)

N

Smin Smax

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
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Si

Sav. ar

M

Hgen
7

2

3

4

5

6

7
14
4
6
2
4
21
11
4
31
5

95
56
155
155
187
188
170
27
96
240

158
144
469
656
961
11 36
269
516
70
127
1014

52.67
20.57
18.78
32.77
45.76
87. 38
89.50
57 • .55
13 . 90
63.25
48.29

3
7
25
20
21
13
3
9
5
2
21

1.151
2. 7 39
4. 222
3.76 3
3.903
3.442
1.1 27
2 .714
2 .009
0.797
3 .4 48

7

75

37 9

37. 85

10

j6

Hmax

Hrel

8

9

1.585
2.808
4.644
4.222
4. 595
3.701
1.585
5 .170
2 . 322
1.000

Dotk

Cv

10

11

4. 3 9 :~

0.274
0.024
0.091
0.1 30
0.112
0.070
0.289
0.144
0.155
0.20 3
0.215

44.66
7. 28
15.15
35.32
41.03
51. 37
87.56
50.6 5
9.86
46 . 32
67.59

0.85
0.35
0.81
1.08
0.90
0.59
0.98
0.88
0.71
0.7 3
1.40

3 .01 8 "5 . 322

0.092

25.22

0.67

Continua tion of t able 1.
2

3

4

5

10
15
15
25 11. 25
32
0
1298
41.89
14
5
11
152
389 55.57
15
16
4 195 955 ;) 9.79
17
3 315 317 158.75
18
3
77 705 ? 1. 36
21
38 19.00
17
19
20
41 22 0 523 104.&0
21
42 238 21.59
5
26
8
22
70 17 .50
4.00
234
4
4
16
!J 1 10.25
6
24
88 554 25.18
25
5
26
21
62 30.00
41
11
35
27
12 23 .87
28
10 216 238 79. 33
12 728 191 3 1%.68
29
30 5711 5711 5711

6
2
31
7
24
2
35
2
5
l1i
4
1
4
22
2
3
3
14
1.

8

9

0. 991
4.111
2. 396
5 .856
0.066
4 .54 2
1. 055
2.083
3 .286
1.889

1.000
4.955
2.808
4.585
1.000
5.045
1.000
5. 322
3 .460
2.000

0.009
0.170
0.147
0.159
0. 9, 4
0.099
0.055
0.103
0.050
0.056

1.77
60. 37
47 .79
47.14
220.97
19.0
2 .75
70.40
(D0.74
7.65

0.16
1.44
0.86
1.18
1. 39
0.89
0.14
0.67
0.50
0.44

1.904
3 .956
0.921
1.460
0.5 37
2.664

2.000
4.460
1.000
1.586
1.585
3 .808

0.048
0.115
0.079
0.07 9
0.661
0. 300

4.33
23 .41
14.40
11 .45
118. 36
214 .92

0.42
0.93
0.46
0.$48
1.49
1.57

7

10

11

Here "N" -number of t ypes of morphostructure; "M" - quanti ty individual contours of morphostructure.
On the bas is of the c a lcul a ted da t a the graphic of interrela tions a bout
about the hight of the relief has been built. After this the regioning of the inve s tiga ted t erritory was conducted according to the types of interrela tions,which ( a ttra cts) define s the boundarie s of the
morphostructures acc ording to the character of distribution of the
s t a tistical da ta.
Then the dcbminant an d s ubdomina nt t ypes of morphostructures of the
relief were defined and they attracts in them the most char a cteristic
pecularities of the rest type s of morphostructure.
As a re sult of the geographic a l ana ly s is of t he received ma thematic a l
modell ing it has been def ined tha t t he domina nts ( according to the
distribution of the squares of contours) are Synclinal-plateau and
upla nds (N=31 ,Hrel =0. 170,Cv=1.44); ~( o nocline chains and ridges (N= 33 ,
Hrel =0.099, Cv=0.89)i s ubdominan t s are : Anticlinal cha ine s and uplands (N=2',Hrel =0.09 1, Cv =0.81)i Anti clina l a nd gr aben-va lleys a nd bas in s ( N=20 ,Hr el=O.1 3 0,Cv=1.~8) a nd other s . Accor ding to re s ult s of the
re searche s hi s tograms a nd poligo ns of d i stributions of the squares and
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other structural diagrams, structural-analitical maps. maps of unhomogenity of the structure, map of the density of cont ours and various
graf-models of the heighb ourness of the contours were built up.
The ca lcula tional works were conducted at OS of Baku State University
at the compmter of US-1055 type and on the computer IBM PC AT. The
maps were built by means of the graphical system "STORY B","IMAGE 72".

MAP OF TYPE RELIEF OF THE
CAUCASIS MINOR (Within the

m o un tai n

Pic. 1 . Research re g ion in Azerbai j an

i~epublic.

Table 2.
Interva ls data square s types of morpho structure
Intervals height
of relief(metre )

3400
3000
2600
2200
1800
1400
1000
600
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-

3000
2600
2200
1800
1400
1000
600
200

S1

S2

N1

N2

K

2

3

4

5

6

438
1209
2137
3680
6096
8496
11554
19225

6
13
27
58
44
39
33
20

7
24
67

0.88
0.54
0.40
0.28
0.23
0.22
0.24
0.25

438
771
928
154 3
2416
2400
2858
7881

134

186
171
134
19

2

Here i n t 3.ble 2 . S 1 - squcres between of interva ls( km ); 52 - a ccumulation ~quar es ; N1 -quantity t ypes of morphostructure ; N2-quantity
individual contours of morphostructure ; K=N1!N2 -coefficient homogeneous ity .
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Pic. 2 .Hypsographica l curra ture (1) and t he
currature of the distribution of t he
quantity of types of mor pho s tructure
( 2) a nd individua l contours of morphostructure (3 ); 4 - coefficient "K".
With incre ase of the hight of the place thp. co effici en t homo geneousity incre as e .Thechan ge of the quan tity of t ypes of morpho s tructure
and individua l contours of morpho s tru c ture a ccording to the relief is
s i milar to the change of t he square of the hypsometrical level as the
both dat a in the mmddle mountain re c ieve max ima l amount.
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Studien- und Basiskarten fOr raumbezogene Forschungsarbeiten im tibetischen Himalaya.
R. Kostka (Graz, A)

Zusammenfassung
1m Rahmen eines Forschungsschwerpunktes tiber Siedlungsprozesse und
Staatenbildungen im tibetischen Himalaya ist eine Reihe kartographischer Aufgaben zu
los en. Es geht hiebei urn thematische Karten unterschiedlichen Informationsgehaltes in
einem weit gefacherten MaBstabsbereich. Zur Durchfuhrung der raumbezogenen
Forschungsarbeiten werden Studien- (Arbeits-) Karten benotigt, aus denen zu einem
spateren Zeitpunkt Basisinformation fur thematische Karten abgeleitet werden solI.
1m Mustang Distrikt im Norden Nepals stehen fur die kartographische Bearbeitung
Unterlagen wie Kartenblatter, Weltraumbilddaten oder Luftaufnahmen zur Verfugung.
Zwei Beispiele tiber Moglichkeiten und Probleme bei der Kartenherstellung werden
angefuhrt; eine Satellitenbild Studien- (Arbeits-) Karte im MaBstab 1:200000 und eine
Sequenz von Karten- und Satellitenbildausschnitten im MaBstab 1:50 000.
AbschlieBende Bemerkungen tiber die besonderen Anforderungen an die
kartographischen Aktivitaten beenden den Bericht.
Schltisselworter: Thematische Karten, Studien- und Basiskarten,
Tibetischer Himalaya, Mustang Distrikt - Nepal
Summary
In the frame of a research programme on settlement processes and the formation of
states in the Tibetan Himalaya a lot of cartographic tasks have to be solved. The main
tasks in this context are to produce thematic maps with different information content
and in various scales. To carry out the mentioned space related research work special
study (work-) maps are necessary which will be used later on for deriving the base
information for thematic maps.
For this cartographic work, different sources like map sheets, spaceborne images and
aerial photos are available for the Mustang District in Northern Nepal. Two examples
for the possibilities and problems on using this material for map production are
presented. The first one is a satellite image study- (work-) map at a scale of 1:200000.
The second one is a sequence of map- and satellite image sections at a scale of 1:50 000.
Concluding remarks on special demands concerning cartographic activi ties will end the
report.
Keywords: Thematic maps, study- and base maps,
Tibetan Himalaya, Mustang district - Nepal
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1. Ein leitung

1m Jahre 1991 wurde von der Deutschen Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG) die
Einrichtung eines Schwerpunktprogrammes "Siedlungsprozesse und Staatenbildungen
im tibetischen Himalaya" beschlossen. Ziel des Programmes ist die exemplarische
Untersuchung von Be- und Entsiedlungsvorgangen sowie der Entstehung und des
Zerfalles staatlicher Gebilde in von Tibetern auch auBerhalb Tibets bewohnten
Bereichen des Himalaya. Das nur interdisziplinar durchfUhrbare Forschungsprogramm
konzentriert sich in seiner ersten Phase auf die PaB- und Durchgangslandschaft des
Mustang Distriktes im n6rdlichen Nepal und auf das Hochtal des Indus in Ladakh im
n6rdlichsten Indien. Fur die Wahl dieser beiden Untersuchungsgebiete sprechen
insbesondere die bis in priihistorische Zeit zuruckreichende Besiedlung und der uber
Erwarten groBe Reichtum an historisch auswertbaren Quellen. Bei den
durchzufUhrenden Arbeiten handelt es sich aber keineswegs nur urn die Dokumentation
von archaologisch und historisch-geographisch interessanten Objekten, sondern
vielmehr urn die Untersuchung der Entstehung und des Zerfalles von Siedlungen und
staatlichen Gebilden.
Die naturraumlichen Gegebenheiten sind grundle~ende Voraussetzungen fUr die
Existenz von Lebensraum, Siedlung und Staatenblldung und stellen somit einen
wesentlichen Faktor im Forschungsprogramm dar. Die Koordination dieses komplexen
Projektes liegt in den Hiinden des Geographen Prof. Dr. Willibald Haffner, Universitat
GieBen und des Tibetologen Prof. Dr. Dieter Schuh, Universitat Bonn.
Es steht auBer Zweifel, daB zur LOsung des skizzierten Forschungsansatzes eine Reihe
kartographischer Aktivitiiten erforderlich ist. Diese erstrecken sich, ausgehend von der
Erfassung des aktuellen Bestandes des Naturraumes und menschlicher Aktivitaten bis
hin zu regionalen sowie lokalen Entwicklungen, die von der Gegenwart bis in
prahistorische Zeit zuruckreichen.
Die Aufgabenstellung bestimmt die kartographischen Arbeiten, deren Methoden und
Ergebnisse sich projektsbedingt wesentlich von amtlicher Kartographie oder
verlagskartographischer Arbeitsweise unterscheiden.
2. Die Aufgabe der Kartographie im Rahmen dieses Forschungsschwerpunktes
Nicht die Herstellung fliichendeckender topographischer Karten, noch der Aufbau eines
geographischen Informationssystems zur Verwaltung, als Planungsgrundlage usw. bilden
die Zielvorstellung der oben angeprochenen kartographischen Aktivitiiten.
Diese liegt einerseits in der Herstellung von Studienkarten, die fUr die DurchfUhrung
der individuellen Forschungsprojekte, im Feld und im Buro, erforderlich sind;
andererseits in der Herstellung brauchbarer und zweckorientierter Basiskarten, urn die
Forschungsergebnisse in sinnvoller, visuell leicht auffaBbarer kartographischer Form,
also thematischen Karten, wiedergeben zu k6nnen.
Der Terminus Studienkarte wurde gewahlt, urn ihn gegenuber der Arbeitskarte bei
kommerziellen (auch Entwicklungshilfe-) Projekten unterscheiden zu k6nnen, fUr die in
den meisten Fallen andere Voraussetzungen, M6glichkeiten und Zielvorstellungen
bestehen. 1m gegenstiindlichen Fall liegt die Zielsetzung in der kartographischen
Aufbereitung bestehender Unterlagen, wie Karten, Fernerkundungsdaten etc. Mit
diesen sollte m6glichst rationell der Bedarf an raumbezogener Information abgedeckt
werden k6nnen. Mit der Studienkarte wird, auf ganz konkrete Aufgabenstellungen
abgestimmt,
unter
Verwendung der
erwiihnten
Unterlagen
und
von
Feldforschungsergebnissen, eine optimale LOsung angestrebt. Diese liegt,
aufwandsabhiingig, genauigkeitsmiiJ3ig und somit wirtschaftlich vertretbar in der
richtigen Wahl der zur VerfUgung stehenden Basisinformation und einer rationellen
Methode der Kartenherstellung. Betroffen hievon sind somit sowohl die
Datenerfassung, deren Weiterverarbeitung und auch die Darstellung des Ergebnisses. In
Verbindung mit den zur Verfiigung stehenden Unterlagen kann es hiebei zu
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eingeschranktem Informationsgehalt und begrenzter Genauigkeit als auch zu
Unvollstandigkeiten (z.B. bei Verwendung alterer Luftbilder) kommen. 1m Rahmen der
fachspezifischen Bearbeitung im Feld ist darauf Bedacht zu nehmen.
1m Gegensatz zur Studienkarte, die die Grundlage zur Lokalisierung und Bearbeitung
der thematischen Fragestellung im geographischen Raum bilden soli, dient die
Basiskarte zur Darstellung des raumlichen Bezuges des oder der jeweiligen
Kartenthemen. In Abhangigkeit vom behandelten Stoff und vom geforderten MaBstab
werden unterschiedliche Anforderungen an die Basiskarte gestellt. Fiir groBraumige,
grenziiberschreitende Karten bieten sich die Ergebnisse der Fernerkundung aus dem
erdnahen Weltraum an. Vor allem bei punktbezogenen und linienhaften
Darstellungselementen (Ortschaften, Verkehrswege, Grenzverlaufe) erweist sich der
Bildcharakter der Basiskarte von Vorteil. Bei sehr groBmaBstabigen Karten wird man
fiir die Kartenbasis besser eine Strichdarstellung wahlen. Situations- und
Gelandedarstellung haben auf die Anforderungen der thematischen Information
abgestimmt zu werden. Zu beach ten ist besonders, daB bei der Reliefdarstellung durch
Hohenlinien auf die visuelle AuffaBbarkeit des thematischen Sachverhaltes Riicksicht
zu nehmen ist. Die Hohenlinienschar ist so mit strengen GeneralisierungsmaBnahmen zu
unterwerfen und auf Kleinformen ist zu verzichten. Sowohl fiir klein- als auch fiir
groBmaBstabige Basiskarten kann ausgesagt werden, daB das Gewassernetz in der
Gebir/:\sregion eine besondere Rolle spielt. Dies einerseits zur Orientierung, also als
SituatlOnsdarstellungselement,
andererseits
zur Reliefdarstellung,
also
zur
systematischen Gliederung der Gelandeformen. Zu beach ten ist hiebei, daB die
Synthese aus thematischer Information und Basiskarteninhalt ein visuell auffaBbares
Gesamtresultat ergeben muB, bei dem die erstere die dominierende Rolle spielt.
Fiir

die

eingangs angefiihrten raumbezogenen Forschungsarbeiten werden
Grundlagen, sowohl in unterschiedlichen MaBstaben als auch mit
diffenerendem Informationsgehalt gefordert. Die hiebei gestellten Anforderungen
hangen von der jeweils zu bearbeitenden Aufgabenstellung ab und werden rur den
Mustang Distrikt 1m fo lgenden Abschnitt erlautert.
karto~raphische

3. Das Beispiel des Mustang Distriktes in Nepal
Der Mustang Distrikt liegt in der Western Development Region Nepals, am Oberlauf
des Kali-Gandaki Flusses. Nordlich der Hauptkette des Himalaya mit ~napurna und
Dhaulagiri gelegen, umfaBt dieses aride Gebiet ein Areal von ca. 3600 km (Fig. 1). Der
Distriktshauptort ist Jomsom in einer Hohe von 2.800 Metern, mit Verwaltungszentren
und einem Flugplatz, der die einzige schnelle Verbindung des Distriktes zur AuBenwelt
ermoglicht. Historisch gesehen von groBerer Bedeutung ist aber Lomanthang, der Sitz
der Herrscher des ehemaligen Konigreiches von Mustang.
Zur Durchfiihrung des umfangreichen Forschungsprogrammes in diesem Distrikt
Nordnepals an der tibetischen Grenze sind sowohl Studien- als auch in weiterer Folge
Basiskarten in einer MaBstabsreihe von 1:200000 iiber 1:50 000 und 1:10 000 bis zu
1:2500 / 1:1000 oder sogar 1:500 erforderlich. Der Informationsgehalt dieser
Kartenblatter richtet sich nach dem jeweiligen Thema.
Die Erkundung der vorhandenen und erhaltlichen Unterla~en und deren Beschaffung
stellt bei der Herstellung der angefiihrten Studien- und Bas1skarten einen wesentlichen
Schritt im kartographischen ProzeB dar.
1m Faile des Mustang Distriktes waren dies:
Karten:
• Ubersichtskarten von Nepal und des Mustang Distriktes,
die Blatter der One inch Karte Nepals (siehe auch Fig. 1) 1:50000,
• die Blatter der Landutilization Karte (siehe auch Fig. 1) 1:50000,
verschiedene thematische Karten (Geologie, Vegetation);
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Weltraumbilddaten:
• NASA-LANDSAT MSS Image E-2790-04003-7, March 22,1977,
• PRIRODA - KATE 200,3 spectral bands, October 13, 1981,
• SPOTZ - XS Diapositiv, multispectral, Scene 220-292, May 10, 1990;
Luftaufnahmen:
• Hasselblad Vertikal- und Schragaufnahmen aus einer Pilatus Porter, November 1984,
• Hasselblad Schragaufnahmen aus einem Bell-Helicopter, October 31,1991.
71C/3

620/15

71D/1

MUSTANG DIST le T- NEPAL
o

62P/1O

S

II

IS

62P/14

Fig. 1: Der Mustang Distrikt im Norden Nepals am Oberlauf des Kali-Gandaki
Flusses. Die Blatteinteilung der One inch Karte und der Landutilization Karte
Nepals ist der Kartenskizze iiberlagert.
The Mustang district in Northern Nepal in the upper reaches of the KaliGandaki river. The organization of the sheets of the one inch map and the land
utilization map of Nepal overlies the sketch map.
Fiir groBmaJ3stabige Karten von Detailbereichen wurden zusatzlich im Feld geodatische
Messungen, terrestrisch photogramrnetrische Aufnahmen und
Erhebungen
(Katasterkarten, Besitzerverzeichnisse) durchgefuhrt.
Lediglich auf 2 Beispiele von Studienkarten wird etwas naher eingegangen.
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Die Satellitenbild Studien- (Arbeits-) Karte des ganzen Mustang Distriktes ist eine
kombinierte Bildstrichkarte im Ma13stab 1:200000. Der Informationsgehalt der Karte
(Fig. 2)

Fig. 2: Satellitenbild Studien- (Arbeits-) Karte des Mustang Distriktes (Ausschnitt) im
MaBstab 1:200000.
Satellite image study (work-) map of the Mustang district, sectio n at the scale of
1:200000.
beschrankt sich auf die gerasterte Bildinformation der LANDSAT - Szene aus dem
Jahre 1977 in Schwarzweill. Diese liefert die Gelandedarstellung, die durch das
Gewassernetz in Strichmanier gegliedert wird. Ferner sind an Situationsdetails neben
den Fliissen noch die Distriktsgrenze und ei nige Orte ei ngetragen. Hinzu kommen das
Netz der geographischen Koordinaten und einige Namen zur Orientierung. Die
Erarbeitung des weiteren topographischen und thematischen Informationsgehaltes ist
Aufgabe der weiterfiihrenden Forschungsarbeiten und nicht mehr das Ziel der
Studienkartenherstellung.
Das zweite Beisriel betrifft die Studienkarte Research Area Kali Gandaki - Muktinath
Valley 1:50000 1m siidlichen Teil des Mustang Dist riktes. An Hand einer Sequenz von
Kartenausschnitten (Fig. 3 bis 6) wird di eses diskutiert.
Der erwahnte Forschungsbereich ist auf den Blattern No. 62P /9 und No. 62P /13 der
One inch Karte Nepals dargestellt. Diese Blatter sind lediglich als einfarbige Pausen
erhaltlich (Fig. 3), deren Lesbarkeit so schlecht ist, da13 sie weder als Studien- noch als
Basiskarten in unveranderter Form Verwendung finden k6nnen.
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Fig. 3: Der Forschungsbereich Kali-Gandaki - Muktinath Valley 1:50000 auf den
Bliittern der One inch Karte Nepals (Ausschnittskopie).
The research area Kali-Gandaki - Muktinath Valley, 1:50 ODD, in the sheets of
the one inch map of Nepal (copy of a section).
Diese Unterlagen dienten aber zur Ableitung einer Studienkarte, deren
Situationsinformation das Gewiissernetz sowie einige aus der One inch Karte zu
entnehmende Einzelheiten darstellen. Siedlungen und Landnutzung konnten nur sehr
unsicher und unvollstiindig angegeben werden. Die Geliindedarstellung erfolgte durch
Hohenlini~n in einem metrischen System, das aus der One inch Karte abgeleitet worden
war. Ihre Aquidistanz wurde mit 100 Metern gewiihlt und gegenuber der One inch Karte
wurde eine vereinfachende Generalisierung durchgefuhrt, also Kleinformen
unterdruckt, urn die Karte in Verbindung mit thematischer Information leicht auffaJ3bar
gestalten zu konnen (Fig. 4). Die Lokalisierung thematischer Erhebung ist mit dieser
geometrischen Grundlage schwierig, da das Gewiissernetz, von der One inch Karte
abgeleitet, zu wenig mark ante Details wiedergibt und die Feldflur in ihrer aktuellen,
tatsiichlichen Ausdehnung nicht dargestellt werden kann.
Eine weitere Moglichkeit, eine Arbeitsgrundlage im MaBstab 1:50000 herzustellen, liegt
in hochauflosenden Fernerkundungsdaten aus dem erdnahen Weltraum. Figur 5 zeigt
eine AusschnittsvergroBerung der SPOT-Szene vom 10. Mai 1990. Die FluBliiufe, so z.B.
der des Kali Gandaki in seinem schuttgefullten FluBbett oder die landwirtschaftlich
genutzten Fliichen sind detailreich wiedergegeben. Das Bild als solches beinhaltet aber
eine derartige Fulle unterschiedlicher Bildelemente und weist eine Dichte auf, daB es
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sich als Studienkarte nur schlecht und als Basiskarte uberhaupt nicht eignet. Die
thematische Information, etwa Verkehrswege, die Lage von K10stern oder Hohlen usw.
wiiren in Kombination mit dem vorliegenden Bild visuell nur mehr schwer oder nicht
mehr auffal3bar.

Fig. 4: Studienkarte, aus
(Ausschnittskopie ).

den

Bliittern

der

One

inch

Karte

abgeleitet

Study map, derived from the sheets of the one inch map (copy of a section).
Die Bildextraktion der gewiinschten Situationsinformation, wie detailliertes
Gewiissernetz, Anbaufliichen, Wege - auch wenn sie nicht vollstiindig identifiziert
werden konnen, stellt aber eine wertvolle, raumbezogene topographische
Grundlageninformation dar. Diese kann mit den aus der One inch Karte abgeleiteten
Darstellungselementen in Verbindung gebracht werden und so zu einer sehr
brauchbaren Studienkarte fiihren (Fig. 6). Einerseits wird hiedurch die Lokalisierung
the mati scher Elemente erleichtert und andererseits ermoglicht sie in weiterer Foige als
Basiskarte, auch mit fliichenhaften Darstellungselementen ein visuell leicht auffal3bares
Ergebnis.
4. AbschlieBende Bemerkungen
Die kartographischen Arbeiten, deren Ergebnisse erst nach Abschlul3 der
fachspezifischen Forschungsprojekte vollstiindig vorliegen konnen, sind noch lange nicht
abgeschlossen. Lediglich einige gro13mal3stiibige Karten, wie die Kartierung des
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Ortskernes von Kagbeni oder die Landnulzungsdarslellung sowie die morphologische
Karle dieser Bewiisserungsoase liegen VOL

Fig. 5: Schwarzweillausschnittsverwof3erung der SPOT-Szene vom 10. Mai 1990. Der
Kali-Gandaki Fluf3 ist detallreich wiedergegeben.
Black and white enlargement of a section of the SPOT-Scene from May 10,
1990. The Kali-Gandaki river is represented in all details.
Vergieichsmoglichkeiten zwischen den einzelnen Kartenbliittern, die in Form von
Strich- oder kombinierten Bild-Strich-Karten in unterschiedlichen Maf3stiiben
hergestellt werden, miissen gefordert werden. Aus diesen Griinden wurde der Lage- und
Hohenbezug der einzelnen Operate einheitlich, kartometrisch auf die Angaben der
Bliitter der One inch Karte bezo~en. Es erfolgte eine Umrechnung der Koordinatenund Hohenwerte in das metnsche Maf3system. Zur Beziehung der einzelnen
Kartenbliitter zueinander sind in diesen die korrespondierenden Netze der
geographischen und/oder geodiitischen Koordinaten eingetragen. AIle Hohen beziehen
sich einheitlich auf die Hohenangaben der One inch Karte.
Als Teilprojekt des raumbezogenen Forschungsprogrammes hat die Kartographie die
konkreten Aufgabenstellungen der einzelnen Fachexperten, riiurnlich und zeitlich
begrenzt, zu unterstiitzen. Hiebei muf3 das jeweilige Forschungsziel moglichst rationell
verfolgt werden. Dies bedeutet, daf3 die Arbeitsweise okonomisch aber nicht mit
kommerzieller Zielsetzung durchzufiihren is!. Die Methodik hat sich somit der
Thematik, als auch den vielfiiltigen, oft schwer abschiitzbaren Nebenbedingungen
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unterzuordne n; sie nimmt auf keinc n Fall di e dOllliniere nd e Ste llung, wie be i der
kommerziellcn Produktion, im Aufgabenbere ich de r Vc rwa ltung oder bei
grof3angelegten Fo rschungvorhaben mit technisch-naturwi sse nschaftli cher Zielsetzung
ein. Die LOsungsa nsatze zur Bewaltigung der kartographischen Aufgaben in dieser
entlegenen, schwer zuganglichen Hochgebirgsregion entsprechen daher vielfach nicht
den weltweit publizierten Lehrmeinungen und Kongref3berichten, sondern sollten als
individuelle Sonderlosungen aufgefaf3t werden.

Fig. 6: Studienkarte Kali-Gandaki - Muktinath Valley. Die Kombination der
topographischen Grundlageninformation aus der One inch Karte und der
SPOT-Satellitenaufnahme stellt eine brauchbare Arbeitsgrundlage dar
(Ausschni tt).
Study map Kali-Gandaki - Muktinath Valley. The topographic source
information of the one inch map combined with the SPOT-satellite image
represents a useable basis for the research work (section).
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Compilation of yadong-golmud geoscience transect of Qinghai-Tibet in China
L. Xie (Beijing, RC)

1. Introduction:

The programme for Global Geoscience Transect (GGT) made by International Lithosphere
Commission was initiated in early 1980s, in it 175 transects are involved. As a new
representation and a new task, our government have paid great attention to it. According
to the programme of GGT, we have planned and compiled ten transects in China. The
Y ADONG-GOLMUD-EJINQI transect is one of them. The work of the transect was
officially assigned by

the

National

Natural Science Foundation and the Ministry of

Geology and Mineral Resources in 1987. We began the south section (Y ADONGGOLMUD) in 1987 and finished in 1991. And it was published with number GGT3
in English by the International Lithosphere Commission in 1991. The coming work is to
extend the transect northwards so that it links up the two transections of MongoliaSiberia and India. By so doing, the longest Global Geoscience Transect which passes
through the Eurasia Continent from north to south will be formed . This will be important
for studying the relationship between the India Plate and the Europe and Asia Plate,
establishing the model of lithosphere dynamics.
2. The location of the transect of Yadong-Golmud:
The transect begins from border city, Yadong in Tibet, extends northeast 28° passing
Lhasa City, Amdo County, Tanggula Pass, Tuotuo River and Kunlun Pass, and ends at
the City of Golmud, each map being 1387 km long, 100 km wide and passing through
the Qinghai-Tibet Plateau from north to south.
3. Subject Facets of YADONG-GOLMUD TRANSECT (see Figure 1.):
It contains several different maps, each one shows different contents and all ava ilable
data of the geology, tectonics, geophysics, petrology, petrophysics, geochemistry, and
geodesy, etc. It reveals the relationship of these geoscientific branches.
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Figure 1. Layout of YAOONG-GOLMUD TRANSECT display
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(a) Index Map (1):
This map gives the location of ten Geoscience Transect in

China,

and shows the

background of major tectonic units. In this map the Transect of Yadong-Golmud uses the
red line to show the transect line.
(b) Index Map (2):
The function of this map is to reveal the location of Yadong-Golmud transect (QinghaiTibet Plateau) and the main tectonic units inside this transect, the relative to Terranes.
We use different colors to represent the ages of different tectonic units.
(c) Geological Strip Map ( scale 1:1,000,000 ):
It

shows

the actual data of geology, tectonic,

magmatic

rock,

metamorphic rock,

palaeomagnetism, earthquake, etc. It also shows the boundary, the distribution and the
relation of terrains. We also represent the transect line in black thick line.
(d) Gravity Map ( scale 1:1,000,000 ):
It shows the Bouguer anomalies on the land, the earthquakes at the deep source and
shallow source of more then 5 magnitude, and the data of heat flow.
(e) Magnetic Map (scale 1:1,000,000 ):
It shows the magnetic anomalies.

(f) Map of Apparent Polar Wandering Path (APWP):
It shows the APWPs for Gyangze Terrane, Lhasa Terrane, Qiangtang and Bayanhar
Terrane, South Kunlun and North Kunlun Terrane.
(g) Factual Cross-Section (scale 1:1,000,000):
It contains geological, geophysical and geochemical data.
(h) Geophysical Interpretations (scale 1:1,000,000):
It shows the velocity/depth, density, conductivity diagrams and the Moho depth.

(i) Interpretative Cross-Section ( scale 1:1,000,000 ):
It shows how the crust in the region of Qinghai-Tibet Plateau has evolved.

U) Time-Space Flow-Chart:
The purpose of the compilation is for conveying the concept of crustal evolution. In this
diagram the vertical coordinate = time, the horizontal coordinate = distance along the
transect.
(k) The Geodynamic Model of the Qinghai-Tibet Plateau:
It shows the structural formula of tectonics and the course of evolution in the Plateau of
Qinghai-Tibet.
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(I) The Tectonic Evolution Map of the Qinghai-Tibet Plateau: It shows the relation of

terrains of the split and

the

putting

up, also the location and the evolution of

palaeogeography in the historical stages.
(m) The Legend and the Concise explanation.
4. Map Bases:
According to the GUIDELINES FOR THE GLOBAL GEOSCIENCE TRANSECTS
PROJECT, all maps above are displayed in two forms. One is plane, the other is vertical
curved surface. So we have compiled two bases.

1. The Plane one:
This is the GEOGRAPHIC MAP BASES. We have compiles these for the map of (c) (d)
(e), in other words all these maps of (c) (d) (e)
geography. It

is

important

to

compile

a

have

used the same map base of

good geographic map base. Because its

precision and quality will influence the precision and the quality of the map (c) (d) (e),
we compiled a high precision and quality geographic strip map base with 1378 km long 100
km width.
A) The Projectioll of the Geographic Strip Map Base:
It adopts the conical equal-angle projection with two standard parallels (Central Meridian

= 92°E, Tangent Parallels = 2T30'N and 35°N). The density of geographic coordinate is 1°
X 1°. The key factors for using this projection are the scale of the map, characteristics of
the region, the requirements of the precision and the quality, the requirement of the
deformation of geological elements, and the precision of putting together the north part
and the south part, etc.
According to the requirement of Guidelines of GGT, the EAST and NORTH are shown
on the LEFT. It does not tally with the Chinese tradition. For interpreting the drawing
easily, we have marked the longitude and latitude and the direction.
B) The Principle of Choosing th e Geographic Elements and the R epreselltations:

(a) The Material of the Geographic Map Bases:
The bas ic and supplemental material we used is the newest one which has high precision,
high quality. Some materials are up to the end of 1990.
(b) The Principle of Choosing the Geographic Elements and the Representations:
According

to

the Guidelines of GGT and

the

geographic characteristics of the

Qinghai-Tibet Plateau region and the requirements of the geology, the geographic
base shows the longitudes, latitudes, settlements, traffic, water systems, mountains and
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place names, etc.
-- Geographic Coordinates: We have chosen Geographic Coordinates at every longitude
and latitude, and numbered around the margins.
-- Water Systems: It is the important element for the geographic base. So we have chosen
the major rivers and lakes and also their names which are marked along its main direction.
Water systems are classified by the size of the italic type,
-- The settlements: It is also the important element on the geographic map base. We
have chosen the main cities, counties and some small settlements which are needed for
the geological contents. And we also classified them by the size of symbols and characters.
-- The traffic: The geographic base shows the major railways and the major highways.
-- The Passes, Mounts and the Mountains: The map shows the main passes, main mounts
and main mountains, marks them with different symbols and characters. The mountains'
names are marked along their main directions.
II. The Curved Bases:
It is a new form for showing section bases of (g) (h) (i). The vertical scale is from +20
km to -100 km. The zero line is an arc with the radius of 6371 km.
For transforming the plane sections to the curved ones easily, we have compiled other
curved bases with 2 X 2 mm nets. That is important for the precision of the cross-section.
5. The Language of the transect:
We provide the transect text in English. The interpreting principle of place names
at this transect will be explained as below:
a) The Title:
We have interpreted the title of the transect into English. The Chinese place names are
written in the Chinese phonetic alphabets but for some names traditional spelling are kept.
For example, Xizang is still Tibet.
b) Geographic Names:
All the names of geography on the transect in China, including the names of geography
in the specialistic and in the explanation names have been in principle interpreted into
the Chinese phonetic alphabets according to the sound. The common names have been
interpreted into English according to their meanings. Overseas names of geography, are
marked referring to the edition of English maps.
c) The explanations:
All the explanations including the legends, have been interpreted into English.
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6. The Representations and Design principles:
A) The Representations and the Mapping Characters:

a) The plane strip map is combined with the curved cross-section on the same transect.
It is a new representation and a new form. It shows not only the distribution over the area,
but also the vertical structures as well.
b) The Structure of the Transect:
The size of the transect is 120 X 160 cm. All the maps and the cross-section are stacked
vertically in the area. Figure (1) gives the layout of the transection of Yadong-Golmud.
c) The colors:
For the different kinds of maps or cross-sections on the transect we have designed different
colors to match them, for example:

* The Geological Map:
The colors denote ages of rock units, according the General Legend of the Geological
World Atlas:
-Quaternary: pale beige;
-Tertiary: yellow;
-Neogene: pale yellow;
-Paleogene: yellow-brown;
-Mesozoic: blue;
-Cretaceous: green;

-J urassic: blue;
-Triassic: red-purple;
-Paleozoic brown-gray;
-Permian: red-brown;
-Carboniferous: gray;
-Devonian: brown;
-Silurian: pale green;
-Ordovician: dark green;
-Cambrian: gray;
The colors of Precambrian Time: (1) Proterozoic: Late olive

gray green; Middle orange;

Early red; (2) Archean: Late mauve; Middle-Early purple;
Magmatic rocks are distinguished by overprinted patterns on the basic chronologic colors.
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* The Gravity and the Magnetic maps:
The color charts range from purple, red, yellow, green to dark blue showing the high
positive to the strong negative values.

* The Time-Space Diagram and the Interpretatic Cross-Section:
The colors used shows the inferred tectonic setting within which that unit formed. For
reduce the production costs we have used the geological colors as possible as could.
• Symbols:
Spots, lines, geometric symbols are used to show the different elements, for example, the
igneous rock types are designated by patterns. Active volcanoes, Earthquakes use the spot
symbol. The different tectonic boundaries and their types and ages use different size
lines ornamented with some different symbols.
• Adopted Advanced Techniques:
The advanced techniques of electronic color scanner have been adopted.
B) The Design Principles:
The design of representations is actually the design of the language of maps. It is one
of the most important links of compiling a good map, especially the GGT. If you are
a good designer you must master the GUIDELINES FOR THE GLOBAL GEOSCIENCE
TRANSECTS PROJECT, and apply it flexibly in accordance with the characteristics of
the transect, and be good at application of comprehensive

knowledge of geoscience,

geography, colors, symbols, aesthetics, etc. as well. The following is the main principle
of designing the transect of Yadong-Golmud.
a)

We

must

follow

the GUIDELINE

FOR

THE

GLOBAL

GEOSCIENCE

TRANSECTS PROJECT, but not be limited by it. To have a common format is an
important principle for compiling the transect so that the cross-section of the earth' crust
in different parts of the world can set up a common language and be compared. but the
earth is so large and the structure of the crust is so complicated and varied that
the common format can not include all. And sometimes the common principles can not
suit all parts of the world. So we must follow the common format in principle, but it is
also necessary to perfect and develop the common format itself. Only thus the guideline
would have the vitality. During the process of designing the transect of Yadong-Golmud,
because of mastering this principle
good effect.
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~ell,

the transect of Yadong-Golmud has gained a

b) Embodiment of Characteristics, Unity and Coordination:
It must be regarded as one of important links of designing the transect, because it is the

one of the marks of the level of scientific and cartographic development. The transect of
Yadong-Golmud consists of some different maps and cross-sections which have different
characteristics, it must be embodied. Besides, a close attention should be paid to the unity
and the coordination as well. Its goal is for making the transect become an whole
organic body. So whenever we design the colors,

symbols, characters we must put

both the characteristics and the unifying and coordinating into consideration.
c)The design of Legends:
The design of the legends includes the symbolization, colors and the characters and it
has been provided in the Guideline of GGT. But we still need to classify the types and
grades

of all

the

symbolizations.

Then

we

must

pay

attention

to

the

standardization and the systematization.
d)The Economic Ideas:
We

must pay a great attention to the reducing production

costs,

especially

in the

developing country. For example, reduce the numbers of color,simplify the working
process, adopt advanced techni'lues, etc.
7. The Conclusion:
I will in conclusion say a few words about compiling and publishing the GGT.a)lt is
important to digitize the Yadong-Golmud transect and the coming transect of GolmudEjinqi. On one hand the whole transect of Yadong-Golmud-Ejinqi should turn into the
advanced electronic transect so that it can be exchanged and used by different
countries {f they need; On the other hand, when the transect turns into digitization it
can be kept for long time and used repeatedly and modified easily, and the newest data
can be added timely, etc.
b)The Cooperation of Experts:
The harmonious cooperation of experts of geology, geophysics and geochemistry with the
experts of cartography will make the transects a success. Because the level of a transect
not only depends on the level of study in the geology, the geophysics and th e
geochemistry but on the level of map designs such as of map bases, cartographic
processes, the use of colors, symbols, representations and so on. Of course the experts
of geology, geophysics and geochemistry pay the most important role for a transect.
But if a n expert of cartography ca n work on a transect's compilation and publication
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from the beginning to the end and learn some knowledge of geology, geophysics and
geochemistry, he or she will work with the concept of the whole process of compiling and
publishing the transect, and will hold every key link to improve the quality of map products
and reduce the costs. What is more, if a cartographer is good at artistry, he or she can
make transect perfect.
Reference: GUIDELINES FOR THE GLOBAL GEOSCIENCE TRANSECTS PROJECT
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New contents of urban land use mapping
L. Yaolin, L. Yanfang (Wuhan, RC)

INTRODUCTION
Urban land use mapping is based on

the

inverstigation

of current

land use state. Formerly, the investigating objects and mapping contents
are mainly functions of land use. As for other information such

as

the

rationality of land use, we cann't get directly from the land use map.
But this information whether land use

reasonable

or

not

as

well

as

specific problems in land use is very important for urban planning. It is
the basis not only for urbah planning, especially rebuilding planning in
old proper of the city and anti-disaster planning, but
land management, especially economic management

also

for

urban

of urban land. So

the

land use map should reflect the results of assessment on rationality

of

land use.
Based on

this

idea, the

national

standards

of

urban

classification for investigation and mapping of land use is

land use
worked out

recently. The urban land is classified into 10 main categor ies, 47 medium
categories and 73 sub-categories in terms of its function and rationality.
In the paper, we discuss the investigation and mapping of urban land use
based on this classification standard, taking Wuhan City as study
and

in the procedure

of the investigation and mapping, remote

area,
sensing

and computer techniques can play an active role, see Fig. !.
The stress of the paper is put on data

processin~

especially data

quantifying and comprehensive assessment for sub-classification of urban
land use, mainly including residential area, industrial area and commercial area.
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DATA ACQUISITION
We apply aerophoto

intepretation

(1:

8000, infrared I: B!W, 1991)

combined with field surrey to e1assification at the first level, i. e. 10
categoris,

according to

the

function

of

land use.

And with

the

aerophotographs and some existing maps, such as topographic map combined
with field survey, we

collect a lot

of data

for

sub-classification,

such as building structure, building density and road system.
SUB-CLASSIFICATION OF RESIDENTIAL AREA
The

basis for

sub-classification

is rationality of land use. The

rationalily of residential area depends on the

quality of

residential

environment, which consists of physical and social aspects, see Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2
Before using mathematical models to make assessment, we must decide
the size of evaluating unit and finish data quantifying according to the
purpose, geographic characters and data features.
Considering the implementation of the urban land use planning and
management,
the evaluating units should be coincident with the
administrative divisions and under the control of main road networks.
Data quantifying is done one by one for each of the major factors
such as building structure within each unit . The main principles of data
quantifying for major factors are discussed as follows:
a) For area elements such as building structure,
building density,
and coverage of green land etc.
BUILDING STRUCTURE
In terms of data obtained from aerophoto interpretation combined with
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field

survey, we

classified

a) Steel and brick-concrete

the whole building area into 3 categories:
structure;

b) Senior brick-wood

structure;

c) Lower brick-wood and wood structure, which have different anti - seism
and fire - resistant properties . Based on this, we classify the units into
8 grades according to the percentages of these three

structures within

the un i t. For each grade, we give the corr es pond ing s cor e, higher

gr ade

has higher score, see Fig. 3.

Grade 1

Structure A

Structure B Structure C

(percen tage)

(percentage)

above 60
above 50

Grade 2

Score

(percentage)
below 10

8

below 10

7

Grade 3

10 ~

26

6

Grade 4

10 ~

40

6

40 ~

60

4

40 ~

60

3

60 ~

90

2

Grade 6
Grade 6

above 30
above 30

Grade 7
Grade 8

above 90

1

Fig. 3
BUILDING DENSITY AND RATE OF GREEN COVER
With the aerophotographs, we identify
green land, and calculate the percentage

the
of

areas

within each unit by using grid method, as shown in
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of

building and

building

and

green

land

the following :

Area of Building within the Unit
Building Density

Rate Of Green Cover =

Area of the Unit
Area of Green Land within the Unit
Area of the Unit

Scores for each unit are directly proportional to the rate

of

green

cover but inversely proportional to the building density.
b) For linear elements such as road system, water supply

system and

power supply system.
We can use road density to describe the accessibility of
measure the total length of primary and secondary

roads

roads .

or

We

roads with

public traffic service which encircle the unit, and the area of the unit,
then use the ratio of length to area (m/m 9 ) to describe.
In the same way, we can use the densities of water supply network and
power supply network to describe the completion of municipal works .
c) For point elements distributed in the unit such as primary

school

and hospitals.
We can simply count the numbers of the primary schools and hospitals
within the unit and use the ratio of the numbers to the
unit to describe the convenience of public services .
And we also can use the index of service coverage

to

areas

describe,

which the influences of the size and function of these elements
cons ider ed.
d) For point elements mainly distributed outside

the

of

unit

the
in

can

be

such

as

commercial centres and fire control facilities.
We use

the short distance

between the points and the centre of

unit or the average distance from the points to the centre of
to describe.

the

the
unit
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For all these scores, we should calculate them into the range from

0

to 1 (standardization) . After this, we use Fuzzy Comprehensive Judgement
to make assessment on all above factores aided by computer and

get

the

results of assessment on the rationality of residential areas. In

terms

of the results, we classify the residential areas into 4 grades ,

which

are the main contents of land use map, see Fig. 4. In the map,

the

grade should be stressed on, because it points

problems

out

a

lot

of

4th

which should be solved in the planning.
Classification of Residential Area
Publ ic services fu II y equ ipped, good environment, I
Grade 1

less than 3 storey, high quality etc .
Public

services

fa ir Iy

I

equipped, fairly good

Grade 2
environment, predominently medium-high building
mediocre public service and environment, mixed
Grade 3
with some industr ial use
simple and crude houses, more problems in var i ed
Grade 4
aspects .
Fig. 4
SUB-CLASSIFICATION FOR INDUSTRIAL AREA
The

basis

for

sub- classification

if

industrial

rationality of industrial use of land. It depends on

the

area
varied

is

the

aspests

of industrial environment, see Fig. 6.
At frist, the industrial area can be classified
according

to polluting
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3 categories,

effects of industries, 1. e., industry

pollution, industry with some
poll uti on.

into

pollution,

and

industry

with

with

no

serious

Under each of these 3 categories, we can use other
traffic conditions

and green

land for

protection

indexes

such

to make

as

further

cl ass if i cat ion.

[ Ground Base
Physical Conditions [ ~~~~rgrOUnd Water

Traffic Conditions
Environment for

[ External Traffic
[ I~ner Road system

Power Condition

Industrial production
Water Supply and Drainage Works
[ Building Quality
Industrial Construction [ ~~~~ding Density
[ Pollution
Environmental Sanitaiton [ ~~~~n Protection
Fig. 6
Like sub-clsaaification of residential areas, further

classification

for industrial areas should be based on data quantifying and data
comprehensive assessment. The methods for these procedures are the same
as those in the sub-classification of residential areas. In terms of the
results of assessment on the environmental quality of industrial
production, which mainly depend on green land and traffic conditions
besides polluting effects, we classify the industrial areas under each
of 3 categor ies (at second level) into 3 sub-categor ies.
SUB-CLASSIFICATION FOR COMMERCIAL AREA
The basis for sub - chassification of commercial areas is the rationality of commercial use of land. It depends on varied aspects of commercial
1401

environment, see Fig. 6.

Commercial Function
municipal
district

Commercial Grade

r

sub - distr ict

Commercial Env.
Accessibility
Commercial Density
Level of Commercial
Service

Storey of Commercial Building

t

~~~.~cture of Commercial Building

Fig. 6
The procedure and methods for further

classification

of

areas are the same as those discussed above .
Based on the results of assessment of the rationality, we

commercial
classify

the commercial areas into 4 categories.
CONCLUSIONS
1. From the point of practice and multi-purpose, the Map of Land use
should represent the results of assessment on the
uses .
2. In land use mapping, remote sensing and

rationality of

computer

land

techniques can

play an active role, especially in data collection and data processing.
3. In the comprehensive

assessment

on

r ationality

quantita t ively, instead of only using qualitative method.
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are considered

The compilation and drawing of land resources map on the
scale of 1:1,000,000 of China
H. Wang (Changchun, RC)

Land resources is a kind of primary and important resources for
farming. forestry. and husbandry. However. it is a r ea- limited and irreplaceabl e. Therefore the study and e valuation of land resources was
noted in a ncient times.Por an example. there was the written record
that land was divided into three classes according to the so il quality differences two thousand years ago in China. Prom late 1970s the
assessment of land resources was conducted around the world for the
reasonabl e utili zation and protection of land resources. Land resources map or land evaluation map .as a tool or an end res ult of study
and evaluation of land resources. has been widely accepted. and played
the significant role. Prom 1979.more than 200 scientists from 43 institutions allover the country.organized by the Commission for Inte grated Survey of Natura l Resources . began the research of ten years
and finally compiled the 1:1.000.000 land resources map of China.The
research project was one of sub-projects of Science Development Programme of China.
1:1.000.000 land resources map is comprised of 60 s heets of map.
Each map was s uppl emented a technique manual a nd 25 tables on land
resources and limitation factors which were in the statistic unit of
province (region) or land capacity region.The project was a great.complicated a nd highly comprehensive mapping engineering.The purpose is
to di sp lay the spatial distribution of various kinds of land resources capacities.to calculate the amounts of various lands.to make preme linary e valuation of land quality.to expose the utili z ation situation of l and resouces a nd d eve loping potentials for farming. forestry
and husbandry. and a l so to provide the scientific basis for optimal
land uses. territory management.agricultural regionali zat ion and longterm plan of administration.
I.The Basic Contents of Map ---Land Resources Class ification
System
The basic contents of land resources map is the classificatin syStem reflecting the physical and socia l-economic attributes of land .
The classifi~ation system of 1:1.000.000 land resources map was a
five-class system which was studi ed a nd formulated by many scientists
lead by the chief-editor Professor Shi Yulin. The five classes were
land capacity region. land s uita ble group. land quality class. land limitary family.and l and resources uni t. The formulating of system set
base on the characteristics of l a nd in China. absorbed the advantages
of the traditional land eva luation(three c l asses divided) of China
*Associte c hief-ed itor
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and land resources classification s yste m of the former USSR. and cons ulte d l a nd resources classification of U.S.A .and FAD. Therefore the
system was hi g hly scientific and practical.
Land capacity region or natura l region. divided by the water-heat
parameters . showed the differen t land productivities and productive
potentials comparision between regions.The whol e terr itory was divi ded into 9 land capacity reg ions: South China Reg ion . Sichuan basinChangjiang middl e and lowe r reaches. Yunnan-Gui z hou Plateau. North
China-South Liaoning.Loess Plateau. Nort h east China, Inner Mongoli a
semi-arid. Northwest China arid and Qinghai-Tibet Plateau Region .
Land suitable group
According to t h e s uitab l e land use direction 8 groups we r e divide d unde r the l a nd capacity region:suitable
for farmin g . for farming.forestry,husbandry,for farming. forestry. for
farming. husbandry, for forestry. hus bandry. for forestry. for hus bandry .
not suitable for farming. forestry. husbandry.
l a nd quality c lass
Within l a nd suitable group suitable for farming,suitale for forestry, and s uitable for husbandry we r e separate ly
divide d into three classes according to l a nd suitability and productive potential.The land which was suitable for more than one productive form was li sted in the order of farming. for estry. hus bandry l a nd
quality classes.e.g.lst class for farming.2nd for forestry.3rd for
husbandry .
Land limitary family
In accordance with major limitary factors
and inte nsity 10 types were define d : no limit.hydro log y and drainage
limitary .soil sali ni zation. effective so il depth, soi l texture, expos ure of base roc k.shope.so il erosion.humidity(arid) and tempe rature .
Land resources unit
This i s t he assessme nt object and basic mapping unit.It consists of four parameters of landform,soil.vegetation.
land use. Among them landform principally refers to medium landform
types.soil to so il group or sub-group. vegetat ion to s ub-type or formation group . land use to 1st or 2nd class. In order to stress t h e
need of assessme nt landforms could be l arge types.soils so il genuses.
Hundrands of land r esources units s uch as mountain-y e llow so il-broadl eaved forest l a nd. pl atform-blac k ea rth -dry farming land. flat-dark
meadow soi l-grass g rass l and.were defined t hroug hou t the n at ion.
The a bove c l ass ifi cat ion b e longs to the s uitab ility c l ass ifi cation
of land r esources . It was formulated in t h e
princ iples of practical
production. ecology. integrat ion of compre h e n s ive analysis a nd domina nt
factors.fully consi d e ra t ion of loca l conditions.and in some quantitative or qualitative standards a nd indexes.
Bes ides .on maps were presented the r e l ated land use t ypes such as
paddy field. irri ga ted field.dry farming land,forest land , a nd grassland.
2. The Selection of Base Map Elements
The e l e ments of base map have the posit i o ning a nd control function
to the t h e matic contents of land resources map. The y assist to expose
t he di str ibuti o n. composite laws. e nvironme nt of genesis of various
c lass ifi cation uni ts . and are the indispe n s ibl e parts of t h e land resour ces map. Based on the latest 1:1000000 topographic map t h e geographic e l e ments r e levant to the l a nd r esources we re se l ected. but
those e l e me nts which had littl e to do wi t h land r eso urces we r e s implifi e d or can ce l ed to li g hte n the l oad of map.Ge nera lly speaki n g, t h e
major ingredients of 1:1.000.000 topog r aphi c map--dra inage s y s y tem.
transport lines.resi d e nta l a r eas.boundari es. marine e leme n ts,contine n t
l a ndforms. g rat i c ule, were c hose n in a l ess a moun t. The main points of
se l ect ing base map e l e me nts we r e as follows:
Dra inage system The dra inage system o n topogr ap hic map was u s u a l-
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ly kept including rivers.canals.lakes.reservoirs.flood storage areas.
sa lt fields.In dense river area the short rivers which had nothing to
do with land resources were canceled on premise of keeping the representation of river density and structure.
Transport lines Railways were basically se lected except for the
short branches.Only major roads were presented. Other transport lines
were not taken into account.The bridges on the two-line rivers were
held.
Residential area principally the reside ntial points above county
seat were represented. Some under county seat which had significant
adminitration meaning or were important to defining the land resources types boundaries we re presented.
Boundaries Only international. provincial <autonomous region.municipality) boundaries were drawn.
Marine elements The shore lines and most i s lands on topographic
map were reserved. In d e nse islands area few small islands were canceled on premise of the keeping density comparision and ordering direction.
Continent geomorphology
The contours were not showed but some
altitude points of great importance to land resources were displayed.
In area short of rivers in Northwest China most dry rivers and dry
lakes were presented in the maps.Most dolines and hums in karst area
were showed.Only sand desert and gobi(gravel desert) in desert region
were mapped.
Graticule
According to the 1:1.000.000 topographic map the graticule was formed by the normal equal-angle conical projection.The meridians were straight lines a~d paralleles concentric arcs.The intervals of longitude and latitude were both 1.
Lettering
Names of residential points were lettered according to
the administration levels. Names of provinces and nations were annotated within map border.The names of 1st class.2nd class mountains and
1st class,2nd class,3rd class rivers were optionaly presented. Names
of oceans,seas,and all archipelagoes and major gulfs,straits,islets
were lettered.
With reference to the contents in the foreign countries,the above
elements reduced properly,particularly for density of drainage,resident points and transport.
3.Representation Methods

As the communication tool and information media,maps have not only
the rich scientific contents but the audio-visual, imagery, perfect artistic representation forms. In order to display the five-class system
and relevant land use types we adopted the map form of hierarchical
organization,qualitative base method,and three qualitative base SYStem<color, screen, label or lettering and outline boundaries).
The first layer:Land suitable groups were represented by different
colors, land quality classes by different color tones with number label as supplements in the order of suitable for farming,for forestry,
for husbandry. The numbers
proper show the classes of various land
textures.An example is 022 presenting the land type second-grade suitable for both forestry and husbandry but not for farming. Land capacity regions were presented with 0.4 mm red boundary lines on the
first plane and also with the annotation of boundary dividing outside
the inner border.
The second layer: Land use types such as paddy field, irrigated
field,dry farming land, forest land and grassland were showed with
greener screens.
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The third layer:Land limitary families and resources units were
presented with different labels and brown outline lines.Land limitary families used the English letters plus numbers in the upper
right of numbers of land quality classes. An example is 022~' in
which m means soil texture l'imitation with 2-grade intensity.The
units were represented by the lower-ri g ht numbers of land quality
classes. In the label of 022~. 3 showed platform-sand soi l-scrub
grass grassland in Inner Mongolia semi-arid land capacity region of
Qiqihar sheet.
The color in the map was designed to be bright. soft and easy-disting~ished.The main tone was green.red-yellow.The colors of various
land suitable groups were :for farming:blue-green.for farming.fores try.husbandry:brown.for farming.forestry:light green. for farming.
husbandry:yellow green. for forestry.husbandry:orange.for forestry:
orange red.for husbandry : light yellow.not suitable for farming.forestry.husbandry:light grey.
4.The Compilation Method
China boasts vast territory.complex physical conditions.The area
extent and situation of research in different provinces or regions
are quite different. Therefore the compilation methods of 1 : 1.000.000
land resources map in different provinces were different. With regard
to the provinces(regions) which were small in area extent and deep
in research levels.such as Henan . Jilin.Fujian.Zhejiang and Ningxia.
the 1:500.000 maps were compiled first and then reduced into 1:1.000.
000 maps;to the provinces(regions) with large territory and thin level of research. such as Hei longjiang. Xinjiang. Inner Mongolia and
Tibet.1:1.000.000 land resources maps were directly compiled.But no
matter in which method of reduced or equal-scale the compilation me thod of indoor cartographic documents analysis. integrated with field
surveyor examination and different extent generalization was used .
4.1.The Analysis and Use of Indoor Cartographic Documents.
4 . 1.1. Interpretation of sate llite images
According to the resolution of various spectra satellite images(MSS) and interpretation
capacity to land resources the equal-scale spectrum-5.7 black-white
and false color composite of spectrum-4.5.7 were usually used. The
selection of sate llite images s hould consider the solar altitude.
cloudage.quality of images .Especially the water-heat conditions in
climate and phenological changes of plants and crops should be awared
so as to choose the images of optimal time. This was quite different
e verywhere. For instance in Jilin and Heilongj iang(temperate and cold
tempera~e z one) the images of June-September were qualified but those
of April were not available.
By the direct marks(color tone. shape. structure. screen) and indirect marks(scanning time of image . conditions.geogra phic location).by
method of dominant factors and geographic corelations(landscape a nalysis).the land resources units could be quite accurately interpret ed . Also some limitary factors apparent in images could be identifie d.For examples area in poor hydrology and drainage soil albedo is
low and blue on images;area in high salini zation soil with high albedo is white .
4.1.2 Analysis and Exploitation of Topographic Map The contours
in topographic map were used to a djust and modify the type boundary
lines of geomorphology.soil. vegetation. and land use. The contours
which show topographic surface(mountain.hill.platform.flat) should
be paid special attention.The parameters of soil.vegetation.and land
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use were pretty different in different surfaces.
Some symbols and labels on topographic map were applied to define
the extent or name of land resources units.The extent of non-passable
marsh screen was basically distribution extent of marsh. The reed
symbols in marsh indicated the type of the marah.
4.1.3 Overlay and Use of Thematic Maps By the integrated analysis
of overlaying geomorphologic map.soil map.vegetation map.forest map.
land use map. land resources units were plotted. then the map was examined by topographic map or the field work.The technique is available
to the region where there is no images or no clear images but diverse
thematic maps of land resource variables.The overlay of thematic maps
could also be use d to seek the distribution feature and the contradiction bewteen variables of landform. soil. vegetation.and land use.
to propose the questions for the image interpretation. topographic
analysis. and field survey.
4.2.Field Survey and Mapping and Sample Examination
The purpose of field work was l)to set UP the marks for satellite
image interpretation(before compilation). 2)to examin~ by sampling
the accuracy of land resources units drafted and limitary factors
fixed.3) to solve the problems in the indoor compilatin(e.g. boundaries or name of land resources units).4) to fill the blanks in the
study.5) to gain the first-hand and accurate information about land
assessment.
The integrated method of line survey. typical area survey and visit were utilized in field work.
4.3.Cartographic Generali zat ion
The cartographic generalization is factualy used from the beginning to the end of the compilation of land resources map. From drafting of land resources classification system to the establishing of
it.from the compiling of skech map to the completing of formal map.
the generalization was performed all the times. particularly for the
1:1.000.000 map by the reduce method.
4.3.1.Principles of Generalization
l)to reflect the general distribution rule of land suitable group.
land limitary family.
2)to show the outline and shape features of land resources units
under conrtrol or influence of physical parameters such as geomorphology .hydrology and human soc ial-economic activities.
3)to present the coordinate relations bewteen land resources units
and relevant types in thematic maps and base map. Precisely speaking.
the outline boundary should be in coordination with those of geomorphologic map.Quantary deposits.soil.vegetation.steppe. forest. land
use map. with river system. contours. transport line and residential
points.
4)to keep the comparision relationship of the area between various
land resources units.
4.3.2 Method of Generali zat ion
The method is closely related to that of representation. The representation method used in the 1:1.000.000 land resources map was
qualitative base method .The generalization of the representation was
majorly in two aspects:qualitative feature and graphic outline shape.
l )generalization of~ualitative - features:According to the map use.
scale and character of mapping region many land resources units near
in the quality were merged into few units with more generalization.
Usually the merge was considered in the near qualities of suitablity
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for farming.forestry.husbandry • limitary extent.and the meas ures of
improving land productivity.
2)generalization of graphic outline shape was a quantitative or
area generalization including the se lection.mergerance.exagge ration
of graphic area.and smoothing of fine arcs of outline lines.
For the guarantee of the accuracy and clarity of mapping. the selection standard of the least graphic area was principlly 4 mm' with
most narrow two outline lines not smaller than 0.8 mm.
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Some character of cartographic education in to the department of geography normal college and normal university of
China
H. Tian-rui (Fuzhov Fujian , RC)
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As a K'1o l e ge::>g r2p!:y rece r: r ch field, I t i'1cluded H'ck
sphere ,

~.'2ter

r ing , 2ir sphere 2'1d b i o sphere . Of co u r se ,

t!12t prese'1ted thif field in the deducti v e r,-,eth0d a'1d r,enli'r2lization2l r.1ethod. Almost c2rtogr2phy and aff"oci?te
with subjects

~,'as
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sa~eti:ne .

suc.'l 2f"

geology 2'10 geologi c- ca rte>gra p', y , geo!!lo rpho l ogy and geo morp!'Jo'.og ic- cartography , soil fcienc and Eoil - cartograp!'Jy .
I-.'af re l ated to c2.rtogr2phy as closel y as . All t.lle same ,
in the sch0 0l ge::>gr2plly education it i s have not need of
!!lap in time of tea ching . Fo r long time pof.t charecteri s t ies o f t.'1e educational c[·rwgr2phy fOr!!led step by step .
Developlient of scienc 2nd technique carry fon,a rd up- t:J d2te te2ch i ng CO'1tent of co l lege and univerf"ity . I t is
must h2ve vari o us map fitting fui

f
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teach ing content of

carto grc p'1y . ( Li st 1)
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T."le between relation ",'i th cartography

and

geogr2p!'Jy
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in geography
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Pulovijin said :" ei t!ler ":i t ;,ou t cartograp!'Jy or geography "
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Put emphas i s cartog r aphy po si tion in geogrophy. El se

th a ~

some university has b een a department of geo;;raphy in c:'1i na institutio n of h i gher learnin g . Most normal coJ.lege and
unive rsity aloo ha s been a deparbn en t of geog ra phy . 'I'::1ey
have a cou r se of cartography. I n many geography course .
I t has been course of cartography about hundred ho ure.
Usu a lly student of l ower grade wi.1.1 be lea rning t."1is o:Ju r se. Hi gher gra de wi 11 be l earni ng t"1i s CO'.lrse that t o

C) -

mpi le some topic m2.p and to use scho ol map that to include wall map , si l e nt map and pull-out map in text.blackb-:Jard map wh i ch mad e in soft material .Specially at te ad1 i ng tra ining practic .It is of

i ~terest

to student of

department o f geog raphy that have full a nd poor kno\-;leQ ge aoou t ca rto graphy .
IIT, Quali ty of geograph ic stud ent at
normal col l ege and

~~ i versity

about

cartography
~rormal

co ll",ge and normal university is a part of

higher schoo l

.Li st 2 5.10'" graduate o f d'?pa rtr:1 ent of ge:) -

graph y t"1 a t go 'i n f o r tea ching . I t ha ve O'le r ninety percent graduate 'tiho te aching geography in mid lle schoo l.
As a course of professo nal basic course ,,.:hat is role
of cartogn?phy? Many professor of cartography point that :
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List

2

~

no, nnal
coll ege

A graduate manage r

Governt otcl

mental
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division
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1985

.124 ( 99 . 20%)

1986

84 ( 39 . 35%)

1987

11 5( 95 .61 :0
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1 (0. 8450
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4 (4. 26~0
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college and noma l

00 1 l

119

eg'.!

graduated , they are go i n f or educational ~/ork . Not on l y
to t'?ach geog r aphy course , but a l so to us'.!. v2.rious map
and to compi l'.! geog r ap:'li c teaching \·;al l nap and so rm • . . "
" cartographi c cou rse of gec:Jgraph i c departm'?nt in no rm a l
uni v e rsi ty must divided fro;>] cartographtc departme:1t survein g and mappin~ uni v'.!rsi ty . .. . It is the majo r subj

=-

cts that will be l a y on t"1ema ti c compiling ." ( Hu.'"1ag province normal universi ty

Di n shuang-li )

( 2) Cartography is a pr:Jfess.:mal. basic an d technical coure ...

after 1 '.!a rnin 3 t"1is C'lu r se , stud'.!:1t will

be to read , t o use g=ne r a l map and t:J compi le :"O:n e tech -
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ing map , and for learning
and ba able to

te a chin ~

g~ograph)' pr()f~ssonal

CO'Jrse

gaograp"1y of middle school ".

( Nan jing normal u ni versity departm ant 0: ge0graphy pr'Jfessor Lu Ehu-fan

(3)

Cartography \'las learned at 10'dar grade . I t

is tra-

ining basic technique only , major to stuc.y theo ry about
projection, symbolical ~Jstem and map g~neralization and
map m:'Jpilatio n a nd

5')

on . It will be study

t'1ematic map after learning professi()na l

cont~nt

of

cour:oe geography

then will be research deeply ". ( Northea st nOr':',la l universi ty pro fe "ro r Zha n Li -go)

IV, It lay emphasis on " three b2se " educati.:lr!
educetion
In orter t'J traing capabi lity of map ',ihich have kno\{l edge of m2.p , hev9 Ecqu2inta:1C2 '..Ii th m2p . ':1.2V-= pl'lt

and

"10. '12

~ap

rea d map . I t is l ay emp"1asis on " three ba se "

ec.ucetion on cartogr2.?hy in geograph ic oourse .

1. Cart.)grap'lic base theory --- map pr'J,jectio!'1s ,
sy;:;bo li zatio n (topogr?phi c mep symbol, point sym1::ol line
symbols , area sy;nbo l. volur:J symbo l, letter symbo l and
so on ), Sle::1ents

0

f

cartograp"1i cal genera li za ti:l :1 (t,J-

pogr2.?hic mc p gen .= rel rne.p end t12T.2tic

2 .B ase ~c10\vl edge of :r.a') ---
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:112.p

I t ;, s t:> use , to read ,

to analysis and to evaluate va rious t ea ching map a nd
so o n .

3. Basic techn i que of map--- technique of dra wi ng vari ous :tea ching map , to draw various geographic map tha t
is area geographic skeleton map, geog r aph ic model map ,
map of geograph ic elements, dynamica l ma p, coUation map
disply ma p, l and s cape map, school wall map , map-index
and so on. electronic- vidio - r ecording software to co mpile and to make and ha rd\\'are to use.
V,

I t is l argO' munb er that 'tlill
b e devoted to cartography, educa ted peopl e was distribute d o ver
who le ch ina

AlOide f ron several ma.jor nornal univerlOi ty, ge neral
normal un ive rsity to include th a t educatio na l academic
and no rmal cOlle;-e . Un ive rsity of

ncrma ~

type have sev,=

r al hundred \;hich halO been s et up depa r tment o f geo g r 2 phy
Teacher of lecturing this cou rse i s h uge. 'trno total peJple 3ppr'Jxi ma te t h ree hund red t o f our hu.'ldred. Almoust
each o ne province have a academic . It is di stributed o ve r
\,ho l e china . Thi s year se veral t "1ou lOant s en tered departmen t of geog r eph y. '1.'1is stud,mt come from count ry e nd
to'dn ove r c.'1ine . Al

EO

tra C'l i!'lg cartogre phy '.-li 11. soon be

set up to meet the n e\.; ne eds of eco:1am i c constructi on in
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the country step by st,=p . In the process of lecture and
l earn .It wil l

be use a g r,=at many map . This corner in

the cartograph i c education not only teacher has been
lecture cartography at teaching room in each day.That is
to say: cartographiceducatio:1 hav,= socialization .
Sc.'1ool cartography include: a th e0retica l basis, principles of cartography, t'1e spheroid, ma p scale , coo rdinate systems. map p.rojectirJns, precessing and generalizaing geographical data , graphic presentation and design,
symbolization, color and patten and so o n. Using and reading and analizing , estemating of educatidnalmap . Educational m2.p compilation; Softl,are such as educationa 1 file
on magtape will be copi l a tion and :"lethod of uEi ng in he rd',:are.
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42. Deutscher Kartographentag
Koln 1993
Unter dem Leitthema
"Deutsche Kartographie im europaischen Umfeld"
wurden die Themenbereiche
-

Topographische Kartographie
(J. Schaffer, D. Grothenn)

-

Thematische Kartographie
(J . Dodt, F. Ormeling)

-

Kartographie und Geoinformation
(W. Gillessen, K. 8arwinski)

-

Berufsfeld der Kartographie
(S. Schulz, H. Hansen)

in 8 Vortragen behandelt. Die Kurzfassungen der
Vortrage sind auf den folgenden Seiten wiedergegeben.
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Kurzfassungen der Vortrage des Deutschen
Kartographentages
Topographische Landeskartenwerke im vereinigten Deutschland - die Notwendigkeit zur Angleichung
und die Realisierung
von J6rg Schaffer
Am 3. Okotober 1990 war die'Wiedervereinigung Deutschlands vollzogen - die Deutsche Demokratische
Republik mit ihren kurz zuvor wieder eingefUhrten Liindern Brandenburg, Mecklenburg-Vorpommern,
Sachsen, Sachsen-Anhalt und ThUringen sowie Ostberlin trat der Bundesrepublik Deutschland bei. Die Jahrzehnte der getrennten Entwicklung haben auch auf dem Gebiet des Vermessungs- und Kartenwesens Spuren
hinterlassen. In den aus heutiger Sicht alten Bundesliindern erfolgte eine kontinuierliche, sich aus den gesellschaftlichen Erfordernissen ableitenden Weiterentwicklung der topographischen Landeskartenwerke.
Mit der im Zeitraum 1955 bis 1970 durchgefUhrten topographischen Neuaufnahme im MaBstab 1: 10000 und
der anschlieBenden kartographischen Neuherstellung der topographischen Karten 1 : 10000, 1: 25 000,
1: 50000, 1: 100000 und 1: 200000 wurden in der ehemaligen DDR, den heutigen neuen Bundesliindern,
eigenstiindige topographische Kartenwerke bearbeitet und herausgegeben.
Mit der Wiedervereinigung Deutschlands stellte sich fUr die Vermessungsverwaltungen die Aufgabe, den
6ffentlichen Auftrag nach fliichendeckenden topographischen Kartenwerken mit einheitlichen geodiitischen
Bezugssystemen, Blattschnitt, Kartenzeichensystem und einheitlicher MaBstabsreihe umzusetzen. Das
Plenum der Arbeitsgemeinschaft der Vermessungsverwaltungen der Liinder der Bundesrepublik Deutschland (AdV) beauftragte in seiner 88. Tagung im Mai 1991 den Arbeitskreis Kartographie, Festlegungen fUr die
Angleichung der bestehenden topographischen Kartenwerke der ehemaligen DDR zu erarbeiten. Diesen
stimmte das AdV-Plenum nach Vorlage zur 90. Tagung im Mai 1992 zu.
Die Angleichung der topographischen Kartenwerke 1 :10000,1 :25000, 1: 50000,1 :100000 und 1 :200000
der ehemaligen DDR an die topographischen Landeskartenwerke der Bundesrepublik Deutschland beinhaltet die Umstellung auf eine einheitliche geodiitische Grundlage und einen einheitlichen Blattschnitt (Regelblattschnitt, auch als Normalblattschnitt bezeichnet), die EinfUhrung einer einheitlichen Aufmachung einschlieBlich Kartenrahmen- und Kartenrandausstattung entsprechend der jeweiligen Redaktionsdokumente
(Musterbliitter fUr die topographischen Landeskartenwerke der alten Bundesliinder) sowie die EinfUhrung
einzelner neuer Kartenzeichen und Veriinderungen in der Anwendung der bisherigen Kartenzeichen, Schriftzusiitze und Gharakteristiken . Das topographische Kartenwerk 1 : 10000 fungiert weiterhin als fliichendekkende Grundkarte; die Deutsche Grundkarte1:5000 wird in den neuen Bundesliindern mittelfristig nicht als
fliichendeckendes Grundkartenwerk aufgebaut.
FUr das topographische Kartenwerk 1 : 10 000 ergibt sich im Regelblattschnitt ein Blattspiegel in den AusmaBen fj. L 5' und fj. B 3', die BlattnumerieruIJg wird entsprechend folgendem Beispiel,vorgenommen:
7918 - NW (NO, SW, SO).
Die Dokumentation der Grundsiitze und redaktionellen Festlegungen fUr die Angleichung der topographischen Kartenwerke liegt jeweils als «Anlage 6 .. - Schwerin 1991 - zu den Zeichenvorschriften, In struktionen
und Redaktionsanweisungen AGO 12 fUr die Topographische Karte1: 10000 und AGO 13-16 fUr die Topographischen Karten 1 :25000,1 :50000,1 :100000 und 1 :200000 der ehemaligen DDR - 4. Ausgabe, Berlin
1984 vor.
1m Rahmen des Vortrages werden , ausgehend von einem Vergleich der topographischen Kartenwerke in den
alten und neuen Bundesliindern, die Inhaltselemente der Angleichung detailliert aufgezeigt und erliiutert
sowie die eingesetzten kartentechnischen Verfahren und die angewandten Technologien zur Realisierung der
Angleichung an ausgewiihlten Beispielen vorgestellt.
Die Landesvermessungsiimter der neuen Bundesliinder, die Senatsverwaltung Bau- und Wohnungswesen
Berlin und das Institut fUr Angewandte Geodiisie arbeiten seit Ende 1991 an der Angleichung der topographischen Kartenwerke. Es ist die gemeinsame Zielstellung, innerhalb eines FortfUhrungszyklusses von 5 Jahren die einzelnen topographischen Kartenwerke zu bearbeiten. Damit k6nnen die Vermessungsverwaltungen
in der begonnenen Ubergangsphase von den herk6mmlichen kartographischen Arbeitstechniken und Karten
zu den digitalen Landschaftsdaten und ihrer Priisentation die vielfiiltigen Nutzeranforderungen mit weitestgehend inhaltsgleichen und gleichmiiBig handhabbaren topographischen Karten erfUlien.
Die Herstellung einheitlicher topographischer Landeskartenwerke fUr die Bundesrepublik Deutschland bleibt
eine langfristige Aufgabe, die aus heutiger Sicht nur Uber den Aufbau des bundeseinheitlichen Amtlichen
Topographisch-Kartographischen Informationssystems (ATKIS) und seiner Priisentation mit einer modernen
Kartengrafik zu gewiihrleisten ist.
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Einheitliche Gestaltung der amtlichen topographischen Kartenwerke in Europa?
von Dieter Grothenn
Die Verwirklichung des europaischen Binnenmarktes als weiterer Schritt auf dem Wege zu einem vereinten
Europa hat erneut die Frage nach einer einheitlichen Gestaltung der amtlichen topographischen Karten in
Europa aufgeworfen. Diese Frage erscheint sehr berechtigt, denn die vorhandenen Kartenwerke in den 45
Staaten des geographischen Gebildes «Europa » zeigen ein recht heterogenes Bild.
Bei der Suche nach Vereinheitlichungsmoglichkeiten bietet sich vordergrundig eine Ubernahme militarischer
Kartenwerke in den zivilen Kartengebrauch an, da in der Vergangenheit sowohl in Osteuropa wie auch in
Westeuropa mehr oder weniger einheitliche militarische Karten geschaffen wurden.
Dieser Weg durfte aber nicht gang bar sein, da die kartographische Zeichensprache militarischer Karten nicht
selbstverstandlich als das angemessene Ausdrucksmittel fUr eine topographische Karte angesehen wird, die
fUr den universellen Kartengebrauch bestimmt ist.
Eine eigenstandige zivile Losung wurde einen personellen und technischen Aufwand erfordern, der
voraussichtlich trotz des Einsatzes rechnergestUtzter Verfahren von den europaischen Staaten mehrheitlich
kaum zu leisten sein durfte. Eine Angleichung in kleinen Schritten erscheint deshalb eher realisierbar.
So konnte folgende Stufenlosung zum Ziel fUhren:
1. Vereinheitlichung der Vertriebsorganisation durch Schaffung einer gemeinsamen Vertriebsstelle fUr
amtliche topographische Karten und amtliche t opographische Daten aller Staaten Europas.
2. Vereinheitlichung der Blattschnitte und der Blattbezeichnungen zur Vereinfachung der Handhabung und
zur Vermeidung von Doppeldarstellungen an den Staatsgrenzen.
3. Vereinheitlichung der geodatischen Grundlagen durch EinfUhrung eines einheitlichen Lage- und
Hohenbezugssystems und einer einheitlichen Kartenabbildung.
4. Vereinheitlichung der MaBstabsreihe zumindest in den MaBstaben 1 : 25 000 und kleiner.
5. Vereinheitlichung des Karteninhalts.
6. Vereinheitlichung der Kartengraphik.
In den unter 1. bis 3. genannten Bereichen sind Aktivitaten zu beobachten, die Hoffnung auf eine baldige
Vereinheitlichung nahren. Dagegen durfte eine Verwirklichung der Stufen 4 und 5 noch in we iter Ferne liegen ,
da sie neben dem Problem der Arbeitsmenge noch nationale Traditionen und psycholog ische Hurden
uberwinden muBte.
Eine Aussage uber die Wahrscheinlichkeit einer Verei nheitlichung kann am Beispiel der deutschen
Geschichte orientiert werden. Die amtlichen topographischen Kartenwerke der 38 selbstandigen deutschen
Staaten von 1815 sind bis heute noch nicht graphisch vereinheitlicht worden , obwohl spatestens seit 1939
ei nheitliche Musterblatter fur aile Kartenwerke vorlagen. Die Ursache hierfur liegt ausschlieBlich in der stets
zu knapp bemessenen personellen und finanziellen Ausstattung der Landesvermessungsbehorden, die eine
zugige graphische Erneuerung alterer Karten oft hinter andere vordringliche Aufgaben zurucktreten lieB.
Trotz dieser Schwierigkeiten muss die amtliche topographische Landeskartographie dafUr sorgen, daB der
Bedarf an topographischen Basisinformationen nicht nur national , sondern auch europaweit nutzergerecht
gedeckt wird. Daruber hinaus waren ein heitlich gestaltete topographische Landeskartenwerke ein sichtbarer
Ausdruck europaischer Einheit.
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Kartographie in der Altlastenerkundung - ein Beitrag zur Umweltkartographie
von Prof. Dr. Jurgen Dodt
Die Begriffe Altlasten bzw. Altlast-Verdachtsfliichen bezeichnen GrundsWcke, die - aufgrund ihrer fruh eren
Nutzung als industriegewerbliche Produktionsstiitten (<<Altstandorte ..), Rustungs- und Militiiranlagen
(<< Rustungsaltlasten ,,) oder als Fliichen der Abfallablagerung, -verfullung oder -aufhaldung (<<Altablagerungen ..) - in solchem MaBe verunreinigt sind, daB sie nachweislich bzw. mit hoher Wahrscheinlichkeit eine
Gefahrenquelle fUr Mensch und Umwelt darstellen. Die Erkundung von Altlasten/ Altlastverdachtsfliichen,
d.h. ihre Lokalisierung, die Ermittlung der Schadstoffeintriige und die Bewertung des Gefiihrdungspotentials,
hat sich zu einem Problem - und Aufgabenfeld entwickelt, das inzwischen von den verschiedensten Fachdisziplinen bearbeitet wird. Hierzu gehort in aller Regel auch die Kartographie, die auf zwei Gebieten zur
Altlastenerkundung beitriigt bzw. beizutragen vermag:
1) zur Erfassung der Altstandorte und Altablagerungen in fliichendeckenden Erhebungen (Gebietsinventuren) wie in einzelfallbezogenen Standortrecherchen,
2) zur Dokumentation und Visualisierung der im Erfassungsprozess ermittelten riiumlichen Daten, Informationen und Erkenntnisse.
Um Altlast-Verdachtsfliichen zuverliissig zu erfassen, sind die unterschiedlichsten Informationsquellen
auszuwerten. Neben behordlichen und betrieblichen Aktenbestiinden in Archiven und Altregistraturen
gehoren hierzu Luftbilder aus Rei henmeBflugen sowie amtliche oder halbamtliche Karten(werke) in
grosseren MaBstiiben. Unter den Karten haben sich in der Praxis vor allem die Bliitter derTopographischen
Karte1:25000 als ertragreiche Informationsquell en erwiesen: Wie exemplarisch zu zeigen ist, dokumentieren sie ein relativ breites Spektrum altlastverdiichtiger Nutzungen/ Aktivitiiten und ermoglichen damit uber
eine systematische sequentiell-multitemporale Auswertung die Lokalisieru ng verschiedenster Verdachtsfliichen-Kategorien sowie die Rekonstruktion ihrer riiumlich-zeitlichen Veriinderungen bis we it in das
19. Jahrhundert. Voraussetzung fUr eine fehlerfreie Erfassung ist allerdings, daB bei der Kartenauswertung
nicht nur der Generalisierungsgrad des Kartenwerkes, sondern auch - und vor allem - die wiederholten
Musterblatt-Revisionen und deren Auswirkungen auf den Karteninhalt angemessen berucksichtigt werden .
1m zweiten Einsatzgebiet der Kartographie in der Altlastenerkundung, bei der graphisch-kartographischen
Visualisierung der erm ittelten Daten und Informationen, sind mittlerwei le die verschiedensten Formen der
Darstellung entwickelt worden, wobei durch entsprechende Verordnungen und Zeichenvorschriften in
Ansiitzen bereits eine Standardisierung erfolgt ist. Entscheidende Bestimmungsfaktoren der Darstellungsformen si nd neben dem (problematischen) Aspekt des Datenschutzes - vor allem die Art der Erhebung unddamit i.a. zusammenhiingend die GroBe des Untersuchungsgebietes sowie das jeweils angestrebte
Informationsniveau.
Dementsprechend werden bei Gebietsinventuren groBererVerwaltungseinheiten (Liinder, Regierungsbezirke)
in der Regel Verbreitungskarten auf der Basis kleinmaBstiibiger Karten der Verwaltungsgrenzen mit
Gattungs-/ Objektsignaturen fUr die Grundkategorien der Verdachtsfliichen sowie einer bestenfalls groben
Kennzeichnung der Bestandsdatierung erarbeitet. Bei kleineren Untersuchungsriiu men (z.B. Stadtgebiet)
hat sich die Darstellung auf der Grundlage topographischer Karten in MaBstiiben zwischen 1 : 10 000 und
1: 25000 mit Fliichenkonturierung und Zusatzsignaturen fur weitere altlastsignifikante Elementar-Informationen (Stoff- und Gefiihrdungspotenial, Kriegseinwirkungen u.ii.) durchgesetzt.
In Recherchen uber Einzelstandorte dienen in der Regel aktuelle Ausgaben groBmaBstiibiger Grundkarten
(DGK 5, Stadt-Grundkarten o.ii.) als Kartierbasis. Die auf einem GrundsWck ermittelten Verdachtsfliichen
werden entweder synoptisch in Zeitschnitten oder - methodisch i.a. zweckmiiBiger - nach Fliichenkategorien getrennt in Liingsschnitten kartiert. Dabei empfiehlt es sich je nach Anzahl und raumzeitlichen Veriinderungen derVerdachtsfliichen, neben analy1ischen auch komplexe und - etwa als Ergebnis der beprobungslosen Gefiihrdungsabschiitzung - auch synthetische Karten anzufertigen.
Um die Fulle und Vielfalt der auf den verschiedenen MaBstabsund Informationsebenen ermittelten Daten
fl exibel zu bewiiltigen, um ferner die Aufbereitung der Informationen zu beschleunigen und um im weiteren
Verfahrensablauf auch Daten aus der Geliindebeprobung problem los integrieren zu konnen. wird die
konventionelle Datenaufbereitung in Form analoger Karten zunehmend durch rechnergesWtzte Verfahren
ergiinzt bzw. ab gelost. Hierzu werden Beispiele zum Einsatz des GIS Arc/Info und der Software Geo-Map
vorgestellt.
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Neue Formen, Konzepte und Strukturen von Nationalatlanten
von Ferjan Ormeling
Zum Ttiema Nationalatianten sind wir in Europa wohl vom Modell konditioniert, welches durch Salischtschew
und Lehmann in der seit 1956 vigierenden IGU Kommission zu Nationalatlanten gepragten worden ist. Dieses
Modell beinhaltet, dass in einer bestimmten Reihenfolge ein m6glichst detailliertes Bild der geographischen
KenntniBen eines Landes geschaffen wird. Dieses Bild war positivistisch, zielte auf Status und Statur, und
die Reihenfolge der abgebildeten Themen - dem landerkundlichen Modell ahnlich - atmete den Determinismus.
Neben diesem jetzt als uberholt erfahrenen Modell haben sich - unter EinfluB erst von Planungsatlanten mit
ihren problemorientierten Zielen, spater auch von einer gr6Beren Interaktivitat zwischen Karten, Bildern,
Diagrammen, und Texten in Darstellungsformen die leichtzuganglich sind - jetzt neue Formen von
Nationalatlanten entwickelt, die gekennzeichnet sind von einer gr6Beren Zugangigkeit und von einer
zentralen Stelle des Menschen.
Diese Trend wird jetzt verstarkt durch eine Umweltveranderung : die neuen digitalen Umstande vergr6Bern
nicht nur die Leistungsfahigkeit von Atlanten, sie vermindern die ublichen Zeichnungs- und Reproduktionszeiten und Aufwande, aber vor allem , sie bieten jetzt auch die M6glichkeit zu ganz neuen Strukturen zu
kommen. Es kann zu ei ner Erganzung kommen, wie beim Schwedischen Nationalatlas, wo es neben einem
Papieratlas jetzt auch eine Version fUr PC gibt. Der ei ne hat eine Oberzeugungsfunktion, wie in der Rhetorik,
der andere hat ei ne Referenzfunktion und bietet anfUliende Analysem6glichkeiten an. Statt der ublichen
festen Reihenfolge der Karten hat man in elektronischen Atlanten die M6glichkeit eigenmachtig eine Route
abzustecken, und die fUr bestimmte Themen vorprogrammierten Routen auch anderen zu ubermitteln.
Daneben gibt es noch viele neue Referenzmechanismen, mit denen wir den Zugang und die Analysem6glichkeiten steigern k6nnen. Ais Beispiele werden die neuen Nationalatlanten von Italien, den Niederlanden,
Schweden und Spanien verwendet werden.

Erzeugung und Vermarktung digitaler topographischer Daten - Arbeitsteilung zwischen tiffentlicher
Verwaltung und privater Wirtschaft
von Wolfhart Gillessen
Der Vortrag konzentriert sich auf die Vermarktung topographischer Daten und das anzustrebende Rollenverstandnis zwischen 6ffentiicherVerwaitung, privaterWirtschaft und Kunden.
Der Kunde mit (seiner Aufgabenstellung und) seinem Datenbedarf steht dabei im Mittelpunkt. Die Landesvermessung und die zwischengeschaltete private Wirtschaft k6nnen mittelfristig und langfristig nur erfolgreich
sein, wenn das enorme Kundenpotential erschlossen und optimal bediel1t wird. Wie organisiert sich die
6ffentliche Verwaltung als professionelles Geo-Daten Dienstleistungszentrum. Nur durch ein qualitativ hochstehendes vollstandiges Geo-Daten-Angebot von Seiten der 6ffentlichen Vermessung kann der heutige Wildwuchs der verschiedenen privaten Anbieter aufgefangen und abgel6st werden. Sich auf den rechtlichen AusschlieB lichkeitsstandpunkt als DateneigentUmer zu beziehen, ohne Geodaten kundengerecht liefern zu k6nnen, ist bestenfalls kurzfristig sinnvoll .
Da selbst andere 6ffentliche Bedarfstrager sich Ihre eigenen Geo-Grunddaten erfassen (lassen werden) , ist
die Schnelligkeit der Bereitstellung der wichtigsten Grundaten von existentieller Bedeutung fUr das 6ffentliche Vermessungswesen.
Der Kunde - ob 6ffentlich oder privat - verlangt ein uberschaubares Datenangebot mit klaren Ansprechpartnern, einfachen Vertragen, gesicherter Wartung und Preisen die marktgerecht, also nicht das «return on
invest» in 3 Jahren kalkulieren, sind. Die f6derale Struktur im Vermessungswesen wird vom Autor hierbei als
Nachteil angesehen.
Da die GIS-Anbieter von der Datenlieferfahigkeit profitieren, sind sie die besten Vertriebspartner der Vermessungsverwaltung. Der Kunde sieht das gesamte GIS-System und die Kostenbl6cke (nachstehend Durchschnittswerte)
Grund- und Kundendaten
Software GIS
Hardware

80 %
12 %
8%
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und wird die Kalkulier- und Wartbarkeit des Datensegmentes als gr6Bten Anteil ansehen! Aile Marktstudien
prognostizieren einen Zuwachs des mitteleuropaischen GIS-Marktes um mehr als 30 % jahrlich, falls (endlich)
die amtlichen Geodaten zur Verfugung stehen. Ein Blick uber den Atlantik zeigt, daB dort wegen der preiswerten Nutzungsm6glichkeit der amtlichen (auch fur militarische Zwecke erfaBten) Geodaten der GIS- Markt
wesentlich fruher expandieren konnte.
Den Datenvertrieb uber kompetente Partner aus der privaten GIS-Wirtschaft aufzubauen, wird vom Autor als
UberbruckungsmaBnahme begruBt.
Da das Produkt gut ist und der Markt " boomen .. wird, k6nnte auf Dauer bei einem " Dienstleister Selbstverstandnis .. der 6ffentlichen Vermessungsverwaltung der Datenvertrieb auch seiber gewinnbringend organisiert werden.

Geoinformation und Kartographie in Europa
von Klaus Barwinski
Europa wachst zusammen. Es ist jedoch viel gr6Ber als im Moment politisch erreichbar. Die Probleme der
Umwelt z.B. kennen keine Grenzen, sie gehen uber neutrale Lander oder Efta-Lander hinweg; eben so laufen
Verkehrsstr6me .uber Europa, ohne auf nationale Grenzen Rucksicht zu nehmen. Diese Situation hat vor 12
Jahren dazu gefuhrt, die Leiter der amtlichen Kartographie von zunachst 5, jetzt 31 Landern in dem «Comite
Europeen des Responsables de la Cartographie Officielle .. (CERCO) zusammenzufl.jhren .
Hier werden Erfahrungen ausgetauscht und gemeinsame Ziele fur die Zukunft abgesteckt. So ist es ein
Grundanliegen, ein einheitliches europaisches Bezugssystem zu schaffen, das sowohl fur die Vermessung
als auch fur die Navigation genutzt werden kann. Ein solches System muB 3-dimensional sein . Dies ist mit
dem " European Reference System .. geschaffen worden . Dazu geh6rt auch , daB europaweit ein einheitliches
H6hensystem benutzt wird.
Ziele, wie digitale Verwaltungsgrenzen, digitale H6henmodelle und Rasterdaten zu schaffen , k6nnen nur
verfolgt werden, wenn man sich ein Konzept vorgibt. Dieses Konzept heiBt MEGRIN, ein «Multipurpose
European Ground-Related Information Network ... Zur Realisierung dieses Konzeptes arbeiten die fi.ihrenden
Lander von CERCO in der MEGRIN-Group zusammen, um die Kooperation in Europa beispielsweise mit
EUROSTAT und in den DRIVE-PROJECTS zu unterstutzen.
Die 6ffentliche Verwaltung sieht sich als Produzent fi.ir die Geobasisdaten, auf die bezogen viele Anwendungen aufgebaut werden k6nnen . CERCO will sicherstellen, daB von seinem Service-Center Daten bezogen
werden k6nnen. Diese Daten stammen aus den nationalen Agenturen und werden uber ein Informationsnetzwerk zusammengefuhrt. Es ist also nicht daran gedacht, ein europaisches Landesvermessungsamt zu
schaffen, sondern sicherzustellen, daB zusammengearbeitet werden kann, und daB dem Verbraucher die
Daten in standardisierter Form zur Verfugung gestellt werden k6nnen . Ein solcher Netzverbund uber die
Lander hinweg kann diese Aufgaben ubernehmen. Zum gleichen Zeitpunkt muB man sich auch Gedanken
uber das " Copyright .. und eine gemeinsame europaische Preispolitik machen. Hier gilt es, die unterschiedlichsten Ansatze zu harmonisieren und zu einer europaischen Linie zu finden.
1m Vordergrund der europaischen Aktivitaten steht also das Schaffen einer Datenbasis, die fur unterschiedliche Anwendungen direkt und ungeneralisiert zugrunde gelegt werden kann oder aus dem fur bestimmte
Zwecke Karten mit einer thematischen Aussage abgeleitet werden k6nnen . Wir mussen uns daran gew6hnen, daB das " Original .. gleich dem " Speicherinhalt .. ist. Die Karte wird zum Informationsinstrument und
dient der Vermittlung und Prasentation von Ideen im privaten, insbesondere aber auch im politischen Raum.
Aile Arbeiten hangen sehr stark davon ab , wie schnell Standards - zum Beispiel fur den Datenaustausch - in
Europa gefunden werden k6nnen, nationale Uberlegungen sind hintenan zu stellen. Die Qualitat der Daten,
wie der In halt einer ETDB «European Territorial Database ", werden festzulegen sein .
Das Image von Geobasisdaten wird von der Datenaktualitat abhangen. Nur eine aktuelle Datenbank ist eine
brauchbare Datenbank und kann Basis der kommenden Informationsgesellschaft werden. Das bedeutet,
daB einer der Schwerpunkte auf die Fortfuhrung der Daten zu legen sein wird und daB man bei der Diskussion der Inhalte der ETDB den Umfang an Daten so festlegt, daB er auch kontinuierlich fortgefuhrt werden
kann . Eine solide Geodatenbasis fur Europa zu schaffen , muB das vornehmste Ziel der heutigen Kartographie sein .
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Berufsentwicklung in der Kartographie
von Prof. Dr. Siegmund Schulz
Das Berufsfeld der Kartographie unterliegt derzeit einem tiefgreifenden Wandel. Dieser ist gekennzeichnet
durch den immer rascheren Ubergang zur digitalen Kartenherstellung bzw. -fortfuhrung, den Einsatz von
Datenbanken bei der Anwendung von raumbezogenen Informationssystemen, die Verfugbarkeit von Fernerkundungsdaten, die Integration elektronischer Verfahren in der Reproduktionstechnik sowie - nicht zuletzt
besonders auch von okonomischer Bedeutung - die Anderung des Kaufverhaltens bei den Kartennutzern.
Ais gemeinsames Charakteristikum fur die Veranderungen in den jeweiligen Teilbereichen der Kartographie
ist der ausgepragte Trend zum Einsatz von Microcomputern zu nennen. Die PCs werden immer leistungsfahiger bei insgesamt sinkenden Investitionskosten, was einerseits zur Verdrangung von GroBrechenanlagen
fuhrt und andererseits das Kaufinteresse groBer Bevolkerungskreise steigert. Diese Entwicklung hat Auswirkungen auf das gesamte Berufsfeld der Kartographie : Ablaufe in der Kartenproduktion mussen neu konzipiert werden, zusatzliche, neue Moglichkeiten der Prasentation von kartographischen Informationen sind zu
berucksichtigen und nicht zuletzt muB im Bereich der Aus- und Weiterbildung eine Bereinigung und Aktualisierung der Lehrinhalte erfolgen.
In Anlehnung an die Entwicklung in der Kommunikations- und Unterhaltungsbranche werden Einzelpersonen
zukunftig neben der gedruckten Karte auch Disketten und CDs mit kartographischen Informationen als
Datentrager fur die Visualisierung am heimischen PC-Bildschirm einsetzen. Insbesondere durch audiovisuelle Elemente kann dabei die Aussagemoglichkeit einer Karte erweitert werden und zugleich kann eine
gelungene Prasentation zu einem Erlebnis besonderer Art werden.
Das Referat soli auBerdem verdeutlichen, daB eine solide Kenntnis und Anwendung traditioneller kartographischer Grundsatze nach wie vor auch bei der Herstellung mit rechnergestUtzten Verfahren erforderlich is!.
Andererseits muB die Kartographie gegenuber neuen Technologien im Interesse des Faches stets aufgeschlossen bleiben, damit originare kartographische Aufgaben nicht von Fachfremden als Betatigungsfeld
entdeckt werden . Die Berufsentwicklung in der Kartographie wird insgesamt zu einer noch starkeren interdisziplinaren Zusammenarbeit zwischen allen relevanten Berufsfeldern fUhren: Geographie, Geodasie,
Reproduktionstechnik, Fernerkundung. In einigen Fallen wird das kartographische Know-how fest in neuen
Berufsfeldern integriert sein, z.B. in der Geoinformatik.

Kartographisch gestutzte Analyse- und Planungs-Systeme fUr Marketing und Vertrieb
von Hans Hansen
Die Nutzung der Karte als Medium zur Analyse und zurVisualisierung geographischer Strukturen des Marktes soli unter fUnf Aspekten betrachtet werden:
1) Es geht um die ErschlieBung der geographischen Dimension von Daten und Zusammenhangen fur
Marketing und Vertrieb
Mit der Entwicklung der PC-gestUtzten digitalen Informationsverarbeitung und dem operativen Einsatz
der DVin den Unternehmen sind fUr die Modellierung und Visualisierung geographischerVerteilungen und
Interaktionen von Marktdaten und Prozessen neue Voraussetzungen entstanden. Dafur lassen sich 4 Tatigkeitsfelder in den Unternehmen unterscheiden und die zuzuordnenden Aufgaben beispielhaft nennen:
• Marktforschung; regionale Segmentation der Markte nach den geographischen Verteilungsmustern
von Konsumenten und Marktpotentialen,
• Werbekommunikationsplanung; die ungleiche Verteilung der Zielgruppen verlangt nach geographischer Selektion der Medien,
• Vertriebsplanung, Standortbewertung und AuBendienststeuerung; Direktvertrieb senkt Kosten und
fordert die Kundenbindung, der harte Handelswettbewerb steigert die Anforderungen an Standortwahl und
-support, die Kostenentwicklung verlangt nach Optimierungsmoglichkeiten des AuBendiensteinsatzes,
• Controlling; erfolgreiche Unternehmensentwicklung basiert auf Kostentransparenz, dabei gewinnt die
Operationalisierung der geographischen Kostendimension zunehmend an Bedeutung.
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2) Die mikrogeographische Marktsegmentation gestutzt auf ein integriertes digitales geographisches
Datensystem liefert die methodische und datentechnische Basis zur Losung dieser Aufgaben
Das Marketing denkt in produktorientierten Zielgruppen. So, wie sich Konsumenten anhand ihrer demographischen Merkmale oder besser noch uber Life-Style-Typologien nach Zielgruppen klassifizieren lassen,
kennen auch geographisch definierte Marktzelien, also Orte, Ortsteile, StraBenzuge an hand ihrer statistischen Merkmale klassifiziert und dementsprechend nach Zielgruppen-Nahe segmentiert werden.
Datentechnische Voraussetzung fUr eine DV-gestUtzte ErschlieBung von Marketinginformationen aus
Kundendaten, Erhebungen und anderen Quellen ist ein integriertes digitales geographisches Datensystem bestehend aus:
• Referenzdateien mit allen Orts-, StraBennamen, Hausnummern und Gebietskennziffern als «Bindeglied » zur externen Datenwelt,
• Lagekoordinaten zur Lokalisierung aller geographischen Elemente des Systems sowie entsprechende
Grenzkoordinaten,
• StraBennetzdaten zur Modellierung von Interaktionen,
• digitale topographische Karten als visuelle Orientierungsgrundlage.
3) Die thematische Kartographie bietet das Instrumentarium zur Visualisierung der geographischen
Strukturen von Marketinginformation
Anhand von Beispielen aus den verschiedensten praktischen Anwendungen soil veranschaulicht werden,
in welcher Weise die Mittel der thematischen Kartographie fUr die Darstellung von Marktstrukturen und
-prozessen genutzt werden. Die Karte ist dabei jedoch nur das eine Medium, immer in Kombination mit
der «Tabelle ».
4) PC-gestUtzte geographische Marktinformationssysteme sind das kunftige Arbeitsmittel fur die
lokale Marktbearbeitung
Die rapide Entwicklung der PC-gestUtzten kartographischen Technologie manifestiert sich u.a. in den
immer leistungsstarkeren geographischen Informationssystemen (GIS). Die Nutzung dieserTools fUr die
Aufgaben der Marktbearbeitung verlangt jedoch:
• eine wesentlich starkere Koppelung mit anderen im Marketing gebrauchlichen PC-Tools, mit einem
gemeinsamen Zugriff auf die gleiche Datenbank
• eine konsequent benutzerorientierte Menutechnik, die ihn von methodisch komplizierten Aufgaben
(z.B. in der thematischen Kartographie) entlastet
• eine «Iaienorientierte» Kartiertechnik unter Verwendung von Hybridsystemen, in denen gerasterte
topographische Karten (auf verschiedensten MaBstabsebenen) den «Orientierungshintergrund » fUr
vektorbasierte thematische Nutzerinformationen bilden
• die simultane und visuell vernetzte Prasentation der Information auf Karten und in der Form von
Tabellen , Datenblattern, Texten etc.
• und flexible Interaktionsmoglichkeiten im Sinne eines «digitalen Fingers», der den Benutzer beim Dialog
mit der Datenbasis und seinen Rechenmodellen unterstUtzt, der ihm erlaubt, Kartenebenen oder -ausschnitte zu wahlen oder gezeigte Informationi'm zu markieren u.v.a.m.
Dafur werden beispielhafte Systeme vorgestellt und, sofern die technischen Meglichkeiten es gestatten,
soli das Leistungsspektrum an Beispielen demonstriert werden.
5) Das Marketing ist Nutzer amtlicher Kartensysteme - und kennt die Starken und Schwachen des
Angebotes.
Auch daruber muB gesprochen werden. Einige kritische Anmerkungen auf der Basis langjahriger Erfahrungen sollen als Anregung fUr die ohnehin stattfindende Rollendiskussion der amtlichen Kartographie
verstanden werden.
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Notes

16" Conference Cartographique Internationale de l'Association Cartograpt'lique Internationale (ACI) et
42 9 Congres Allemand de Cartographie, Cologne 1993, organises par la ~.ociete de Cartographie Allemand .
(DGfK) avec Ie concours du Land de la Rhenanie-du-Nord-Westphalie, la ville c:le Cologne et de nombreuse
instit tions du ~ecteur Rublic et prive.
1 . Interna lonale Kartographisc e Konferenz der Intemationalen Kartographischen Vereinigung (IKV) und
42. Deutscher Kaoographentag Koln 1993, organisiert und veranstaltet durch die Deutsche Gesellschaft fii
Kartographie e.v. (DGfK) mit UnterstOtzung des Landes Nordrhein-Westfalen, der Stadt Koln und zahlreichet
Institution'en der privaten Wirtschaft und otfentlichen Verwaltung.
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